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Sometimes students struggle to interpret literary texts because some of these texts do not 
lend themselves to the deduction of the interpretative processes with which they are familiar, but 
the same is not true when students pull interpretations from songs. Is it possible that students’ 
familiarity with songs might enable them to connect a song with a book and aid interpretation 
that way? This study attempted to explore the possibility of bridging songs to literary texts in my 
Community College English classroom, to ascertain if or how the use of song can support or 
extend students’ interpretive strategies across different types of texts. I investigated how songs 
might work as a bridge to other texts, like novels, and, if the students use songs as texts, to what 
extent do the students develop and hone their interpretative skills? Because of this, how might 
including songs as texts in English writing or English Literature curriculum contribute to the 
enhancement of students’ writing? The students’ responses disclosed that the songs appealed to 
their cognition and memories and helped them to interpret and write about the novels they read. 
Moreover, the students’ responses revealed that pairing or matching songs with novels 
strengthened interpretation of the book in a plethora of ways, such as meta-message deduction, 
applying contexts, applying comparisons, and examining thematic correlations. When a novel is 
bridged or paired with a song, interpretation can also be derived by examining different 
perspectives, characterizations, personal connections, and life experiences. Exploring emotional 
connections as well as signs and symbolism can also enable interpretation. Another way to 
deduce interpretation, according to the students, is to locate a reoccurring issue or thread in a 
song and transfer the analysis from the song to the novel. However, although a few students 
might not use songs to interpret literary texts, they might still be able to recognize that the 
possibility exists to grasp meaning that way.  
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For this research, two College English II classes that I taught, in consecutive semesters, 
served as the site for my research. I explored whether or how students might interpret songs as a 
bridge to hone their interpretive practices with literary texts. Pseudonyms were used for the 
students who participated in this study. The students were all from the same community college 
on the East Coast of the United States and represented an ethnically/racially diverse population. 
In the two courses examined in this research, 23 students attended each class and reflected the 
diversity of the college in terms of multiple cultures, religions, and nationalities. The classes are 
named Class 1 and Class 2, respectively, throughout this document.   
College English II is a follow-up class to College English I. It is a thematic course 
designed to appeal to the students’ cognition, whereby they contemplate about their learning to 
improve on their current reading and writing skills addressed in College English I, or previous 
skills attained from elsewhere. Using readings from interdisciplinary subject areas, students of 
College English II should complete three essay assignments by asking questions and using 
evidence to make inferences within diverse modes of research and information literacy. The 
students’ skills from the bottom to the top of the rubric and each class might have 
disproportionate ability levels that range from below to meeting standard as opposed to above 
standard, depending on the semester and student pool at the time.  
I often do not know beforehand the exact extent of the students’ skill level and what their 
range of abilities might be. I have wondered, though, if what I call skill level is truly that, or 
might there be some other reason for the students’ results? Moreover, how might song be used to 
aid students’ performance? 
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With the focus on attempts to bridge songs and literary text, Walker’s (1972) idea of the 
notion of song was crucial to this research in that it presented the concept that songs are an 
integral part of who we are and help mold us as individuals. Her implication was that songs 
shape our individual and community identities. With this in mind, I acted on the principle that 
songs are also discourses that connect to identities.  
Therefore, this research operated on the premise that discourse equates or is certainly 
interrelated with identities (Gee, 1989). I contemplated that, if songs are agents of identities and 
discourses, is it possible to encourage students to use the analogous skills that they apply to 
interpreting songs to interpreting literary texts? Might such “bridging” assist them in being better 
able to deduce understanding of those texts? 
In this study, I present Walker’s (1972) concept of “the notion of song” as something that 
is inherent, as it interrelates to, through, and with songs, so much so that it is difficult to tell the 
difference between the “the notion of song” and song itself. The proposition is that the notion of 
song exists and influences our meaning-making and interpretive processes. As a teacher, I have 
realized that students have not always been able to decipher or deduce meaning from literary 
texts that they deem difficult, and I wondered if there might be a way to aid them in grasping 
interpretation if I encourage them to bridge a song with challenging literary texts. Because I 
usually played songs in the classroom, it struck me that students ascertain meaning and 
interpretations from songs more readily than from literary texts. Thus, I conducted this research 
to address my pondering about whether or how students might apply the same interpretive 
strategies they use to understand songs to literary texts that they find difficult.  
When I initially envisioned this project, I wanted to make certain the lyrical nature of 
song was present throughout the piece. The aim of doing this was to bring lyrics/song into this 
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Practitioner Research paper. Since my research was about the use of songs as texts in the 
classroom and their impact on learning, I wanted this paper to encourage readers to experience 
“song” as a way of understanding. I contended that songs and poems are analogous, so 
experiencing poetry is analogous to experiencing songs. A poem can be used as a song and vice 
versa. Not only do songs and poems have written or lyrical content, but they also both have 
rhythm and/or rhyme and other associated properties.  
To that end, I have interjected different poems at pivotal points during the study. All the 
poems are my original work. They are intended to capture “the notion of song” (in this case, I 
mean the essence of song) that is in the discussion that follows them. However, the poems must 
not be analyzed as a part of my research because they are only intended to supply a rhythmic 
quality as songs do and enhance the work aesthetically and holistically.   
In studying the interpretive value of songs, I started from the premise that Walker’s 
(1972) idea of “the notion of song” is not only intrinsic but also social. I mean that songs are an 
important part of our identity, and songs are social in nature in that they allow for social 
interaction and participation. Since pedagogy in literacy classrooms relies on these two things as 
well, songs have great potential to be used as pedagogical tools. Notwithstanding, I see them as 
also being legitimate texts that have worth in the classroom. Thus, the pedagogical principles I 
have used to teach those classes were conceptualized in a Collective Third Space (Gutiérrez, 
2008) and in Culturally Responsive educational frameworks (Banks, 1991; Gay, 2000; Ladson-
Billings, 1992). “The Collective Third Space” and “Culturally Responsive Education” helped to 
build the kind of classroom environment that allowed for the students’ academic improvement.  
An important idea that I pursued was that songs are connected to identities, discourses, 
and power (Foucault, 1972, 1982; Gee, 1989) and songs influence the lives of the students of 
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diverse cultures. What if, by bridging song to more inaccessible literary texts, students could 
have more access to ways of encountering texts? I explored the interpretative strategies used in 
understanding songs and examined if or how these strategies might be used by students with 
literary texts. In essence, I was interested in gaining a better understanding of whether an 
interpretive strategy of bridging song and literary texts can lead to new pedagogical implications.  
I do not want my future students to miss out on a treasure trove of knowledge that can be 
gained from understanding and interpreting some of the more challenging literary texts. I desire 
that they not only learn to interpret more difficult texts, but also be able to use them to produce 
essays that show in-depth literary analysis. If my future students attain a working understanding 
and resultant ability to interpret literature and other challenging texts, this will expand their 
educational experience and prepare them for their future academic and career goals.  
My investigation fits well with the design of practitioner research because, as a teacher, I 
wanted to understand WHAT and HOW and WHY and IF song might be beneficial as part of my 
ongoing literacy and literary work with students. I took an inquiry stance for I believe that 
working WITH my students would help me to understand the consequences of using song as a 
central part of my instructional practices. 
In the planning process, I visualized my practitioner research project as a journey that 
would be undertaken, but it would also be predicated upon past journeys taken throughout my 
lifetime—not just the literal ones but the life journeys as well. Thus, some autobiographical 
reflections are intermingled throughout as I attempted to understand how my current interests in 
using song as a way to bridge students’ multiple literacies connects with my own experiences in 
finding song as central to the ways in which I came to learn, understand, and express myself. I 
am an ardent lover of music and song, and I am attempting to account for my initial belief in 
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songs as text and how this has supported my own interpretive strategies with other types of texts. 
Thus, the word “intertextuality” is important in this study. Although it might simply mean 
pairing, connecting, or bridging one text to other texts, in this research it mostly refers to the 
pairing, connecting, or bridging songs with literary texts for the purpose of enabling 
interpretation.  
Notwithstanding, whenever I mentioned bridging, pairing, or matching in this study, I am 
referring to connecting or linking different types of texts. I opine that some texts are more 
accessible than others and, as a result, they might be more readily accessible than more 
challenging literary texts. Songs as texts might be less difficult to access. All of this is contingent 
on accounting for the notion of song, as Walker (1972) contended, as residing in all of us.  
Thus, in the chapters that follow, I start by outlining the constitution of the notion of 
song, identities, discourses, and power; then I demonstrate their classroom corollaries and 
subsequently delve into the research purpose and design. After that, I present each of the five 
research artifacts (collected data) and their analysis/interpretation. It seemed necessary to 
demonstrate these in some depth so that the rationale of bridging songs to literary texts to 
enhance students’ interpretive skills can be contextualized. Additionally, an early literature 
review is intended to give contextual grounding in the terms and ideas of the study, but most of 
the literature review has been interwoven with the data analysis of each data set or artifact. Not 
only does this approach work in conjunction with the data analysis to inform the study, but being 
in conversation with the literature that informs this project and provides intertextual links is yet 
another way to the bridging of songs with texts that the study examined in great detail.  
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Inside me-I am Song (by Elroy A. Esdaille) 
 
Floating in song 
On a never-ending sea 
Moving to the rhythm  
That’s inside me 
The whole sea is a continuum of songs 
The sky, a retainer 
The earth, a receptor 
Everything, everywhere, the world around 
Is penetrated by songs 
Songs knew me before I was born 
And waited for my existence 
My mother, my grandmothers and great grandmothers gone 
Endowed me with the notion of songs 
They kept it alive throughout generations 
And so shaped and molded me to be strong 
I am song, and song is me 
Inside me is a living history 
So, when I sing, 
I am encoding 
I am evoking 
I am responding 
I am transferring 
And I am being 
In my consciousness, soaked so deep 



























Chapter 1: A Melody of the Notion of Song, Culture, and Unmooring 
 
A Little Night Music 
In the deep of the night, when darkness is in its darkest hour, there is not complete 
silence, but noises are less amplified, and if a person listens, really listens, he or she would hear 
noises that were shrouded during the daylight hours. There seems to arise out of the darkness 
sounds that join themselves to the night as if to celebrate its triumph, as if there is a deep secret 
buried in the sounds of the night that eludes the daylight period. In the night, there seems to be 
music ringing everywhere, and without us bargaining for it, it makes its presence felt. There are 
rhythm and music in everything, and music is embedded in everything, but often we miss it 
because we only can conceive the daytime sounds and are asleep to the deep sounds of night. 
What I mean is that we are programmed to hear certain sounds and are oblivious to others. We 
do not recognize the music in everything because we perceive music through a one-dimensional 
lens. Music can constitute the organization of sound, but music is more than merely the sounds 
that protrude from a vocal or musical instrument. Music is semiotic in that the sounds and 
symbols create a desire for meaning, applying context and signification, and delving into 
analysis. Nonetheless, although songs involve semiotics, they go far beyond their semiotic 
properties. 
There are processes at work that are far more than the sound that is made, and signs and 
symbols are not enough to capture them in their entirety. Therefore, while the semiotic properties 
of songs should be embraced, we should also recognize that the multiple dimensions and myriad 
nuances that protrude from them make the interpretation of songs more than just semiotics. The 
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notion of song is unending, whether signs and symbols are given, recognized, or even 
understood.  
Thus, when songs are played or voiced, the sound is not enough to deduce it in its 
fullness, because there is more to songs than the sound produced. Even if we account for the 
melody, the harmony, the rhythm, and the timing, songs still transcend all of these. Indisputably, 
there is a tangible and intangible nature to songs. The tangible lies in the expressed sound, but 
the intangible is what precedes it and what lies beyond the sound. This kind of ability to discern 
might be something that I hope my students would develop in their reading and writing of 
literature as well.  
Nevertheless, before a song can be performed, it must be created or composed. Thus, 
there is something about songs that might be innate and, although we may not be aware of it, 
they exist on the inside of us. This is all a part of the initiation of song, and even after a song is 
performed, there is still a level to the song that operates beyond the performance.  
Because we may not envision it does not mean that it is unrealistic. Because something is 
not seen does not necessarily mean that it is hiding or even missing. Something which seems 
unseen may be present in a cloak of invisibility and can be perceived if we know how to—or are 
willing to—probe enough to uncover it. According to Hudak (1999), “The sound identity is like 
a ‘missing person,’ we know of its existence, but are unable to locate his/her presence in space” 
(pp. 465-66). Sound, as Hudak observed, has identities that are difficult to uncover. Though its 
existence is known, locating it in its space can prove to be a difficult task. Hudak has insisted 
that “By music making…there is always more occurring than what is seen” (p. 464). Thus, the 
space here could be chronotopic, as outlined by Bakhtin (1986) who contended that chronotope 
refers to the associations and ramifications of time and space.  
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However, Hudak (1999) seemed to be referring to the space as being much more than 
that. From Hudak’s perspective, it could also be addressing the space within us, where sound is 
processed and reprocessed as it shapes and reshapes our identities. Although we know that our 
identities are influenced by sound, many of us are ignorant to the inner workings of that process. 
This might be why Hudak thought that sound identities are hard for us to grasp. The existence of 
sound identities indicates that music inhabits all peoples and cultures.  
Culture and Music, and the Notion of Song 
Zimmermann (2017) described culture as “The characteristics and knowledge of a 
particular group of people, encompassing language, religion, cuisine, social habits, music and 
arts” (p. 1). Indisputably, all human beings have cultures, whether they understand the extent of 
them, and one cultural aspect we all share is music. According to Eddy (2007), “Every society 
responds to and creates music” (p. 142). The ability to create music is a universal trait. Out of 
music comes songs, which serve a vital role in our lives that sometimes may not be visible on the 
surface but nevertheless is present. The idea that something exists and many of us are oblivious 
to its existence sums up the notions of the unseen. These may be revealed in our automatic 
responses to certain stimuli over which we have no direct control.  
Songs can offer the kind of unseen stimuli that prompt us to respond without being aware 
of the root cause of our response. Visibility, or in the case of songs, hearing the songs being 
voiced, can make seen the unseen, or make heard the unheard. Even the unseen thing can at any 
time materialize and join the company of those things that are visible. Though some things are 
abstract in nature, they exist. Although music and song have some abstraction to them, it is 
problematic to define them only as such because there are real-life situations, experiences, and 
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consequences that fall under their auspices, and they can be said to exist in the plains of both the 
abstract and non-abstract.  
While a song can be heard, and this may account for its tangibility, I wonder if it is the 
hearing that constitutes its palpability, or does it go beyond that to what the hearing conjures up 
inside of us? This would mean that hearing songs directly impacts our behavior in positive and 
negative ways. If songs can indeed influence our behavior, then it means that within the 
framework of songs, elements reside that appeal to us on an intuitive level. As Frith (1996) 
stated, “Making music isn’t a way of expressing ideas; it is a way of living them” (p. 111). Thus, 
from Frith’s disposition, the intuition that comes by means of songs is more than merely 
conveying ideas, but it personifies life itself. This can be said to refer to concepts that are built 
into songs. They may be dormant when the songs are not employed, but they rise to the surface 
whenever someone voices out a song. Songs not only carry concepts but are themselves 
concepts, and this dual aspect of songs may be equivalent to what Walker (1972) has coined “the 
notion of song.” 
What Constitutes the Notion of Song? 
In In Search of Our Mothers’ Garden, Alice Walker (1972) contended that songs are 
alive in us, in the indispensable form of notions. She denoted them as “the notion of songs.” As 
Walker wrote, “A woman who still struggled to sing the song that was your gift, although in a 
land of barbarians who praised you for your bewildered tongue. It is not so much what you sang, 
as that you kept alive, in so many of our ancestors, the notion of song” (p. 405). For Walker, 
these elemental notions are by no means simple. They describe an inherent affinity for song that 
has been passed down through generations; but more than that, songs exist in the core of our 
beings, as is evident when the subconscious is made conscious when a song springs forth from 
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within our souls and our bodies. This borders our psychological well-being, but the spiritual 
aspect that is the transcending and existential elements of songs is also present. Thus, the notion 
of song plays a pivotal role in our lives. We tap into it to address our emotions, and we use it to 
aid us with our sense of belonging. Because songs can be used as modes of expressions, they 
often help to reveal our deeper selves by forcing us in profound ways to examine and come to 
terms with ourselves and the world around us. Much of who we are is linked to the notion of 
song.  
Therefore, keeping alive the notion of song, from Walker’s (1972) perspective, suggests 
that song has been instrumental in the lives of slaves and their ancestors. Amid chaos, 
misfortune, and strife, black women never let their inclination to sing and their affinity for songs 
die. Songs not only have exemplified these African American women’s lives, but they have also 
echoed visceral substances that sustained who they were and the way they lived their lives. 
Songs not only have moved beyond the threshold of the cares of life, but they also have often 
helped them to negotiate the twists and bumps and grooves that life sent their way. It is as if song 
has been a fundamental part of their very beings that was married to their souls.  
This matrimony of song and soul can be said to be a living daily experience, as outlined 
by Vinz (1999) who has claimed that “The message of the blues is fulfilled in this musical 
moment, emphasizing…the never-ending struggle of living” (p. 391). Analogously, Purcell 
(1992) has asserted that “Songs reflect patterns of daily life” (p. 194). Thus, Vinz’s (1999) and 
Purcell’s (1992) opinions seem to strengthen Walker’s (1972) position that much of who these 
African American women were was alive in song; their generational trek was alive in song; their 
hope for their children was alive in song. Song to them was a lifestyle and it remained the one 
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consistency in their lives, even when everything else fell apart or seemed hopeless. The human 
consciousness helps to make it possible for the notion of song to come alive.  
How exactly is the notion of song kept alive? Having the notion of song impacting us 
without us being aware of it suggests an inner working or innate nature of songs that is plugged 
into our subconscious and does not need any prompting from us to function. This speaks to an 
inner consciousness that transcends our conscious awareness. 
Moreover, songs occupy an important place in our lives from which we cannot escape. It 
is as if songs follow us anywhere we go. Although our identities are influenced by many things, 
we cannot discount the value of songs. They seem to be wired to our subconscious and aligned 
with our emotions. In this case, the emotional is impacted by the abstraction of song which, 
although is often manifested through voice and sound, is so much more than what is heard or 
written. Songs are formulated in the abstract from seeds of thoughts or notions strung together to 
produce a logical and coherent creation that is sounded out and thus comes alive that way, but I 
will also argue that this live expression, while exactly that, was alive before then in the core of 
the individual creator or utterer. Thus, the notion of song is alive in thought when it conceived by 
its creator or utterer. What also happens is that songs create more songs because they 
continuously create and recreate notions of songs, which then create more and more songs, until 
the line between song and notion of song becomes so blurred that it becomes difficult to 
distinguish one from the other.  
Identity Deduction, Songs, and Notions of Song 
Examining music and song is one way to begin to grasp what might delineate identities. It 
is the elusiveness of identities and how that intangibility is unrestrained in songs that forms the 
backdrop for what is called “the notion of song.” I stumbled upon this term in reading Alice 
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Walker’s (1972) text, In Search of Our Mothers’ Gardens. Although she mentioned the term, she 
did not delve into the details about what constitutes the notion of song. The term notion of song 
sparked an interest in me to investigate its intricacies because, from Walker’s rendition, it has 
roots in identity. However, what Walker left unanswered was the extent of that connection and 
the corollaries that protrude and propagate from it.  
Probing the delineation of the notion of song is necessary to my research because it is the 
glue that keeps it intact. It is the notion of song that has caused me to ponder that it is indeed a 
reality, and the awareness of its existence has led me to investigate how taking that fact into 
consideration and adjusting my pedagogy to account for it can prove to be effective in the 
classroom. Employing songs as texts in the classroom amounts to taking advantage of the notion 
of song that resides in all of us, and in so doing, I can move the intangible into the realm of the 
tangible.  
I contemplated that although some research exists about using songs in the classroom 
(Alexander-Smith, 2004; Coffin, 1970; Eddy, 2007; Martin, 1994; Purcell, 1992; Root, 2005), 
the present research sought to branch out from the focus of these studies with my area of interest 
by asking the research question: If and how might songs work as a bridge to other texts, and if 
the students use songs as texts, to what extent do the students develop and hone their 
interpretative skills? Because of this, how might including songs as texts in English writing or 
English Literature curriculum help to contribute to the enhancement of students’ writing?  
I have wondered what would happen if I deliberately bridge the texts that students are 
asked to read and write with the texts they bring with them, that is, the songs that already reside 
in them. How do students describe or demonstrate in their assignments the effects of bridging 
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familiar songs with unfamiliar texts, and what does that reveal about their understandings of both 





Chapter 2: An Interlude of Identities, Discourses, Power, and Life Journeys 
 
The Journey Now Starts (By Elroy A. Esdaille) 
 
Looking back in the past 
Crossing dissected paths 
Encircling backwards and forward lines 
Cutting a slice out of time 
The horror, the horror 
The future, the future 
The youthful climb 
The adult’s rhyme 
Thinking about singing on the ocean blue 
A work song or two 
Vignettes flying in my mind 
The discarded signs 
The pieces 
The breaches 
The preparation without preparation 
For a time yet to come 
Probing for an answer to aid the teacher 
Now, consciously preparing for tomorrow. 
Digging deep beyond the reach 
Where sound can’t reach 
Yet music may be the answer 
To the questions of tomorrow 
A light shining in the darkness 
Where enthusiasm rests 
A teacher, a student, a class 





Songs and Purpose to Research 
Unmooring refers to a ship pulling up anchor, letting go of any lines that are keeping it in 
place, and moving away from the harbor to embark on a journey. My journey speaks to 
investigating if songs have the potential to reach students and be of value to all students, 
including those who are underperforming. The idea of using songs in the classroom and 
ascertaining their interpretative value can be traced back to me trying to find innovative and 
creative practices to stimulate students in my College English classes. My students enter my 
classroom with diverse backgrounds and skill levels, where their interpretative abilities vary 
greatly. I feel that songs might serve as a common denominator that I can work with and from to 
help bridge the diversity and skill levels of my students.  
I have pondered about reducing monotony in College English classrooms and using song 
not only to foster excitement, but also to make the lessons productive and thus help students to 
improve their writing. It struck me that there is interpretive value in songs and, if so, they are 
viable texts that have a place in the classroom. This idea was confirmed when I read Alice 
Walker (1972) In Search of Our Mothers’ Garden. She coined the phrase “notion of song,” but 
she did not define its intricacies, except that songs are alive in us, in the indispensable form of 
notions.  
When I studied Walker’s (1972) idea more closely, I started to conjecture that songs play 
a pivotal role in our lives, and they are cultural artifacts that are common to every society. Songs 
have identity, discourse, and power ramifications, and they have classroom implications as well. 
The classroom is a place where knowledge is either disseminated or negotiated, so identity and 
power are consequently subjected to the working or operations of those classrooms. This sheds 
light on the fact that power plays a role in classrooms. Additionally, Foucault (1972) has pointed 
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out that the circulation of knowledge influences identity, and knowledge is a space that allows 
people to assume power positions (pp. 182-183). Therefore, with the notion of song in mind, and 
accounting for identities, discourses, and power as properties that are present via the mode of 
song, this research sought to deduce the connection between songs and interpretation, and how 
bridging interpretive practices between song and texts might be beneficial to my students.  
I hope to demonstrate that a curriculum that emphasizes songs as literary texts considers 
the psychological and social dimensions of the students in terms of their race, ethnicity, culture, 
heritage, and diaspora, in conjunction with their strengths, weaknesses, habits, and need for 
creativity, expression, and freedom. Songs may provide a way to honor the students’ cultures and 
can pave the way for students to become devoted to and engaged with their academic 
accomplishments. This, in turn, can lead to improvement in their interpretative skills in writing 
and reading. I have attempted to understand if this is possible. For this research, my usage of 
interpretative skills refers to the students’ deducing some understanding and being able to 
analyze competently as a result.  
I wanted to better understand if the students would be able to use the meaning they 
deduced from songs as a catalyst to help them make a connection (bridge) with the literary texts, 
and thus ascribe meaning (interpretation) to those texts. Formulating an inquiry approach for a 
Practitioner Researcher study required thoughtful data collection methods. Hence, I relied on 
qualitative, interpretive data where different methods were accounted for in researching students’ 
affinity to songs and the interpretations they gleaned from them. In Practitioner Research, the 
border between inquiry and practice is enmeshed so that the boundaries between researcher and 
teacher are indistinguishable (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2009). This crossing of boundaries 
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between practitioner and researcher sets the tone for examining the social element (Fairclough, 
2012).  
Practitioner Research is the assumption that those who work in particular educational 
contexts and/or live in particular social situations have significant knowledge about those 
situations. This means that all of the participants in inquiry communities are regarded as 
knowers, learners, and researchers (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2009).  
As a practitioner researcher, my experiences in the classroom have caused me to take an 
inquiry stance with regard to students’ learning, and they have enabled me to rethink my role as a 
teacher. I opine that a practitioner inquiry approach to learning and teaching lends itself to 
interpretive scrutiny.  
Thus, with the idea of interpretation as an objective, the collection of data included 
written responses, interviews, and post-observational or post-ex facto field notes. The process 
was as follows:  
1. In-class data collection: I collected three essays from each student as part of the 
normal course work for the class. Also, I collected the students’ written responses to 
two questionnaires, namely (a) Questions about the Song Students Chose to Play in 
Class (5 questions), and (b) Use of Songs in the Classroom (4 questions).   
2. Post-observational/post-ex facto field notes: These were written down from memory 
immediately following the end of the class or as soon as I finished teaching. Any 
observations related to the impact of songs and/or interpretations that occurred during 
class were written down this way.   
3. Audio-recorded interviews: Three students from each class were interviewed. The 
interviews were transcribed and used as data.  
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The Relationship of Discourses, Identities, and Power 
These processes aided me in my discovery of how students accessed the classroom 
atmosphere with the usage of songs and whether the songs helped them to interpret literary texts 
that may have seemed difficult. Since all students listen to songs, I wondered if there was some 
connection between song and their identities and discourses, and how did these influence their 
learning? I cannot deny the presence of discourses in both songs and in schools, nor can I deny 
that they might at times complement and wrestle with each other.  
Principal to my research was the idea that discourse equates with identity (Gee, 1989), so 
identities are delineated as they relate to discourses. This suggests that power (Fine, 2016; 
Foucault, 1982; Gavins, 1989) is present in the admixture as well. Songs are agents of identities, 
discourses, and power, and students learning to use the analogous skills they apply to interpreting 
songs to interpreting literary texts might be assisted by them to better deduce understanding of 
the other texts. Not only has the classroom environment helped me to adjust to my students as I 
conducted my study, but it has also allowed me to use songs as effective cultural artifacts to 
promote students’ interaction, engagement, and consequently learning. Through songs, I was 
able to establish a commonality in which to bridge songs with literary texts.  
In terms of finding common ground by bridging the familiar with the unfamiliar, 
students’ social lives are paramount to accomplishing this, and the social aspect has its roots in 
all elements of society. Because these relationships are complex and nuanced, it was important 
that I had a plan for studying them, but I also recognized that much of the journey fell short of 
being uncomplicated and predictable. Practitioner Research provided me with the scope I needed 
to sufficiently examine the implications of songs as texts in the class and their impact on 
students’ learning. As a practitioner researcher, my trek involved my own classroom and my 
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students, and the discourses that we all encounter. Hence, what exactly delineates discourse was 
of importance to my study.  
Discourses 
A Song of Discourse (by Elroy A. Esdaille) 
 
Words of a discourse, 
Discourse in words 
Inside, outside, 
Revealing what it hides. 
Like light penetrating the darkness, 
Discourse is in all of it. 
The consciousness,  
The helplessness, 
The discursive irregularities, 
The discontinuities, 
Mushfake and mastering, 
Identity clashing, 
Identity kits circling the social, 
The individual and the personal, 
The public and the private stage, 
The history stuck on the page, 
Discourse romping, 
Who would rein it in. 
Send for someone to erase the margins; 
Discourse needs no confining 
All ideas are open to its abstract fancy,  
And all notions are at its mercy,  
Yet in this spatial void,  
Music and song come alive,  
And every man and woman, 
Carry in them the notion of song. 
Inside us identity keeps on dancing,  
And discourse grooves to the same rhythm,  
Wrapping and folding and tangling and merging,  
They emerge as mirror images. 
One is the other and the other is one;  
They sing a perpetual song. 
Words in a discourse and words in an identity, 





Discourses and the Social Element 
Foucault (1972) reported that discourses are socially contrived, pointing out that 
“discourses are more than just linguistic: they are social and ideological practices which can 
govern the ways in which people think, speak, interact, write and behave” (p. 42). This shares 
some similarity with Gee’s (1989) claim that 
It is sometimes helpful to say that individuals do not speak and act, but that historically 
and socially discourses speak through each other through individuals. Individuals 
instantiate, give body to, a discourse every time they act or speak; thus, they carry it (and 
ultimately change it) through time. (p. 20)  
 
While Foucault (1972) focused on the social being embedded in the ideological practices, Gee 
(1989) perceived the social to be entrenched in historicity. Both men noted that social discourses 
are dominant in the lives of individuals.  
Foucault (1972) purported that ideological discourses take shape in social discourses, 
while Gee (1989) emphasized that our conformity to historical and social discourses govern our 
actions. It is our interaction with each of these discourses that gives rise to our actions. In this 
sense, ideological, social, and historical discourses have outlined and prescribed the different 
actions we will take in different situations. This means that those discourses have preordained 
our actions and responses. Thus, the decisions that we think we are making were, in fact, already 
made for us because of and in accordance with the ideological, historical, and social dictates of 
discourse. Thus, discourses are the driving force behind human interaction and we do not preside 
over our own actions. We are all victims of discourse in that we do not control discourses but 
they control us. This, however, unfolds the idea that discourses cannot be self-sufficient, without 
human interaction.  
Since our identities can also be tied to the way we act, they are concomitantly impacted 
by these discourses, and if we stick with Gee’s (1989) argument that discourses and identities are 
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interrelated, every time discourses impact our actions, our identities have set them in motion. 
This lends itself to the interpretation that our actions are influenced by our identities, which are 
rooted in ideological, historical, and social discourses.   
Discourses as Identity Kits 
As Gee (1989) related: 
A Discourse is a sort of “identity kit” which comes complete with the appropriate 
costume and instructions on how to act, talk, and often write, so as to take on a particular 
role that others will recognize. Being “trained” as a linguist meant that I learned to speak, 
think, and act like a linguist, and to recognize others when they do so.… We all have 
many Discourses. (p. 7) 
 
According to Gee (1989), a discourse is a ready-made product. Lodged within each discourse are 
the instructions that legislate the way we act, talk, and often write so that we can fit into the 
prescribed role laid out for us that others will distinguish. However, everyone has several 
discourses. This assortment of discourses means that a person who is a part of one discourse may 
not necessarily be a part of another discourse, or all persons who share one or more discourses in 
common can never really share every discourse with each other.  
Gee (1989) asserted that “Discourses are connected with displays of an identity; failing to 
fully display an identity is tantamount to announcing you don’t have that identity, that at best 
you’re a pretender or a beginner” (pp. 9-10). The display of identity seems to be deep-rooted in 
discourse, and that is why discourses relate to the demonstrations of identity. This is a solid 
premise for discourses to be considered as identity kits. Logically speaking, though, because 
something is inside of a kit does not mean that it is the same as the kit in which it is contained. 
Because discourses can be found in identity kits does not mean that the discourses are equivalent 
to the kits that hold them, or that they are made up of the same substances from which the kits 
are constructed. My question is: Can discourses be divorced from their presentation, or are 
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presentations of discourses demonstrations of identities? The latter seems more viable an 
argument and supports Gee’s notion that discourses are identity kits. Thus, identity is the 
fundamental background of their existence, and whether they are showcased, their substance, 
which equates with identity, remains intact. For example, a pencil is a writing apparatus. 
Whether I write with the pencil or keep it in a kit or a container, the fact that it is a writing 
apparatus still remains. To stretch this point further, even if I use the pencil to do things other 
than writing, it is fundamentally a writing apparatus. In much the same way, discourses are 
identity even when they are not used in that way.  
Moreover, in the case of discourses and identities, from Gee’s (1989) argument, they are 
analogous and complementary to each other. Gee seemed to show that discourses are made up of 
the very substance that is contained within them, and what is actually being displayed amounts to 
identities. Gee called discourses identity kits, which might mean that the kits themselves are 
formulated identity-wise.   
Power 
Power, Knowledge Dissemination, and Identity 
No identity is exempted from discourse ramifications, and no discourse can escape the 
dynamics of power. Music is powerful, it is power, and it gives and takes away power, but some 
aspects of music are beyond our understanding. What really constitutes music? Is it indefinable 
yet palpable, and identity-inclined? According to Foucault (1982), power is aligned with our 
identities. He argued that “What is questioned is the way in which knowledge circulates and 
functions, in relations to power” (p. 781). This knowledge must be constructed, and it is designed 
to circulate and function in accordance with the power dynamic that is built in. The power 
dynamics are circumscribed, as Foucault put it, to “Who we are” (p. 781). Foucault was 
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proclaiming that there is a relationship between identities and power, but the circulation of 
knowledge may very well be shrouded in the propagation of power. In addition, Foucault 
communicated that “Knowledge is also the space in which the subject may take up a 
position;…knowledge is also the field of coordination and subordination of statements in which 
concepts appear, and are defamed, applied and transformed” (pp. 182-183). If knowledge is a 
space where subjected positions are formulated, then it is a space imbued with power. Thus, as 
coordination and subordination of concepts are interspersed, some people fall on the positive and 
negative side of the ledger. Within these concepts are often subtle inscriptions of power that 
demarcate and assign power. As Hudak (1999) outlined it, “Identities are not found but made; 
they are not just there, waiting to be discovered in the vocabulary of nature, but they have to be 
culturally and politically constructed through political antagonism and cultural struggle”  
(p. 448). Hudak was suggesting that identities are subjected to power systems and are shaped 
accordingly. He also rendered that “Identities are always constructed within a set of historically 
defined discourses” (p. 448). Here, Hudak’s idea constitutes the essence of the power struggle in 
that the historicity of any political and cultural contention makes it not easily appeased in any 
current or future epoch. Power divides and sets up hierarchical systems.  
Music and Song as Counter Narratives 
 
Music and song can, in a way, be the quintessence of counter narratives in that they 
embody psychological phenomena in regard to the constraint caused by power and its subsequent 
impact on identity. A power discourse can be a silencer. As Fine (2016) purported, in most 
households, there is “a social psychological diaspora that is distributed across bodies” (p. 48). A 
burden of horrifying pain and loss is buried within some people, and others deny and silence 
themselves in the name of progress. Fine seemed certain that these stories are crucial to our 
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survival, and all stories should be heard. She bore witness to a contrasting subaltern story of 
anguish and treachery, whereby the dominant story cannot separate itself from that of the 
dominated. Fine referred to it as a “fractured consciousness,” a hybrid perspective which initiates 
epistemological questions of “methodology, design and research justice” (p. 48). A multiplicity 
of stories is yet to be told, but many institutions and funding agencies desire researchers to 
adhere to the dominant narrative. However, Fine advocated that contradiction can be powerful 
and rewarding.  
The medium of songs offers a way for the voiceless to create their own narrative that 
counters that of the dominator. Songs have the potential to help tell the stories that have been 
stifled. They can give voice to those whose are silenced. This suggests the idea of allowing for 
voice in a space that is soaked with power and subjugation. Songs can help people who are 
underprivileged find their voices. According to Gunner (2009), “The song—and song more 
widely—became the means by which a group of the marginalized…seized back agency and the 
power to determine the flow of change in the new era” (p. 30). It seems that Gunner was 
indicating that people who are oppressed can reverse their conditions and take back agency and 
the capacity to effect change, both personally and in their society. Gunner also posited that 
“There is nothing new about the idea that songs travel or that they have political clout. The most 
widely travelled songs may well be those of Irish origin, along with those that travelled with 
early north American settlers to the Appalachians of the southern states of North America”  
(p. 36). Similarly, Glenn (1989) contended that 
The performance of music is a political event, whether or not it is recognized as such. Its 
performance is political in the sense that it may involve people in a powerful shared 
experience within the framework of their cultural experience and thereby make them 
more aware of themselves and of their responsibilities towards each other. (p. 41)  
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Both Gunner (2009) and Glenn (1989) spoke to the political impact of songs. Gunner asserted 
that songs possess the capacity to travel, and Glenn highlighted that songs provide a framework 
for the sharing of experience, which can cause self-awareness to be realized and a desire to be 
accountable for each other.  
It appears that both authors recognized that songs can disassemble power systems or, at 
very least, provide a medium for political expression and protest. Gunner (2009) proposed that 
“They summon up collective memory with amazing speed. They can provide platforms for 
debate and for an evolving discourse on a range of topics” (p. 36). From Gunner’s perspective, 
songs are useful to spark debate and engagement on several topics. Song can bring social issues 
to the fore, where students can imagine and reimagine themselves with respect to their 
positionality.  
The Inclusion of Music and Song in Curriculum 
Music and song can be revolutionary, but they can also maintain the status quo. Hence, 
they can be used to reinforce or destabilize subservience. The notions that are rooted in songs are 
often used as modes of the propagation of power. Thus, power is never far from us. In fact, it is 
present everywhere in overt and covert elements. The notion of song is enwrapped in explicit and 
surreptitious elements as well. Songs can transform entire societies and dismantle power 
discourses, even in those places that Foucault (1999) referred to as blocks, such as schools and 
educational institutions. As Fitzpatrick (2013) pointed out: 
I believe it is important that we give our children exposure to a wide range of music, so 
they can build their own preferences and identities. A broader musical palette can open 
them up to a wider range of life experience and larger sphere of friendships and 
associations. Helping them to recognize how they can use, or even create, the music they 
come to love, to resonate more deeply with their own spirit and the world around them, 
provides them with a tremendously powerful tool for facing challenges in life, 
communicating their emotions and reconnecting when the world around them feels too 
overwhelming or disconnected. (p. 1) 
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Fitzpatrick (2013) was advocating for music and song to be included in the curriculum. He 
opined that doing so can aid students in constructing their identities because they would develop 
preferences. In order to develop a preference, a person has to be exposed to a variety of things 
and through trial and error, he or she chooses which one or ones he or she prefers. This operation 
of learning to choose enables identity shaping, in that the individual is learning and growing and 
developing through his or her interaction with music and others. They are, in effect, learning to 
deal with life situations, both emotively and psychologically.  
Kolb (1996) has shared that 
The spontaneous disposition children have toward rhythm and melody makes music an 
ideal tool for assisting them with the interwoven facets of language: listening, speaking, 
reading, and writing. Through music, children experience the wholeness of language.  
(p. 76) 
 
Music, as Kolb argued, allows for the holistic experience of language, and thus it is an ideal tool 
to aid teaching. “The spontaneous disposition children have toward rhythm and melody” is 
something that all human beings share. This echoes the sentiments of Walker’s (1972) notion of 
song. Something about music resonates deeply within us. Thus, involving song in the curriculum 
can be valuable. Eddy (2007) proposed that “In a most accessible way, songs engage the learners 
in cultural perspectives and cultural response to a big idea in the curriculum” (p. 146). From 
Eddy’s notation, there is value in incorporating songs in the curriculum. Songs are cultural 
artifacts that reflect the culture in which they were created. One way to consider the students’ 
culture and teach in that manner is to employ the use of songs. It is not that I am advocating for 
perfection, but rather a genuine commitment to inclusion would suffice.  
Moreover, songs as classroom texts are an alternative worth exploring. Martin (1994) 
claimed that using songs in the classroom promotes interaction, and Kolb (1996) declared that 
“the ideas and emotions communicated are presented in meaningful context, and the melody and 
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lyrics provide a source for interacting with the thoughts of others” (p. 76). Thus, songs promote 
interaction and that interaction helps in some way to aid critical thinking not only for the more 
adept students, but even for those who are struggling. Perhaps it is that interaction that opens the 
door to those students who were previously unreachable because interaction signifies 
engagement. When students become engaged in a lesson, they do so not only physically but also 
socially. Here, both the physical and social scopes seem to overlap and complement each other 
as students grapple with meaning and settle on meaning.  
It is both the physical and social dimensions that fall in line with Carlson’s (2010) 
perspective. He contended that using songs in the classroom has the potential to “cultivate a 
spirit of inquiry that would allow students to write, speak, and listen themselves into new 
connections through a variety of rhetorical situations” (p. 65). Carlson did not buy into 
stereotypes that suggest that songs are just for entertainment and should not be allowed in the 
classroom. Correspondingly, Martin (1994) shared a similar disposition with Carlson (2010). His 
observation through conducting action research on his own class revealed that “students do think 
about song lyrics—they do not just treat the music as a form of entertainment” (p. 150). His 
finding seemed to poke holes in any pessimistic argument that might exist about using songs in 
the classroom. Moreover, using songs in the classroom can also help with improving reading.  
Carlson (2010) further noted that songs help to augment students’ reading of traditional 
texts because they promote the critical engagement of students in their reading. In line with this 
argument, Root (2005) confirmed that “song lyrics contain language (words and syntax) that can 
be analyzed” (p. 8). Both Carlson’s (2010) and Root’s (2005) opinions seem to form the basis of 
a credible argument that songs are legitimate texts because they have analytic quality and can be 
used in the classroom to assist in developing not only writing skills, but also reading proficiency. 
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Moreover, reading is a form of critical engagement, and song and song lyrics have the potential 
to enhance reading abilities in students because they promote critical thinking.  
Furthermore, Martin’s (1994) idea of critical engagement speaks to the idea of students 
using musical genres to examine their own and others’ preferences. He claimed that songs in the 
classroom raise students’ consciousness about social issues. According to Alexander-Smith 
(2004), students do not often realize they have been affected by underlying social issues in the 
music. One interpretation of this is that he may be proposing that the songs can promote social 
issues in which the student have a vested interest or have been impacted by them in some ways. 
“Adolescents identify with the lyrics,” Alexander-Smith reported, “that resonate with their 
personal and cultural experiences” (p. 59). Perhaps this confirms why playing these songs in the 
classroom can resonate with the students and can, in turn, spark interest. This, then, can lead to 
the kind of engagement that is conducive to cultural sensitivity and might help students with 
identities formation and the negotiation of discourses and power issues both in and out of school. 
As a result, I wonder that if while this is occurring, a context might be formulated where students 
would demonstrate awareness of the notion of song, power discourses, and their influence on 
their identities.  
Moreover, Eddy (2007) reasoned that music has the potential to initiate a debate among 
students based on a sociopolitical issue in the song. This idea of lively discussion in the 
classroom was also echoed by Coffin (1970), who suggested that the discussion of songs in the 
classroom causes students to make discoveries. The idea that songs spark discussion was also 
accepted by Martin (2004), who introduced another potential classroom benefit into the picture 
that may have been previously overlooked. He claimed that songs enable students to experience 
and discuss musical tastes different from their own. Debates and students making discoveries are 
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by-products of the power dynamics embedded within. From Martin’s perspective, one can also 
deduce that songs and their connections to cultural sensitivity are entangled with power, 
discourses, and identities. The converse argument is that music and song in the classroom can 
present challenges to pedagogy as well.  
A Metaphysical, Ontological Journey 
A Meta-intertextual Twist (By Elroy A. Esdaille) 
Mind bending to the Rhythm slowly 
Curving, and wrapping around ostentatiously 
Mind rotating beyond paucity 
Tripping to the sound memory 
Bridging dismantling and bridging 
Dismissing and embracing 
Interpreting and exhaling 
Meta-connections expanding 
Challenging everything 
The wheel keeps on turning 
Nature versus nurture intertwined 
The passages of the mind 
The mental and the physical embrace 
In this space 
Textuality rings loudly 
Moving outside of the melody 
Mental pathways open wide 
Leaving no place to hide 
Pessimism jumps 
Optimism romps 
The hammer of optimism pounds the pessimistic bone into submission 
And writes the teacher into the composition 
In this terrain 
Differences are embraced 
The decipherer chooses and uses 
The way without excuses 
Brain storming, mind bending fusion 
Who says there is a difference between bridging and intertextual connections?  
It might be time for new equation 





Challenges to Employing Songs in the Classroom 
The idea of using songs in the classroom is not new, but the idea that they are powerful 
tools to aid learning is not shared by most teachers and administrators. Enough research and 
scholarship in this particular area still beg to be accomplished, but employing songs in the 
classroom is not an idea that attracts universal attention. Because scholarship on songs’ impact 
on learning is very limited, little is available to influence policymakers and administrators of its 
usefulness in the classroom. The challenges that I outline below are some that I contemplate 
some people could possibly present.  
Some challenges to the use of songs in the classroom include that students may fall in 
love with the songs themselves and not pay attention to the meanings of the songs. Others may 
argue that songs and song lyrics have no place in the classroom and question whether learning is 
even taking place. Some may oppose the idea of using songs in the classroom because they may 
be perceived as distracting and not real text. Also, any teacher who is interested in using songs in 
the classroom should be aware of copyright laws, listen to the songs, examine the lyrics 
beforehand, and become acquainted with both the denotative and connotative value of each word 
so there can be no embarrassing surprises.  
A Journey of Life and Culture 
It is necessary to embark on a journey where abstraction is a given, but finding ways to 
turn the abstraction into reality and use that valuable tool to enhance pedagogy is imperative. 
Songs can have a positive impact on the classroom atmosphere. This causes me to reflect on my 




Questions of Life (By Elroy A. Esdaille) 
The classroom is like a wide-open ocean, 
That the teacher is sailing upon. 
He is at the mercy of favorable and contrary winds, 
And he must be prepared to swim. 
Everything is before him, 
But it’s wrapped up in nothing. 
Should he open the package readymade for him, 
Or should he do some circumnavigating? 
The ocean is vast and wide. 
Why travel in conformed lines? 
Why be confined to a small portion of territory, 
When all is before me? 
There are questions buried in the nothings. 
I see the hope of everything. 
If I could but reach... 
If I could find new ways to teach. 
 
How can I travel beyond the nothings? 
And produce something real and exciting? 
The nothingness of my journey... 
Is filled with everything unseen. 
The ocean like an open canvas, 
Beckons me to thrust, 
And trek beyond imagination, 
And don’t assume the outcome. 
Have a plan in mind, 
But still let the ocean currents guide. 
Don’t probe for a light or a solution, 
From the data the answers must come, 
Or maybe no answer at all but more questions, 
As if the journey has just begun. 
The nothingness producing complexity, 
A call for innovation on the high seas. 
Steering, and turning and moving, 
Mooring and unmooring. 
 
Navigating a sea that’s like a maze, 
But there is excitement in the waves. 
There is promise in the wind, 
There is an urge to sing. 
I am probing, recording and composing. 
I am observing, studying and comparing. 
On my mind is music. 
The rhythm, timing and song. 
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Can music and song teach lessons? 
Can they repair the breech? 
And bring some civility, 
To pedagogy? 
Out on the ocean, 
There is much to envision. 
Let me be me out there on the ocean, 
And let me learn from my experience. 
Let me research the wind, the waves and the currents, 
And learn new directions. 
A teacher, a classroom, an ocean, 
The sailing ship has made a new turn. 
 
Memories and Reflection of Music and Song 
Songs are attached to memory in that they bring to the surface thoughts of yesteryear that 
are protected within the notion of song. I am smitten by song, but that is no guarantee that my 
students will be. However, my research confirmed they are, in fact, ardent lovers of songs.  
As I ruminate about songs, thoughts of songs rock my soul with sweet glories, as I shuffle 
the memories they parade before me which take me back to my childhood stories and histories.  
Those Caribbean rhythms return me to a place where vignettes unfold in my mind. I 
picture music like soca, calypso, and reggae blasting on a Saturday afternoon, or Independence 
Day, or the Carnival season, or even on a day when there was no special occasion occurring. It 
was not unusual for the atmosphere to be filled with music. Often, West Indian food would be on 
sale, with Carib beer, Guinness, stout, giant malt, ting, ginseng, peardrella, and rum-punch, along 
with an assortment of local Caribbean drinks such as sorrel, mauby, and ginger beer. 
Reminiscing about my childhood days and my family’s involvement in the culture of 
calypso music floats in my mind with feelings of nostalgia. Sometimes the past can determine 
the future, and from the present we can conjecture. My past experiences in the field of music 





Chapter 3: Decrescendo to Crescendo— 
Chords of Methods, Procedure, and Data 
 
An Ensemble of Data and Interpretation Frameworks 
 
The Data, Pedagogy, and Framework 
I examined the impact of songs on pedagogy in my college English classes. The 
following research question was scrutinized: If and how might songs work as a bridge to other 
texts, and if the students use songs as texts, to what extent do the students develop and hone 
their interpretative skills. The subjects of my research were selected from students who were 
enrolled in my Fall and Spring classes and agreed to participate. 
To reiterate, these students were racially, ethnically, and academically diverse. They were 
a combination of locals and immigrants from different parts of the world. The community 
college where I teach is not only located on the East Coast of the United States, but also amasses 
a student population of over 19,000. The students who become members of my College English 
II classes (a compulsory class) bring a variety of experiences and levels, skill sets, and different 
abilities to the class. Over the years, the students in my College English II classes were made up 
of various races and ethnicities, and I had a few students from as young as 17 to as old as 70. 
Thus, depending on the semester, the students’ age range can also be diverse. The male-female 
ratio of students was usually about the same. Additionally, students in my classes were a 
combination of different groups: former ESL students who were still trying to become more 
adept with the language or who came directly from high school and were in their first year 
(mostly in their second semester); students who came from one or more remedial English 




developing reading and writing skills; and students who were very articulate language- and 
writing-wise and very academically proficient. Hence, my College English II classrooms were 
not only racially, ethnically, and culturally diverse, but also educationally diverse as well. 
In terms of this research, the students included in this study were diverse, a combination 
of male and female students, with different ethnicities, races, and cultures. Of the 23 students in 
each class, for Class 1, a total of 20 students gave informed consent; for Class 2, 19 did so. Thus, 
I employed random selection to choose the participants. Also, because of the overwhelming 
informed consent response in both classes, I did not use the same students for the five different 
data artifacts. As related to the interviews, I randomly selected three students from each class and 
contacted them; they agreed to be interviewed. For Class 1, two men and one woman were 
chosen, and for Class 2, two women and one man were interviewed. 
As I consider the students I encounter in my English classes, I must also contemplate my 
background and how it compares to that of my students. I am a Caribbean immigrant from a 
country that is deeply entrenched in the British model of education, a place where the literacy 
rate is above the worldwide average. Nevertheless, I share immigrant sensibilities with the more 
than 50% of the students who usually enter my English classes. I simultaneously have an insider 
and an outsider perspective. Moreover, the background of my classroom in terms of race and 
ethnicity resembles any other classroom in the community college I teach. There is a diverse 
student body of about 70 different languages from about 170 different countries. The 




Table 1.1. Demographics 






Two or More Races 1 
 
Fifty-three percent of the students also attended full-time. It was among this diverse 
student body that I conducted my research. The type of student listed above lends itself to 
teacher research in that it is culturally diverse and employs a Culturally Responsive Pedagogy 
(Gay, 2000; Hollins, 1996; Ladson-Billings, 1992); a Collective Third Space Pedagogy 
(Gutiérrez, 2008) was practical and beneficial. 
I realized that my students are more than just arbitrary people who sit in our classes; they 
are real people with real lives who live in communities that are not always considered in 
curriculum designs. Therefore, while there is a standard curriculum, it does not do enough to 
account for the extensive cultural diversity of the students. As a result, while I bear the standard 
curriculum in mind, I have to find ways to cater to the rich diversity of my students, both 
educationally and culturally. In facilitating education, I usually employ a combination of 
Culturally Responsive Education and a Collective Third Space Education, where I take a student-
centered approach. I had desired to research ways to help all students learn in a classroom that is 
inclusive not just in name but in reality. When I say an inclusive classroom, I mean a classroom 
that embraces all cultures, languages, races, ethnicities, genders, and disabilities, without 
displaying any kind of partiality. As Gutiérrez (2008) claimed, “The Collective Third Space is 
characterized by the ideals and practices of a shared humanity, a profound obligation to others, 
boundary crossing, and intercultural exchange in which difference is celebrated without being 
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romanticized” (pp. 148-149). From Gutiérrez’s perspective, it is not that the Third Space does 
not exist; rather, she advocates recognizing it and using it to our advantage.  
In my pedagogy, I honor all my students’ identities and voices. As Gutiérrez (2008) 
pointed out, a Collective Third Space is a place where “students begin to reconceive who they 
are and what they might be able to accomplish academically and beyond” (p. 148). This space 
allows for students to envision their academic potentiality, and while they are in the process of 
negotiating their identities, students also interact with their peers, teachers, administrators, and 
other support staff in the school setting. Many factors contribute to the personality of the students 
who enter our classrooms and, as they are trying to gain an education, they often have to 
concurrently maneuver and adjust to many aspects of difference that influence their 
experiences—race, ethnicity, gender, and language. Teachers must be willing to adjust to the 
students in their classes, and this is something that I do continually from semester to semester. 
The diverse student pool in my classes demands no less of me. I wholeheartedly consider the 
multiplicities of cultures and ethnicities in my English classes. For some people, inclusion is a 
way of saying multicultural education. This term, however, should be looked into more carefully 
for the ensuing problems that it presents in schools. I am speaking about multicultural education 
as it is currently perceived because it has evolved to become a “go-to” term for a multiplicity of 
reasons, and its true definition is very much unclear. Thus, from my line of thinking, inclusion 
does not necessarily mean multicultural education because its intended effect has been diluted. 
Culturally Responsive Education is a term with which I am more comfortable. In addition, one 




As Gay (2000) stated, Culturally Responsive teaching refers to the usage of cultural 
knowledge, prior experiences, and performance methods of diverse students to enable learning to 
become more apt and effective for them (p. 29). Teachers need to learn who their students are in 
order to be in a better position to teach them, and they can do so by applying activities that Gay 
claimed lends themselves to the sensory, visual, auditory, and tactile (p. 30). She seemed to be 
calling for teachers to readjust their ways of teaching and bring different forms of texts into the 
classroom to facilitate the diverse learning styles of the students. Not all texts are the traditional 
form of the canon that is currently being used in many schools. For me, songs are legitimate texts 
and I usually use them in that way in the classroom. Sometimes, I pair songs with written texts, 
and I allow students to use songs as material for their writing as well. My desire has been to 
reach my students on a holistic level—what is termed as teaching the whole person.  
Culturally Responsive educators, as Ladson-Billings (1992) discussed, develop 
intellectual, social, emotional, and political learning by “using cultural referents to impart 
knowledge, skills, and attitudes” (p. 382). In conjunction, Gay (2000) declared that Culturally 
Responsive educators teach the whole child, whereas Hollins (1996) purported that the type of 
education designed for students of color specifically integrates “culturally mediated cognition, 
culturally appropriate social situations for learning, and culturally valued knowledge in 
curriculum content” (p. 13). Gay (2000) further argued that Culturally Responsive educators do 
not just acknowledge the importance of academic performance, but “they also realize the 
importance of the maintenance of their students’ cultural identity and heritage” (pp. 43-44). 
Teachers ought to understand the importance of students maintaining their cultural 
heritage, and not have any preconceived notion about how their students are going to learn 
before they encounter them. It seems like a good idea to follow the guidelines of Ladson-Billings 
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(1992), Gay (2000), and Hollins (1996) by teaching the whole child and concentrating not only 
on academic performance but also cultural heritage and identity. Employing songs in the 
classroom, in terms of teaching the whole student, is one way to do so. It is a way to help 
construct a vibrant classroom community. From my experience, songs keep the classroom lively 
and the students engaged.   
The desks in my both classes are always arranged in a semi-circle, and I can be found 
almost anywhere in the class. Most of the times, I do not sit at my desk, and sometimes a student 
sits there. The syllabi for both classes are the same. The textbook used is Toni Morrison’s (1987) 
The Bluest Eye, which many teachers and scholars may determine is a challenging text. I chose 
the text deliberately for its challenging nature, whereby interpretation from some students may 
not be easily ascertained. Thus, I do not structure weeks in advance what the class does every 
week, except that the students are asked to read about 25-30 pages weekly. The idea is to read 
the book slowly so that intense classroom discussion can ensue and some interpretation can come 
to the fore.  
The class theme is “hegemony” and we examine it through myriad lenses from week to 
week. The class text is discussed for 2 hours, or two class sessions per week, and for the other 
two weekly sessions, the students and I put the class theme under examination. Sometimes we 
plan and/or hold impromptu debates. I act more as a facilitator of instruction and allow the 
students’ voices to be heard in conjunction with mine. Yes, I never lecture. While I have ideas 
that I teach about the class theme, I allow the students to make suggestions and teach what they 
request as long as it is in line with the class theme. Most times I pair a song with the text for the 
daily class lesson, and sometimes I ask students beforehand to pick a song (try not to go over 4 
minutes). They play it on the smart board at some time during the lesson as I request. There is 
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usually a combination of a quick write based on song lyrics or the song played, or a quotation 
that is later paired with a song. Most students at some point during the semester play a song in 
class and speak about how it relates to the book The Bluest Eye. 
As a reminder, College English II is a three-credit course that is required for the 
Associate’s degree and can be transferred if one is pursuing a Bachelor’s degree. The course has 
three essays component to it, where one of the essays is a research assignment. A midterm and 
final are optional, but most teachers give one or both. I usually give three essays, a midterm, and 
a final. My essays, midterm, and final were used to extract written data for this research.  
There were three aspects of data collection for this project as follows: 
1. Written assignments, essays, and questionnaires; 
2. Interviews; and 
3. Post-observational notes (Post-ex facto notes). 
The written responses were comprised of two questionnaires, three essays, and students’ 
short written responses to songs played in class. I selected portions of five students’ responses 
from each class for Questionnaire I and II; for their written assignments and essays, I chose five 
responses from each class as well. However, for the interviews, I chose three students from each 
class. I conducted audiotaped interviews which were transcribed, and then I selected portions of 
their interviews to include in the research. Regarding post-observational notes (post-ex facto 
notes), I also chose three students from each class. After class was finished and as soon as I was 
able, I wrote down notes from what I observed in class. These notes depended on any occurrence 
in class that pertained to the research, when the students presented the song they chose for the 
midterm, and spoke briefly of the mindset that inspired them to select the song and how it 
connected to the novel The Bluest Eye. 
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The data collection methods I used, coupled with the pedagogical style I employed in the 
classroom helped to established the foundation from which I discovered from the students’ 
analyses—their deduction of the interpretative value of songs in terms of how songs relate and 
interrelate to literary texts, especially the book The Bluest Eye. My approach followed five 
phases.   
Phrase 1: laying the groundwork. I used Toni Morrison’s novel The Bluest Eye to start 
the class. The theme for the class was “hegemony.” The novel is laden with examples and 
scenarios where hegemony can be determined. The class spent about four sessions or 4 hours, 
under my guidance, exploring the theme of hegemony. They worked independently and 
collectively in groups.  
I also provided definitions and other useful information as handouts. At the end of the 
first week, the class was given a printed copy of Morrison’s Nobel Prize acceptance speech and 
asked to read it and listen to it online. The next week, in one class session, the speech was played 
in its entirety and a discussion about it holistically ensued. The following class continued with a 
review of the speech’s holistic quality, followed by how it examined the theme of hegemony.  
Also, as we examined different angles of hegemony, songs were used as texts in the 
classroom. They were played in class and, as much as possible, accompanying written lyrics 
were provided or shown on YouTube as the songs are played. They were paired with written 
texts, which included portions of The Bluest Eye or other short written texts that pertained to the 
day’s lesson, like a short article or quotations. The students were given assigned readings from 
the text to read at home.  
Phase 2: Positioning to explore bridging different texts. When students have a 
working or basic understanding of hegemony, they might be better positioned to explore it in 
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different texts. The multiple perspectives of hegemony might serve as provender for the analysis 
of one text in comparison and contrast to another. This type of interpretation is analogous to 
bridging or connecting one text with another to garner meaning. Hence, the students were asked 
to read the “Foreword” of The Bluest Eye up to page 32 for the second week. It was discussed in 
class, and its connection or bridge to Morrison’s Nobel Prize speech was examined. This led into 
the students’ first essay assignment. Throughout the semester, the students were given three 
essay assignments. The first essay assignment was as follows:  
Discuss how Toni Morrison’s Nobel Prize speech relates to what you have learned so far 
in her novel The Bluest Eye. For example, does the speech relate to the novel in terms of 
theme, language, setting, the oral tradition, or anything else? 
The idea here was to observe from the students’ writing if, through their attempt to bridge 
both texts, they use, mention, or exhibit the theme of the class. I observed if the multiple 
perspectives of the theme emerges. Since it might be possible that many of them, in their past 
classroom experience, might not have used songs as texts before, the idea of getting them to 
bridge a speech accompanied by its written version to a novel was intended to provide them 
some practice in bridging one form of text with another. Consequently, this phase was used to 
introduce them to writing that bridged different forms of texts.  
Phrase 3: Bridging a song with a written text and post-ex facto field notes. The 
midterm assignment was a homework assignment. It asked the students to bridge a song with any 
aspect of the theme displayed in the text The Bluest Eye. It was as follows: 
Choose any song and relate it to any aspect of hegemony in Toni Morrison’s The Bluest 
Eye. (At least 800 words). 
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This was where the students attempted to bridge the song they chose with an element of the 
theme “hegemony.” However, before they were given the midterm assignment, all students in 
two classes contained in this study were asked to find a song that related to any aspect of the 
theme and play it in class. They should be ready to give a brief verbal explanation to the class for 
why they chose the song, and how it connected or bridged with The Bluest Eye. I told them that 
this should take 3-4 hours (3-5 minutes per song) depending on the number of students. It 
actually took a bit more than 4 hours. I took post-observational or post-ex facto notes after these 
periods based on what I observed in these classes. 
This was a form of unstructured observation that I believed proved advantageous to my 
research. The researcher’s reflective or post-ex facto field notes, as Lankshear and Knobel 
(2004) noted, are “records of observations written down as soon as possible after an observed 
event that was impossible to record in writing while in process” (p. 229). Since I was facilitating 
the classroom lessons for each class, post-ex facto field notes were better for me to use because 
taking field notes might have distracted me from the lessons, and I wanted to store memories of 
situations and circumstances and, then later, write them down as soon as I could. I sought to 
capture spontaneous classroom moments that echoed the research purpose. Those raw moments 
substantiated my thoughts of being able to obtain solid research material because of their honest 
and unstructured nature. These moments occurred not because the students were coaxed into 
them, but more from the students’ natural reactions. The students who were enrolled in my 
classes and agreed to informed consent made up the prospective students available for my 
research. I applied appropriate sampling, as outlined by Marshall and Rossman (1999), and 
pattern coding (Saldaña, 2009). Here, the premise was that such sampling generates a valuable 
databank which is representative of the students’ differential cultural backgrounds and 
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experiences with music and song. My aim was to analyze all the students who volunteered 
responses, and then choose five students from each class for their written responses as my focal 
cases. The midterm assignment also allowed the students to demonstrate through their 
interpretations how songs bridged with the novel.  
Phrase 4: Bridging song with text. The second essay assignment focused solely on the 
text The Bluest Eye, and the students were not asked to bridge it with a song. I wanted to leave 
open the possibility that, without being prompted, a few students might still choose to analyze 
songs in their essays. Additionally, the third essay was a research essay. The students were asked 
to discuss the novel The Bluest Eye. They were requested to use either Essay 1 (at least 1,500 
words) or Essay 2 (at least 1,800 words), or the midterm (at least 800 words) and develop it into 
a research essay of at least 2,500 words. They must use three additional sources, and they had the 
option to use one song as a source. The third essay assignment was as follows:  
Take Essay 1 or 2 or the midterm and develop it into a research essay of at least 2,500 
words. You are required to use at least 3 additional scholarly sources. However, you 
have the option to use a song as 1 of your sources. 
I was curious how many students would take the option of using a song as a source text. Also, 
what interpretative practices might the students employ in doing so?  
Phase 5: Questions for written responses and interviews. I asked my College English 
II students in each class at the end of the Fall and Spring semesters two sets of survey 
questionnaires (short responses) about the use of songs in the classroom. The first questionnaire 
contained four questions and was given during the first week of class. It was intended to gauge 
the students’ affinity to songs and their recognition of the purpose of songs in their lives. The 
questions were as follows:  
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1. Are songs important in your life, and do they help you understand yourself and 
others? 
2. How might songs be connected to who you are as a human being, and do they help 
you interpret the world, and if so, how? 
3. Is there any particular thing about songs that you can mention? 
4. Do you take meaning from songs, in the same way you take meaning from the texts 
you read? 
The second set of questions (short responses) contained five questions about songs that 
students chose to play in class. Close to the midterm, every student was asked to choose a song 
that related to the book The Bluest Eye. All of them were given the option to play the song and 
tell the class very briefly why they chose it and how it connected to the theme and The Bluest 
Eye. The week after the midterm, when all the students had the chance to play their song (one 
chose not to), they were given a short survey questionnaire. This second questionnaire was 
intended to draw out from the students their perceptions of the interpretive value of songs. The 
questions for the second questionnaire were as follows: 
1. When you were asked to choose a song related to an aspect of theme “hegemony” in 
Toni Morrison’s novel The Bluest Eye to play in class, what song did you choose, why 
did you choose it, and how did it capture your thoughts about the theme of 
“hegemony” in the book? 
2. What might have you been thinking about interpretation that cause you to choose the 
song you chose? 
3. Does your interpretation of the song link in any way to your interpretation of any 
aspect of the book? 
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4. Did the song you play influenced your interpretation of the book? 
5. How did the songs that other people played influence your interpretation of the book? 
These questions produced, as Lankshear and Knobel (2004) have noted,  
written texts by the research subjects themselves.… Data written by study participants, 
however, are records of what research participants believe and think as seen from their 
own ‘insider’ perspectives and reflect how they think and express themselves in writing 
rather than is speech. (p. 247) 
 
Taking Lankshear and Knobel’s idea into consideration, I used the research participants’ points 
of views to enable their written cognitive expressions to be considered. Foucault (1972) warned 
that “Every educational system is a political means of maintaining or of modifying the 
appropriation of discourse, with the knowledge and the powers it carries with it” (p. 227). 
Practitioner researchers should be cognizant of the influence of the educational system and the 
power it wields over students. In many aspects, they are powerless, and in order to get answers 
from the students that are not filtered to appease the power system in place, practitioners need to 
find ways to equalize the power dynamics between themselves and their students. From 
Lankshear and Knobel’s perspective, written data bring some equity between the practitioner and 
his or her research participants. With that in mind, my use of questions to produce written 
responses acknowledged the students’ voices and, in some ways, leveled the power structure 
between the students and the practitioner. The questions above were designed to stimulate 
answers that demonstrated issues of identity, discourse, and power as they related to songs and 
the notion of song, while allowing for unimpeded, honest responses.  
Additionally, Lankshear and Knobel (2004) contended that written data “[refer] to texts 
and documents produced to convey information, ideas, thoughts and reflections.… Through the 
medium of signs and symbols that other people can read (or view)” (p. 247). Here, the 
conveyance of ideas, thoughts, feelings, and reflections pointed to attaining a better picture of the 
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visceral impact of songs and the notion of song on the participants. These were insights that the 
participants gave, and they were an important data collection method because of their raw nature 
and potential genuine quality. Thus, I planted myself into taking an inquiry positionality in this 
research project as well, and written data allowed me to do so.  
Thus, in pursuance of inquiry as practitioner research, I was mindful of Lankshear and 
Knobel’s (2004) argument that written data have 
the potential to inform present and future decisions concerning education in general, 
pedagogy within a specific subject area or across subject areas, professional development 
for teachers, policy development, curriculum development and so on. (p. 248) 
 
Hence, I employed the usage of written data in terms of open-ended questions. I was aware of 
the political ramifications that exist and can be exposed through written data, and that worked 
well for my research because of interest in verity from both the students and the research 
practitioner. To reshape my pedagogy, I needed to learn more about my students and myself and 
how might I improve in my teaching craft, not just from my own thoughts but from reliable 
practitioner research that sheds light on issues to guide me towards improvement that would be 
beneficial for both my students and me. Therefore, in conjunction with the written data in the 
form of written responses to two questionnaires and three essays from each class, I conducted 
interviews to determine students’ thoughts, reflections, and questions about the use of songs 
paired with the novel The Bluest Eye. 
I employed interviews as one form of methodology by using the process of the 
interviewer and interviewee to “co-construct data and respecting the interviewee as a participant 
in research process” (Lankshear & Knobel, 2004, p. 199). Murray and Lawrence (2000) made it 
known that “interviews represent possibly the most respectable data-gathering technique in 
qualitative approaches to social and educational research” (p. 117). Furthermore, Lankshear and 
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Knobel (2004) told us that “they are highly adaptable, and the practiced interviewer can make 
full use of the responses to mediate the interview as it progresses” (p. 201). Therefore, gathering 
data through interviews proved effective for me. As an interviewer, I was able to “mediate the 
interview as it progresses” (Murray & Lawrence, 2000, p. 117). I was aiming at in-depth data 
analysis, and as Murray and Lawrence suggested, “Interviews permit the exploration of topics in 
depth. They are rather more effective than other techniques” (p. 117). I conducted face-to-face, 
semi-structured individual interviews of 30-45-minute duration with three students from each of 
the two classes I used in the research. Though the power dynamics between my students and 
myself may not seem equal, the idea was to stay true to the goal of the research while still 
allowing some flexibility to occur in the interviews.  
Keeping the theme in mind, I used some pre-prepared questions as a guide while 
allowing for the probing of themes that might come forth during the interviews (Lankshear & 
Knobel, 2004, p. 201). Some of the prepared questions were as follows: 
1. Can you talk about music and song in your life? 
2. Do you think it’s helpful to use songs to connect with other texts? For example, a 
book like The Bluest Eye or other texts that are difficult. And what recommendations 
would you make? 
3. Were there any messages you got from the songs that could have helped with your 
essay writing? 
4. A) Let’s play the song right now. B) Is there anything that you hear that is different 
from what you thought? C) Is there anything you wish you would have included in 
your essay? Why? 
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In the case of the interviews, I used random sampling (Wiersma, 1986) of each class. The 
idea was to use the interviews of three students from each of the two classes involved in the 
research. The premise for using random sampling is that it produces a solid database and enables 
space in which the triangulation of the findings can be accomplished, whereby the students’ 
differences, subjectivities, and cultures can be subsumed.  
After analyzing the participants who gave informed consent, I chose the written 
responses of five students from each class to focus on, and from those students, three students 
were interviewed. There were no established criteria for the students I chose to interview, except 
that I separated the forms of those who consented to be interviewed and randomly chose from the 
batch.  
I focused mainly on Kassarjian’s (1977) framework of content analysis, in which he 
claimed that “a datum about communications content is meaningless until it is related to at least 
one other datum. The link between these is represented by some form of theory. Thus, all content 
analysis is concerned with comparison, the type of comparison being dictated by the 
investigator’s theory” (p. 9). From this, I was provided with the scope to compare my different 
data sets as they related to my premise. Thus, I adapted Kassarjian’s idea of content analysis 
observation through “Theme,” “Items,” and “Categories.” Since I was researching interpretive 
value in songs, all three systems worked for me. Theme allowed me to assess issues, values, and 
beliefs (p. 12) for various aspects of analysis. Item assessment enabled me to observe “the whole 
natural unit,” which in this case referred to the songs holistically. Categories lent itself to 
maintaining the research design and purpose because this closely aligned with the examination of 
the hypotheses (p. 12).  
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Content analysis allowed me the latitude to analyze a few participants in great depth,  
and this is what I did. Content analysis methodology focuses on meaning and enables the 
examination of data from written responses, songs, textbooks (Lankshear & Knobel, 2004,  
p. 333), questionnaires, interviews, and observational notes (White & Marsh, 2006, p. 28).  
Because content analysis relies on textual interpretation (Ceci & Lubatti, 2011) and 
message dependency and specificity (Ceci & Lubatti, 2011), it worked as an effective way to 
examine not only the impact of songs on identity and the power dynamics involved, but also how 
these influenced the students’ interpretation of songs and other forms of text. Content analysis is 
“a research method,” according to Weber (1985), “that uses a set of procedures to make valid 
inferences from a text” (p. 9). Thus, this framework also allowed me to codify data to gauge the 
students’ reflections on their complicated singular and collective selves as they related to song. 
Because human behavior is socially dependent, much of its interpretation falls within this 
frame. Meaning and interpretation require socialization, and the interpretation of songs can be 
deemed to be closely aligned with human behavior as well. Thus, songs are conducive to the 
establishment of transitions and connections between differential elements of humanity. 
Therefore, I conceive them to be practicable text that can connect or bridge to other texts. The 
bridging that I refer to constitutes forming an intersection between songs and other forms of 
texts, with the intention to build and/or improve the students’ interpretative skills. This 
intersection would be possible because songs are already an important part of their lives, and 
students might be able to deduce that those songs and other texts can be interpreted in similar 
and even dissimilar ways.   
Untangle the Data Set (By Elroy A. Esdaille) 
 
The collector journeys through the open sea 
Contemplating a methodology 
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Seeing in and out and beyond the data and the gaps 
Charting a course on a map 
Checking for overlaps 
Collecting once, collecting again 
Examining multiple frames 
The data is streaming multiplicity 
To questions posed on the open sea 
Moving through the zones of proximity 
Unraveling the unknown ones 
But ushering in more and more questions 
The mosaic is a part of a greater one 
That has no real solution 
Imagination and innovation hosting answers 
That still needs to take shape and form 
The data open eyes 
Everything is clear in disguise 
Authenticity needs no validation 
Yet it has no power in a storm 
Probing the lyrics in the data’s message 
There is a sound of music 
Untangling the data set 




Data exist in the unexplored because where there are people, there are data and 
interpretation can be deduced. The human experience has value and contextual and cultural 
intricacies, wherein data can be deciphered. De Villiers (2005) highlighted the idea of “the 
researcher is an instrument” (p. 111), which indicates that the researcher acts as a kind of device 
that enables interpretation.   
Rather than data analysis, data interpretation worked best for me because my study was 
embroiled in the content analysis framework which relies on textual interpretation. Content 
analysis is “a research method,” according to Weber (1985), “that uses a set of procedures to 
make valid inferences from a text” (p. 9). Correspondingly, Ceci and Lubatti (2011) noted that 
“content analysis is a research method…that allows measuring the content of communication on 
the basis of textual analysis” (p. 566). Considering Weber’s (1985) and Ceci and Lubatti’s 
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(2011) argument, charting through content analysis relies on message dependency and 
specificity.  
Additionally, Frey, Botan, and Kreps (1999) posited that “Content Analysis is used to 
identify, enumerate, and analyze occurrences of specific messages and message characteristics 
embedded in texts” (p. 1). With regard to embedded content in texts, intertextuality offers a way 
to bridge different texts to help deduce meaning. Ciecierski and Bintz (2016) proposed that  
teaching with connected texts also provides opportunities for students to address other 
standards, such as determining central ideas, analyzing the structure the author uses to 
organize a text, and analyzing the point of view of a text. While these standards can 
certainly be addressed using a singular text, the opportunities increase when using texts 
which are connected. (p. 32) 
 
The connecting of texts, as indicated by Ciecierski and Bintz (2016), helps students to construe 
meaning. Connecting different texts are, in essence, intertextuality and that form of textual 
connectivity is in line with what I describe as bridging different texts. Intertextuality makes it 
possible for students to link texts through content and text structure at varying complexities 
(Bloome & Egan-Robertson, 1993, p. 307). Since the parsing of meaning from textual messages 
relies on textual data, this research was dependent on textual and intertextual data to help make 
sense of the communicated textual messages. For example, the textual data refer to data gathered 
from a single text that is not connected to any other text, like a song or the novel The Bluest Eye, 
but intertextual data refer to data gathered from more than one text that are connected or linked 
to each other, like a song that is linked to the novel The Bluest Eye.  
Kassarjian (1977) declared that “content analysis is the study of the message itself, and 
not the communicator or the audience” (p. 8). Kassarjian seemed to be referring to the impact of 
the message being examined, which means that content analysis parses the power and identity of 
the messages’ implications. Thus, content analysis was an effective way for me to examine the 
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impact of songs on identity, and the power dynamics involved, and how those influenced the 
students’ interpretation of songs and other forms of written text. Also, this allowed me to better 
understand the students’ reflections on their complicated singular and collective selves as they 
related to song. While the literature and procedures of content analysis guided me, I still believe 
that what I interpreted and how I read the data were subjective and influenced by my perceptions 
as a participant in this research. I focused mainly on Kassarjian’s framework of content analysis.  
Kassarjian’s (1977) idea about datum allowed me the scope to compare my different data 
sets as they related to my premise.  I examined the same information in different sections 
throughout the research and that is why I adapted his concept of content analysis observation 
through “Theme,” “Items” and “Categories.” Since I researched the interpretative value in songs, 
all three systems worked for me. Theme allowed me to assess issues, values, and beliefs (p. 12) 
for various aspects of analysis. Item enabled me to observe “the whole natural unit”—in this 
case, the songs holistically. Categories enabled me to examine the research design and purpose 
because they were closely aligned with examining the hypotheses (p. 12).  
Also, I considered my students’ cultures and backgrounds as I conducted my research, 
and I constantly practiced reflexivity to question any assumptions that I might have had or that 
popped up along the way about how the students were impacted individually or collectively by 
songs and their interpretive value at the end of the study. To attain accuracy, I did not presume to 
generalize because that in no way enabled me to examine my students’ subjective veracities of 
songs and their interpretive qualities. In this research, it was important to incorporate my 
subjectivity as a teacher who engaged and interacted with my students, and this data analysis 
method made provision for me to do so.  
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With that in mind, after I collected data about songs from my Fall (Class 1) and my 
Spring (Class 2) College English II classes, I also asked the students in Class I the same 
questions I did with my English II class. The interviews I conducted were the same for each 
class, but the ex post facto field notes for both classes were not entirely same since I did not 

























Chapter 4: Symphonic Analysis of Questionnaire I—Songs 
 
Research Artifact 1: Questionnaire 1—Songs Assessment 
Kassarjian’s (1977) framework of content analysis which stipulates the classifications of 
“Theme,” “Item,” and “Categories” was used to assess all the questions of this questionnaire. 
Theme allowed me to assess issues, values, and beliefs (p. 12). Item enabled me to observe “the 
whole natural unit,” which in this case refers to the songs holistically. Categories lent itself to the 
maintenance of the research design and purpose because it was closely aligned with the 
examination of the hypotheses (p. 12) (see Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8). Under 
Categories, I looked for anything that reflected the notion of song, which I deemed as abstraction 
in and due to songs. I also looked for identity, discourse, and power retorts from the students.  
1. Are songs important in your life, and do they help you understand yourself and 
others? 
Table 1.1. Class 1-Questionnaire I-Question 1 
 
Students’ Responses Content Analysis Type and Breakdown 
Vance: 
“Songs are important in life in every way, shape 
or form. They can help me understand the artist 
message, and they help me change my mood. 
They can also be an outlet to express your 
feelings. In other words, songs can match how I 
am really feeling or what I might want to feel.” 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
Songs help us to understand messages, change our 
moods, express feelings, and emotions, and they 
connect to our identity.  
Pearl: 
“Songs are important in my life because they help 
me relax and reflect on myself and others. 
Through traditional means it could be hard to 
understand someone and their ideals but through 
music, it makes the bridge easier to cross.” 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
Songs help us to relax, to reflect on ourselves and 
to better understanding ourselves and others. 
(Identity). They create a bridge that makes 
understanding easier (creating ways of 
understanding). 
Sam: 
“Songs are important in my life because I listen to 
them all the time and I listen to songs that evoke 
feelings of nostalgia, love and happiness. I believe 
that music can communicate special feelings 
between people in a unique way.”   
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 




“Songs are important because they convey life 
lessons and language comes from music as well. 
They talk about reality, emotions, feelings and 
more, allowing listeners to relate and learn more.” 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
Songs convey life lessons, talk about reality, 
emotions, and feelings, cause us to relate to them 
and learn from them. 
 
Grace: 
“Many times, when an artist makes a song, you 
can connect it to situations in your life. It’s unique 
in a way. Songs can help me understand the 
author’s message. They can translate what you are 
feeling and help you understand yourself and the 
world.” 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
Songs connect to real life situations, help to 
understand author’s message in a text, in a unique 
way, they can translate our feelings and help us to 
understand ourselves and the world (Identity). 
 
 
Table 1.2. Class 2-Questionnaire I-Question 1 
 
Students’ Responses Content Analysis Type and Breakdown 
Sharon: 
“Songs are important in my life. They help me to 
understand myself because sometimes when I 
listen to music I can relate to society.” 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 




“Songs are particularly important in my life. They 
can be an outlet to express your feelings. 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
Songs are outlets to express our feelings. 
 Jean: 
“Songs are important because they can teach you 
things that are related to you and the real world. 
They can help you build strength to deal with 
issues.” 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
Songs can teach us things that relate to us and the 
world (teaching, and Identity). They can help to 
make us strong to cope with issues (Power and a 
coping mechanism).  
Xi:  
“Songs are important to me because they can take 
my mind to places that help me get a clearer 
picture of the world around me.” 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
Songs might have cognitive processes (The notion 
of Song). Songs help promote imagination and 
help us to view the world in a more concise way.  
Beulah: 
“Songs are important to me because they help 
with my mood, they bring cultural exchange, and 
they help me to relax and concentrate.” 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
Songs helps to remove boredom and they aid 








Songs and Understanding Texts 
Vance and Grace from the Fall 2019 class pointed out the correlation between songs and 
understanding. Vance claimed that songs “can help me understand the artist’s message,” and 
Grace concurred that “songs can help me understand the author’s message in a text.” Both 
students recognized the connection of song with understanding. While Vance seemed to be 
speaking about understanding the artist’s message in songs, Grace realized that songs can aid her 
in the understanding of texts. Building on Vance’s and Grace’s observations, the pedagogical 
implications suggest that learning can be impacted by the usage of songs in the classroom. Aquil 
(2012) put it this way: “Songs provide students ample learning opportunities, such as negotiating 
meaningfully nuanced language and cultural meanings hidden in the lyrics or melody of a song” 
(p. 76). Negotiating meaning in a song, as Aquil (2012) suggested, points to the idea of 
wrangling with meaning to come to a workable understanding. Therefore, the nuances of 
language and cultural meaning could be deduced as nuances of meaning that are portrayed in a 
written text or a song. 
Meaning that is often negotiated within cultural parameters and songs from this 
perspective allows not only for getting a grasp of the artist’s message(s), but also helps with the 
comprehension of written texts. “The text has meaning,” as White and Marsh (2006) argued: 
Often established through relationships or implicature that may not be linguistically 
evident and draws on frameworks within the recipient for understanding (coherence). The 
writer or speaker of the text intends for it to convey meaning related to his attitude and 
purpose (intentionality). Conversely, recipients of the message understand the text as a 
message; they expect it to be useful or relevant (acceptability). (p. 28) 
 
Songs’ correlation with understanding exposes the idea that meaning has to be established, and 
as White and Marsh (2006) showed, its establishment comes via relationships or insinuations 
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where the linguistic dimension is palpable. What White and Marsh called coherence has to do 
with the structure the receiver of the message puts in place to help him or her formulate 
understanding of a text. Each person who is applying understanding does so as he or she interacts 
with the written text and the song text. 
Concerning what White and Marsh (2006) perceived as intentionality, the writer, speaker, 
or singer of a text has an objective in mind in terms of the message he or she propagates, but he 
or she has an intended meaning that may not be perceived the way he or she has in mind. 
Nevertheless, as White and Marsh divulged, the receiver of the message accepts the implicit 
expectation of the message as being pertinent to him or her. Meaning is produced in this way, 
and this is indicative of Vance’s and Grace’s observations that songs are aligned with 
understanding the messages of the artist and the author. Vance’s and Grace’s ideas present a new 
way to examine English education. Since songs have the capacity to initiate the understanding of 
authors’ messages in literary texts, then songs are powerful tools that can be used in the 
classroom to improve students’ understanding of those literary texts.  
Mood Enhancement Fosters Classroom Engagement 
The lightening of mood in the classroom helps to foster engagement and, according to the 
students, songs do this as well. Vance from Class 1 contended that songs “help me change my 
mood,” and Beulah from Class 2 said that “songs help with my mood, they bring cultural 
exchange, and they help me to relax and concentrate, and work harder at my lessons.” From 
Vance’s and Beulah’s perceptions, songs lighten the mood, which might make it easier for 
students to become engaged in the lesson. Beulah’s idea of songs bringing cultural exchange 
reminded me of Gutiérrez’s (2008) argument that the Collective Third Space is a place for 
cultural exchange. When the mood of the classroom is lightened, cultural exchange is much more 
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possible. Cultural exchange can relate to the idea of students feeling accepted or feeling like they 
belong. Thus, the students feel they are an important part of the classroom community because 
they can showcase their culture, which in turn is accepted and respected. Songs can do this not 
only through the teachers’ choice of songs from various cultures, but also through allowing 
students to choose songs. This is a way to encourage students from different cultures to 
intermingle with others and, as a result, become more and more engaged in the lesson.   
Furthermore, with regard to student engagement, Vance’s and Beulah’s responses 
revealed their agreement that engagement can occur through the aid of songs. When Beulah 
talked about songs making it easier to become engaged with the lesson, she seemed to be 
suggesting that songs can be a means to facilitate engagement among the students, and they can 
propel the students to work hard. For English educators like myself, the idea that songs can 
motivate students to work hard suggests that songs have the ability to transform the students and 
consequently the classroom in terms of the students’ attitude towards their work. This is an 
important point to ruminate on earnestly in terms of pedagogy. Songs can impact the mood of the 
class for the better and appeal to the students’ work ethic. While a student made this suggestion, 
it is for that precise reason why educators like me should take this into account. We do not have 
all the answers, but students like Beulah who shared her idea about classroom engagement can 
be beneficial to us. It is imperative that we take heed of our students’ insights into our pedagogy 
and aspects of students’ engagement and make the necessary adjustments to improve our 
teaching.  
Most of us who teach desire a classroom that maximizes our students’ engagement, and 
using songs might be a way to help us improve in that area. Applying the usage of songs in the 
classroom to encourage engagement lends itself to Culturally Relevant Pedagogy. Ladson-
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Billings (1992) studied instruction in the classrooms of elementary schools. She realized that 
when the teachers made the students a party of a collective effort intended to embolden academic 
and cultural excellence, as well as taught the skills and clearly stated the expectations, then 
interpersonal relations were fostered and students acted like members of an extended family, 
helping, supporting, and reassuring each other. Ladson-Billings’s findings are also reflective of 
Gutiérrez’s (2008) idea of developing a Third Space, that is, a “site of transformation and 
possibilities” (p. 152). Student engagement can possibly contribute to students’ transformation. 
Beulah’s idea seemed to connect with Ladson-Billings’ (1992) concept in that they both promote 
the view that interpersonal relationships are possible when students are engaged because they 
lead to interaction and support for each other. As a teacher, I need to make my goals clear and 
encourage my students academically and culturally. If I can do this, I can open possibilities that 
would be mutually beneficial for both students and teacher because there would be an 
atmosphere of acceptance. In such an atmosphere, students from different cultures can flourish.  
Music changing the mood in the classroom environment is important. What should a 
teacher do if his or her lessons are not having the impact he or she desires? Music may very well 
be the answer, as outlined by students Vance and Beulah. Additionally, as Beulah of the Winter 
2019 class also informed us, songs can help us “to relax and concentrate”; Pearl from the Fall 
2018 class likewise affirmed that songs “help me to relax.” Being able to relax in the classroom 
is something I desire for my students. Songs can change the classroom mood to one that helps 
the students become more relaxed and less stressed. Pearl’s idea made me think that for English 
educators, songs used as a tool to change classroom mood to a dynamic one is worth exploring 
because it is a stress-buster and mood-enhancer; that is, it helps to create an atmosphere that is 
conducive to learning.  
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As Collingwood (2018) wrote, “The soothing power of music is well-established. It has a 
unique link to our emotions, so it can be an extremely effective stress management tool. 
Listening to music can have a tremendously relaxing effect on our minds and bodies” (p. 1). 
Songs can reduce stress to the point where students are more likely to participate. From my 
observation in the classes where I incorporated songs into my pedagogy, I found increased class 
participation to be a verity, unlike past times when songs were not an active part of my 
pedagogy. Student engagement in the lesson is a positive outcome that songs can offer to the 
educational process. 
Feelings, Emotions, and Identity 
Songs as a way to foster engagement ushers in the idea that songs are connected to 
feelings, emotions, and, consequently, our identity. Sam from Class 1 believed that songs “evoke 
feelings of nostalgia, love, and happiness.” In terms of nostalgia, Batcho (2007) proposed that 
“Nostalgia can help a person adapt to discontinuity in life” (p. 362). The discontinuity that 
Batcho referred to seems to be disjointedness that may be in someone’s life. Disjointedness here 
should not be read as pejorative but rather as incoherence or gaps. Nostalgia can either bring 
some coherence to the individual or help him or her fill in the gaps, or at the very least help him 
or her to adapt and be at peace with himself or herself. Batcho further argued that “nostalgia may 
facilitate or be facilitated by the sense of connectedness to others” (p. 363). Here, Batcho was 
tying nostalgia to identity for a “sense of connectedness” evoking a collective identity that stems 
from the individual identity of the person whose nostalgic feelings touches his or her emotions; 
thus, this not only appeals to who he or she is, but also brings about a feeling of belonging to a 
collective. Therefore, when Sam mentioned songs evoking nostalgic feelings and if one applies 
this to Batcho’s idea of nostalgia bringing a sense of connectedness, the realization that songs 
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can be a powerful tool to aid pedagogy becomes apparent. The philosopher Aristotle (1885) 
stated that “music has a power of forming the character, and should therefore be introduced into 
the education of the young” (p. 1). Music helping to form the character of a person points to the 
idea that songs can help to shape our personalities, which is associated with our identities; thus, 
using songs in the classroom takes advantage of such, both individually and collectively. Songs 
cause students to contemplate their self-consciousness and, apparently, their academic 
wherewithal.  
Not only can songs promote connectedness, but they can offer students a mode of 
emotional expression and release. Vance from Class 1 further stated that songs “can also be an 
outlet to express your feelings. In other words, songs can match how I am really feeling or what I 
might want to feel.” Analogously, Bob of Class 2 put forth that songs “can be an outlet to 
express our feeling.” Moreover, Sam, Lili, and Grace from the same class 1 echoed similar 
sentiments. Sam argued that “music can communicate special feelings between people in a 
unique way.” Lili said that songs “talk about reality, emotions, feelings and more, allowing 
listeners to relate and learn more,” while Grace asserted that songs “can translate your feelings.” 
In accordance with feeling and emotions, the students’ opinions seemed to indicate that feelings 
can be encapsulated in songs. The students were promoting the idea that there is an emotive 
value in songs. The communication of feeling through songs can establish a catalyst whereby 
understanding can be derived. Here, the students presented a nugget that has English education 
ramifications. Inspecting the feelings that songs communicate seems to be a key that enables 
understanding of a song and also offers a way to access a literary text. Thus, I as an educator 
found that students’ recognition of the emotive value in songs is worth exploring in my future 
classes with my future students. As I learn along with my students, I come to believe that the 
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emotive factor in songs make songs malleable for pedagogies of English education. They present 
diverse ways to engage and extrapolate meaning and interpretation from literary texts.  
Nonetheless, emotions emanate from songs regardless of culture, and feelings can be, 
according to Grace, translated via songs. Pearl from the same Class 1 said that “songs help me… 
reflect on myself and others. Through traditional means, it could be hard to understand someone 
and their ideals but through music, it makes the bridge easier to cross.” Positive self-reflection is 
something Pearl gets from songs. She opined that while comprehending others and their 
dispositions is not always easy, songs act like a bridge that facilitates understanding between 
ourselves. If this is true, this idea has tremendous implications for English education in terms of 
students and teachers understanding each other. According to Pearl, songs offer us a way to aid 
in the comprehension of others. Songs can bridge us with others and some form of understanding 
can ensue. Imagine in our classrooms that it might be possible to reach students from other 
cultures and ethnicities through the aid of song. The songs themselves not only would help us 
understand others, but they would also help others gain some understanding of us.   
A logical addition to Pearl’s observation was Grace’s outlook. She proposed that songs 
“can translate what you are feeling and help you understand yourself and the world.” Grace’s 
idea of songs translating our feelings suggested that songs capture our feelings through their 
design; their lyrics and other elements can express what we might feel but not are not able to 
articulate.  
From Grace’s idea, I gathered that songs at times articulate in ways that we are incapable 
of doing; I began to contemplate that songs can help us begin to put things into perspective and 
bring eloquence and fluency to our thought processes. Hence, it is possible that in the classroom, 
songs can help students formulate their thoughts in a coherent manner, so songs can be 
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introduced into the classroom to help students boost their articulation and interpretive skills. 
According to Aquil (2012), “Songs provide authentic material in the classroom” (p. 77). If some 
difficult texts cause students to struggle in grasping understanding, then using songs to bridge 
understanding might be worthwhile.  
The learning value of songs in the classroom seems to have a relation with interaction. 
Since songs encourage human interaction and promote identity construction, they can speak to us 
in ways that cause us to examine ourselves, and thus configure and reconfigure our identity. 
Fenwick and Albergato-Muterspaw (2008) said it like this: “Song, with its embedded musical 
and textual images offers a potentially powerful emotional and physical stimulant” (p. 39). The 
physical and emotional stimuli in songs make it possible for songs to articulate in ways that we 
may not be able to ourselves. Vance from Class 1 also pushed the idea that songs correspond 
with how we feel and how we might potentially feel, and they enable the expression of feelings. 
Songs can also exemplify who we are and will become. They can meet us where we are and 
stimulate us to both emotionally and physically configure and reconfigure our identities. This 
was a futuristic assumption that Vance was making, that songs carry not only current but also 
future identity implications related to our feelings. Vance was indicating that the present and 
future dimensions of our feelings have a medium in songs whereby expression is possible.  
Conveying Life Lessons 
Songs play an important role in the life of human beings, and since songs are universal 
cultural artifacts, they should be actively included in the pedagogy of schools everywhere. 
Songs, according to Lili of class 1, “convey life lessons.” Grace from the same class told us that 
we can connect songs to “situations in life,” while Jean from class 2 said that songs “can teach 
you things that are related to you and the real world.” Lili, Grace, and Jean acknowledged that 
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pertinent lessons from and about life can be derived from songs, and their opinions suggested 
that songs have significance as pedagogical tools. With regard to teaching and more specifically 
the teaching of writing, Berlin (1982) stated: 
In teaching writing, we are not simply offering training in a useful technical skill that is 
meant as a simple complement to the more important studies of other areas. We are 
teaching a way of experiencing the world, a way of ordering and making sense of it.  
(p. 776).  
 
From Berlin’s contention, teaching writing is much more than helping students develop technical 
expertise in that craft; it has much to do with teaching them ways to experience the world. 
Therefore, the students’ ideas that some songs can transmit life lessons and ways how to live in 
the world are supported by Berlin. The idea that songs appeal to the way we live our lives 
endorses the notion that songs appeal to our humanistic qualities as we wrest with life 
challenges.  
Because all student share life experiences in common, it is a good idea for teachers of 
writing or literature, or teachers of any other subject, to account for this fact in their pedagogy 
and use it to their advantage. The connection to life that songs produce, together with the 
students’ affinity to songs, offers a rich resource that is worth exploring in the classroom, and 
using songs as texts and coupling them with literary texts are ways for this to be done.   
Language, Music, and Song 
One area where the classroom can be explored through songs is in its connection to 
language and finding ways in which our pedagogy can reflect this. Lili from class 1 declared that 
“language comes from music as well.” The idea of the connection between language and music 
was further supported by Bright (1963), who argued that “a complex relationship exists between 
words and music” (p. 27). Although the connection between language and song is intricate, it is 
by no means tenuous. There is no grand design in which the relationship between language and 
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song can fit smoothly. They are not always easily decipherable, but nevertheless the connection 
exists. Jeannin (2008) addressed these observations with the following analysis: 
Both systems show that units are associated on more than one level of organization. In 
language, segmental units, phonemes for instance, come together in order to form 
morphemes, syllables, words, that are orally produced through speech in an acoustic 
dimension. In music, minimal units, notes for instance, combine themselves to form 
musical structures generally at three fundamental levels, namely rhythm, melody and 
harmony. Each level contains underlying sets of rules for organizing sound units into 
musically meaningful segments in specific order, in much the same way that phonetic 
elements shape the organization of language through streams of speech sounds. (p. 8) 
 
Without delving into linguistics and musicology, there is an obvious linkage between language 
and music. Here, the connection between language and music was outlined by Jeannin (2008), 
who demonstrated the organization, functionality, and operation of both systems. Jeannin’s idea 
supported Lili’s comment that “language comes with language.” It is difficult to divorce music 
and song from language and the messages that are produced.  
Jeannin (2008) added that “language and music can be characterized as communicative 
systems which produce structured messages” (p. 8), while Krippendorff (2004) emphasized that 
“The concept of a message was a precursor of the rhetorical exploration of language” (p. xviii). 
While Jeannin (2008) promoted language as communicative, Krippendorff (2004) proposed that 
the idea of a communicated message precedes any linguistic or verbal attributes we assign to 
language. From Krippendorff’s perspective, it seems that, in the past, human beings placed a 
higher priority on the message itself rather than the rhetorical composition of the language that 
transmitted the message. Even if Krippendorff is right, it does not make a difference in terms of 
how music and language operate.  
Both language and music are correlated and communicative, and meaning can be derived 
from them. According to Jeannin (2008), “Verbal and musical messages both have hierarchical 
patterns linked to meaning” (p. 8). The classroom is a place where meaning making should be 
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enacted. In speaking about using songs in the classroom, Purcell (1992) noted that songs provide 
“insights into language skills” (p. 196). Purcell was indicating that lessons should incorporate 
songs because they can aid in strengthening language skills. “If we establish the goals we wish to 
achieve, choose appropriate songs for our lessons, present them in class effectively, and evaluate 
judiciously what we have taught,” according to Purcell. “Our students will gain a sense of 
enrichment, not only from what they have learned from the songs, but from having been directly 
involved in the learning process” (p. 196). Purcell offered a way to take advantage of the 
connection between language, music, and song and incorporate them into our pedagogy. With 
the use of language in mind, he pointed out the benefits of using song in the classroom for 
students and teachers alike, for the combination of language and song has positive academic 
potential.  
It is a verity that classroom texts have language features and songs can be paired with 
them. According to Gates (2016), “By learning to overtly identify and systematically analyze 
text features, students are empowered to access patterns, compare features and make links 
between language and music through song” (p. 2). Gates was implying that songs can aid 
students to analyze text and, in so doing, provide them with the means of empowerment to 
connect language and songs effectively.  
The researcher Bright (1963) wrote that “language and music are the two most important 
ways in which man [sic] uses sound” (p. 26). Here, Bright’s idea strengthened Lili’s position that 
language and music are interrelated. Considering that language and song are connected, when a 
song is written, played, sung, or listened to, language is employed. A song constitutes a 
multiplicity of facets where language is present. In terms of the classroom, language is a key 
element that crosses the educators’ domain and is pivotal to academic success. I am not 
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necessarily speaking here about acquiring a foreign language, although that has merit. I am 
referring to the elements of any language in which pedagogy is being facilitated. What should be 
obvious is that language is education-specific, and since it is connected to music and song, there 
is a strong argument for songs being included in pedagogy. Lili who pointed out that the two are 
correlated seemed to indicate that we should cogitate the possibility of using songs in the 
classroom. Her idea indicated that the intertwinement of language and song offers a treasure 
trove for pedagogy that can positively influence the learning process.  
Songs Related to Society and Making Sense of the World  
The idea that music and songs help us to relate to society is an observation that Sharon 
and Jean of class 2 made. Sharon admitted that songs “help me to understand myself because 
sometimes when I listen to music I can relate to society,” and Jean confirmed that songs “can 
teach you things that are related to you and the real world.” As Gates (2016) argued, “When 
students are inspired by music and equipped with the right tools, they have a clearer pathway to 
exploring the wonders of different worlds” (p. 5). From Gates’s perspective, music, equipped 
with the proper tools, has the potential to expose students to the beauty of different worlds. What 
Gates seemed to mean by different worlds is the diversity of cultures to which many students are 
not exposed. In short, many students have not been exposed to cultures that differ from their 
own. The education they receive is heavily slanted to the mainstream culture, of which they are a 
part. As Mckee (2003) outlined, “Different cultures make sense of the world in very different 
ways” (p. 4). Having the students experience different cultures can allow them to begin 
understanding the world in different ways. Songs can be the right tools to enable students to 
make sense of the world. 
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Sharon’s and Jean’s idea that songs help us to relate to society has cultural implications. 
Moreover, music and song work to eliminate the possibility of one-dimensional thinking because 
they not specific to any single culture. Mckee (2003) contended that “People living in different 
sense-making systems can literally see the world differently” (p. 8) and Aquil (2012) insisted:  
Songs are products and practices of a society that can shed light on the philosophical 
perspectives of that society. These practices and products shape the world view of a 
cultural group, and only through language are they fully expressed. The language of the 
songs will provide students with opportunities to develop further insights about the 
culture that are available in no other way. (p. 79) 
 
Mckee (2003) also purported the idea that there are different sense-making communities, so 
people from different sense-making communities share the project of misunderstanding each 
other because they deduce meaning differently. However, since songs are cultural artifacts, 
according to Aquil (2012), they can give insight into our conjectural perceptions of the world we 
live in. In this sense, songs can be said to be attuned to the pulse of a cultural group and the 
world view of its members. Thus, using songs in the classroom can equip students with insider 
information of different cultural groups or sense-making communities, and in that way help to 
facilitate better understanding of each other.  
Xi from the same class as Sharon and Jean took it a step beyond songs just aiding us to 
relate to society. He suggested that songs “can take my mind to places that help me get a clearer 
picture of the world around me.” Xi’s idea appears to stipulate that our cognitive process is in 
operation when songs are used in the classroom, and they concurrently provide us with an 
indication about our immediate environment and our world. The question here is about 
contemplating reality with the aid of songs. Mena and Chapetón (2014) declared that “Based on 
the topics discussed in the songs, students are able to participate actively in the social 
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construction of reality and reflect upon issues that surround them” (p. 132). Here, students have a 
say in piecing reality together, not just from the teacher’s perspective but also their own.  
The construction of reality is a contentious term because not all cultures construct reality 
the same way. Perhaps what Mena and Chapetón (2014) were referring to was that since songs 
penetrate different cultures, they offer to us glimpses of other cultures that help us to gain some 
understanding of different cultures and the realities they construct. Thus, if we can engage songs 
in the classroom, we can process them cognitively and develop, as Xi suggested, “a clearer 
picture of the world around us.” Mckee (2003) informed us that “at the simplest level, cultures 
may ascribe different levels of value to things around them” (p. 5). Taking culture into account, 
sense-making is done differently because values of things in each culture are not necessarily 
orchestrated the same way; even so, songs allow us to cross the threshold of different cultures 
and obtain a form of understanding, appreciation, tolerance, and even respect. It does not mean 
that we must always like the music of different cultures to grasp an understanding of that culture 
and the way others make sense of the world. According to Gates (2016), “Access to music from 
around the globe is reflective of students’ access to a global community of which language 
instructors equip them to be competent members” (p. 20). Access is the operative word as it 
relates to using songs in the classroom. Being exposed to songs from cultures that differ from 
theirs can provide students with tools to have access to the global community; in addition, they 
can learn to improve their understanding of those communities and perhaps even become fully 
immersed in another culture or cultures.  
Songs and Power 
Songs can help students build the courage to handle issues that are challenging. Jean of 
class 2 put forth that songs “can help you build strength to deal with issues.” Jean touched on 
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issues of power. Though we can find an argument that Jean may not have been talking about 
school, how can we dismiss the fact that he is a student and whatever effects he experiences in 
school he takes with him to his home life and vice versa? The power systems in society extend to 
school as well. Moreover, Jean participated in my class, where music and song were an integral 
part of the lessons.  
As Fenwick and Albergato-Muterspaw (2008) declared, “The content of the songs 
themselves engage audiences in confronting conditions of inequity and injustice, envisioning 
alternate possibilities, and daring to consider their personal responsibility” (p. 48). From 
Fenwick and Albergato-Muterspaw’s perspective, songs have the capacity to stir up students to 
examine themselves and their role regarding social injustice and inequity. The self-reflection that 
songs promote can cause students to decide on which side of the ledger they would stand in 
terms of power dynamics. Many times, power is promoted through the guise of truth, but songs 
have a way of pushing our minds to visualize both the macro and micro perspectives, whereby 
we recognize the institutional and systemic power systems. Scholes (1998), in discussing the role 
of educators, referred to “our estrangement from the possibility of truth” (p. 48). Here, Scholes 
seemed to be indicating that the love of truth is a fundamental concept that educators should 
possess. Scholes’s point seems problematic. Does Scholes mean that educators in contemporary 
times do not possess the ability to be lovers of truth, or are they teaching in a way that subverts 
the love of truth? While Scholes argued that William Phelps at Yale was the embodiment of truth 
(from Scholes’s perspective) that is not evident in educators today (p. 25), Phelps was a 
clergyman and perhaps Scholes’s idea of truth in Phelps should be taken as being subjective. 
What did truth mean to Phelps and how exactly was that translated to those within his sphere of 
influence in the field of English? Could one consider truth in this sense to be the statutes of 
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divine revelation, or metaphysical? What then is truth, and consequently the love of truth as it 
relates to English and education? How impactful are post-structural and postmodern theorizing 
that work against essentialism, normalization, and “truth” affecting interpretive practices with 
literary texts? 
As far as Foucault (1972) was concerned, educators are pushing a form of truth through 
their pedagogy. According to Foucault: 
But this will to truth, like the other systems of exclusion, relies on institutional support: it 
is both reinforced and accompanied by whole strata of practices such as pedagogy—
naturally—the book-system, publishing, libraries, such as the learned societies in the 
past, and laboratories today. But it is probably even more profoundly accompanied by the 
manner in which knowledge is employed in a society, the way in which it is exploited, 
divided and, in some ways, attributed. (p. 218) 
 
Many of these educators may not aware of their role in subverting and undermining their 
students’ academic freedom and meaning making. Foucault pointed out that many students are 
marginalized through the form of pedagogy practice and by the books and systems of practices 
they employ. For Foucault, institutional power, which operates on its own version of truth, is a 
farce. According to Fenwick and Albergato-Muterspaw (2008), “Music offers these possibilities 
for new visions, expanded voices and democratic participation” (p. 43). Songs can be used to 
maintain or counter the systems of power. They can help students find their voices, as Fenwick 
and Albergato-Muterspaw pointed out, and become actively engaged in “democratic 
participation.” 
Fenwick and Albergato-Muterspaw (2008) further confirmed that  
many educators acknowledge the powerful role of song in social justice histories, such as 
the African American civil rights movement and the North American labor movement. 
Internationally and historically, song has established for itself a core role in building 
solidarity, shaping rhythms for collective activity, mobilizing social resistance, and 
actually energizing activist movements. This is in addition to the unique processes of 
sharing cultural, political and social information that occurs through participation in 
music. (p. 38) 
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Song has political and social ramifications which can be used to help students learn to 
understand their place in this world and the role they want to play in it. Teachers ought to inspire 
students to be themselves and be free thinkers who are not confined to a singular form of being. 
For students like Jean who want to “build strength to handle issues,” their teachers have a 
responsibility to guide them along their journey of self-discovery. All teachers have the option to 
counter the imposed institutional power by making students become aware of power systems and 
how they can counter them. Making use of songs in the classroom is a solid way to do that.   
2. How might songs be connected to who you are as a human being, and do they help 
you interpret the world, and if so, how? 
Table 4.3. Class 1-Questionnaire I-Question 2 
 
Students’ Responses Content Analysis Type and Breakdown 
Vance: 
“Music can be linked to ethnicity, religion, or 
culture. Music can also connect people as well, 
because the same song can have overlapping 
messages with other songs that connect different 
people.” 
 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
Songs are linked to ethnicity, religion and culture 
(life and culture). 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Songs have overlapping messages that connects 
with different people (Intertextuality). 
Pearl: 
“Songs are full of meanings and we can use them 
to look at who we are and to see the world in a 
deeper way. They are connected to who we are as 
human beings because they tend to share similar 
or different opinions and views on things related 
to or mentioned through the music. They help 
interpret the world, in that a song delivers a 
message that makes us think about it, and we put 
our personal stamp on it.”   
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
Songs are saturated with meaning so we can use 
them to help us understand the world in-depth. 
They also tend to share similar and or different 
opinions and views. 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Songs are saturated with meaning so we can use 
to help us understand the world in-depth. They 
tend to share opinions and views. Songs help us 
interpret the world because they deliver messages, 
and we personally apply our own interpretations 
to those messages (The interpretive value of 
songs). 
Sam: 
“Songs reflect who you are. The type of song a 
person chooses to listen to say a lot about their 
character, personality, interests and background. 
Songs help me appreciate the beauty in the world, 
and it brings out emotions and memories. Songs 
connects us with our views in life.” 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
The kind of songs we listen to can reveal our 
identity, background, and culture. They can 





“There is a song for everything. Songs let us 
explain things that could not be explained by just 
saying them, because the songs help us to express 
ourselves. They use all your senses in a way, and 
they help you to mentally understand. When we 
take the lyrics, we can understand more about the 
songwriter’s world, and compare it to our own.” 
 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
Songs appeal to our five senses and the cognitive 
(mental) processes are at work as well. Songs can 
be used to explain things, differently than words 
are able to do. This is pointing to a quality in 
songs that might be able to transcend words, or 
appeal to the mind in way that words are not able 
to. This is signaling that there is a spiritual quality 
to songs (The notion of song). [Individual and 
collective identity.] 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
They help us to understand the song writer’s 
world and compare it with our own 
(Intertextuality—Bridging).  
Grace: 
“Songs are like poems. The lyrics can be a puzzle 
to solve to understand the true meaning of the 
song. Songs can connect to who you are and your 
interpretation of the world by focusing on 
problems humans face in the world.” 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
Songs are closely aligned to poems, and like 
poems to grasp their meaning is like unlocking a 
puzzle. Similarly, our view of world can be 




Table 1.4. Class 2-Questionnaire I-Question 2 
 
Students’ Responses Content Analysis Type and Breakdown 
Sharon: 
“When I listen to a song, it helps me think about 
my life because sometimes I can relate to the story 
in the song. Songs can be connected to you, if 
they are about what matters to you. They can help 
you, especially if they are connected to your life, 
help you interpret what is going on in the world. 
Through music, people can relate to each other.” 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
Songs can help us interpret what’s taking place in 
the world, if they are connected our lives, and 
what are important to you. They make it easier to 
connect with each other. 
 
Bob: 
“There are times in life when you feel a certain 
emotion but can quite explain it. Music allows us 
to assign a tune to a feeling rather than a word.” 
 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
There are times when songs afford us the 
flexibility to assign a tune instead of words. They 
allow for a different kind of understanding that 
does not require words. Songs can be used to 
explain things, differently than words are able to 
do. This is pointing to a quality in songs that 
might be able to transcend words, or appeal to the 
mind in way that words are not able to. This is 
signaling that there is a spiritual quality to songs 
(the notion of song). 
Jean: 
“Songs are loaded with lots of meanings and we 
can use them to look at who we are and to come 
to look at the world in deeper ways than we did 
before.”   
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
Songs are filled with a multiplicity of meaning 
and we can songs to help us examine ourselves 




“The songs you are listening to can say who you 
are. The connect to our identity.”  
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
The kind of songs we listen to can reveal our 
identity, background, and culture. They connect to 
your interpretations about life. 
Beulah: 
“They are connected to who we are as human 
beings because a lot of songs have messages that 
are meant to be conveyed. They help us interpret 
the world through the meanings they carry.”  
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
Many songs have messages that are connected to 
our identities, and many of them have messages 




Students’ Responses—Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
 
Song Links with Ethnicity, Religion, and Culture 
When addressing the question of whether songs are connected to human beings and if 
they help us to interpret the world, Vance of Class 1 admitted that “music can be linked to 
ethnicity, religion, or culture.” Vance viewed this as ways in which the world can be interpreted. 
Songs do indeed operate in ethnic, religious, or cultural circles and serve the individual and the 
collective, in that there is a personal and group dynamic among ethnicities. Individuals make 
private connections and there is a group association that songs reinforce. People examine the 
world through song, which hinges on the fact that songs appeal to our cognitive processes. 
According to Aaltonen (2017):  
The representation of ethnicity in music is not a random process; it reflects the thinking 
of the people doing it (musicians, performers, producers) regarding what is considered 
ordinary and normal and what is considered unusual and exotic. (p. 1)  
 
Songs, as Aaltonen (2017) suggested, highlight the way we think, and they are linked to our 
ethnicities. Thus, songs’ relationship to ethnicity offers us a glimpse into individual and 
collective mindsets about religion and culture as well.  
As Fenwick and Albergato-Muterspaw (2008) declared, “Song is a familiar and 
accessible medium that can transcend boundaries and communicate across communities. It is 
also one of the oldest forms of musical communication in everything from religious practices to 
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entertainment to education” (p. 38). Here, Fenwick and Albergato-Muterspaw acknowledged the 
ability of song to penetrate boundaries and make it possible for communication among diverse 
ethnicities, whereby religion and education can be facilitated and interpreted. Vance’s idea about 
songs’ connection to ethnicity, religion, and culture was also supported by Fenwick and 
Albergato-Muterspaw and further substantiated by Gates (2016), who contended that “Song 
lyrics provide a culturally rich and authentic context through which learners can discover the 
world from differing viewpoints” (p. 2). Song lyrics, as discussed by Gates, bring to the fore a 
reliable way for people of different ethnicities and cultures to begin to see the world from 
perspectives that differ from their own.  
Gates (2016) also stated that “While listening, reading, analyzing, and interpreting music 
and lyrics of the target culture, students also examine the relationship between the music and the 
cultural perspectives expressed in their lyrics” (p. 5). Making attempts to analyze and interpret 
the song and its lyrics from the cultural perspective voiced in the song ushers in the possibility of 
students becoming more appreciative of the culture articulated in the song. As a result, it 
becomes possible for them to develop respect and tolerance for each other’s ethnicity, religion, 
and culture. According to Bohlman (2005), “Music has been an indispensable part of the 
vocabulary of cultural difference, and music inevitably participates in the expression of ethnic 
identity” (p. 1). Drawing on the idea of vocabulary of difference, it is possible to use music to 
bring about a vocabulary of equality and acceptance.   
Music signals ethnicity identity, so the idea of using music in the classroom should not be 
shunned; it should be accounted for in the classroom. In the words of Aquil (2012):  
Combined with prior experience, cultural background and knowledge of the content of 
the situation in the song, a situated-scaffolding classroom becomes available, which helps 




Aquil provided a model of how to incorporate songs in our pedagogy, while making sure that 
diverse cultures are respected. Examining Aquil’s idea leaves me with the impression that songs 
possess the ability to make a classroom more inclusive; however, the teacher should always keep 
in mind the possible impact of songs on cultural proficiency and proceed accordingly.  
Songs Reflect Our Views 
Since songs have cultural proficiency, it is possible to deduce that songs can reflect our 
views. Pearl from Class 1 stated that songs “are connected to who we are as human beings 
because they tend to share similar or different opinions and views on things related to or 
mentioned through the music.” Pearl was arguing that songs can either reflect the same opinions 
we hold about something or present an opinion different from what we have. In any case, songs 
are connected to our opinions, whether they validate or challenge them. Mena and Chapetón 
(2014) reported that songs “can be read by every individual from their own perspectives having 
critical positions” (p. 127). Here, everyone interprets songs from his or her perspective, whereby 
he or she establishes or reaffirms a position or a point of view. Sam from Class 1 added that 
“songs connect us with our views in life.” For Sam, it seems that songs can reflect our 
preconceived views about life. However, views about life did not shape themselves; they were 
created as we interacted with the world.  
Similarly, Sharon of Winter 2019 (Class 2) stated: 
When I listen to a song, it helps me think about my life because sometimes I can relate to 
the story in the song. Songs can be connected to you, if they are about what matters to 
you. They can help you, especially if they are connected to your life, help you interpret 
what is going on in the world. Through music, people can relate to each other.  
 
Sharon believed that songs cause us to reflect on our lives because they can at times be directly 
related to what is happening in our lives and the world. For Sharon, the similarity to her life that 
songs sometimes project enables her to lend credence to songs, especially if they are about what 
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she deems important to her. In this way, according to Sharon, people can relate to each other and 
thus interpret what is happening in the world. Sharon’s idea was analogous to Pearl’s and Sam’s 
idea that songs are related to our opinions. Not only do songs often specify our attitudes, but they 
also tend to be closely aligned with our views. Hargreaves, Miell, and MacDonald (2002) argued 
that music has “deep-seated influence on our beliefs and behavior” (p. 11). They seemed to be 
indicating that music subconsciously impacts our belief system and thus our actions.  
Frith (1996) laid it out this way: “A social group has beliefs which it then articulates in its 
music” (p. 110). A song then can be viewed as an instrument whereby our beliefs are expressed. 
The classroom can benefit from the usage of songs because apart from songs’ unconscious 
effects on human beings’ beliefs and behaviors, there are perceptible positive effects on learning. 
Burleson, Center, and Reeves (1989) declared that “the effect of music increases concentration in 
most individuals” (p. 199), while Husain, Thompson, and Schellenberg (2002) claimed that 
“Listening to music affects arousal and mood, which then influence performance on various 
cognitive skills” (p. 153). Songs have a positive influence on students’ concentration and 
cognitive proficiency. We want students to leave our classroom more informed, with a wider 
knowledge foundation and academic mastery. Songs can accomplish this for our students, but it 
depends on us as educators, and how much of a role we are willing to let music and song play in 
our classroom. As North, Hargreaves, and Hargreaves (2004) contended, “Music can now be 
seen as a resource rather than merely as a commodity” (p. 42). From North et al.’s contention, 
songs are significant in terms of contributing to the learning process.  
Songs can also be a rich resource because they reflect our views, and much of what we 
desire or do not desire is portrayed in songs. They can evoke in us a sense of self-responsibility 
that has educational advantages. In the words of McCarthy (1999), songs “embody ideas of 
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ownership of knowledge, ownership of fate, emancipation through learning” (p. 170). Songs, as 
McCarthy pointed out, can be a catalyst for increasing knowledge proficiency, the students’ 
recognition of taking their academic outcomes into their own hands, and liberating themselves 
from institutional and self-imposed restrictions.  
Songs and Identity 
Songs can assist us in our interpretation of world because of their connection to our 
identity. The students Vance and Sam of Class 1 and Jean, Xi, and Beulah of Class 2 all 
confirmed that songs are attached to our identities. Vance claimed that we can use songs to “look 
at who we are and to see the world in a deeper way,” and Jean said that songs allow us “to look 
at the world in deeper ways than we did before.” According to Chin and Rickard (2012), “Music 
aids adolescents’ construction and presentation of self. For instance, adolescents reported using 
music for reducing loneliness, and more importantly, as a badge of identity for inter and 
intragroup self-definition” (p. 432). In evaluating this reasoning, it is possible to deduce that 
songs help students build their sense of selves and which aspect or aspects of self that they reveal 
to others.  
The powerful connection between songs and identity is not to be taken for granted by 
teachers. Many of the students in our classrooms are in the process of calibrating their sense of 
selves. Songs can be a way to aid these students in configuring the elements of their identity as 
they tarry through the rigors of school.  
The researcher DeNora (1999) told us that “Music can be used as a device for the 
reflexive process of remembering/constructing who one is, a technology for spinning the 
apparently ‘continuous’ tale of who one ‘is’” (p. 45). Here, Vance’s and Jean’s ideas are 
reflected. Music and song can be instruments that allow people to construct self and present self 
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in an ongoing fashion. Chin and Rickard (2012) also informed us that “Music aids adolescents’ 
construction and presentation of self. For instance, adolescents reported using music for reducing 
loneliness, and more importantly, as a badge of identity for inter and intragroup self-definition” 
(p. 432). Chin and Rickard were reporting on adolescent students who took part in their study. 
They found that music served not only to counter loneliness but also to benefit group identity. 
Music was a way to present the self in any way the individual desired. Thus, while music helps 
individuals to work on identity issues, it also allows them to mask their identity and reveal only 
what elements of their identity they desire others to know. Individuals, it seems, must have 
thought deeply about who they are and how they see the world, leading to their consequent 
presentation of self.  
When Jean talked about songs being loaded with meaning that affects how we see 
ourselves, he might have been speaking about how songs enable self-identity. The idea of 
meaning and identity can be observed in Beulah’s response from Class 2. She claimed that songs 
“are connected to who we are as human beings because a lot of songs have messages that are 
meant to be conveyed.” We often decipher the messages that songs convey as we assign meaning 
to songs. However, as Jean and Beulah indicated, songs portray myriad meanings and we often 
attach meaning based on our identities. Because a song does not have any singular dynamic, the 
multi-perspectival aspects of songs lend themselves to identity crafting. As DeNora (1999) 
pointed out, music has an “active role as a building material of self-identity” (p. 45). How we see 
ourselves and how we see the world are interrelated.  
Sam from Class 1 insisted that “songs reflect who you are. The type of song a person 
chooses to listen to say a lot about their character, personality, interests and background.” 
Similarly, Xi from Class 2 argued that “the songs you are listening to can say who you are. They 
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connect to our identity.” Songs from these perspectives can often represent who we are. DeNora 
(1999) informed us that “the sense of ‘self’ is locatable in music” (p. 49). By DeNora’s 
contention, our sense of self is also intertwined with music. According to DeNora,  
Music is a ‘mirror’ that allows one to ‘see one’s self.’ It is, also, however, a ‘magic 
mirror’ insofar as its specific material properties also come to configure (e.g., 
‘transfigure,’ ‘disfigure’ etc.) the image reflected in and through its (perceived) 
structures. (p. 51) 
 
Music and song offer us a way to reimage ourselves and to reflect on ourselves and adjust. The 
classroom can be a safe space that allows students to be themselves as they work on construction 
and reconstruction and projection of identities.   
Songs and the Appreciation of Beauty 
Sam from Class 1 said that “songs help me appreciate the beauty in the world.” Here, 
Sam’s statement has some psychological implications in terms of songs’ effect on the human 
mind as it relates to appreciation of beauty. While on the surface Sam’s idea seemed to be 
referring to his aesthetic value of songs, there seemed to be more than that, as implicated by his 
idea. Aesthetic value, as outlined by Plato and Meskin (2013), is 
the value that an object, event or state of affairs (most paradigmatically an art work or the 
natural environment) possesses in virtue of its capacity to elicit pleasure (positive value) 
or displeasure (negative value) when appreciated or experienced aesthetically.  
(p. 1)  
 
From Plato and Meskin’s view, aesthetic value boils down to the work of art—in this case, 
song—and its ability to elicit pleasure or pain. Though Sam seemed more focus on positive 
aesthetic value, I wonder if it is enough to just chalk up his statement to simply the positive 
aesthetic value. To me, while the positive aesthetic value is apparent in Sam’s response, his idea 
of the appreciation of beauty has more to do with songs and their psychological wherewithal.  
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DeNora (1999) declared that “Music is a device or resource to which people turn in order 
to regulate themselves as aesthetic agents, as feeling, thinking and acting beings in their day-to-
day lives” (p. 45). I can imagine students becoming aesthetic agents and possessing the ability to 
regulate their emotions in the classrooms. DeNora seemed to be marrying the appreciation with 
the emotion, whereby the attitude and behavior of the students are affected positively as they 
become appreciators of beauty. Bryan (2016) reported that 
appreciation of beauty can generate awe; appreciation of a skill can generate admiration; 
and appreciation of moral goodness can generate moral elevation. All of these feelings 
(awe, admiration, and moral elevation) help us forget ourselves and find increased joy 
and meaning in the world. (p. 1)  
 
Finding joy through songs speaks to the idea of song touching our emotions and bringing a good 
feeling that, according to Bryan, helps us make sense of our lives and the world in which we live. 
Since songs, as Sam suggested, can cause us to appreciate beauty, it may be well worth it to use 
them in the classroom. The generating of “moral goodness” and “moral elevation” that Bryan 
told us about can be advantageous to any classroom as well.  
Savan (1999) contended that “Most pupils function better with appropriate music in the 
background rendering them less stressed, more relaxed, happier and more productive” (p. 138). 
Though Savan was talking about playing music in the background, what I get from his 
suggestion is that playing music in the classroom leads to academic productivity, and it is 
beneficial to reducing stress and fostering an atmosphere of joy. If songs can help students learn 
to appreciate beauty as Sam did, it can help to create a vibrant classroom community where 
respect and tolerance thrives. As Bryan (2016) asserted, “On a group level, those who appreciate 
excellence and beauty make our lives more enjoyable. First, it means that they’re not looking to 
criticize the world or its people, but instead take pleasure from their excellence” (p. 1). Here, the 
students are more appreciative of each other and criticism of other students is not on their 
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agenda. The psychologists Peterson and Seligman (2004) noted that “Appreciation of beauty is a 
strength that connects someone directly to excellence” (p. 519). Perhaps, therefore, those 
students who appreciate beauty would be more interested in building up others instead of pulling 
them down.  
In responding about how songs connect us to the world, Sam suggested that appreciating 
beauty is a way to do so. According to Bryan (2016), “Appreciation of beauty and excellence is 
the ability to identify and enjoy that which is admirable in the world” (p. 1); he also has pointed 
out that appreciating beauty allows us “to see the world with fresh eyes” (p. 1). Students who 
appreciate beauty connect to the world in a pure, genuine way. This is a different approach to 
English education that might require further examination. 
Music, Song, and the Unexplainable 
While songs can help us learn to appreciate beauty, not every beautiful thing can be 
expressed in words. Moving beyond beauty and clinging to other aspects of life, it is feasible to 
reason that not every aspect of life can be captured fully in words. The Oxford Essential 
Quotations, edited by Radcliff (2016 a), noted that the American composer Leonard Bernstein 
declared that “Music…can name the unnameable, and communicate the unknowable” (p. 1). 
Song as a cultural artifact can explain, in some cases, where words fall short of elucidation. Lili 
from Class 1 said that “There is a song for everything. Songs let us explain things that could not 
be explained by just saying them, because the songs help us to express ourselves. They use all 
your senses in a way, and they help you to mentally understand.” Can songs represent everything 
there is? What I deduce from Lili’s claim is that songs can speak to almost every situation and 
circumstance, and that is why they can be used to explain things differently than words are able 
to do. For Lili, the expressive quality of songs makes the difference in this endeavor.  
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To me, Lili was right that songs have expression built into them, and since songs always 
transmit ideas and thoughts, they can encompass us in a way in which we form an explanation. 
Lili referred to this as a mental understanding, an idea that is worth further exploring in English 
education. What I got from Lili’s contention is that songs appeal to the human psyche and our 
development of thought. This mental understanding or psychological thought shaping seems to 
impact our five senses, and this amounts to an advantage in terms of pedagogy. Apart from 
understanding the song, students can use the song to help mold their understanding of the literary 
text. Essay writing can subsequently be improved because students obtain a better grasp of the 
literary text. Additionally, with the employment of their five senses as they engage with songs, 
the students’ imaginative and descriptive prowess can be heightened to aid them in the 
production of more innovative work.  
Furthermore, Lili’s idea of a mental understanding is suggestive of cognitive processes at 
work in response to songs. Umemoto (1990) noted that “Music is the internalization of external 
events in the form of sounds, and it includes perception and cognition” (p. 116). Taking Lili’s 
and Umemoto’s (1990) ideas, I construe that human beings not only attach cognitive significance 
to songs, but their psyche is also impacted by songs. Therefore, explanations can be derived 
because of songs, whether words are present, so songs can help us to grasp an idea of things that 
cannot be articulated in words.  
Radcliff (2016 b) in Oxford Essential Quotations also presented the words of another 
American composer, Frederick Delius, who said, “It is only that which cannot be expressed 
otherwise that is worth expressing in music” (p. 1). Music for Delius is the medium to express 
that which eludes all other methods.  
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In terms of songs and the explainable, Bob from Class 2 said that “There are times in life 
when you feel a certain emotion but can quite explain it. Music allows us to assign a tune to a 
feeling rather than a word.” From Bob’s contention, the poignant value of music makes it so that 
words cannot always fully capture our feelings. Music comes, according to Umemoto (1990), 
“with some emotional adjunct” (p. 116). Since music has an emotive value, as Bob suggested, it 
provides us with the flexibility to match a song to the emotion we are feeling, and this too 
surpasses words, whereby we are able to explain through song what it is not possible to do with 
words.  
Songs Are Like Poems, Focusing on World Problems 
Grace from Class 1 argued that “Songs are like poems. The lyrics can be a puzzle to solve 
to understand the true meaning of the song. Songs can connect to who you are and your 
interpretation of the world by focusing on problems humans face in the world.” Grace believed 
that songs are analogous to poems, and to get to understand a song truly, we must unlock its 
lyrical puzzle. Grace made me wonder if some educators do not value the significance of songs 
in that they do not deem songs to be equated with poetry. I share Grace’s opinion that song lyrics 
are poetical. They have rhyme and rhythm, and songs not only entertain, but they can educate. 
Perhaps educators who use poetry to teach can also consider using songs in the classroom 
because songs are analogous to poetry and the experience can be rewarding. Similar to poetry, 
songs also force us to examine ourselves and our interpretation of the world by showcasing the 
problems people are encountering in the world.  
In highlighting the similarities between poetry and song, Israel (2013) observed that 
“Music had motivated the learners to go beyond their language limitations and respond to lyrics 
as poetry, and poetry as lyrics” (p. 1361). There is something about lyrics that Israel admitted 
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transcends language confines. Song lyrics can work in much the same way as poetry. As a matter 
of fact, song lyrics and poetry mirror each other and can take of the place of each other. Iwasaki, 
Rasinski, Yildirim, and Zimmerman (2013) asserted as much:  
Song lyrics (a form of poetry) often are embedded with rhyme, assonance, and 
alliteration. This playing with the sounds of language through song can be a gateway to 
the development of phonemic awareness. (p. 138) 
 
As Iwasaki et al. reasoned, songs have poetic elements that are entrenched in the lyrics. 
Song lyrics do not follow any language design because they are more than just the written 
words. I am not speaking about grammar and mechanics here, but rather the effect of songs that 
goes far beyond language structure. Some songs highlight the problems we face in the world, and 
they move us to garner interpretation of the world as we go about our lives.  
Israel (2013) emphasized that music “is an innate part of a person’s being. Depending on 
taste, it soothes and relaxes, inspires and motivates. Used carefully in the learning situation, it 
can turn the beat of the learning process around” (p. 1361). The fact that music is an inherent part 
of who we are is a strong reason for incorporating it into pedagogy. Israel noted that if we use 
music judiciously in our learning environment, it can yield positive results. Music and song lend 
themselves to our contemplation of problems that are around us, and they help us to formulate 
ideas of how to deal with them.  
As noted by Fenwick and Albergato-Muterspaw (2008), “Music is under-appreciated in 
its critical roles which link culture and learning for social change” (p. 43). Since these 
researchers argued that music and song are connected to culture and learning and, in so doing, 
effect social change, then music and song also play a role in helping us to negotiate the problems 
we face in the world.  
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Songs have the tendency to reach us on visceral levels and cause us to choose our 
response, which could be emotional, physical, or intellectual. Because a song might highlight a 
problem or cause us to contemplate current issues in the world, that does not mean that songs are 
foils for the classroom. In fact, the opposite is true. If we honor Fenwick and Albergato-
Muterspaw’s (2008) thoughts on the matter, we will push for the role of music and song in the 
classroom to be appreciated enough by educators, whereby many teachers make music and song 
an integral part of their pedagogy. It seems as if songs touch us in deep ways and can contribute 
to positive learning outcomes.  
Songs, Emotions, and Memories 
Sam from Class 1 said that songs “[bring] out emotions and memories.” Sam’s idea has 
significance for it is undeniable that emotions and memories are two sensations that songs evoke 
in us. In terms of music and emotions, Chin and Rickard (2012) argued that “music is, however, 
also used to reduce negative emotional states, and is often used for relaxation purposes or as 
background accompaniment to everyday activities” (p. 431). From Chin and Rickard’s 
perspective, music not only provides us comfort as we go about our daily lives, but it can remove 
emotional stress and bring relaxation to the individual. Chin and Rickard’s suggestion that music 
supplies us with emotional stability is a feature that all classrooms need. To that effect, Pierce 
(2015) insisted that 
Researchers continue to confirm and deepen knowledge held by centuries of the 
collective and personal experiences of many cultures and individuals who have used 
music to communicate, to heal their physical, emotional, and spiritual lives, and to 
influence and understand the world around them. But, are music educators utilizing this 
information in their classrooms? How are they using music to empower the world and to 





Pierce (2015) seemed to suggest that the effect of music on the individual should not come as a 
shock. Human beings’ relationship with music has continued throughout time and its effect on 
our emotional state is irrefutable. We have used music as one way to examine the world in which 
we live. However, Pierce believed that many educators are devaluing the impact of music on 
their students and are not taking advantage of music’s powerful emotive value to aid their 
pedagogy. I suggest that the less stress a student has, the more likely he or she can learn. If music 
helps us to gauge and assess the world, then it is a useful tool to study our world because it puts 
us in touch with the real feelings and emotions of others and ourselves.  
Chin and Rickard (2012) reported that “Research has demonstrated that use of emotion 
regulation strategies such as reappraisal is associated with enhanced interpersonal functioning 
and well-being” (p. 432). Songs are often emotional artifacts that promote positive students’ 
interaction. The emotional regulation that Chin and Rickard spoke about seemed to indicate that 
strategies can be put in place to bring about emotional parameters in the classroom that foster 
positive academic performance. Furthermore, songs cannot be separated from the emotive factor 
that is attached to them. Chin and Rickard also contended that “Emotion is often reported as the 
primary reason people report for listening to music, and music has been found to be one of the 
most powerful ways of inducing strong emotional and spiritual experiences” (p. 431). According 
to Chin and Rickard, students reported that emotions are compelling reasons for listening to 
music. These results can attest to the fact that music in the classroom is a way to keep emotions 
in check. Chin and Rickard continued to note that music is “enhancing positive and reducing 
negative affective states” (p. 431). Here, music has a direct positive effect on our emotions.  
DeNora (1999) told us that “music’s specific properties may contribute to or colour the 
shape and quality of social experience, self-perception and emotion” (p. 53). From DeNora’s 
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perspective, music contributes to the value of our socialization, which is connected to our 
affective conditions that ensue. Moreover, DeNora interjected that “musical structures may 
provide a grid or grammar for the temporal structures of emotional and embodied patterns as 
they were originally ‘experienced’” (p. 49). The way music is structured lends itself to the 
quintessence of emotions. Emotions are enveloped in songs. Name the emotion and one will find 
it reverberating through songs. Those of us who perceive songs to be pedagogical tools know 
that emotions, if channeled in a constructive direction, can help produce positive academic 
results. Emotions do intertwine with memory and songs capture them both.  
In terms of memory, music is attached to culture and, subsequently, memory. Šipuš 
(1973) asserted that “music belongs to the archetypes to which is bound the destiny of mankind”  
(p. 297). Music is an aspect of all cultures, and memory in all cultures is influenced by music. 
Memories are at the core of human living. Everyone accumulates memories as he or she goes 
through life. Everyone experiences and reflects on memories, and sometimes without warning, 
memories pop up at importune times. They are a part of us and can propel us or reduce us. 
Nevertheless, our lives are impacted by memories. Can the memory factor that is present in all of 
us be harnessed to produce positive learning in the classroom?  
Rowe, Philipchalk, and Cake (1974) stated that “Phonological memory and vocabulary 
scores are closely related to one another” (p. 1142), while Aydın, Salehi, Semerci, and Yalcın 
(2012) wrote that the “Melody of a music have a facilitative effect on memory” (p. 1). Rowe et 
al. (1974) and Aydın et al. (2012) have shown that songs and memory are correlated. The idea 
that phonological memory and vocabulary are related provides an argument for songs to be a part 
of educators’ lessons. If memories can be enhanced via the correlation of song and written 
language, then songs can serve to help students retain required information that they need to aid 
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their academic performance. As DeNora (1999) discussed, “Musically fostered memories thus 
produce past trajectories that contain momentum” (p. 48). Memory retrieval is pivotal for 
students. DeNora seems to imply that songs cultivate memory and help give students the impetus 
to excel.  
DeNora (1999) said that music operates “as part of the retinue of devices for memory 
retrieval (which is, of course, simultaneously memory construction)” (p. 45). As we retrieve 
memory, we are simultaneously constructing and reconstructing memory. Because songs are 
aligned with memory, they too can aid students with memory retention, construction, and 
reconstruction. As DeNora further stated, “Re-living’ experience through music is also 
(re)constituting past experience, it is making manifest within memory what may have been 
latent” (pp. 47-48). The relation between music and experience is important in terms of the 
constitution of memory. Some memories may lay dormant, as DeNora suggested, but music has 
a way of bringing them to the surface.  
Memory is often prompted by song, and since song is an apparatus that causes memory to 
surface, it means songs can be useful to aid students’ memory. To that note, researcher de Groot 
(2006) stated that 
Retention is best when music is played during both learning and testing, a finding that 
exemplifies the well-known phenomenon of “context-dependent” memory (i.e., that test 
performance is better the more similar the circumstances at test mimic those of the 
learning episode. (p. 468) 
 
Here, de Groot supported the idea that music aids retention and playing music in the classroom 
from learning to testing can have a positive impact on students’ performance.  
According to Gates (2016): 
Music can mark a memory, represent a point in history, and can be recalled from the 
recesses of the mind at an unexpected moment. It is thus pedagogically compelling and 
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motivating for students to analyze and interpret song lyrics as a means of looking for 
patterns, making comparisons, sharing ideas, and discovering different viewpoints. (p. 4)  
 
From Gates’ contention, music can help students pinpoint and thus organize a memory. The 
memory can be retrieved by invoking the music, and that is why music has pedagogical 
implications. Gates believed that employing song lyrics in the classroom can motivate students to 
develop the necessary language and literary skills that would be advantageous to their academic 
performance, while concurrently uncovering differential perspectives.  
Categories: Touches on the Research Design and Purpose 
Songs and Meaning: Intertextuality 
Vance from Class 1 stated, “Music can also connect people as well, because the same 
song can have overlapping messages with other songs that connect different people.” Vance’s 
belief that the message in one song can overlap with another or other songs points to the idea that 
the message we ascertain from one song can interrelate with the message we deduce from 
another. Here, there is a song-to-song relationship, but Vance’s idea can be applied to other texts 
as well. Trott (1990) observed that “the combination of music and speech or dance or gesture can 
convey new meaning” (p. 96). From Trott’s suggestion, music as a text can be combined with 
other texts. Thus, music combined with other texts constitutes intertextuality. The new meaning 
that Trott was referring to seems to become apparent when a text is combined with another. The 
multiple texts combined create a meaning that may not have been observed if the single text had 
been interpreted by itself and not combined with any other. New meaning can come to life with 
the advent of intertextuality and that can prove valuable to a researcher.  
In terms of research, Frey et al. (1999) imparted the idea that “Qualitative Content 
Analysis: Researchers are more interested in the meanings associated with messages than with 
the number of times message variables occur” (p. 3). Since this research also followed a 
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qualitative content analysis framework, Frey et al.’s contention is acknowledged. The meanings 
enclosed in messages are vital to this research, which is concerned with how the interpretive 
strategies students use for understanding songs can be reproduced for written texts, especially 
difficult ones. Overlapping messages not only signify intertextuality, but also say something 
about the messages that students receive and their awareness that similar messages can exist in 
two or more forms of texts. The analogous messages that are possible through intertextuality 
inscribe meanings that can exist as a result of the union of two or more texts.   
When Vance said that songs “connect different people,” his statement made it possible to 
deduce an added benefit to the pairing of songs with written text in the classroom. Vance seemed 
to indicate that this form of intertextuality makes it possible for us to get along with others. 
Songs, in terms of connecting to a difficult written text like Toni Morrison’s novel The Bluest 
Eye, help to pave the way for us to better understand each other. Not only would it become 
possible for students to work hard to grasp the meaning of the difficult written text with the aid 
of song, but they would also find some amity with each other as they endeavor to pursue 
interpretations of those texts. Hence, there are multiple benefits in combining or bridging songs 
with written text, which goes beyond understanding the education material itself. Social benefits 
include interaction, participation, and cultural responsiveness.  
Songs and Meaning: The Interpretive Value of Songs 
While Pearl from Class 1 admitted that songs have meaning, she did not see this exactly 
as Vance proclaimed. According to Pearl, “Songs are full of meanings” and “They help interpret 
the world, in that a song delivers a message that makes us think about it, and we put our personal 
stamp on it.” Similarly, Beulah from Class 2 claimed that “they help us interpret the world 
through the meanings they carry,” while Jean of Class 2 said that “Songs are loaded with lots of 
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meanings.” Pearl, Beulah, and Jean recognized that songs are embodied with meaning. For Pearl, 
songs are saturated with meaning and we can use songs to help us understand the world in depth. 
As Šipuš (1973) contended, “Meaning is when music is” (p. 305). Music can never be void of 
meaning. Songs tend to share opinions and views, which can aid us to get a better understanding 
of the world. Hence, they help us interpret the world because they deliver messages, and we 
personally apply our own interpretations to those messages. The interpretive value of song can 
be delineated from Pearl’s statement, which helps to demonstrate the existence of the notion of 
song, as Walker (1972) also insisted. The notion of song is abstract, and its existence makes it 
possible for songs to be assessed for meanings that aid interpretation.  
Beulah’s response also touched on the interpretive value of songs and the existence of the 
notion of song. From Beulah’s perspective, many songs have messages that are meant to be 
disseminated. While this is true, the idea of interpretation is not easily disseminated because 
interpretation is not always universal. This does not mean that some commonality cannot be 
reached regarding interpretation of song and, by extension, interpretations with the help of 
pairing songs with written texts can be deduced as well. In interpreting texts, context matters. As 
Gates (2016) suggested, “Because words are always embedded in linguistic and situational 
contexts, a language learner’s task is to figure out relationships between words, between larger 
units of meaning, and between texts” (p. 16). Analogously, DeNora (1999) noted that “Music’s 
specific meanings and its link to circumstances simply emerges from its association with the 
context in which it is heard” (p. 48). Taking Gates’s (2016) idea into consideration, songs have 
linguistic and situational contexts and students can learn through them how to decipher meaning 
and amass interpretation. DeNora (1999) believed that circumstances give rise to the context for 
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songs to have meaning. Songs, from Gates’s (2016) and DeNora’s (1999) perceptions, are social, 
and the social dimension facilitates meaning and interpretation.  
Reading Ourselves and the World as Texts 
Not only are songs and written materials considered texts, but everything that can be 
interpreted can be termed as text. As Chapetón (2007) emphasized, “A text is everything possible 
to be read and to be rewritten; our own realities and life experiences are texts we can read aloud 
and rewrite by being critical readers of them” (p. 30). Chapetón’s reasoning displays texts as 
being not only songs or written material. A text constitutes a plethora of possibilities, which 
include dance, graffiti, painting, and so on. Jean’s idea of song as being loaded with meaning can 
also be related to intertextuality, in that when we compare ourselves to the world, we are forming 
an intertextual connection. When we do this, we are in effect reading ourselves as text and the 
world as text. Thus, we have formulated a text-to-text relationship in terms of ourselves and 
others. In English education, the idea of the individual as a text needs more exploration. If 
individuals can be read as text and an intertextual connection between individual(s) and literary 
texts can be established, I wonder how this idea might be explored in greater detail and what 
benefits can be derived from it, especially if intertextual connections are made between ourselves 
as text, songs, and/or literary texts.  
Moreover, the information we can gather from reading ourselves and the world as text 
can be informative and interpretive. According to Krippendorff (2004), “Texts, messages, and 
symbols never speak for themselves. They inform someone” (p. 24). Texts and the messages 





Songs, Meaning, Identity, and Worldview 
By contrast, meaning as it relates to an intertextual relationship can be individualistic and 
identity-dependent. DeNora (1999) informed us that music is “a device for the generation of 
future identity and action structures” (p. 45). DeNora believed that music and identity are linked, 
whereby music can influence our actions and behaviors. Since our actions and behaviors can be 
impacted by music, then our world perception can be influenced as well. From Jean’s 
perspective, for example, songs are filled with a multiplicity of meaning and we can use songs to 
help us examine ourselves and the world in depth. Looking at the world through the lens of songs 
should also produce self-reflection. Thus, our identities have much to do with how we view the 
world and the opinion we hold. Songs can challenge us the preconceived perceptions that we as 
educators and our students hold of others and the world, and nudge us in the direction of 
becoming more open, tolerant, respectable, and accepting educators and humans. 
Every individual interprets messages from songs, whether his or her interpretations are 
similar or dissimilar to others. Each person has his or her own viewpoints about songs and the 
opinions that they subsequently formulate. Also, songs can dismantle or reinforce worldviews.  
3. Is there any particular thing about songs that you can mention? 
 
Table 1.5. Class 1-Questionnaire I-Question 3 
 
Students’ Responses Content Analysis Type and Breakdown 
Vance: 
“The songs you play or like to listen to can give 
others clues about your identity. It can send 
messages about you to other about things you 
don’t want to publicly talk about or say among 
friends and family. However, songs can have 
repetition in which they convey a message or an 
idea that the artists want to get across to the 
listener.”  
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
Songs offer insights into people’s identities (The 
private self, and the public self may become at 
odds with one another-Identity). Songs transmits 
messages from the singer to the listener. 





Music awakens lots of feelings in you, and they 
can help you interpret someone’s feelings, by the 
way they respond to the song.          
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
Songs stir up our feelings and emotions. They 
help us to decode other people’s feeling based on 
their reaction to the songs. They also 
communicate life lessons. 
Sam: 
“A song can uniquely and vividly illustrate a 
particular setting or feeling that the listener can 
identify with.”  
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
Songs can invoke a setting or initiate a feeling that 
can resonate with the listener. This is speaking to 
the songs having a cathartic-like quality to it.  
(Notion of song).  
Lili: 
“Songs have a power to create moods, change 
moods and enhance moods, so songs can drive a 
lesson and help us to remember it.”   
 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Songs can spearhead a lesson because of their 
power to impact the students and teachers’ moods, 
and their ability to aid long-term memory 
retention. 
Grace: 
“Songs are a type of expression that eases the 
mind of listeners by them enjoying the music and 
escaping reality. Songs are another type of 
expression that has a major influence on your 
soul, and help you find out more about who you 
are.”   
They help to express the inexpressible, because 
music has a major influence on your soul.”   
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Songs offer a way to relax the mind and temporal 
escapism from reality. They are a medium of 
expression that communicates and touches our 




Table 1.6. Class 2-Questionnaire I-Question 3 
 
Students’ Responses Content Analysis Type and Breakdown 
Sharon: 
“Song can talk about relationships among people 
and how the world is. They help to open our eyes 
to the reality of society, and they give you the 
power to get up and fight for your future.” 
 
 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Songs addresses the reality of people’s 
relationship with each other in the world. In this 
way reveal the truth about societal construction. 
They inspire people to challenge the status-quo to 
make their lives better. Power connections) 
Bob: 
“Songs can explain more than I can explain at 
times. By making a personal connection to a song, 
it can help people become aware of what is going 
on around them.”  
Theme: Issues, Values and Beliefs 
Songs can sometime explicate more than we are 
able to. By making a personal connection to 
songs, they help us discern the issues in society. 
 
Jean: 
“Songs send messages from the singer to the 
public audience, but message the singer sends 
may not be the message the listener gets.”   
Theme: Issues, Values and Beliefs 
Songs convey messages from the singer to the 
listener, but the intended message might differ 
from the one that the listener receives.  
Xi:  
“Songs are assortments of sounds that touches us 
in a way that we can empathize with people and 
get an idea of someone’s feelings.” 
Theme: Issues, Values and Beliefs 
Songs help us to decipher what others are going 





“Songs talk about how society is set up and how 
so many people are taken advantage of.  Even 
when a song stops, it leaves an effect on us and 
we are still focusing on the norms and values in 
society.”  
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Songs reveal the discourses and power systems 
that are in place in society. (Discourse and power-
Gee, Foucault) Power 
 
Students’ Responses: Theme—Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
Songs, Identity, and the Self 
Not only are messages transmitted via the mode of songs, but songs signal identity in that 
they cater to introspection. Vance from Class 1 argued that  
the songs you play or like to listen to can give others clues about your identity. It can 
send messages about you to other about things you don’t want to publicly talk about or 
say among friends and family. However, songs can have repetition in which they convey 
a message or an idea that the artists want to get across to the listener. 
 
For Vance, songs offer insights into people’s identities. Vance’s idea promotes the idea of the 
exposure of the private self and the public self. The private self and the public self may be at 
odds with one another. This comes into play in a form of identity masking. From Vance’s idea, it 
seems that not only are individual identities at work, but collective identities are laid out as well.  
There seems to be traction for an argument that music contributes to the formation of 
individual and collective identities. These identities fall in line with Hall’s (1996) argument that  
You need an other to construct yourself: ‘[…] it is only through the relation to the Other, 
the relation to what it is not, to precisely what it lacks, to what has been called its 
constitutive outside that the ‘positive’ meaning of any term—and thus its ‘identity’—can 
be constructed.’ (pp. 4-5) 
 
From Hall’s assessment, “self” and “other” are codependent, and identity is fashioned in the 
interplay between both. “The idea of the self as a kind of focus or relatively unchanging core 
aspect of individuals’ personalities,” according to Hargreaves et al. (2002).  
[It] has given way to a much less static and more dynamic view of the self as something 
which is constantly being reconstructed and renegotiated according to the experiences, 
situations and other people with whom we interact in everyday life. (p. 2)  
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Hargreaves et al. indicated that we can no longer profess that identity is something fixed and not 
subjected to change. Identities can be transformed and rearranged. Regarding music, this idea 
was echoed by Connell and Gibson (2004) who proposed that “Music remains an important 
cultural sphere in which identities are affirmed, challenged, taken apart and reconstructed”  
(p. 117). The inside and outside dimensions of songs address the idea of identity molding, both 
on the individual and collective scale. Thus, if identities can be reconstructed, it means that there 
is no rigid formation to identity, and music seems to be a cultural artifact that can expose the 
vulnerability of identities. Songs, then, can make identities malleable and this ability also resides 
in the notion of songs. What I mean is that songs exist in us, even before they are sung. They 
come from ideas, are themselves ideas, and they produce ideas in us (individual—inside) and 
around us (collective—outside) as well. Singing brings songs to the fore, but after the singing is 
completed, songs do not die or disappear forever. They are alive and may even be recycled, in 
their original form or another form, and that is what accounts for the notion of song, which is 
connected to the self that is saturated in songs and because of songs.  
Songs, Emotions, and Feelings 
According to Pearl and Xi from Class 2, songs are connected to our feelings. As Pearl 
stated, “Music awakens lots of feelings in you, and they can help you interpret someone’s 
feelings, by the way they respond to the song.” It seems that Pearl believed songs stir up our 
feelings and emotions. They help us to decode other people’s feelings based on their reactions to 
the songs. Xi from Class 2 interjected that “Songs are assortments of sounds that touches us in a 
way that we can empathize with people and get an idea of someone’s feelings.” Xi suggested that 
songs help us to decipher what others are going through and promote empathy as well. Both 
Pearl and Xi contended that songs help us to empathize with others and make sense of the 
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experience of others. Songs can be beneficial in the classroom, if only from the standpoint of 
empathy, but songs do so much more, including allowing us to begin to visualize the 
perspectives of others. Songs can help us to negotiate our emotions and feelings, and in English 
education, this is an advantage because this leaves room for the positive growth of both the 
teacher and the students. Songs also enable us to channel our emotions and feelings in a positive 
direction.  
To that end, Dorit (1997) informed us that “Melody is the voice of emotions, feelings, 
and moods. Words provide the song’s verbal content and convey its cognitive meaning” (p. 112). 
Dorit’s idea of the “voice of emotions” might be pointing to our expression of emotions that are 
entangled with our temperaments and feelings. The melody, then, is a mode that initiates 
emotions and feelings, and in so doing, it fosters the transmission of cognitive meaning. 
According to Husain et al. (2002), the “effects of listening to music on cognitive performance are 
mediated by changes in arousal and mood” (p. 166). Based on the findings of these researchers, 
cognitive advancement in our students can be stimulated and facilitated by listening to music in 
the classroom. I would add that songs with or without words appeal to our cognitive processes 
because the music kindles feelings that can captivate our thoughts. As noted by Fenwick and 
Albergato-Muterspaw (2008), “Music engages listeners through the unique medium of tune, 
harmony and rhythm, stirring people at deep levels” (p. 48). The ability of music to stimulate our 
emotions makes it an important part of our lives that is tied to our feelings. 
Sam from Class 1 argued that “a song can uniquely and vividly illustrate a particular 
setting or feeling that the listener can identify with.” Sam contended that songs can invoke a 
setting or initiate a feeling that can resonate with the listener. This speaks to songs having a 
cathartic-like quality to them. This cathartic quality speaks to the abstract quality of songs (the 
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notion of song). Songs resonating with the listener, as suggested by Sam, cause our feelings to 
become accentuated, when they might have remained docile or inactive. Mohana (2018) put it 
this way: a song is “a tool for arousing emotions and feelings” (p. 1). Taking the idea of invoking 
a setting, as Sam said, and accounting for the numerous possibilities that a song can evoke, songs 
are an instrument that provokes emotions and feelings in us. Probing more deeply into music’s 
impact on us, Dorit (1997) said that “Harmony contains the melody and emphasizes the tone 
color and the emotional content of the song” (p. 112). Tone color refers to what is also called 
timbre in music. It is the quality of sound that differentiates one voice or musical instrument 
from another. Here, the instruments and the vocals come together to produce an emotional 
impact on us. The voice or the musical instrument or a combination of them all work together or 
independently of each other to produce emotions in us.  
In terms of usefulness for the classroom, according to the article “The Expression of 
Emotion in Music” (2019), a “‘Music and Feelings’ lesson plan can encourage children to 
recognize and talk about different feelings and emotions through a variety of musical fun 
activities” (p. 1). Music has a way of leaving impressions on its listeners. Music and feelings are 
inseparable. Music can set a mood that is advantageous to learning. As Fenwick and Albergato-
Muterspaw (2008) suggested, “Singing is a powerful medium through which we can learn”  
(p. 48), and they admitted that “Music is under-appreciated in its critical roles which link culture 
and learning for social change” (p. 43). The potential to enable students to not only develop 
academically but also be capable of promoting social justice makes music a strong pedagogical 
tool. Because music is evident in every culture, it has an added advantage to help teachers reach 




Awareness of Society and the World 
Songs can help us to become more aware of our society and the world. According to Bob 
of Class 2, “Songs can explain more than I can explain at times. By making a personal 
connection to a song, it can help people become aware of what is going on around them.” Bob 
believed that songs can sometimes explicate more than we are able to, and by making personal 
connections to songs, they help us discern the issues in society. Šipuš (1973) contended that “the 
world as revealed in music is an invisible world, but at the same time very familiar” (p. 298). 
The idea that the invisible elements of song are not unfamiliar to us speaks to our inherent 
connection to music, whereby there is an intrinsic form of understanding that music can shape in 
us that words may not necessarily do. From Bob’s perspective, making a personal connection 
with a song enables us to understand our environment and the world. As Fenwick and Albergato-
Muterspaw (2008) suggested, “Some adult educators have come to recognize music as a valid 
way of knowing, and music has been used to enhance learning in formal, informal and nonformal 
settings” (p. 37). Music is a legitimate method of sense-making. It can enhance learning in the 
classroom in various locales.  
Olsen (2003) stated that “Music can allow individuals to view life more critically, 
challenging assumptions and biased values that they came to regard as accepted reality through 
their own community experience” (p. 113). Through the lens of music, our perceptions of the 
world can be confronted in terms of preconceived perceptions that we may have. We are forced 
to reexamine our perceptions, their impact on our lives, and the cultural dynamic that sustains 
them. Music allows us the opportunity to get an idea of the reality of the lives of others 
compared to us.  
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The cultural perspectives that we have might be a collective societal mindset that we took 
on as our own. As Aquil (2012) suggested:  
Songs are products and practices of a society that can shed light on the philosophical 
perspectives of that society. These practices and products shape the world view of a 
cultural group, and only through language are they fully expressed. The language of the 
songs will provide students with opportunities to develop further insights about the 
culture that are available in no other way. (p. 79) 
 
Aquil argued that the worldview of a society can be shaped by the philosophical perceptions of a 
group that stem from its cultural systems. In this cultural system, ideas are often not challenged, 
and members of the cultural group go on to shape a philosophical outlook that way. However, 
songs are a way to help debunk such a mindset that many students have because songs can cause 
us to examine our perceptions more deeply. As Mena and Chapetón (2014) said:  
Songs which are social and can be read and interpreted by each individual, bringing to 
mind their real life and their own experiences, connecting those with the way in which 
social processes are being displayed in the songs. (p. 128) 
 
Songs can remind us of our personal experiences, and we can compare them to others. Dorit 
(1997) claimed that “Singing familiar songs helps them maintain an interest in other people, in 
the outside world and in past happening in life” (pp. 117-118). Since songs have the capacity to 
help us remain interested in others, they also provide a way for us to connect to others. In so 
doing, we become more aware of our society and the world, and our place in it. The personal 
connection that we make with songs helps us to make sense of our society and the world.  
The social dimension of songs allows us to visualize the life of others, and that can only 
be a plus in the classroom. As Mena and Chapetón (2014) have endorsed, “Based on the topics 
discussed in the songs, students are able to participate actively in the social construction of 
reality and reflect upon issues that surround them” (p. 132). I read social construction here not as 
the traditional academic term, whereby an idea is created and perpetuated by dominant people in 
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a social class, but rather that the students would together socially construct their own realities, 
not based on preconceived perceptions but as they examine the issues that beset the society. 
Songs bring us face-to-face with ourselves and cause us to scrutinize our perspectives as opposed 
to the perspectives of others and the reality that consequently unfolds.  
Songs, Messages, Assigning Meaning, and the Social Aspect 
Songs are laced with messages that go from the singer to the target audience, whether a 
single person, a specific group, or everyone. Jean from Class 2 asserted that “Songs send 
messages from the singer to the public audience, but message the singer sends may not be the 
message the listener gets.” From Jean’s perspective, songs convey messages from the singer to 
the listener, but the intended message might differ from the one the listener receives. 
Nevertheless, there is an ever-present desire to deduce meaning from the songs that are heard. I 
wonder what accounts for the need to assign meaning to songs and the disconnection that often 
exists between the message sent and the message received.  
Vignoles, Regalia, Manzi, Golledge, and Scabini (2006) noted that “Group identification 
is motivated by an overarching need for meaning” (p. 308). The human need to apply meaning to 
everything enables social contact, and it also facilitates group identification, but meaning first 
starts on the individual level. Meaning is individualistic yet it can often be deduced within social 
settings. I mean that social constructs can often influence meaning and many of the people who 
are construing meaning within these constructs are unaware of the factors that are influencing the 
shaping of their meaning.  
Vološinov (1986) pointed out that meaning making is a factor in one’s reception of 
another’s utterance, but the meaning one assigns to it seems to be individualistic and only 
formulated through interaction with the other. He argued:  
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In essence, meaning belongs to a word in its position between speakers; that is meaning is 
realized only in the process of active, responsive understanding. Meaning does not reside 
in the word or in the soul of the speaker or in the soul of the listener. Meaning is the 
effect of interaction between speaker and listener produced via the material of a particular 
sound complex. It is like an electric spark that occurs only when two different terminals 
are hooked together. (p. 102) 
 
Here, meaning is recognized as existing outside of the word and located within the axis of both 
speakers, but it is not solely the property of any one speaker. With each speaker occupying a 
different point on the axis, meaning for either one is impossible until each of them interacts in 
terms of the speaker and the responder. This provides the spark for meaning to be created. It is 
what Vološinov (1986) described as the hooking together of two different terminals. Both 
terminals describe the process of the utterance and response fusing together in order to initiate 
meaning. Consequently, the ascertainment of meaning is dependent on both the utterance and the 
response; thus, meaning from Vološinov’s perspective is social. It is the social elements outside 
both the speaker and the responder that create the environment where meaning can be facilitated.  
A similar idea about the social aspect and meaning can be observed in Bakhtin and 
Holquist’s (1981) idea that an utterance “cannot fail to become an active participant in social 
dialogue” (p. 276). Considering Bakhtin’s idea about the social dimension of an utterance, in 
conjunction with Vološinov’s (1986) idea about meaning and the social aspect, it appears that the 
reception of another’s speech is also a social act where meaning is created, but the meaning 
resulting from the reception of another’s speech does not necessarily establish a consensus 
between both the utterer and the receiver of the utterance. What it constitutes, however, is a 
pursuit of an understanding of the other’s speech and assigning meaning to it, even if that 
meaning is nonsensical from the listener’s perspective. It seems as if the social process is most 
important in the creation of meaning, and dialogue is what helps to foster meaning, whether a 
consensus of that meaning is held. Moreover, the social process also makes it possible for the 
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transmission of an utterance and that brings into play the responsive element that allows for 
meaning to be deduced.  
Gates (2016) claimed that “Music often references cultural and historical events and 
themes that require deeper investigations into the target culture” (p. 9). The cultural and 
historical underpinnings of music influence the way a message is received from a song. Because 
students come from different cultures, they may not receive the message from a song the same 
way as others who are immersed in the culture that the song represents, although the message the 
students receive may not form a collective consensus. This can work two-fold in the classroom, 
in that independent thought can be gained and different points of view can spark discussions, 
whereby reciprocal learning can take place from student to student, student to teacher, and 
teacher to student. Moreover, cultural sensitivity can be developed in a classroom and students 
can learn to understand codes and nuances in songs that were not originally of their culture. This 
would mean building a classroom community that appreciates differences. The songs chosen 
should reflect the student population in the class, whereby the students and the teachers can learn 
from each other, and in this way the students can gain some insight into the reasoning behind the 
messages from songs that their peers established.  
Categories: Touches on the Research Design and Purpose 
Songs, Moods, Memory, and Lessons 
Lili from Class 1 asserted that “Songs have a power to create moods, change moods and 
enhance moods, so songs can drive a lesson and help us to remember it.” From Lili’s perception, 
songs can spearhead a lesson because of their power to impact the students’ and teachers’ moods, 
and their ability to aid long-term memory retention. In terms of moods, the researchers Chin and 
Rickard (2012) informed us, “In a study of 2,465 English adolescents, reasons cited for playing 
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and listening to music were surprisingly consistent. The adolescents reported using music for 
identity and mood-regulating reasons” (p. 431). Chin and Rickard supported Lili’s claim that 
songs can regulate moods. In the classroom, it is important that the right mood be set to aid the 
delivery of the lesson and foster learning.   
Songs are beneficial to working environment. As  Brockis (2016) asked, “If music can 
influence your mood, your ability to concentrate and stay on task, should we all be working 
while listening to it?” (p. 1). Brockis seemed to be asking the obvious. She indicated that music 
can positively influence our moods, but many of us do not take advantage of that fact. Brockis 
further stated that “the take-home message is that music is a very powerful management tool if 
you want to increase not only the efficiency of your workforce, but also their mental state, their 
emotional state—they’re going to become more positive about the work” (p. 1). Holistically, 
music benefited the subjects of Brockis’s research. Music boosts work production and output and 
keeps workers in a positive state of mind.  
According to Furnham and Bradley (1997), “The introduction of music into the 
workplace has been found to increase employee morale, resulting in fewer absentees and a 
decrease in employee turnover” (p. 447). Here, using music in the workplace also produced 
positive results for the employers. Not only did the workers’ morale improve, but the workers’ 
absentee rate decreased. I believe that similar results can take place in the classroom. One of the 
thorns in the flesh of school administrators and teachers is students’ absence and retention rates. 
The answer may be to use songs to enhance the mood of the students. Introducing songs in the 
classroom can help to alleviate that situation.  
In terms of memory and its role in pedagogy, Bartlett and Snelus (1980) claimed that “it 
is possible to probe truly long-term memory for popular songs” (p. 557). Long-term memory can 
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be boosted by songs. Teachers need to find a way to use songs effectively to aid long-term 
memory, for their students would only benefit from it. What is it about songs that enhances 
memory?  
Martin (2008) contended that music leaves us with the “sole power of memory, that is to 
say from the thoughts of trace that had remained” (pp. 107-108). Music and song activate our 
memory, such that we can recall memories even when we are not actively engaged in music and 
song. According to Alloway (2006): 
Working memory is the term used to refer to a system responsible for temporarily storing 
and manipulating information. It functions as a mental workspace that can be flexibly 
used to support everyday cognitive activities that require both processing and storage.  
(p. 134) 
 
We store information for later recall, but songs can serve as a dual aspect of memory recall in 
that they can be used voluntarily to recall experiences. However, they can also overpower us to 
the point where we involuntarily recall experiences because of song.  
Manifestations of our identity are vulnerable to songs, and songs often pull memories out 
of us at the most convenient and inconvenient times. Thus, the “self” is influenced by memories; 
identity and memory are co-related, and songs provide a space for identity to be employed. 
When memories are induced by songs, we are recalling and replaying information from our 
archive of knowledge and experiences. By this, self-realization is impacted. Fitzpatrick (2013) 
offered that “music can be both a sense of self-preservation and fundamental wellbeing” (p. 1). 
Humans are always striving to make sense of their lives and ways to give their lives purpose, so 
self-preservation and well-being are vital to this endeavor. From Fitzpatrick’s point of view, 
music can help people to achieve balance and self-assuredness. This can only help students to 
build up positive self-esteem, which can propel them to successful academic results. 
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Memory affects our sense of selves because it can cause us to wrestle with our past, while 
concurrently negotiating our present and forecasting our future. Memory has a way of jarring our 
contemplation of identity, and it brings into play our cognitive navigation of the social elements 
at work. It appears that memory is established in a discourse that is entrenched in the social 
aspect, because memory brings to bear those things that were created in, by, and because of 
social interaction. Even if we recall memories that occurred when we were alone, they were 
produced by factors that are tied to socialization and integration. 
The classroom is a place where sound memory is required. Brockis (2016) claimed that: 
When we listen to music, multiple areas of the brain are activated including those 
associated with movement, planning, attention and memory. It changes our brain 
chemistry as well. Listening to music we enjoy stimulates the release of dopamine that 
makes us feel rewarded. (p. 1) 
 
There is a correlation between music and memory, which can help students with focus and 
concentration. Since we all want to improve our teaching craft, it is in our best interest to 
facilitate education to our students that would produce solid results. According to Fenwick and 
Albergato-Muterspaw (2008):  
Song provides adult education with an effective pedagogical medium, one that does not 
require years of training or special aptitude. Instead, it calls for educators to approach 
their content area with a critical eye and a keen understanding of the intricacies of social 
relationships. (p. 46) 
 
Songs deliver a pedagogical platform that does not place any impossible or ridiculous demand on 
the students. Songs can be used as scaffolding material as well.  
They are texts with which all students are familiar. Aquil (2012) let it be known that “the 
situated scaffolding of the songs in context and condition provides ample clues to grasp the 
hidden meanings and cultural nuances” (p. 80). Songs offer a way into a difficult written text, 
especially if they address the same content of the written text. Teachers cognizant of the social 
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aspects and content of songs and their cultural nuances can scaffold their lessons to aid their 
students to decipher literary texts. 
The social element is apparent in songs and, as Cochran-Smith and Lytle (2009) insisted, 
“Teaching better involves constructing, mobilizing, and modifying theories in sites of practice in 
order to unleash the fuller potentials of students” (p. 337). As students grow and improve, so 
should teachers as well. Flexibility and creativity should always be a part of a teacher’s cache in 
the classroom. Using songs in the classroom can enhance learning in that they can keep the class 
vibrant and active. Fenwick and Albergato-Muterspaw (2008) noted that “Dialogue can allow 
learners to begin to critically examine their responses to music and compare their own to others’ 
responses.… Educators should encourage critical, democratic dialogue among the learners”  
(p. 47). Not only can songs induce memory, but the substance that makes for interesting dialogue 
can also be found in songs. The dialogic dynamic that exists in songs can produce dialogic 
discourses wherein classroom equity is promoted and the opportunities for creativity and 
innovation to thrive in the classroom.  
The researchers Fenwick and Albergato-Muterspaw (2008) further stated, “Song has been 
proven to enhance the educational experience of many adult learners, regardless of format or 
mode” (p. 46). Also, Aquil (2012) suggested that “combined with prior experience, cultural 
background and knowledge of the content of the situation in the song, a situated-scaffolding 
classroom becomes available, which helps learners at all levels of language and cultural 
proficiencies” (p. 77). For Fenwick and Albergato-Muterspaw (2008) and Aquil (2012), songs 
holistically, regardless of genre, have the potential to augment academic performance. The 
development of language and cultural proficiencies in the classroom is a bonus. Examining the 
situation in a song helps to make the lesson interesting. Perhaps using a song and a written text 
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that have analogous situations can serve to enhance the students’ understanding and 
interpretation of both texts. 
Songs, Escapism, Influencer of the Soul/Soul Song 
Grace from Class 1 pointed out that “songs are a type of expression that eases the mind of 
listeners by them enjoying the music and escaping reality. Songs are another type of expression 
that has a major influence on your soul, and help you find out more about who you are.” From 
Grace’s perspective, songs offer a way to relax the mind and provide temporal escapism from 
reality. They constitute a medium of expression that communicates and touches the souls of 
individuals. Regarding escapism, finding a way to escape is something that humans need to do at 
times. Schäfer, Sedlmeier, Städtler, and Huron (2013) stated that “music may provide a means of 
escape” (p. 1). Life can sometimes be a struggle for some individuals. During those times when 
life become difficult to bear, a temporary reprieve is welcomed, and that is something music 
offers to us. According to Schäfer et al., “Most common behaviors have a recognizable utility 
that can be plausibly traced to the practical motives of survival” (p. 1). The way we operate is 
rooted in our intrinsic mode of survival, so as Witmer (2016) stated, “Losing oneself in a song is 
as much a ward against exterior misery as it is a reminder to keep going, to start somewhat fresh 
and anew” (p. 1). Although all the problems and issues might not disappear, being able to escape 
from our issues temporarily helps us learn how to cope in order to survive.  
Survival is common to mankind and womankind, regardless of what we face. War and 
combat are not always viable options. As Witmer (2016) pointed out, “When fighting doesn’t 
feel like an option, can music be a medicine through distraction?” (p. 1). Witmer was suggesting 
that at the times when we are not able to fight, music can bring us comfort. It can help to take our 
minds off whatever besets us. This reminds me of Frith (1996a) who argued that “we all hear the 
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music we like as something special, as something that defies the mundane, takes us ‘out of 
ourselves,’ puts us somewhere else” (p. 275). Music can take our minds off the current situation 
and cause us to focus on something else. Through the aid of music, we are able cope with the 
humdrum routines of life that frustrate us.  
Thus, as Schäfer et al. (2013) reminded us, “Music might have emerged as a safe form of 
time-passing” (p. 1). Music not only help us to “pass the time,” but it also provides a safe space 
where we can relax our minds when we are experiencing difficulties or doing tasks or even doing 
nothing at all.  
Music is one way to activate our coping mechanisms, and music can also provide comfort 
and calm. Warren (2014) argued that: 
As we confront these truths, we are going to feel worse before we feel better. Feeling 
some discomfort is an inescapable part of the process of becoming more honest with 
ourselves. In these tough life moments, music can be a constructive way to express who 
you are and what you are feeling. (p. 1) 
 
Here, by retreating (escaping) into music, we learn to overcome the pain and get put on the path 
to healing.  
As Dorit (1997) pointed out, “Touching the pain and processing it through singing makes 
room for inner freedom” (p. 118). We can find ourselves through music. By this, I mean that 
music affords us the opportunity to get in touch with our deeper selves, the rational part of 
ourselves. Thus, music helps us to learn to be honest with ourselves and adjust our attitudes so 
we can have healthy relationships with others.   
As Schäfer et al. (2013) suggested, “Music may provide a means to reduce social stress 
and temper aggression in others” (p. 1). The reduction of stress and temper aggression is 
definitely needed in the classroom. Heshmat (2018) said that “emotional contagion refers to the 
phenomenon that perceiving an emotion can sometimes induce the same emotion” (p. 1). I argue 
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that songs can be catalysts for “emotional contagion,” in that analogous emotions may 
disseminate from student to student. In the article “Expression of Emotion in Music” (2019), the 
author wrote that music helps students to “learn to work together as a team and develop their 
sense of empathy with others” (p. 1). Songs aiding students to develop a sense of empathy for 
each other open up the lessons to possibilities that include greater students’ interaction and 
participation.   
Schäfer et al. (2013) insisted that “Music contributes to social cohesion and thereby 
increases the effectiveness of group action” (p. 1). Similarly, Dorit (1997) added that “in group 
music therapy, songs are used to increase emotional expression and group interaction and 
cohesiveness” (p. 116). Based on Schäfer et al.’s (2013) and Dorit’s (1997) opinions, social 
solidarity is developed among the students, which positively impacts group dynamics in the 
class. Songs, then as a form of escapism, work well as a glue that binds the students together in 
terms of interaction, participation, and cohesion. The author of “The Expression of Emotion in 
Music” also said:  
As music demands their attention, it acts as a distraction while also helping them explore 
their emotions. It also keeps them focused and prevents their mind from wandering to 
negative thoughts or worries. (p. 1)  
 
Songs can gain the students’ attention, while simultaneously taking their minds off whatever might 
distract them from the lesson, as they subsequently delve into their emotions in a safe environment. 
Songs Have a Spiritual Quality and Soul Songs Relate to Identity 
Not only can music offer escapism, but it can take us outside ourselves, which can be 
described as music as a spiritual plateau. Hence, there is a spiritual quality to songs. When Grace 
mentioned that songs have a major influence on our souls, this considers songs as possessing a 
spiritual quality. As Schäfer et al. (2013) argued, “Music listening, might similarly be interpreted 
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as forms of transcendence or escapism” (p. 1). I interpret Grace’s idea of transcendence as 
depicting songs as phenomena that surpass human understanding. To me, it is not that we cannot 
understand songs, but the intricacies of songs and their ensuing nuances are beyond our 
comprehension. The transcendence factor of songs gives them an air of spirituality. Dorit (1997) 
proposed that “Singing serves as a bridge between mind and body, the physical and the spiritual, 
the individual and his or her inner self, and the individual and other human beings” (p. 112). 
Here, bridging the mind and the body describes music as involving the human being holistically. 
It involves the dual self in that it concurrently involves the inner self and the outer self. The 
thinking self and the unconscious self are both vulnerable to the impact of music, which also 
works in conjunction with interactions with others. Dorit described music as all-encompassing: It 
exists within us and outside of us. The inner and outer components of songs constitute the 
existence of the notion of song.  
Songs and Power 
Sharon from Class 2 claimed that “song can talk about relationships among people and 
how the world is. They help to open our eyes to the reality of society, and they give you the 
power to get up and fight for your future.” Analogously, Beulah from the same class suggested 
that “songs talk about how society is set up and how so many people are taken advantage of.” 
From Sharon’s and Beulah’s perspectives, songs address the reality of people’s relationship with 
each other in the world. In this way, songs reveal the truth about societal construction. If songs 
expose the way society is constituted, they offer much potential as text to be used by educators 
who are concerned about their students and societal issues of social justice, equity, and equality.  
Power systems at work demarcate some people on the outside and leave them 
underrepresented and underserved. The same is true for large groups of students who attend our 
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schools. Songs help to open the eyes of our students and inspire them to challenge the status quo 
to make our lives better. Sharon’s and Beulah’s idea suggested the possibility that songs can 
reveal the power structures in place in society. Education has an impact on the future of students, 
whether they embrace it or refuse it. Power issues can have an adverse effect on learning; 
students should know what they are, and educators should teach students how to navigate the 
power dynamics at play in education. 
In discussing adult literacy as a form of cultural action for freedom, Freire (1970) argued 
that “to be an act of knowing, then, the adult literacy process must engage the learners in the 
constant problematizing of existential situations” (p. 218). “Problematizing existential situations” 
advocates for pedagogy that is flexible and transforms and equalizes the power between teachers 
and students. In reflecting on the education from a Third World Sensibility or colonizer 
perspective, Freire advocated for theory and practice that should be built on what he called 
authentic dialogue between teacher and students, and it should deny any mechanical conceptions 
about what constitutes the adult literacy process. He argued that this type of dialogue should 
incorporate codified representations of the students’ existential conditions, which enables them 
to acquire literary skills. According to Freire, literacy/education is “born by the creative effort of 
learners” (p. 208). Thus, educators must strive to motivate their students to put in the required 
“creative effort” to enhance learning. This requires students’ transformation, and awareness of 
their right and capability as humans to transform reality is paramount to their education. 
Sharon and Beulah indicated that songs can help students to be more cognizant of how 
our society and our culture work, and the influence of power that perpetuates them. From 
Freire’s (1970) perception, becoming literate is, in fact, an act of knowing, whereby an 
individual is capable of critically examining the culture that has molded him or her, and then 
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reflecting and acting on it. Music itself is a powerful means to negate the subtleties of power that 
have a negative effect on pedagogy. 
Fenwick and Albergato-Muterspaw (2008) argued that music has “power in promoting 
adult learning about democracy and social justice” (p. 37); they also admitted that “these uses of 
music are most effective when the texts chosen or performances attended address social justice 
issues” (p. 47). The idea of social justice is something many schools claim they uphold, but it is 
not always a reality. While programs might be in place to allegedly promote social justice at 
schools, the full implementation of social justice remains lacking if the attitudes and mindsets of 
teachers and administrators are not changed.  
Freire (1970) pointed out that educators should “lead the learners to recognize a much 
greater right than that of being literate. They will ultimately recognize that, as men, they have the 
right to have a voice” (p. 213). Though it is important to help our students become as literate as 
possible, it is also incumbent on us to make them become aware of that their right to have a 
voice. While that still seems simple enough, the difference in power between teachers and their 
students sometimes causes some students to be silenced, whether voluntarily or involuntarily. In 
the words of Fenwick and Albergato-Muterspaw (2008), “Music offers these possibilities for 
new visions, expanded voices and democratic participation” (p. 43). Music is a gateway or 
channel that makes it possible for students to express their voices for it encourages democratic 
participation.  
With respect to power, Fenwick and Albergato-Muterspaw (2008) further stated that 
“actually participating in community song—rediscovering one’s voice and confronting one’s 
fears and pleasures in using it—is a very effective way to open dialogue about the power and the 
suppression of our authentic voices in contemporary western culture” (p. 47). Here, songs 
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promote community unity and collective adhesiveness within groups, and this could prove to be 
useful in the classroom. Again, Culturally Responsive Education would be required in this case, 
and songs are powerful tools that contribute to Culturally Responsive Education. Songs in such a 
classroom environment help to create a space where students can feel vulnerable, or strong, 
without having to withhold or suppress their voices. Moreover, songs can implement and build 
strong classroom communities.  
A strong classroom community operating in a Third Space Education and/or Culturally 
Responsive Education provides the students with the freedom to express their voices because 
they promote equality and respect for all. With regard to silence, if only a certain person or 
groups of people can learn and others cannot, then the other person or groups of people would be 
silenced in the process. It is not so much the outward silencing of people, but more about the 
silencing of people in subtle ways. In this way, silence is being politicized. On the contrary, 
songs used in the classroom act against the development of such a situation. The classroom 
allows for talking in a discursive space. Songs in the classroom have the potential to bring about 
students’ engagement with the lesson and productive discussion can ensue. Through literacy, one 
can manifest oneself, and the classroom provides an appropriate space in which to do so. Using 
songs as text provides the framework that enables classroom community building.  
As Fenwick and Albergato-Muterspaw (2008) insisted, “Singing is a powerful medium 
through which we can learn, … reclaim all voices to build inclusive communities, and confront 
social concerns” (p. 48). From these researchers’ argument, songs not only boost learning, but 
they bring inclusiveness in that they allow for the reclamation of voices. Songs can set the right 
atmosphere that encourages students, who have hardly exercised their voices in the past, to do so. 
As a result, strong classroom communities can be developed. According to Mena and Chapetón 
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(2014), music encourages students “to express their feelings, find their voice, reflect about their 
personal and social realities, and facilitated involvement in the development of the activities” 
(pp. 130-131). Music is a medium that caters to the expression of students’ voices. The idea is 
that teachers should not shy away from social concerns. We should remember that like us, our 
students are social beings and are no strangers to the effects of power on their lives. Their social 
realities are often manifested in songs, so songs are an important element of their lives. The 
social reality I am speaking about is honoring the students’ home culture and not pushing what 
we deem as the reality of their lives from our perspective. As Delpit (1992) wrote, “Teachers 
must acknowledge and validate students’ home language without using it to limit students’ 
potential” (p. 301). A teacher’s reality, and I dare say the teacher’s home culture, may be far 
from that of his student, so it is important for the teacher to learn about his or her student’s 
culture, and value and account for it in the classroom. There can be a disconnection between the 
teachers’ perception of the reality of their students’ life and the actual truth. In education, there 
still exists marginalization of some groups of students that is sustained and perpetuated by the 
educational institutions themselves. In other words, schools can be said to play a complicit role 
in undermining the education of some students. There are some methodological, curriculum, and 
pedagogical practices that are based on old colonial ideas and are still being marshalled in many 
schools. In the words of Foucault (1982): 
These blocks, in which the putting into operation of technical capacities, the game of 
communications, and the relationships of power are adjusted to one another according to 
considered formulae, constitute what one might call, enlarging a little the sense of the 
word, ‘disciplines.’ (p. 788) 
 
Foucault, referring to schools as “blocks,” described them as operations whereby communication 
is used to maintain power and disseminate it in a formulaic way. Here, the best interest of the 
students is not taken into consideration because curricula are designed from formulas rather than 
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from examining the reality of the students’ lives and needs. According to Foucault’s argument, 
there is a type of systemic violence that schools exert over students and many students’ futures 
are uncertain. The system allows some to excel at the expense of others. The students in this 
system fall on the short side of power, where their hopes and dreams might not come to fruition 
and others simply fall through the cracks.  
This recalls Beulah’s point that songs show us how people are being taken advantage of, 
and Sharon’s claim that songs give us the power to fight for our future. These students recognize 
that songs address power systems everywhere in society, including schools. In the words of 
Aquil (2012), “Ultimately, songs could provide the seeds of culture change” (p. 81). Thus, songs 
can be catalysts that enable change in the lives of the students. Since Beulah observed that many 
people are being victimized in society and Sharon believed that songs can give us the motivation 
to fight for our lives, from their perspectives, then, songs can help to inspire students to make the 
needed change for the betterment of their lives. If educators are indeed preparing their students 
for the “real world” and songs expose real issues that are occurring in the world, should 
educators not use songs in their pedagogy since they reflect what is happening in the world and 
issues that the students are currently encountering or may encounter in the future? 
Songs and Discourse: Discontinuities 
There is a relationship between songs and discourse. Beulah from Class 2 admitted that 
“even when a song stops, it leaves an effect on us and we are still focusing on the norms and 
values in society.” Beulah believed that when a song is over or discontinued, it continues to 
impact us, and we still contemplate the customs and ideals of humanity. The connection between 
discourse and song was revealed as a form of discontinuities through Beulah’s statement. 
According to Foucault (1972), “Discourse must be treated as a discontinuous activity, its 
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different manifestations sometimes coming together, but just as easily unaware of, or excluding 
each other” (p. 229). Foucault was noting that discourse can be viewed as a discontinuous 
activity because aspects of it include and exclude each other, sometimes even without realizing 
it. Similarly, certain aspects of song simultaneously include and exclude each other. One song 
could have multiple themes and meanings, with some overlapping and some separation. Songs 
are discontinuous in that they stop playing at some point, but even so, they can continue to play 
inside of us; even when we stop thinking about or singing or playing or talking about them, they 
still emerge from inside of us or submerge themselves into us. At any time, the process of a 
cyclic form of discontinuity supervene. Thus, the discontinuities of songs are sometimes 
ephemeral, but they are never everlasting.  
When the music discontinues, it leaves a trace in us which still reaches and influences us. 
Can music be traced to what constitutes it? Martin (2008) argued that “music is a trace that 
transcends itself” (pp. 107-108). Can music be traced to what constitutes it? According to 
Martin, music in its traceable form amounts to the transcendence of itself. Martin proclaimed that 
“music is always much more than music” (p. 105). Music and song are not surface concepts. 
Whether an individual plunges himself or herself into them, there is always an experience that 
surpasses the mere listening or singing of the music or song. “We absorb songs,” as Frith (1996) 
claimed, “into our own lives and rhythm into our own bodies” (p. 121). Thus, it is impossible to 
be a bystander to music. Even without active participation, our bodies, minds, and souls are 
engaged in music and song when they are played or performed. Sometimes, even when they are 
not played or performed, they still occupy our minds and cause us to contemplate our lives, 
which reflected Beulah’s opinion.  
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Schäfer et al. (2013) noted that “People can use music to…gather information about their 
social environment” (p. 1). We can use the collecting of information about our society to shed 
light on the norms and values in our communities, including a classroom community. Since 
songs are loaded with the social DNA of our communities, they can reach us in ways that other 
artifacts cannot. For example, the discontinuity of a song does not necessarily eliminate its effect 
on us. The song remains adjoined to our consciousness and can influence our thoughts, actions, 
and ways of being. Moreover, Schäfer et al. also argued that “Music helps people think about 
who they are, who they would like to be, and how to cut their own path” (p. 1). Here music is 
linked to identities, but it is much more than that, in that it highlights the idea that as we survive 
on a regular basis, the identity constructs that we formulate impact our outlook of societal norms 
and values.  
For many people, school is a place that should embrace songs as presenting the discourse 
of discontinuities because through them learning is possible. Gates (2016) noted that “Music 
genres also carry implicit information shared by a discourse community” (p. 3). From Gates’s 
contention, music can communicate information across a discourse community, like a classroom. 
The idea is that music can operate in classroom communities for they are themselves discourse 
communities. In addition, although genres of music might originate in one culture or community, 
they do not always remain there. In a classroom discourse community, music crosses cultural 
demarcations and promotes appreciation, tolerance, and love. Music is also a tool to help us 
gather information about our surroundings, and the discourse of discontinuity that prevails after 
it stops still causes us to reflect on ourselves and our place in the world. Thus, songs should not 





Chapter 5: Timbre Analysis of Questionnaire I and II-Text The Bluest Eye 
Artifact 1: Questionnaire 1-Text Assessment-The Bluest Eye 
3. Do you take meaning from songs in the same way you take meaning from the texts 
you read? 
Table 5.1. Class 1-Questionnaire I-Question 4 
 
Students’ Responses Content Analysis Type and Breakdown 
Vance: 
“Yes, because texts always have a message 
behind the story, and same goes for the song.” 
 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
There are a metamessages in songs, just like they 
are in texts, so we can grasp meaning by grappling 
with the messages in their multiplicity. (Meta-
message) (Intertextuality and interpretation) 
Pearl: 
“Yes, many songs match with texts. When I read 
a text, looking at the characters is how I 
sometimes try to make sense of it. Some of them 
are controversial and some of them match with 
the story or characters in a song.”  
 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Songs can be paired with texts through relation of 
the song to the characters, or the plot. Meaning 
can then be taken from songs and texts through 
the form of characterization. (Characterization) 
(Intertextuality and interpretation) 
Sam: 
“With the addition of music, words take on a 
different meaning adds a certain message that a 
text don’t always do, so sometimes the meanings I 
get from songs are different from what I get from 
a book, but I get that sometimes I can take 
meaning from them in same way, when they are 
talking about the same thing, and I can relate.” 
 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
When music is added to words, it might embody 
different meaning than the sound or the music do 
on their own. A written text does not have music, 
unless a teacher chooses to do so. A written text 
does not have music, unless a teacher chooses to 
do so. A song is different to a written text that 
way, so sometimes songs and written texts can be 
interpreted similarly, but not always. When the 
music and song are addressing the same issue, it is 
possible to take meaning from them in the same 
way. The relatable here, means making a 
connection with the song and being able to apply 
it to the text. 
(Relatable) (Intertextuality and interpretation) 
Lili: 
“I am able to get meaning from songs, but not like 
how I try to get meaning from a text. With a text, 
it’s sometimes hard to get the meaning, because I 
don’t always find a connection, but with songs I 
get the meaning easily.” 
 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Some songs lend themselves to deducing meaning 
much more than some written text do. Making a 
connection to the written text is not as easy as it is 
with songs. (Connecting with the text) 




“Yes, I would because the lyrics can be analyzed 
in a way you can understand. I interpret most 
songs I listen to as poetry or a story.” 
 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
There is an argument that songs have textual 
substance that meaning can be applied to. Song 
lyrics can be analyzed and interpreted as 
legitimate texts, just like a poem or story. 
(Intertextuality and interpretation) 
 
Table 5.2. Class 2-Questionnaire I-Question 4 
 
Students’ Responses Content Analysis Type and Breakdown 
Sharon: 
“Yes, I take meaning from songs, and in some 
way the songs teach us something. I can listen 
to the song and hear something similar from 
my life and from the situations I face.” 
 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Meaning can be taken from songs like they can be 
taken from other text, if they are connected to life 
situations that we have encountered. (Connected to 
life situations) (Intertextuality and interpretation) 
Bob: 
“No, I find it easier to connect myself 
emotionally to a piece of music. Maybe I 
connect to text emotionally too and take 
meaning that way, but I have not done it.” 
 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
      Meaning can be taken from songs by making an 
emotional connection to them, and perhaps the same 
thing can be done with texts. (An Emotional 
Connection) (Intertextuality and interpretation) 
Jean: 
“Yes, the same way authors write books and 
sometimes contradict themselves, musicians 
and singers do the same thing too. We can look 
at the contradiction to help us get at the 
meanings.”  
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Authors and singers reveal contradictions in their 
work, and it is through these contradictions meaning 
can be taken from both forms of text in a similar way. 
(Contradiction-Discourse) (Intertextuality and 
interpretation) 
Xi:  
“Yes, songs are like texts and can be used as 
quotations to support analysis. Also, they can 
be used as source.”  
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Songs are legitimate academic texts. We can examine 
the songs and the other written texts for meaning by 
finding appropriate quotations and eventually use both 
as academic sources, and references in our writing. 
(Legitimate Academic sources) (Intertextuality and 
interpretation) 
Beulah: 
“Songs are very meaningful and the things we 
say and read have meaning. Songs, however, 
could be more meaningful depending on the 
context of the song.”    
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Many songs are meaningful and substantive. The 
difference or similarity in context affects how 
meaning might be taken from each of them. In 
teaching songs as text, considering the context might 
boost the impact of the song on the lesson. An 
analogous context of both a song and a written text 
might aid in ascertaining meaning and assigning 





Students’ Responses: Categories—Touches on the Research Design and Purpose 
 
Metamessage and Interpretation 
When we think about metamessages, we think about what is communicated to us and 
what we interpret from them. There are many kinds of messages. Some messages are visceral in 
that they are intertwined with implications and nuances that goes beyond the message itself. 
There is the literal translation of what is said or written or communicated and the ramifications 
that that constitutes. Therein lies the matter of denotations and connotations springing forth from 
the same message. The connotative aspects of the message are what I refer to as metamessages. 
Vance from Class 1 said, “Yes, because texts always have a message behind the story, and same 
goes for the song.” Vance indicated that he took meaning from songs as he did with texts he 
read, by examining the metamessages they both produce. Notwithstanding, there are 
metamessages in songs just as there are in texts, so we can grasp meaning by grappling with the 
messages in their multiplicity. According to Aquil (2012):  
Importantly, students acquire an understanding of connotation, that is, words and 
concepts that cannot be found in a dictionary. The situated scaffolding of the songs in 
context and condition provides ample clues to grasp the hidden meanings and cultural 
nuances. The notion of connotation does not only apply to words and intonation but 
extends as well to silence—as the pauses within the utterances. All of these features are 
well and adequately represented in songs. (p. 80) 
 
Students learning to probe connotations to extract meaning is a skill that songs enable. The 
metamessages that students receive from songs help them to formulate meaning that is not 
lexicon-dependent. One aspect that educators seek to develop in their students is making them 
become effective critical thinkers. An effective critical thinker is one who can interpret the 
metamessages that are embedded in texts. Songs are proxies of metamessage interpretation and 
that is why songs can provide the framework to aid teachers in the scaffolding of their lessons. 
As the students learn to assign meaning to connotations, they are making interpretations.   
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Harris and Hodges (1995) put forth the idea that “the construction of the meaning of a 
written text through a reciprocal interchange of ideas between the reader and the message in a 
particular text” (p. 39). The students reading or interpreting the texts seem to be contingent on 
the intertextual transaction between the reader and the message that the text presents to him or 
her. The reciprocal exchange that Harris and Hodges talked about occurs on a connotative level, 
where metamessages are evoked. Students can become efficient learners by developing the skill 
of interpreting metamessages. Vance told us that it is possible to use metamessages to interpret 
songs, just as we do for written text, and I propose that pairing songs with difficult written text 
can produce the same outcome. Some may argue that in a text, metamessages are always present, 
and I agree, but it appears they are not always extrapolated to help aid interpretation. I wonder 
what the connection between metamessages and students’ performance is. Is there a right and 
wrong way to extrapolate metamessages? These questions might require further research. 
A compelling argument may be that students may need to engage in deducing 
metamessages the right way, but what exactly does that mean? To me, the students’ minds need 
to be trained in terms of the difference between logical and illogical thinking, where the 
connotative value of text is not steeped in tautology. Also, cultural heritage may have a lot to do 
with the thinking process, meaning, and interpretation. Gutiérrez (2008) purported that the Third 
Space “is a transformative space where the potential for the expanded form of learning and the 
development of new knowledge are heightened” (p. 152). Teachers have an obligation to expand 
their students’ horizon of knowledge. We ought to teach our students the right approach to 
learning and consequently how to develop and use the kinds of metamessage skills needed to 
become effective and successful learners. The National Reading Panel (NRP, 2002) informed us 
that “Comprehension is an active process that requires an intentional and thoughtful interaction 
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between the reader and the text“ (p. 4-39). Here, formulating meaning is embroiled in the 
readers’ connection with the text. Thus, interpretation is contingent on fluent decoding skills that 
are not automated but come through the process of deliberate thoughtful interactions. Therefore, 
metamessage interpretation is a cognizant process that supplements the students’ meaning-
making ability, where decoding is prioritized.  
I am interested in having my students improve their decoding skills. Successful decoding 
is not only a useful skill in the reading and writing processes, but it occupies multiple domains 
that one can argue make it feasible to use it to facilitate multimodal education, including using 
various types of cultural artifacts such as songs. Metamessage interpretation is possible for all 
students to accomplish. Interpretation and its relationship to metamessages also make intertextual 
meaning making accessible in terms of bridging songs and written texts. Students are often 
required to decipher the meaning of unknown words, ideas, and themes in a text. They often 
must bridge information as they negotiate their inferences to attain text coherency. The teacher’s 
role in this is paramount in terms of guiding the students’ interpretive methods through 
translating metamessages.  
Intertextuality and Interpretation: Connections 
Making Connections with Text 
The intertextuality that can be had from bridging songs with written texts can aid students 
in their construction of meaning. Lili from Class 1 said that “I am able to get meaning from 
songs, but not like how I try to get meaning from a text. With a text, it’s sometimes hard to get 
the meaning, because I don’t always find a connection, but with songs I get the meaning easily.” 
For Lili, the key to deriving meaning from a song was discovering a way to connect to song, 
which is a skill that comes easy to her; but with written texts, she did not find it so easy to make 
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a connection. From Lili’s perception, it seems like songs lend themselves to deducing meaning 
much more than written texts do. If finding a way to connect with a written text is a way to take 
meaning from it, then educators should try to devise ways in which this can be done. I wonder 
what it about songs that makes them easy for Lili to connect to, and why does she not do the 
same with written text. Perhaps the same way Lili makes a connection to songs could be applied 
to written texts.  
Basnett (2007) convincingly wrote that: 
There is connection everywhere, and what is more, today’s generation of students is well-
placed to see connections, trained as they are in a broader range of skills than my 
generation was, in particular being more visually literate and much more sophisticated in 
terms of reading complex narrative. (p. 135) 
 
Basnett believed that modern-day students are more equipped than we expect them to be to 
realize the connections in complex narratives. If these students are more equipped than students 
of yesteryear, how do we get them to realize their potential so that they can connect with all 
types of texts? For Lili, connecting with songs is a breeze, but literary texts are not so readily 
available to connect with and thus formulate interpretation. It might be that making connections 
with written texts should not have any hierarchical set-up. A connection should be a connection, 
and it should not matter how exactly one connects. Therefore, an individual should not try to 
seek out the so-called perfect way to connect to a literary text. If we move away from the idea of 
an ideal connection with a literary text, perhaps we can remove the pressure to connect in a way 
that is popular or centric.  
Although Basnett (2007) opined that the students of today are more capable of “reading 
complex narrative,” and while that might be true for many of them, I am not sure if that can be 
proven. I am willing to aid my students in the direction of comprehending complex written texts 
and bridging written texts with songs is a way to assist this endeavor. According to Krippendorff 
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(2004), “There is nothing inherent in a text; the meanings of a text are always brought to it by 
someone” (p. 22). From Krippendorff’s perception, a text in and of itself has no meaning until 
some form of agency is applied. Individuals give texts their meaning, so interpretation is not 
universal. Hence, finding a connection with a literary text is a good place to probe for meaning, 
but if the literary text poses problems to discover a connection, songs might offer a way to 
connect to the literary texts by virtue of myriad possibilities.  
Connections Through Life Experience and Identity 
Sharon from Class 2 said, “Yes, I take meaning from songs, and in some way the songs 
teach us something. I can listen to the song and hear something similar from my life and from the 
situations I face.” Sharon was of the opinion that meaning can be taken from songs as they can 
be taken from other texts, if they are connected to life situations we have encountered. From 
Sharon’s point of view, constructing meaning from songs and applying interpretations have 
experiential factors. As Hartman (1992) argued, “To construct meaning, a reader connects 
information from the written message with previous knowledge, including the knowledge of the 
language, the knowledge of the reading subject and the knowledge of the world” (p. 302). 
Building on the experiential aspect of songs, Hartman’s view proposed that meaning can be 
established by bringing previous knowledge of the written subject into the fray, where language 
and knowledge of our surrounding can aid our ascertainment of meaning. Music and language 
are intertwined so music can assist us in using our experiential knowledge to interpret written 
text. Hargreaves et al. (2002) tied the experiential factor of music to our identities. They claimed 
that “Music is a very small word to encompass something that takes as many forms as there are 
cultural or sub-cultural identities. This concept of identity enables us to look at the widespread 
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and varied interactions between music and the individual” (p. 1). The interaction between the 
music and the individual describes the individual establishing a connection with the text.  
Life situations are identity-specific, so as we rely on them to assist us and assess songs 
for meaning, it might be possible to do the same for literary texts, especially those that present a 
challenge. Identities have variations, according to Hargreaves et al. (2002), and music influences 
cultural and sub-cultural identities. Thus, identity is constituted by a process because it has roots 
in cultural artifacts that reach into all types of cultures in terms of their development and even 
change. Since identity is an ongoing process and could be influenced by music, then the idea of 
employing music in the classroom has merit.  
With regard to the idea of identity being a process and its relationship to music, Frith 
(1996b) claimed: 
In talking about identity, we are talking about a particular kind of experience, or a way of 
dealing with a particular kind of experience. Identity is not a thing but a process—an 
experiential process which is most vividly grasped as music. Music seems to be a key to 
identity because it offers, so intensely, a sense of both self and others, of the subjective in 
the collective. (p. 110) 
 
Frith contended that identity is experiential and “identity is not a thing but a process.” Music 
automatically showcases the experiential process of identity because it allows for a kind of 
communal subjectivity, which fosters a sense of self and others. The communal aspect of music 
fosters interaction and individual and communal meaning making. Sharon informed us that we 
can use life experiences as a way to gather meaning from both songs and written texts. DeNora 
(1999) made it known that “At the most general and most basic level, music is a medium that can 
be and often is simply paired or associated with aspects of past experience” (p. 48). Since our 
identities are vulnerable to music, our life experiences might offer us a way to enter a literary 
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text. It might be possible that our life experiences can be an intertextual link that allows to bridge 
songs and literary texts to make solid interpretations.   
Connection Through Emotions, Symbolism, and Identity 
In terms of intertextual link of songs and written text, Bob from Class 2 shared that he did 
not take meaning from songs the same way he did from written texts. He answered, “No, I find it 
easier to connect myself emotionally to a piece of music. Maybe I connect to text emotionally 
too and take meaning that way, but I have not done it.” From Bob’s perspective, meaning can be 
taken from songs by making an emotional connection to them, and perhaps the same thing can be 
done with texts. However, Bob speculated on this possibility because he had not done so himself. 
The emotional connection that Bob referred to is contingent on something in the song that 
appeals to our emotions and can possibly be used with literary texts as well. Bob caused me to 
wonder if English educators can marry the emotional connection between a song and a literary 
text and use that to assist students to deduce understanding from the literary text. 
According to Heshmat (2018), “Music is a kind of language of emotion, with its 
components and patterns representing different feelings” (p. 1). He also added that “Music has 
the capacity to mimic emotions” (p. 1). Is Heshmat contradicting himself or telling us that music 
can both associate our feelings with our emotions and simultaneously be a representative of our 
emotions?  
Whether music constitutes a language of emotions or parody our lives, the conclusion I 
drew from this is that music not only does both, but it is so profound that it has multiple 
parameters encroaching everywhere. As Brockis (2016) said, “Music connects us at a deeper 
level with each other, which is why we love going to concerts, dance parties and singing 
together” (p. 1). Our deep connection with music is why it is a staple in our lives. Since music 
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speaks the language of emotions, it is plausible that making a similar emotional connection to a 
literary text might assist us in assigning meaning to it.   
Albersheim (1964) suggested that “Besides this intellectual understanding of music, there 
is its emotional and sensuous impact which we also receive by way of hearing” (p. 289). The 
emotional influence of music on aiding interpretation of written texts implies that some form of 
catalyst must be employed. Basnett (2007) has noted that “Everywhere there is connection, 
everywhere there is illustration, no single event, no single literature is adequately comprehended 
except in relation to other events, to other literatures” (p. 134). A connection between song and 
literary text requires finding a way to illustrate their union, and symbolism offers an opportunity 
to accomplish this. I say that because the emotive value of songs points to the idea of appealing 
to our five senses, which can be done through symbolic illustration.  
To this end, Sam from Class 1 responded:  
With the addition of music, words take on a different meaning and adds a certain message 
that a text don’t always do. Sometimes songs carry symbols. I get from songs are 
different from what I get from a book, but I get that sometimes I can take meaning from 
them in same way, when they give symbols, and I can relate.  
 
Sam believed that it is possible to take meaning from literary texts in the same way as from 
songs, through symbolism. He indicated that when music is added to words, it might embody 
different meanings than the sound or the music do on their own. A written text does not have 
music unless a teacher chooses to add it. A song is different from a literary text in that way, so 
sometimes songs and literary texts can be interpreted similarly, but not always. When the music 
and song are expressing symbolism, it is possible to take meaning from them in the same way. 
The relatable here means making a connection with the song and applying it to the literary text 
through an examination of symbolism. On the other hand, Pearl from the same class mentioned, 
“Yes, many songs match with texts. When I read a text, looking at the symbols is how I can 
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sometimes try to make sense of it. Songs can give signs to help us find meaning.” For Pearl, 
many songs and literary texts match each other, so pairing them together is sensible. Both Sam 
and Pearl seemed to advocate that making meaning is possible by pairing written texts and songs, 
and symbolic representation permits this to occur. Establishing the symbolic representation of a 
song and pairing it with a literary text might be a way for English educators to help their students 
develop a better understanding of the literary text.  
There is symbolism in song through which we can find a connection. Symbols are closely 
tied to representations, in that one thing marks the definition of another, or one thing constitutes 
another. It is not that the thing cannot stand on its own or even requires agency, but it is more 
like the thing is a strong symbol of something else, like how a national anthem is symbolic of 
patriotism. Please note that the said “thing,” what I call the “symbolic representor,” does not 
diminish in value when it stands alone. However, it can also be argued that it enhances the value 
of the thing that it represents, which I call the “symbolic represented.” The “symbolic 
representor” and the “symbolic represented” lend themselves to intertwinement and thus 
intertextuality. Their connection presents a way for text-to-text integration that can work well in 
the classroom. Hence, symbolism has a place in the classroom for it can aid students’ interpretive 
skills by helping them to envision multiple interpretation possibilities.  
A national anthem allows for the “symbolic representor” and the “symbolic represented” 
to operate in the mode of symbolism because of their identity and emotive value. In the case of 
the U.S. national anthem, there exist the node and connection of freedom that influences our 
identity. In that way, songs embody ideals and values. An anthem is meant to produce a patriotic 
bonding of citizens and install national unity. “Music can support and enrich the development of 
a positive self-identity” as Fitzpatrick (2013) has suggested, “as well as provide confidence, 
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motivation and a sense of belonging. Music can enhance creative, social and emotional skills. 
Music can be both a sense of self-preservation and fundamental wellbeing” (p. 1). This unity, 
according to Fitzpatrick, promotes a “positive self-identity” and a “sense of belonging.” In this 
context, an anthem in its symbolic nature helps to develop identities in individuals as well as 
groups. The positive impact on identity that Fitzpatrick spoke about seems to be a result of 
emotions that the anthem can generate in us. Thus, songs as symbols or symbolic songs have 
emotional resonance.  
Hargreaves et al. (2002) informed us that “Music can exert powerful physical effects, can 
produce deep and profound emotions within us” (p. 1). Songs tend to grip our hearts in such a 
way that for many of us, emotional manifestations cannot be kept in check. Conversely, in 
discussing songs as symbols, they are said to be representations and help to define the identity of 
groups and individuals whose cultures are fashioned by it, considering the historicity and the 
heteroglossia of the anthem.  
Martin (2008) made it clear that “the symbolic character of music makes musical 
products polysemic, that is, liable to multiple interpretations; its reality as a ‘total social fact’ 
implies that these interpretations are framed by the social conditions in which they are produced” 
(p. 117). Music is polysemic; that is, multiple meaning co-exists simultaneously. This makes 
music vulnerable to a multiplicity of interpretations. Although the interpretations are influenced 
by the social elements that produced them, music cannot be pigeonholed into any solitary 
interpretation, despite our desire or passion to make it so.   
Martin (2008) also pointed out that “musical symbolism cannot be understood at the sole 
level of the ‘musical object’” (p. 118). He believed that the musical object is not the only way 
musical symbolism should be understood, and he might also be indicating that because music 
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impacts us emotively, it is able to reach us cognitively and identity-wise, thus shaping the way 
we conduct ourselves. The music itself is immersed in a surfeit of meaning, and symbolic 
representation is also present. Music is analyzed differently, according to the individual 
perspective of the listener or performer, and according to symbols or signs that are sent and 
received and then analyzed.  
Finding a symbolic connection between a song and text can prove effective in the 
classroom. In revisiting the idea of text, and the emotional and symbolic power of the national 
anthem, high school teacher Lehn (2014) noted:  
I have started to consider the ways that music can be used in the classroom as a tool to 
reflect the most human part of literature: the characters. I ask students a simple question: 
what song represents this character the way your “anthem” represents you? There is no 
wrong answer to this question, but a thoughtful response requires careful character study 
and exploration of textual evidence. (p. 1)  
 
Here, Lehn offered one way to assist students in examining “textual evidence” through character 
inquiry. She asked students to find a song that has symbolic significance to them like the national 
anthem. Although the students were not asked to choose the national anthem, they chose a song 
that exemplified the national anthem and then paired it with the written text. In this assignment, 
the students called upon their experience with the symbolic resonance of the national anthem and 
duplicated it with a song that captured the character representations in the literary text. The 
symbolic resonance of the anthem that is duplicated in another song served as an entering point 
to the literary text. The intertextuality between music and song worked because of the students’ 
symbolic connection.  
Songs and Contradictions: Discourse 
Meaning can be made in different ways, so not all meaning deduction adheres to 
conventional constructs. Examining contradictions is a way interpretation of texts can be 
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ascertained. Jean of Class 2 said, “Yes, the same way authors write books and sometimes 
contradict themselves, musicians and singers do the same thing too. We can look at the 
contradiction to help us get at the meanings.” From Jean’s perspective, authors and singers reveal 
contradictions in their work, and it is through these contradictions that meaning can be taken 
from both forms of texts in a similar way. This reminds me of Foucault (1972) who argued that 
contradiction amounts to discourse. He claimed: 
Discourse is the path from one contradiction to another: if it gives rise to those that can 
be seen, it is because it obeys that which it hides. To analyze discourse is to hide and 
reveal contradictions; it is to show the play that they set up within it; it is to manifest how 
it can express them, embody them, or give them a temporary appearance. (p. 151) 
 
Foucault’s logic for discourse is that no matter how much a discourse seems to transform or 
evolve, it cannot exist without its contradictions. Because it concurrently hides and reveals 
contradictions, it is essentially an embodiment of its contradictions. Hence, since songs and 
literary texts sometimes have contradictions, they are materials of discourse as well.  
Mohana (2018) contended that music “structure has to involve some level of the 
unexpected, or it becomes emotionally devoid” (p. 1). She seemed to indicate that the 
unexpected structure that often occurs in music helps to keep our emotions at play with regard to 
music. I am not speaking about music symbols that are used to read music, but rather how music, 
beyond its written symbols, has a structure that does not adhere to consistency, so it does not 
always live up to our expectations and, as a result, contradiction ensues.  
As Engeström (2001) wrote, “The central role of contradictions within an activity system 
as sources of change and development” (p. 137), and Goodchild and Jaworski (2005) noted that 
“Contradictions (and/or tensions) within the activity system are not the same as problems or 
conflicts” (p. 44). Keeping Engeström’s (2001) and Goodchild and Jaworski’s (2005) arguments 
in mind, examining contradictions in texts can lead to constructive change and development in 
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the classroom. Contradiction is not an enemy of the classroom. To me, it offers different ways to 
examine text that are not one-dimensional and culturally biased. Pierce (2015) informed us that 
“music has so many powerful aspects that we might also be able to use it to teach the art of 
interconnection, communication, and transformation, and foster the evolution of human thinking 
and action” (p. 2). Since music brings students together, it is a formidable tool for education 
enhancement. Pierce believed that our cognition is the better for it and this makes music a valued 
tool in pedagogy. Contradiction has value in education because it can be deciphered in texts, 
such as songs and literary texts, and help with their interpretations. This echoed Jean’s idea that 
songs and literary texts have contradictions that help us to deduce meaning. Examining 
contradictions in both songs and literary texts might be a way to help students deduce 
interpretations and subsequent meanings. 
Songs Are Legitimate Texts 
When we consider texts to use in the classroom, do we believe in the superiority of texts, 
or that one genre of text holds superiority over another? I would say that a text is a text is a text, 
but I might be asked what my definition of text is. My idea of text falls in line with Mckee 
(2003) who purported, “Whenever we produce an interpretation of something’s meaning—a 
book, television programme, film, magazine, T-shirt or kilt, piece of furniture or ornament—we 
treat it as a text. A text is something that we make meaning from” (p. 4). Here, a text describes 
producing interpretation by constructing the meaning of something. Not only do we construct 
meaning, but we also apply those meanings as we live our lives.  
In terms of taking meaning from songs in the same way she did with written texts, Grace 
from Class 1 affirmed that, “Yes, I would because the lyrics can be analyzed in a way you can 
understand. I interpret most songs I listen to as poetry or a story.” Grace interpreted songs as if 
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they were poetry or stories and related songs to literature, which accounted for the way she took 
meaning from both song and written text. From Grace’s perception, songs have textual substance 
to which meaning can be applied. Song lyrics can be analyzed and interpreted as legitimate texts, 
just like a poem or story. In terms of the value of songs in the classroom, Xi from Class 2 
claimed that, “Yes, songs are like texts and can be used as quotations to support analysis. Also, 
they can be used as source.” Xi believed that songs are legitimate academic texts. From Xi’s 
perception, students can examine the songs and the literary texts for meaning by finding 
appropriate quotations and eventually use both as academic sources and references in their 
writing. In research writing, teachers can consider allowing songs to be accepted as research 
sources, for this has the ability to enrich the essays that the students produce.  
According to Gates (2016), “By learning to overtly identify and systematically analyze 
text features, students are empowered to access patterns, compare features and make links 
between language and music through song” (p. 2). Students who are able to identify text 
structure can only boost their academic performance because such a skill aids reading and 
writing development and success. An intertextual prowess can be developed in students by 
connecting songs with texts in the classroom. Aquil (2012) agreed that 
songs provide students with the venues to constantly compare and contrast between the 
source and target culture, as expressed in diversified genres and texts. Thus, greater 
insights are gained into not only the target culture, but also into their own. (p. 79) 
 
Aquil’s position is very clear that the through the aid of songs, students learn to read their world 
and that of others and compare them accordingly. They can attain not just an impression of their 
society and that of others, but also learn to understand both and configure meaning in the 




As Krippendorff (2004) described, “There is nothing inherent in a text; the meanings of a 
text are always brought to it by someone” (p. 22). Text requires agency for meaning to be 
assessed and interpretation applied. Since meaning is shaped by human beings, these meanings 
can be read in ways that differ from individual to individual and society to society.  
Songs are never absent in society and are closely linked with us in that they are a part of 
our lives from birth. Because songs factor in our lives, they should not be excluded from the 
classroom. Why is it acceptable for songs to be used with children’s education and not adult 
learning? Are we saying that adults cannot learn with the aid of songs, or are we thinking that 
after we exit childhood, our brains do not extract learning attributes from songs?  
Chin and Rickard (2012) agreed that “both music production and music reception are 
associated with widespread activation of distribution cortical and subcortical brain systems”  
(p. 431). Correspondingly, Aydın et al. (2012) claimed that “Music and text combination may 
provide more connections…sustaining loops of circuits” (p. 1). From Chin and Rickard’s (2012) 
and Aydın et al.’s (2012) contentions, musical activity stimulates the brain and age makes no 
difference. Music is a not a learning liability, regardless of age, so they should not be shunned as 
learning materials in the classroom.  
Regardless of what we believe about the learning function of song, we cannot deny the 
important role they play in our lives. We turn to songs on many occasions, so it must be that we 
acknowledge songs have value, and whether we place the different values on songs, we all get 
something out of songs. Thus, songs must be connected to learning in some way.  
The bottom line is that texts help us to make sense of our world. As proposed by Mckee 
(2003), “Texts are the material traces that are left of the practice of sense making—the only 
empirical evidence we have of how other people make sense of the world” (p. 15). Here, texts 
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help us to frame an understanding of others, and give us insight into how others visualize the 
world and make sense of it. Mckee contended, “The reason we analyze texts is to find out what 
were and what are the reasonable sense-making practices of cultures: rather than just repeating 
our own interpretation and calling it reality” (p. 19). The analysis of texts can help us to move 
away from prejudicial opinions and make informed and objective conclusions, and since they are 
themselves texts, the same argument applies to them.  
The usefulness of songs as texts in the classroom was reflected by Krippendorff (2004), 
who stated: 
Texts can provide information about events at distant locations, about objects that no 
longer exist, about ideas in people’s minds, about available actions-just as symbols 
represent things in their absence and stories walk their listeners through imagined worlds. 
(p. 23)  
 
In terms of reading, writing, innovation, and creativity, songs as texts allow for those 
possibilities. A classroom community under the guidance of its teacher is a space where the 
students can not only learn to analyze text features effectively, but also to bridge literary texts 
and songs. Language features are rooted in songs, so songs can be assets in the classroom and 
legitimate texts.  
Songs and Contexts 
Beulah from Class 1 noted that “Songs are very meaningful and the things we say and 
read have meaning. Songs, however, could be more meaningful depending on the context of the 
song.” From Beulah’s perspective, many songs are meaningful and substantive. As Mckee 
(2003) argued:  
As you attempt to make sense of a text – say, for example, a music video – first and most 
important thing to remember is: context, context, context. There is no way that we can 
attempt to understand how a text might be interpreted without first asking, interpreted by 




Mckee felt that context establishes the meaning to a text. Without context, there is no 
interpretation because there would be no agency and setting. A context must first be established 
and then meaning can be ascribed. As Gee and Green (1998) put it, “Contexts are constituted by 
what people are doing and where and when [and with whom] they are doing it (p. 131). For Gee 
and Green, contexts are social and require human interaction. They further explained:  
People in interaction become environments for each other. Ultimately, social contexts 
consist of mutually shared and ratified definitions of situation and in the social actions’ 
persons take on the basis of these definitions. (p. 131)  
 
From Gee and Green’s (1998) argument, individuals’ interactions allow for the formation of 
contexts. Contexts helps to foster participation because every environment we shape is a 
derivative of contexts. Hence, contexts exist in multiplicity and are not bound to any singular 
perspective. Gee and Green also suggested that “Contexts are not given or static; they are also 
subject to negotiation, modification, and change, and these changes are interactionally 
accomplished by participation” (p. 131). The nature of contexts, from Gee and Green’s 
observation, is flexible and adjustable, so contexts are vulnerable to change as individuals come 
together and partake in them. Students can benefit from learning in different contexts and also 
learn how to negotiate change through participation.  
Contexts create the environments for meaning to be acquired. In any given language, 
contexts establish meaning. As we interact and communicate or transmit messages, contexts 
seem to be inextricably bound in language, but it seems that language may not necessarily be the 
same with each succeeding transmission, unless the individual only has one language mode at his 
or her disposal. The language we use to communicate may be based on the context at the time. 
Although context helps to establish meaning, context is consistently subject to change. The 
receiver of the utterance or message does not necessarily apply the same context to similar 
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transmissions that he or she receives over time. Although similarities exist, no two utterances are 
the same. Bakhtin (1986) emphasized that “The utterance (speech product) as a whole enters into 
an entirely new sphere of speech communication (as a unit of this new sphere)” (p. 135). An 
utterance, according to Bakhtin, can never be duplicated. Every time one is transmitted, it 
produces a new domain of speech communication that is unique. Communication operates on the 
same premise. Thus, it is logical to argue that each individual utterance functions in its own 
context, independent of all other contexts. Thus, each context yields a different meaning.  
Contexts are much more than words or actions. A context is a space where positionality 
can be established as we come together and create meaning. The difference or similarity in 
context affects how meaning might be taken from each text. In teaching songs as text, 
considering the context might increase the influence of the song on the lesson. An analogous 
context of both a song and a literary text might aid in ascertaining meaning and assigning 
interpretation. Mckee (2003) suggested, “You can do nothing with a text until you establish its 
context. You can’t even simply describe it without implicitly putting it into a context” (p. 13). 
Students may encounter information and knowledge that might not always be interpreted the 
same way, so learning about contexts can enable them to derive meaning through multiple lens 
from multiple dimensions.  
Since participation is paramount in context establishment, cultural intricacies are a factor 
as well. Aquil (2012) reminded us that:  
By learning about the culture that is embodied in songs, students are enabled to 
participate in multiple communities at home or around the world in a variety of contexts 
where they will be able to communicate in different modes: interpersonal, interpretative, 
and presentational. (p. 79) 
 
Aquil was contending that not only is cultural ramifications a feature of songs, but that fact 
would allow teachers to bridge the students’ home culture with other cultures in different 
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contexts, where they can develop effective communication skills and thus enhance their 
academic performance. Mckee (2003) summed it up as follows:  
It is only when a text is put into a context that we can start to make guesses about the 
likely interpretations of particular elements within it. This context (that is, a series of 
intertexts-related texts) is what ties down the interpretations of a text. If you put a text 
into a completely different context, where it is interpreted alongside different texts, then 
it will likely be interpreted in a completely different way. (pp. 11-12)  
 
From Mckee’s perspective, context relates to or accounts for the connection and bridging of 
texts. Students need to develop the skill to learn to read texts in their context and apply meaning 
to them. As they learn to interpret texts, they are simultaneously learning how to operate with 
intertextuality and how to deduce meaning that way.  
Artifact 2: Questionnaire 2-Text Assessment-The Bluest Eye 
Kassarjian’s (1977) framework of content analysis, which stipulates the classifications of 
“Theme,” “Item,” and “Categories,” was used to assess all the questions of this questionnaire. 
“Theme” allowed me to assess issues, values, and beliefs (p. 12). “Item” assessment enabled me 
to observe “the whole natural unit,” which in this case referred to the songs holistically. 
Categories lent itself to maintenance of the research design and purpose because it is closely 
aligned with the examination of the hypotheses (p. 12) (see Tables 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 
5.10, 5.11, 5.12). Under Categories, I probed for things that reflects the notion of song, which I 
deemed as abstraction in and due to songs. I also searched for identity, discourse, and power 
retorts from the students. This questionnaire captured the students’ song choices as they related 
to their reading of Morrison’s The Bluest Eye. 
1. When you were asked to choose a song related to an aspect of theme “hegemony” 
in Toni Morrison’s novel The Bluest Eye, to play in class, what song did you 
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choose, why did you choose it, and how did it capture your thoughts about the 
theme of “hegemony” in the book? 
Table 5.3. Class 1-Questionnaire II-Question 1 
 
Students’ Responses Content Analysis Type and Breakdown 
Elijah: 
“I choose the song “Beautiful” by Christina 
Aguilera because it explores the hegemony 
created by the influence of the dominant group of 
people in the society, their perceptions about 
beauty. The song completely redefined the 
meaning of beauty and it relates to the book, 
because the book makes you question what beauty 
really is. 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Hegemony, perceptions and questions of beauty. 
(Bridging-Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically.  
Mavis: 
“I chose “Can’t Repeat” by Offspring. I chose it 
because I felt that it reflected the struggle in the 
book, the nostalgia of the past, the hopes of the 
future.” 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Struggle, nostalgia, hope. (Bridging-
Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically. 
Yu: 
“I chose the song “Try” by Colbie Caillat. I chose 
this song because I used to like this song a lot. I 
mean I still do like it. The song related to the 
theme of “hegemony” because I think “beauty” 
takes control of our life sometimes, and this is 
exactly what happen in the book.” 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
A liking for the song—Hegemony, beauty 
controlling our lives. 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically. 
Toni: 
“The song that I pick was called “Pretty Hurts” 
by Beyoncé. The reason why I picked it was 
because it relates to the book, because the song 
talks about how a person should not change who 
they are. There is a standard for beauty, and we 
don’t realize the harm it is causing and how much 
it is hegemonic.”  
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Relates to the book—beauty standard harming 
society—hegemony. (Bridging-Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically. 
Jim: 
“I chose “Unpretty” by TLC. I chose it because it 
is connected to society, which is connected to 
hegemony to me. It related to Pecola. I thought it 
related to Pecola about how some people had 
hegemony over her in relation to her looks.”  
 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
It is connected to society—hegemony-relates to 
the character Pecola’s looks. (Bridging-
Intertextuality)  
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 





Table 5.4. Class 2-Questionnaire II-Question 1 
 
Students’ Responses Content Analysis Type and Breakdown 
Rupert: 
“The song I had in mind was “Unpretty” by 
TLC. It is a song about insecurities by the most 
unusual people, and these insecurities are created 
by external forces, the same as in the book. I 
chose it as it reflected the challenges faced 
because of the past, especially Claudia’s 
realization of how disadvantaged blacks are, and 
Pecola’s self-destructive obsession with beauty.” 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Insecurities created by external forces—
challenges because of the past-realization of how 
blacks are disadvantaged—Pecola self-destructive 
beauty obsession. (Bridging-Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically. 
Tian: 
“In my mind I have a lot of music to connect to 
the book. However, the song I chose is “Human 
Race” by Three Days Grace.” The main idea of 
the song is how society sees people as unequal 
and that is exactly what was happening in the 
book.” IN-EQUALITY-POWER 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
People perceiving others as unequal in the society. 
(Bridging-Intertextuality) POWER 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically. 
Karol: 
“‘Logic’ by 1800 is the song that I chose to 
connect to the book. It is full of meaning. It shows 
the hegemony we don’t even notice, and how we 
think things may be a small issue, but there might 
be so much hegemony in the small things. This is 
what was happening in the book. The everyday 
life of the black people seemed normal but so 
much of it was control by hegemony.” IN-
EQUALITY-POWER 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Hegemony is subtle, it’s in the small things. While 
blacks’ lives might seem normal, they are 
controlled by hegemony. (Bridging-
Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically. 
Gary:  
“I chose a Madonna’s song “Why Is It So Hard” 
because the lyrics send a message against 
inequality and dominance, and the book is 
sending the same message.” IN-EQUALITY-
POWER 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Sends message about inequality and dominance. 
(Bridging-Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically. 
Millicent: 
“I chose “Scars to Your Beautiful” by Alessia 
Cara because I feel it relayed the same message of 
hegemonic beauty like the book, The Bluest Eye.”  
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Message of hegemony—ideal of beauty. 
(Bridging-Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 





Categories: Touches on the Research Design and Purpose 
 
Intertextuality: Bridging Texts Through Theme 
Hegemony and Perception of Beauty 
The students in Class 1 pointed to the perception of beauty as being analogous in both the 
songs that they chose and the theme of hegemony. Elijah said:  
I choose the song “Beautiful” by Christina Aguilera because it explores the hegemony 
created by the influence of the dominant group of people in the society, their perceptions 
about beauty. The song completely redefined the meaning of beauty and it relates to the 
book, because the book makes you question what beauty really is.  
 
Yu claimed: 
I chose the song “Try” by Colbie Caillat. I chose this song because I used to like this 
song a lot. I mean I still do like it. The song related to the theme of “hegemony” because 
I think “beauty” takes control of our life sometimes, and this is exactly what happen in 
the book.  
 
Toni added: 
The song that I pick was called “Pretty Hurts” by Beyoncé. The reason why I picked it 
was because it relates to the book, because the song talks about how a person should not 
change who they are. There is a standard for beauty, and we don’t realize the harm it is 
causing and how much it is hegemonic.  
 
Jim revealed: 
I chose “Unpretty” by TLC. I chose it because it is connected to society, which is 
connected to hegemony to me. It related to Pecola. I thought it related to Pecola about 
how some people had hegemony over her in relation to her looks.  
 
Some of the students in Class 2 shared similar sentiments to those of Class 1. Rupert said:  
The song I had in mind was “Unpretty” by TLC. It is a song about insecurities by the 
most unusual people, and these insecurities are created by external forces, the same as in 
the book. I chose it as it reflected the challenges faced because of the past, especially 
Claudia’s realization of how disadvantaged blacks are, and Pecola’s self-destructive 
obsession with beauty.  
 
Millicent added that, “I chose “Scars to Your Beautiful” by Alessia Cara because I feel it 
relayed the same message of hegemonic beauty like the book, The Bluest Eye.” Elijah recognized 
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that Christina Aguilera’s song “Beautiful” can be bridged with Morrison’s novel The Bluest Eye 
because the song addresses the themes of hegemony and the perception of beauty, which occur in 
The Bluest Eye. For her classmate Yu, he chose the song “Try” by Colbie Caillat, first because 
he liked the song and also because it examines hegemony in the form of beauty. Both the song 
and the novel present beauty as being hegemonic. Toni’s decision had to do with finding a song 
that related to the book, and she also realized how the hegemony of beauty harms society in both 
the song and the novel. On the other hand, Jim believed that hegemony is a part of society and 
the song he chose reflected the protagonist Pecola in the book. Pecola is a member of the 
Breedlove family.  
In discussing the Breedlove family in The Bluest Eye, Morrison (1987) declared that “No 
one could have convinced them that they were not relentlessly and aggressively ugly” (p. 38). 
Here, Morrison echoed the sentiment of the people in the society of her novel. The Breedloves 
were reviled for their physical appearance and were the dregs of society.  
Rupert mentioned that beauty impacts society in the form of causing people to develop 
insecurities. The external forces he referred to seem to be the influence of hegemony via the 
power systems in society that cause people to be disadvantaged, like the African Americans in 
Morrison’s novel. The novel is set during the time of segregation and Morrison demonstrated 
how African Americans were marginalized by the system of segregation. According to Morrison, 
“She became what is known as an ideal servant, for such a role filled practically all her needs” 
(p. 127). Here, Pauline Breedlove, an African American woman who is working for a white 
woman, is considered the ideal servant because there is nothing else she is capable of. This 
mindset dominated society during the time of segregation, where a black woman was considered 
only good for domestic work. Rupert’s idea of the pressure on people by power systems in place 
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was shown here. He thought that the song he chose also showed the impact of power on 
individuals. This can lead to people developing self-destructive behaviors, like the protagonist 
Pecola, a little black girl who developed an unhealthy obsession with attaining blue eyes. 
Like Rupert, Millicent recognized that the song and the text send us messages about the 
dangers of hegemony. To Millicent, beauty is an ideal that is depicted by both the song and the 
book.  
The students’ song choices, which were influenced by the intersection of beauty and 
hegemony, were the ways they bridged both the songs they chose and the novel. The students’ 
argument of beauty as hegemonic sprang from the way they formulated their intertextual 
connections of song and text, using one to help get a sense of the other and vice-versa.   
Struggle, Nostalgia, and Hope 
The student Mavis from Class 1 said, “I chose “Can’t Repeat” by Offspring. I chose it 
because I felt that it reflected the struggle in the book, the nostalgia of the past, the hopes of the 
future.” Mavis observed that struggle, nostalgia, and hope were themes that could be extracted 
from Morrison’s novel The Bluest Eye. The character’s struggle is ongoing in the text. An 
example of this can be detected through the following, as Morrison has noted, “‘Please God,’ she 
whispered into the palm of her hand. ‘Please make me disappear’” (p. 45). Pecola, an 11-year-
old African American girl, is asking God to let her disappear. She is witnessing a physical fight 
between her father, Cholly and her mother, Pauline. Their fighting is habitual and Pecola just 
wants to be non-existent. This highlights not only Pecola and her family’s life struggle, but also 
shows a dysfunction that has devastating effects on all involved. These are the times of 
segregation when money was scarce, and racism was a force that pervaded African American 
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society in all aspects. For Mavis, the song “Can’t Repeat” was indicative of Pecola and the 
African American struggle.  
The nostalgia that Mavis alluded to is not so much one of former glory days for African 
Americans, but one of unfulfilled promise that could have had the potential to grow. According 
to Morrison (1987), “The emotion of years of unfulfilled longing preened in their voices” (p. 21). 
These African Americans who in times past were full of talent and promise have been worn 
down by life. They never have gotten to fulfill any bit of the potential inside of them. The system 
of segregation has been like a monster devouring their hopes and dreams, so they reminisce of 
times past, before they were eroded by life and budding with promise. Although their past times 
were not great, there is a longing for it even though they cannot attain it. They think of all they 
could have been if given the opportunity. What might their futures have been if the system of 
segregation was non-existent?  
The characters’ struggles, their nostalgic moments, and their hope are ways in which the 
songs and the text can be paired and assessed for meaning. These were ways the students 
suggested that meaning can be extracted from a text. As an English educator, the students’ ideas 
resonated with me because they related to me helping them and my future students to grasp 
interpretation from literary texts.  
Power and Inequality 
Tian of Class 2 revealed what caused her to choose a song that connected with 
hegemony. She claimed:  
In my mind I have a lot of music to connect to the book. However, the song I chose is 
“Human Race” by Three Days Grace.” The main idea of the song is how society sees 




Tian’s way to perform intertextual engagement between the song and the theme of the class was 
by examining the way people perceive others as unequal in society.  
On the other hand, Karol of Class 2 said:  
‘Logic’ by 1800 is the song that I chose to connect to the book. It is full of meaning. It 
shows the hegemony we don’t even notice, and how we think things may be a small 
issue, but there might be so much hegemony in the small things. This is what was 
happening in the book. The everyday life of the black people seemed normal but so much 
of it was control by hegemony.  
 
For Karol, finding the way the theme of the class was played out or enacted in a song caused him 
to choose his song. He viewed hegemony as being subtle, in the small things. While blacks’ lives 
might have seemed normal in The Bluest Eye by the dominant societal standard, their lives are 
far from being just that. In fact, their lives are controlled by hegemony. The impact of the 
dominant power system has been responsible for the inequalities that affect African Americans.  
Similarly, Gary, a student from the same Class 2, proclaimed that “I chose a Madonna’s 
song “Why Is It So Hard” because the lyrics send a message against inequality and dominance, 
and the book is sending the same message.” Gary revealed that inequality is akin to both the 
theme and the song he chose. Gary bridged the theme of the class, hegemony, with the message 
he deduced from the song that he chose reflecting inequality and dominance.  
Fenwick and Albergato-Muterspaw (2008) contended that “The content of the songs 
themselves engage audiences in confronting conditions of inequity and injustice, envisioning 
alternate possibilities, and daring to consider their personal responsibility” (p. 48). They 
suggested that songs have a way of exposing inequalities in our societies. However, more than 
the exposure is the counter hegemony that songs disseminate. While some might be unaware of 
the power dynamics that affects them, others recognize them but might not be motivated to do 
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anything about their condition. Songs, however, can provoke a response from them with regard 
to their powerless conditions.  
According to Aquil (2012), “A song can also be a form of resistance against state policies 
and some social-cultural norms. In fact, songs are instrumental in the construction of social 
movement culture” (p. 76). Songs relay to those who are being oppressed or victimized ways to 
buck or subvert the injustice that are imposed upon them; songs can call for a rise to action. They 
can be used as tool to unite and disassemble. As Fenwick and Albergato-Muterspaw (2008) 
noted: 
Many educators acknowledge the powerful role of song in social justice histories, such as 
the African American civil rights movement and the North American labor movement. 
Internationally and historically, song has established for itself a core role in building 
solidarity, shaping rhythms for collective activity, mobilizing social resistance, and 
actually energizing activist movements. This is in addition to the unique processes of 
sharing cultural, political and social information that occurs through participation in 
music. (p. 38) 
 
Within the core of songs is an element that appeals to everyone in a deep cognitive way. Songs 
can make us think about our lives and the way we live. Thus, songs can cause us to contemplate 
our place in this world and our role in society. Are we just cogs in an unfair system that is 
designed to oppress us? Are we just living according to the ideology constructs that are shoved 
upon us? Can we change our circumstances, and if so, how? Not only do songs cause our 
contemplation to roll, but they cause us to begin to imagine what might be and what we can 
become. We do not have to accept things as they are. Many songs send this message.  
While songs reveal inequities, they also carry within them elements that allow us to latch 
on to them and use them to help cope with the disproportionate aspects in society that 
marginalize some groups of people. Disproportions exist in pedagogy as well that leave some 
groups vulnerable to failure. The coping sensibilities that exist in songs can help us put up with 
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the disparities, but they can also inspire struggling students to try to overcome their plight. For 
this, a concerned teacher is needed. It is our duty to find ways to aid our students to perform the 
best they can. We need to help them understand that the existence of the power systems does not 
mean they must surrender their future and not try to overcome. How can they negotiate the 
power systems? Instead of letting the power system break them down, they should learn to break 
down the systems and learn to navigate their way through them. The same can be done in 
education. As Mohanty (2003) argued:  
Struggles over difference and equality in education clearly matter. The struggles against 
domination and for social justice have to be waged situationally and regionally as well as 
globally, and the very basic ethical and moral notions of citizenship, belonging, and 
democracy are at stake here. (p. 187)  
 
Teachers should not be afraid to let social justice be more than a by-word, but an actuality, and to 
do so, the students’ best interests must be taken to heart. Mohanty pointed out that we should  
context the politics of difference, the production of knowledge about (and the 
disciplining/colonizing of) difference, how we know what we know, and the 
consequences of our “knowing” on different realities and communities of people around 
the world is one of the ways we can trace the effects of globalization in the academy.  
(p. 172)  
 
For Mohanty, while the politics of difference is vitally important, what accounts for the way 
difference is handled in education should be placed under the spotlight. Often policymakers set 
the way the curriculum should be employed at the schools. They speak for the teachers and 
administrators in terms of how and what to teach. They create a top-down policy that infiltrates 
the schools from administration to teachers. They circumscribe the way pedagogy should be 
carried out, and this places enormous pressure on many teachers who are confined to fit into a 
specific role that has already been outlined for them by the system. Many of them do what they 
are told without thinking about “rocking the boat,” or challenging anything that seems to be not 
working or even unfair. While many of them think they have the students’ best interests at heart, 
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they do not realize the colonialist design of American education, which privileges some groups 
over others. The politics of difference also plays out in the classroom, where certain stereotypes 
about groups are naturalized and legitimized. Some teachers have built-in biases and they 
subconsciously operate in that fashion. The idea of meeting the standard is pushed so hard that 
some groups of people are made to feel inferior or insufficient. Instead of difference being 
celebrated, it is undermined and set up to be a taboo.  
Setting up walls of division because of differences interferes with telling the stories that 
need to be told. It seems to me that it is impossible not to draw lines of demarcation when 
speaking for others. This presents some ambiguity between speaking for others who cannot 
speak for themselves. Moreover, it is problematic to declare that others cannot speak for 
themselves—this too is hegemonic. Finding the right balance between speaking for and telling 
the story is a tricky proposition, but nevertheless some type of speaking must ensue. 
Taking Tian’s, Karol’s, and Gary’s idea that songs reveal power and inequality, we 
should not discount that songs can expose the imbalance in the system. However, the power 
between students and teachers is not equal, and it may never be, but allowing for students’ voices 
and cultural dispositions can help the students learn in an atmosphere where they do not feel 
oppressed. A Collective Third Space and Culturally Responsive Pedagogy are designed to bring 
equity in the classroom. When I say equity, I am speaking about respect, tolerance, equal 
opportunity, equal access, and allowance for students’ voices to be exercised without fear or 
partiality. Songs can help to create such a classroom environment, where the students know that 
their well-being and growth are prioritized, regardless of their backgrounds. 
Our students are members of their cultures, and songs speaks to cultural interests and 
activities. As Aquil (2012) pointed out, “Songs can be part of a genre that targets advanced 
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cultural literacy” (p. 76). As teachers, we should desire to acknowledge that cultural literacies 
can enhance our classroom, and this is just another aspect that songs offer to pedagogy that can 
be observed through the power and inequality that songs expose.  
2. What might have you been thinking about interpretation, that cause you to choose 
the song you chose? 
Table 5.5. Class 1-Questionnaire II-Question 2 
Students’ Responses Content Analysis Type and Breakdown 
Elijah: 
“I was thinking that society’s ideas about beauty 
are destructive and tend to leave emotional and 
sometime physical scars. My thoughts about the 
book matched up with the song I chose.” 
MATCHING one’s thought about the text with a 
song 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Connecting one’s thoughts about the book with a 
song that captures those thoughts to aid 
interpretation. (Bridging-Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically.  
Mavis: 
“Music has many different meanings based on the 
listener, so I chose a section of the song that I felt 
closely related to the book. I recognized struggle, 
nostalgia and hope in both the book and the song 
and interpreted it that way.” 
MATCHING a section of the book that relates to 
the song 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Choose a section that relates to the book to help 
with interpretation. (Bridging-Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically. 
Yu: 
“The interpretation of the song I chose is that we 
live in a mad world where people exercise control 
over others, and treat others with cruelty, which is 
represented in the book.” 
MATCHING through how the book is represented 
by the song. 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Living in a mad world, controlling others to 
interpret both the song and the book. (Bridging-
Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically. 
Toni: 
“The singer and the characters in the book have 
one thing in common and that is they want to be 
loved. They saw themselves as not looking good 
enough. Both the singer and the character, Pecola 
experienced a lot of hurt, when they try to live up 
to their society’s standard of beauty.”  
MATCHING the singer’s experience to the main 
character of the book 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Experiencing hurt when trying to live up to 
societal expectations of beauty.  (Bridging-
Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically. 
Jim: 
“I was thinking that the song connects to the 
struggles of the character, Pecola because she 
seen as ugly looking.” 
MATCHING the character’s struggle in the text 
with a song. 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Examining the struggles of the characters to 
interpret the book. (Bridging-Intertextuality)  
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically. 
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Table 5.6. Class 2-Questionnaire II-Question 2 
 
Students’ Responses Content Analysis Type and Breakdown 
Rupert: 
“The song talks about people need to feel like they 
belong, and Pecola in the book is an outcast 
because of the effect of hegemony. Pecola had so 
much challenges that were not her fault and she 
was desperate to fit in.” 
MATCHING the character’s struggle in the text 
with a song 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
The message of not belonging is a way to help 
interpret the book. There are external forces, such 
as historical, systematical and institutional, e.tc, 
that could be looked at. (Bridging-Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically. 
Tian: 
“I was thinking that the characters in the book 
were somehow victims and the song I chose show 
that the way society is set up. Some people have 
power over others and makes them victims.” 
Matching a song with the book-
VICTIMIZATION AND POWER 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
The idea of comparing the society in the book 
with the one the song talks about as way to 
interpret. (Victimization of people). (Bridging-
Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically. 
Karol: 
“When we talk about hegemony, most people see 
the big picture about racism, but they ignore the 
little things, so I chose this song to show the small 
issue can be full of hegemony too, just like in the 
book” 
MATCHING a song that highlights the subtleties 
of hegemony and racism with the book-power 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Looking at something subtle that the book is 
demonstrating can be a way to approach 
interpretation. (Subtle effects of hegemony on 
society). (Bridging-Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically. 
Gary:  
“I interpret the song as a personal message to 
people who are clueless of the struggles of black 
people. Many of them do not know how deep 




Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Locate a message that the author seems to be 
transmitting and use it to aid interpretation.  
(Bridging-Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically. 
Millicent: 
“The song I chose talk about how people not 
accepting who they are. The same thing happens 
in the book, where Pecola did not accept who she 
was and wanted blue eyes. She did not realize that 
true beauty is not a reality.” 
MATCHING a character in the book, struggles 
with her identity with a song 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
Finding an issue or major theme form the book 
and using that to help with interpretation. Beauty 
as a social construction, and subjective. Some 
characters struggle with this. (Bridging-
Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 





Categories: Touches on the Research Design and Purpose/ 
Item: The Whole Unit (The Songs) 
 
Intertextuality: Matching Texts with Songs 
Matching One’s Thoughts with the Text 
Elijah of Class 1 claimed that “I was thinking that society’s ideas about beauty are 
destructive and tend to leave emotional and sometime physical scars. My thoughts about the 
book matched up with the song I chose.” His point was supported by Morrison (1987) who 
contended that 
the assertion of racial beauty was not a reaction to the self-mocking, humorous critique of 
cultural/racial foibles common in all group, but against the damaging internationalization 
of assumptions of immutable inferiority originating in an outside gaze. (p. xi) 
 
Racial beauty in The Bluest Eye has become a destructive force that left the characters, especially 
the protagonist, Pecola, with deep emotional and physical scars. Pecola internalized the “outward 
gaze” from society and that has devastated her.  
In terms of interpreting the text The Bluest Eye, Elijah paired his thoughts about the text 
with a song that he felt captured them both in the same light.  He found a way to match the song 
and the novel that allowed him to shape his thoughts and subsequent understanding of both. 
Matching a Section of a Song That Relates to the Text 
Mavis of Class 1 said, “Music has many different meanings based on the listener, so I 
chose a section of the song that I felt closely related to the book. I recognized struggle, nostalgia 
and hope in both the book and the song and interpreted it that way.” According to Morrison 
(1987), “There in the dark her memory was refreshed, and she succumbed to her earlier dreams” 
(p. 122). Here, Pauline has dug deep into herself and invigorated her memory. She has 
surrendered to her dream. It is not that her life was perfect, but even amidst her struggle, 
nostalgia and hope seemed to have revived her. 
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Mavis believed that meaning deduced from songs is subjective and individualistic. She 
applied her interpretation of the text by selecting a segment of the song that she deemed relatable 
to the text and formulated meaning that way. Nostalgia and hope were two themes Mavis found 
in the sections of the songs she chose, and she matched them to the text to acquire meaning and 
thus interpretation. Might Mavis’s technique of selecting a segment of the song that she felt 
relates to the text and grasping meaning that way be duplicated by other students? More work 
would have to be carried out on this to establish its possibility. Her idea is something that 
educators like myself can investigate further. 
Matching How the Book Is Represented by the Song 
Yu, also a student of Class 1, revealed that “the interpretation of the song I chose is that 
we live in a mad world where people exercise control over others, and treat others with cruelty, 
which is represented in the book.” Morrison (1987) noted that “She said she would let me stay if 
I left him. I thought about that. But later on, it didn’t seem none too bright for a black woman to 
leave a black man for a white woman” (p. 120). Here, the character, Pauline, is an African 
American housekeeper for a white family. She is talking about her white mistress who has told 
her to leave her husband, Cholly, because she, the white mistress, thinks that Cholly is not a 
good husband for Pauline. Pauline knows that her husband is a drunkard and has issues, but she 
is appalled at the audacity of her mistress to insist that she leave her husband. To make matters 
worse, Pauline’s mistress exercises her control over her by refusing to pay her the 11 dollars she 
has already worked for unless she leaves her husband. The mistress is exercising power over 
Pauline.  
For Yu, representation is the key to his interpretation of the written text. He realized that 
to attain interpretation of the book, he could match how the book is represented by the song and 
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get an understanding that way. He saw that the songs represent systems of control that people 
have over others and the same is true for the novel. Yu’s idea offered a suggestion for English 
educators to consider. Examining how the book is represented by the song or vice versa might be 
a way for students to gain access to a literary text.   
Matching the Singer’s Experience to a Character’s Experience 
Toni as well is a student in Class 1 and argued as follows: 
The singer and the characters in the book have one thing in common and that is they want 
to be loved. They saw themselves as not looking good enough. Both the singer and the 
character, Pecola experienced a lot of hurt, when they try to live up to their society’s 
standard of beauty.   
 
As purported by Morrison (1987), “How do you get someone to love you?” (p. 32). The 
character, Pecola, a young black girl not yet 12 years old, is asking two other little African 
American girls what the secret might be to be loved. Pecola comes from an abusive family where 
love is not shown. She does not know what love is about, nor does she understand what it means.  
According to Yu the student, matching the singer’s experience with a character in the 
book is a way to attain interpretation of the book. He recognized that the desire for love matched 
what the singer advocated, and this is true for the characters in the novel, especially the main 
character Pecola. Matching the singer and a character in the book’s experiences offers English 
educators another way to enhance their students’ understanding of the book.  
Matching a Character’s Struggle in the Book with a Song 
Jim from Class 1 and Rupert and Millicent from Class 2 deemed that matching a 
character’s struggle with a song is a way to gain interpretation of the novel. According to Jim, “I 




Rupert interjected, “The song talks about people need to feel like they belong, and Pecola 
in the book is an outcast because of the effect of hegemony. Pecola has had so much challenges 
that is not her fault and she is desperate to fit in.”  
Additionally, Millicent said, “The song I chose talk about how people not accepting who 
they are. The same thing happens in the book, where Pecola did not accept who she was and 
wanted blue eyes. She did not realize that true beauty is not a reality.” 
In terms of struggle in The Bluest Eye, Morrison (1987) revealed that “She never felt at 
home anywhere, or that she belonged anyplace” (p. 111). The character, Pauline, is sad, 
miserable, and discontented. She always feels out of place and not a part of something 
worthwhile. She struggles in every area of her life.  
Relating to the idea of struggle, Jim, Rupert, and Millicent believed that finding a song 
that reflects the examination of the struggles of the characters in the book is a technique to aid in 
the interpretation of the book. The message of not belonging is something that characters in the 
book feel. External forces, such as historical, systematical, and institutional, could be examined. 
Beauty is a social construction and is subjective in the book; it is one thing that highlights the 
struggle of some of the characters in the novel. Finding an issue that highlights the struggles of 
characters and matching it with a song seemed to have worked for Jim, Rupert, and Millicent. 
Matching Power in the Book with a Song 
Tian, a student in Class 2, brought up the idea of matching the book with a song through 
power dynamics. Tian claimed, “I was thinking that the characters in the book were somehow 
victims and the song I chose show that the way society is set up. Some people have power over 
others and makes them victims.”  
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According to Morrison (1987), “I knew that the victims of powerful self-loathing turn out 
to be dangerous, violent, reproducing the enemy who has humiliated them over and over. Others 
surrender their identity; melt into a structure that delivers the strong persona they lack” (p. x). 
Morrison was referring to the vicious cycle of self-loathing that many African Americans 
experienced during the time of segregation. They were victimized and marginalized. They lacked 
the power to change the system and this reality helped to shape their identities.  
Tian looked at power dynamics in the book through the way the African Americans 
characters were victimized, then she found a song that demonstrated the same thing and paired 
them together. The idea of comparing the society in the book with the one in the song revealed 
that the lens of victimization is a way to amass interpretation of the book. For English educators, 
this might be something to think about doing, depending on the book and its contents. Thus, 
examining a literary text through the lens a student recognizes in a song is another technique that 
a teacher can use at his or her disposal to aid their students’ interpretation of the literary text. 
Matching the Subtleties of the Hegemony of Racism in the Book with a Song 
Karol of Class 2 put forth that “When we talk about hegemony, most people see the big 
picture about racism, but they ignore the little things, so I chose this song to show the small issue 
can be full of hegemony too, just like in the book.”  
Morrison (1987) noted that “Our peripheral existence, however, was something we had 
learned to deal with—probably because it was abstract” (p. 17). In discussing the life of African 
Americans during segregation times, Morrison argued that many blacks learned to cope and 
accept things for what they were. The abstract that she referred to could mean that the African 
Americans’ plight could have been considered abstract in the sense of having been implications 
of segregation that were perpetuated far beyond the obvious, and they often went unbeknownst. 
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However, some African Americans might have also realized them but ignored them since the 
power equation was largely not on their side.  
Karol pointed out that it is so easy to recognize the obvious when we are talking about 
themes like hegemony, but the ramifications of it often go unaware. Racism is hegemonic and 
although we might quickly acknowledge it in a text like The Bluest Eye, many of us miss the 
subtleties of racism that an author—in this case, Morrison—points out. For Karol, examining the 
subtleties of hegemony and racism in the book and finding a song that speaks to the same can 
help our understanding of the text. Matching a song that highlights the subtleties of hegemony 
and racism with the book is a skill Karol used to enable him to interpret the novel. Taking 
Karol’s idea a step further, English educators can perhaps have their students inspect a subtle 
point in a literary text (like the subtle effects of hegemony on society), and matching it with a 
song is a credible way to enhance interpretation of a difficult written text. 
Locating a Message, Matching Power in the Book with a Song 
On the other hand, Gary from Class 2 said, “I interpret the song as a personal message to 
people who are clueless of the struggles of black people. Many of them do not know how deep 
impact of inequality and dominance on black people.”  
In discussing the protagonist Pecola, Morrison (1987) stated that “Outside, Pecola feels 
the inexplicable shame ebb” (p. 50). The message of the superiority of skin color is permeating 
the society. Pecola feels a shame that comes from society. She is struggling with not only being 
considered ugly, but also the shame of it. As an African American little girl, she is affected by 
the colorism that society has in place. She is extremely dark skin, and her own people are 
condescending and bully her.  
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From Gary’s perspective, it was important to accept that songs are the carriers of 
messages that can pertain to each individual. He read the message of power in terms of in-
equality and dominance and matched the book with a song that way. Gary believed that it was 
possible to locate a message that the author is purporting and find a song that disseminates an 
analogous message. Once a message is located from what the author seems to be transmitting, it 
can be matched with a song that shares a similar message and the novel can be better understood 
and interpreted. Gary’s idea can aid other students to get a hold of a difficult literary text, and it 
might be something that teachers might want to employ in their pedagogy for it can lead to the 
improvement of the students’ interpretive skills. 
3. Does your interpretation of the song links in any way to your interpretation of any 
aspect of the book? 
Table 5.7. Class 1-Questionnaire II-Question 3 
 
Students’ Responses Content Analysis Type & Breakdown 
Elijah: 
“My interpretation of the song links to my 
interpretation of the book because I can compare 
the same idea from both of them.”  
 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
The interpretation links through comparison of the 
same idea in both the song and the book.  SIGNS 
(Bridging-Intertextuality) 
Mavis: 
“It linked to my interpretation because the song is 
related to what the little girl Pecola was going 
through and I can look at the song and the book 
that way and try to get an understanding.”  
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
The interpretation links by looking at what a 
character (s) is experiencing and using that to help 
with interpretation. (Bridging-Intertextuality) 
Yu: 
“The song connects to aspects of the book, like 
wishing for a better life, as Pecola does because 
she is unhappy about her life. Her future is 
doomed in this mad society that does not even 
give her a fighting chance.” 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
The interpretation links through examining 
aspects or themes of the book and how they 
highlight the characters’ condition. (Bridging-
Intertextuality) 
Toni: 
“It does because the song shows the personal pain 
and torture of trying to meet the standard of 
beauty, and the book is doing the same thing. 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
The interpretation links through finding a 
dominant issue that is apparent in both the song 





“The song lyrics can be connected to the 
characters in book and their struggle against 
themselves, and society. They are not happy about 
their looks and they feel unworthy. 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
The interpretation links through connecting the 
characters in the books struggles with themselves 
and society. (Bridging-Intertextuality)  
 
Table 5.8. Class 2-Questionnaire II-Question 3 
 
Students’ Responses Content Analysis Type and Breakdown 
Rupert: 
“The need for self-acceptance is a way the song I 
chose, and the book can be linked and 
interpreted.” 
 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
The interpretation links through a theme that 
directly relates to a character(s), like self-
acceptance. (Bridging-Intertextuality) 
Tian: 
“Victimization and oppression come up over and 
over in the song and this is the case in book, and I 
interpret them in this way.” 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
The interpretation links through finding a 
common reoccurring issue. (Bridging-
Intertextuality) 
Karol: 
“The song links to the book because both of them 
show how people are taken advantage of and are 
powerless.”  
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
The interpretation links through finding a 
common thread about the society in both the song 
and the book, for example, oppression and power. 
(Bridging-Intertextuality) 
Gary:  
“The aspect I chose to interpret from the book that 
connects to song I chose is racism. I personally 
dislike racism and I can relate to both the book 
and the song. The idea that people are viewed as 
inferior because of their skin color is seen in the 
book and the song.” 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
The interpretation links through an aspect that 
relates to the student and have strong feelings 
about.  (Bridging-Intertextuality) THEME of 
RACISM 
Millicent: 
“I thought about how much the book makes me 
think about how people should love themselves. 
Accepting ourselves for who we are is the way I 
linked both the book and song. This is the 
message of the song and this is a message we get 
from the book also. Pecola cannot see the beauty 
in herself.” 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
The interpretation links through finding a message 
that has a moral or life lesson and appeals to or 
resonates with the student. THEME of 







Categories: Touches on the Research Design and Purpose/ 
Item: The Whole Unit (The Songs) 
 
Intertextuality: Bridging Interpretation of Song with Interpretation of the Book 
Comparing the Same Idea in a Song and the Book: Signs 
In terms of his linkage of interpretation of a song with the novel, Elijah from Class 1 
stated, “My interpretation of the song links to my interpretation of the book because I can 
compare the same idea from both of them.” For Elijah, assessing interpretation of the book is 
also possible by locating a similar idea in a song and associating them with each other. Thus, the 
song and the book are separate signs whose meanings are dependent on each other. When 
ascertaining interpretation, as García Landa (1993) put it, “The moment we direct our attention 
to the interpretant, we find that it becomes a sign, which needs a further interpretant for its 
determination. The meaning of a sign is the translation of the sign into another system of signs” 
(p. 9). Here, the song and the novel constitute individual signs and when we pair them together, 
we set up an intertextual mode of a system of signs whereby interpretation can be determined. 
Amassing interpretation from the linkage of both the song and the book would mean locating 
them with respect to positionality and space. As Calvino (1976) delineated, “Independent of 
signs, space didn’t exist and perhaps had never existed at all” (p. 39). Space owes its existence to 
signs and signs are responsible for bringing clarity and purpose to space. In much the same way 
that space needs signs to mark its existence, it is logical to assume that signs mark the existence 
of all things, including what are termed as discourse, identity, and power. Because signs allow 
for the denotation of things in each space in respect to their position to other things, signs grant 
us the ability to assign relevance, meaning, and thus interpretation. 
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The pairing of similar concepts in the song and the book amounts to a process of 
assigning or attributing each of them as a sign whose meaning requires intertextual connection. 
García Landa (1993) added that 
Every sign stands for an object independent of itself; but it can only be a sign of that 
object in so far as that object is itself of the nature of a sign or thought. For the sign does 
not affect the object but is affected by it; so that the object must be able to convey 
thought, that is, must be of the nature of thought or of a sign. Every thought is a sign.  
(pp. 9-10) 
 
Since signs can be infiltrated with thoughts, they can form a background where understanding of 
the song and the novel can be molded, and this intertextual marriage can work well in the 
classroom since it would appeal to the students’ cognition. Furthermore, the understanding we 
often formulate because of signs relies on meanings that are construed in social locations where 
language discourse is applied, even in the case of artforms and the way we perceive them. 
Hemphill (1943) put forth that “any arrangement of signs into a “form”—an art being a “form” 
not reducible to syntax but containing also dystactical or disorderly element” (p. 414). Arranging 
signs onto and into an art-form cannot be simply condensed into syntax. It is far more 
complicated than that. Special attention must be paid to its dystactical constituent. According to 
Poyatos (1992),  
The more closely we approach ordinary speech in our analysis, the more difficult it 
becomes sharply to separate verbal from non-verbal phonation. For not only is speech 
interlaced with non-verbal exclamations, many of them phonemically dystactic, but most 
languages contain consonantal phonemes, such as clicks, stops, or fricatives, which are, 
strictly speaking—since they involve no laryngeal vibration—non-vocal. (p. 31)  
 
The verbal and nonverbal elements are present in signs and apply to songs and written texts as 
well. Phonation refers to the physical process in speech making in terms of sound production. 
Thus, it can also be applied to songs. Speech and songs have nonverbal ramifications that defy 
their phoneme (unit of sound) constitution. To me, Poyatos’s (1992) idea of dystactic described 
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violating, or disrespecting, or going contrary to micro-linguistic rules of phonemic collation. 
Hence, it suggests that signs cannot be confined to any singularity of structure and rules because 
of the theoretical, the abstraction, and all the minutiae embedded within. Therefore, this points 
out the overwhelming ability of notions, like the “notion of songs” decked out in language, and 
their convoluted ability to exist concurrently in the concrete and the abstract. They also exhibit 
signs and are signs themselves, thus formulating a discourse that concomitantly is a part of the 
spoken word, yet supersedes it because of the heteroglossia elements that pervade them. 
Mehan (1979) reminded us that “Meaning resides in the reflexive assembly of initiation, 
reply, and evaluation acts into interactional sequences” (p. 102). It seems as if Mehan is 
proposing that meaning is made through the commencement of the reciprocate construction of 
meaning, as messages are concurrently transmitted and received. In assessing interpretation, 
assigning signs to both a song and a book, because of the reciprocity that is involved, allows for 
multiple ways to make meaning, and thus offers students diverse ways to extrapolate 
interpretation from both. 
Comparing Characters in the Book with a Song 
The students from Class 1, namely, Mavis, Yu, Jim, and Rupert from Class 2 revealed 
that they were able to link their interpretation of the song they chose with the book through the 
examination of the characters in the novel as they connected to the song. For example, Mavis 
said, “It linked to my interpretation because the song is related to what the little girl, Pecola was 
going through and I can look at the song and the book that way and try to get an understanding.” 
Mavis linked her interpretation of the book with a song by using a song that reflected what the 
characters are experiencing in the book. Early in The Bluest Eye, Morrison (1987) stated that “A 
case was coming—a girl who had no place to go” (p. 16). Here, the “case that is coming” refers 
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to the character Pecola, who is destitute. She has been taken in by the Macteer family on a 
temporary basis. The student Mavis was able to envision the protagonist Pecola’s difficulties and 
tried to make sense of that; connecting it to a song brought her some clarity, it seemed. She felt 
this was her way to gain understanding.  
On the other hand, Yu added, “The song connects to aspects of the book, like wishing for 
a better life, as Pecola does because she is unhappy about her life.” Her future is doomed in this 
mad society that does not even give her a fighting chance. Yu’s interpretation of the book linked 
with the song because she examined aspects of the themes of the book and how they highlighted 
the characters’ condition. As Morrison (1987) pointed out, “You don’t talk to anybody. You 
don’t go to school. And nobody talks to you?” (p. 198). The main character, Pecola, has lost her 
mind and is now speaking to herself. She is a loner and is isolated from almost everyone in 
society, except her mother, and even so, her mother does not care for her at all. Like Mavis, Yu 
imagined Pecola’s plight and used that as a base to assess interpretation.  
Additionally, Jim interjected, “The song lyrics can be connected to the characters in book 
and their struggle against themselves, and society. They are not happy about their looks and they 
feel unworthy.” Jim’s idea can be captured in the following: According to Morrison (1987), there 
“ought to be a law: two ugly people doubling up like that to make more ugly” (p. 190). Pecola 
has been raped by her father and is pregnant. Some women in the neighborhood are gossiping 
about her and her father, Cholly. They are both considered to be extremely ugly, and the women 
are imaging just how ugly the child would be if Pecola gave birth to it.  
Pecola’s hardship provided a catalyst, it seemed, for Jim to formulate interpretation. She 
has been reviled, taunted, and scorned for her physical appearance. As Jim indicated, his 
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interpretation of the book and song linked through connecting the struggles of the characters in 
the novel with themselves and society, and he then connected them to the song.  
Notwithstanding, Rupert claimed that “The need for self-acceptance is a way the song I 
chose, and the book can be linked and interpreted.” According to Morrison (1987), “A little 
black girl yearns for the blue eyes of a little white girl, and the horror at the heart of her yearning 
is exceeded only by the evil of fulfillment” (p. 205). The protagonist Pecola, who is black, does 
not come to terms with who she is. She wishes for blue eyes and that drives her insane in the end. 
She depicts the kind of self-acceptance that Rupert talked about. For Rupert, his interpretation of 
the book and song linked through a theme, like self-acceptance, directly relates to a character in 
the book. The characters’ conditions and struggles have formed the basis of the students’ 
methodology of linking their interpretation of the song with the book.  
Finding a Dominant/Reoccurring Issue or Thread and Relating and  
Connecting to the Song 
 
Linking their interpretation of the songs they chose to the text The Bluest Eye, Toni of 
Class 1 and Tian and Karol of Class 2 did so through locating a common issue or thread in the 
song and applying it to the book. Some English educators might already be making intertextual 
connections with different literary texts across a common theme or issue, but songs are not 
commonly used to do this. Pairing a song with a literary text to deduce interpretation of the 
literary text might be a new concept for many educators. For those few who use songs, the songs 
are supplementary material, and many who view songs as texts might not recognize that they can 
be used to help construe interpretation of a literary text. The idea of Toni, Tian, and Karol that 
locating a common issue or thread in the song and applying it to the book to enhance students’ 
interpretive skills brings an alternative approach to English education and might be worthwhile 
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to pursue. I also believe that songs can be used as primary texts, and this idea can be pursued in 
future research.  
Nevertheless, according to the student Toni, she linked her interpretation of the song with 
the novel “because the song shows the personal pain and torture of trying to meet the standard of 
beauty, and the book is doing the same thing.” For Toni, this dominant issue was apparent in 
both the song and the book, and it was a practicable way to connect her interpretation of the song 
with the book. 
However, as Tian stated, “Victimization and oppression come up over and over in the 
song and this is the case in book, and I interpret them in this way.” She linked her interpretation 
of the song with the novel by employing a reoccurring issue that was common or dominant to 
both the song and the book. The reoccurring issue presented a logical method to connect the song 
with the book, and Tian chose victimization and oppression because both issues pervaded the 
song and the book, which made it possible for her to transfer her interpretation of the song to the 
novel, through what I call analogous analysis.  
Notwithstanding, Karol claimed that “The song links to the book because both of them 
show how people are taken advantage of and are powerless.” His interpretation of the song 
linked to the novel, through a common thread that occurs in both. He perceived how society was 
displayed in both the song and the book, and that helped him to find the common threads that he 
used. He noticed the occurrences of oppression and power in both the song and the novel, and 
used his probe of both oppression and power and their subsequent analysis in the song, which he 
then replicated in his analysis of the novel.  
Not only does locating a reoccurring issue help with transferring the students’ analysis 
from song to novel, but relating and connecting to a song helped put the pieces in place to link 
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the students’ interpretation of a song to a written text. Millicent and Gary of Class 2 made it clear 
that establishing such a relationship with songs can produce interpretations that can be 
transferred to a novel. According to Millicent:  
I thought about how much the book makes me think about how people should love 
themselves. Accepting ourselves for who we are is the way I linked both the book and 
song. This is the message of the song and this is a message we get from the book also. 
Pecola cannot see the beauty in herself.  
 
Millicent’s interpretation of the song interconnected with the book when she extracted a message 
from the song that resounded with her and sought the same from the book, connecting them both. 
Thus, her interpretation of the book linked with the book by virtue of her finding a message that 
had a moral or life lesson that appealed to or resonated with her. In this case, she focused on self-
acceptance and beauty and how both ideas infused the song and the book.  
Similarly, Gary focused on an aspect of the song that related to him, applied 
interpretation, and transferred it to the novel because the novel dealt with the same aspect. As 
Gary stated, “The aspect I chose to interpret from the book that connects to song I chose is 
racism. I personally dislike racism and I can relate to both the book and the song. The idea that 
people are viewed as inferior because of their skin color is seen in the book and the song.” Gary 
not only connected his interpretation of the song to the novel, but he connected himself to the 
song because of how much the song related to him; he was able to use that to grasp interpretation 
and transfer his interpretation of the song to the book. Gary’s interpretation occurred on multiple 
levels, meaning that his intertextual connection was not only song to book, but song to self, self 
to book, and self to both song and book, through a form of intersectionality that occurred 
concurrently. Nonetheless, Gary’s interpretation of the song in its polynomial stance established 
a workable intertextual complexity that could be transferred to the novel in a singular or multiple 
capacity. For Gary, his interpretation of the song linked with the book through his recognition of 
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an aspect of the song about which he felt strongly. The idea and reoccurring theme of racism 
have touched his life and the values that he held dear.  
According to  García Landa (1993), “An iconic theory of interpretation would see the text 
as a system of repetition and reproduction of textual structures” (p. 11). From García Landa’s 
perception, an iconic theory of interpretation offers up the idea that a text is a system that allows 
for the reproduction of itself as it simultaneously duplicates textual formats. Keeping García 
Landa’s idea into mind, texts are recursive, which enables the possibility to link a song with a 
novel through a common recursive issue, such as victimization, oppression, racism, and so on. 
Gates (2016) contended that “Music is a unique resource for language learning because of its 
recursive nature and the extensive cultural and linguistic information it contains” (p. 1). The 
recursive nature of music and its alignment to language make it an apt tool to be used in the 
classroom. Since it is possible for a song text to display reoccurring issues, it can be said to 
disseminate reoccurring material that relates to us. Thus, songs not only connect to us, but can 
also perpetuate life lessons and promote societal values.   
As we move through life, some things are never absent from our lives, and songs fit that 
description. We indulge in songs and they move through, on, in, and around us. We have a 
relationship with songs that is shaped in cultural designs and songs tend to echo the sentiments of 
the culture in which they were composed. For this reason, we can relate to songs and we connect 
with them in many ways. Thus, to say that songs can teach life lessons is not far-fetched. Often 
the values of a culture are placed in songs, regardless of whether we conform to them. 
While songs may promote conformity, they may also ascribe to us deviancy. Still, 
though, the norms of the society are being held up or challenged by songs. Songs are tied to our 
lives and often depict exactly what we are going through, or feeling, or desiring. Therefore, it is 
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possible to find a song or songs that capture our dispositions, and this makes it possible for our 
interpretive paradigm to be affected as well. I do not mean that songs must necessarily cause a 
paradigm shift to influence our interpretation of life and the decisions we make, even though 
they are perfectly capable of doing so. Songs are usually aligned with meaning, and consequently 
they can help us assign interpretations to several things including texts. Songs are themselves 
texts and when we use them to aid us in rendering interpretations to other texts, an intertextual 
relationship is established. 
4. Did the song you play influenced your interpretation of the book? 
Table 5.9. Class 1-Questionnaire II-Question 4 
 
Students’ Responses Content Analysis Type and Breakdown 
Elijah: 
“The song influenced my interpretation of the 
book by allowing me to get to understand more 
Pecola’s perspective of loneliness and how she 
feels by being treated poorly in her society.” 
 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
 The song influenced the student’s interpretation 
of the book by allowing for a deeper 
understanding of the character’s feeling from the 
character’s perspective. (Bridging-Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically.  
Mavis: 
“Yes, it did. I think, I will analyze this book by 
sympathizing with the neglect Pecola must have 
felt. The song speaks to my emotions and make 
me imagine, the neglect in a deeper way and it 
helps me to get a better understanding of what 
Pecola was going through.”  
 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
The song influenced the student’s interpretation of 
the book by the student’s sympathizing with the 
character and using her imagination to get a better 
understanding of what the character must have 
been going through.  (Bridging-Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically. 
Yu: 
The song did not influence my interpretation, 
except that it made me realize that it deals with 
the same topic as the book, and they both can help 
with the interpretation of each other.” 
 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
The song did not influence the student’s 
understanding of the book, but it helped the 
student to understand that when a book and a song 
deals with the same topic, they can aid the 
interpretation of each other. (Bridging-
Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 





My interpretation of the book was influenced by 
the song. The song made me think about the 
psychological pain of trying to live up to society’s 
idea of beauty. It made me question what beauty 
really is and I was able to see that the book is 
asking the same question too.” 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
The song influenced the student’s interpretation of 
the book by causing the student to contemplate 
about the psychological effects on the character 
by her trying to live up to societal beauty 
standard. It heighted to the student that beauty is 
arbitrary.  (Bridging-Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically. 
Jim: 
The helped with my interpretation of the book, 
because I was able to imagine Pecola’s pain more 
intensely. The song sends the message that we 
need to be compassionate and caring. In the book, 
Pecola is like a scapegoat for the entire society.  
Except for the two other little girls, Claudia and 
Frieda, no one has compassion for Pecola. She is 
hated, and yet she is an innocent victim.” 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
The song influenced the student’s interpretation of 
the book by allowing the student to imagine the 
character’s emotions and psychological state more 
intensely.  (Bridging-Intertextuality)  
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically. 
 
Table 5.10. Class 2-Questionnaire II-Question 4 
 
Students’ Responses Content Analysis Type and Breakdown 
Rupert: 
“I saw the abuse some people suffer, coming from 
the song and the book. I felt an emotional 
connection to the song. The song helps me to 
interpret the book better because it shows how 
some people don’t recognize how beautiful they 
are on the inside, and they end up becoming 
emotionally scared.” 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
The song influenced the student’s interpretation of 
the book by the student’s recognition of a 
common theme and making an emotional 
connection.  (Bridging-Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically. 
Tian: 
“The song made me understand more clearly the 
message from the book that a whole society or 
group of people can be victims of hegemony. I 
thought about it before, but it did not jump out at 
me, until when I listened to the song and thought 
about the book.” 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
The song influenced the student’s interpretation of 
the book by bringing clarity to a message from the 
book that may have previously cross the student’s 
mind but was not established or made evident. 
(Bridging-Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically. 
Karol: 
“The song shows how the big umbrella of 
hegemony is and how diverse it is. After 
connecting the song to the book, I saw how 
hegemony takes different forms and well as 
counter hegemony.” 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
The song influenced the student’s interpretation of 
the book by helping the student to focus on 
aspects of the theme hegemony and counter-
hegemony. (Bridging-Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 





“The song influenced my interpretation of the 
book because it made it easy for me to compare 
them as they talk about racial matters and 
interpret their perspectives.”  
 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
The song influenced the student’s interpretation of 
the book by allowing the student to make a 
comparison of the author and the song writer’s 
perspectives. (Bridging-Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically. 
Millicent: 
“I think so because the singer’s message is about 
beauty and it helped me to realized that the book 
talks about beauty as being not only the way 
someone looks, but also if they are accepted in 




Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose 
The song influenced the student’s interpretation of 
the book by helping the student to realize that an 
author can have multiple perspectives to a theme, 
topic, or idea. For example, Toni Morrison’s idea 
of beauty was much more than the physical kind; 
it has multiplicity. (Bridging-Intertextuality) 
Item: The whole unit (The songs) 
The student is referring to the song holistically. 
 
Categories: Touches on the Research Design and Purpose/ 
Item—The Whole Unit (The Songs) 
 
Intertextuality: Examining the Characters’ Perspectives 
Characters’ Perspectives, Feelings, Emotions, and Psychological State 
Elijah and Mavis of Class 1 argued that the songs they played influenced their 
interpretation of novel because they were able to use the songs to help them focus on the 
perspective of the characters. For English educators, examining the characters’ perspectives is 
another way to help students use songs to produce interpretation of more difficult literary texts.  
According to Elijah, “The song influenced my interpretation of the book by allowing me 
to get to understand more Pecola’s perspective of loneliness and how she feels by being treated 
poorly in her society.” He felt that the song aided his interpretation of the novel by allowing for a 
deeper understanding of the character’s feelings from the character’s perspective.  
However, Mavis stated, “Yes, it did. I think I will analyze this book by sympathizing 
with the neglect Pecola must have felt. The song speaks to my emotions and make me imagine, 
the neglect in a deeper way and it helps me to get a better understanding of what Pecola was 
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going through.” Here, Mavis stated that the song influenced her interpretation of the novel by 
causing her to sympathize with the character Pecola, and it helped her to imagine what Pecola 
was experiencing, which enabled her to gain a better understanding of Pecola’s struggles.  
Although Elijah zeroed in on Pecola’s loneliness as a result of how she was treated in the 
society, and Mavis concentrated on the way Pecola was neglected in the society, they both 
claimed they used the songs to aid them in extracting interpretations from the novel through the 
examination of a character’s plight. The song used as a text to aid interpretation of the novel 
reminded me of García Landa’s (1993) concept that “The text has a meaning, therefore, and the 
interpretation, being another text, has a different meaning. But of course, it is in the nature of 
interpretation that these meanings be related” (p. 7). From García Landa’s proposal, the song as a 
text has meanings of its own and thus interpretations that relate to those meanings. Nonetheless, 
if used in conjunction with another text like a novel, the novel has its own meanings, but when 
the song and novel are placed in an intertextual relationship, they constitute a meaning or 
meanings independent from those they produced on their own. Yet it is the nature of the 
intertextual linkage to produce related meaning and consequently interpretations.  
For Toni and Jim of Class 1, the songs influenced their interpretation of the book because 
the songs aided them in examining the psychological effects on characters in the book. As Toni 
stated, “My interpretation of the book was influenced by the song. The song made me think 
about the psychological pain of trying to live up to society’s idea of beauty. It made me question 
what beauty really is and I was able to see that the book is asking the same question too.” Toni 
felt that the song influenced her interpretation of the book because it caused her to contemplate 
about the psychological effects on the characters, as they tried to live up to societal beauty 
standards. It seemed Toni was able to recognize that beauty is arbitrary and perhaps a social 
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construct. The psychological perspective of the song caused Toni to examine the characters’ 
psychological perspectives as they wrestled with the elusive beauty ideal.  
Additionally, Jim claimed that the song 
helped with my interpretation of the book, because I was able to imagine Pecola’s pain 
more intensely. The song sends the message that we need to be compassionate and 
caring. In the book, Pecola is like a scapegoat for the entire society. Except for the two 
other little girls, Claudia and Frieda, no one has compassion for Pecola. She is hated, and 
yet she is an innocent victim.  
 
Jim believed that the song influenced his interpretation of the book because as he delved into the 
psychological issues that Pecola faced, he realized that the song was sending him a message that 
transcended the obvious. For Jim, Morrison’s (1987) The Bluest Eye related to him a need for 
societal compassion and care. Society needs to move beyond victimization and hatred for people 
who are different. Also, the song impacted his interpretation of the book because the song 
sparked his imagination of the characters’ emotional and psychological states in a more intense 
way. It seemed like the song affected Jim viscerally to the point where his emotions were evoked 
and he was pulled into the text, thus becoming a text interacting with the other texts and co-
producing intertextuality.  
In terms of songs addressing psychological emotions, there is something to Toni’s and 
Jim’s observations that The Bluest Eye is a novel saturated with psychological demonstrations. 
North et al. (2004) noted that people listen to music “in order to achieve different psychological 
ends” (p. 42). Toni and Jim chose songs that were like the book in psychological design and used 
those songs to assist them in formulating interpretations of the novel. For them, the songs they 
chose brought the characters’ psychological state of mind and behavior into focus, suggesting 
that songs produce physiological effects in us.  
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Husain et al. (2002) purported that “Physiological responses to music differ depending on 
the type of music heard” (p. 153). Here, our physical reactions are dependent on the genre of 
music, which indicates that our psychological state is affected as well because our physiological 
responses are emotively inclined. Hence, there is a relationship between the physiological and 
the psychological that music brings out of us.   
Hargreaves et al. (2002) noted, “Music can exert powerful physical effects, can produce 
deep and profound emotions within us” (p. 1), while Fitzpatrick (2013) concurred that “Maybe it 
is not only what we find in music that enriches our lives; rather what music helps us discover 
within ourselves” (p. 1). Hargreaves et al. (2002) and Fitzpatrick (2013) seemed to indicate that 
music and song help us to tap into a hidden part of ourselves and enable us to express those 
sensations. Therefore, songs evoke in us a sensibility that can reveal who we are. These emotions 
that spring out of us because of song are alive in the notion of song and they materialize 
whenever songs are sung. The emotions are often aligned with feelings and mood swings which 
sometimes come and go, as outlined by Morrison (2007) who stated, “If my mother was in a 
singing mood, it wasn’t so bad” (p. 25). Those songs were sung at different intervals, and this 
may also indicate a recurrent series of life experiences. In the case of The Bluest Eye, the 
children also learned by and through the songs their mother sang; the songs served a vital 
function in their mother’s life. The songs induced a receptivity that connected to real-life 
situations. Songs have been texts that aided these African American mothers to release their 
psychological vicissitudes. Their lives as texts have had need of the intertextual linkage of songs 
to enable them to cope with their difficult lives.  
Morrison’s (2007) The Bluest Eye lends itself to interpretations that target psychological 
analysis because the psychological angle is apparent throughout. Thus, when Toni and Jim used 
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a song that spoke to psychological influence, they found a format that offered a solid linkage of 
interpretation between the song and the book. Nonetheless, the intertwinement of the 
physiological and the psychological is a given in the book, so using songs as psychological 
cultural artifacts aided Toni and Jim to amass interpretations from the novel because the behavior 
of the characters were consequently influenced. 
No Influence, But the Recognition of Reciprocal Interpretation of a Song and a Book 
A song does not always influence a student’s interpretation of a book, as was the case 
with Yu in Class 1. He claimed, “The song did not influence my interpretation, except that it 
made me realize that it deals with the same topic as the book, and they both can help with the 
interpretation of each other.” As an English educator, I am aware that not every idea will work 
for all of my students. Yu is one student whose response was different from the others. However, 
Yu was still able to recognize that songs and books can enable reciprocate interpretation. This is 
something for me to consider more as I work with my future classes, as I try to assist them in 
ascertaining interpretations from difficult literary texts. I am also beginning to wonder if it 
matters which literary text is used, regardless of difficulty, genre, or subject matter.  
From Yu’s perspective, the song did not help him pull interpretation from book, but he 
acknowledged that some students can effectively use songs to enhance their interpretations of a 
book. However, Yu clearly mentioned that using songs to aid the interpretation of a book would 
not work for all students. Some students like him do not require taking the meaning from a song 
and applying it to a book to help them deduce interpretations from the book. I can only speculate 
why the intertextuality of song and novel did not aid Yu’s interpretation of the novel. I wonder if 
Yu has other ways of interpreting texts, especially literary texts, that are outside the scope of this 
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research. Other than using a song to glean interpretation from a book, Yu seemed to take 
something from this intertextual combination. 
McLaughlin and De Voogd (2004) divulged that teachers should “help students embrace 
the role of critiquing the text” (p. 53). Although the song and book connection did not help 
produce interpretations for Yu as they did for the other students, it seemed to help him develop a 
critical eye and allowed him to recognize that other students can use songs to help them interpret 
books, especially if the song and the book examine the same topic. It might be that, like Yu, if 
some students are not able to use songs to help them interpret difficult books, they may use the 
combination of song and book to help them explore topics in deeper ways.  
It is the duty of educators to, according to McLaughlin and De Voogd (2004), “envision 
alternate ways of viewing the author’s topic” (p. 53). These authors also argued that the real 
world is “filled with multiple perspectives” (p. 62). The intertextual relations of a song and a 
book might be used to help students realize a plethora of perspectives in which a topic can be 
examined. The topics that authors produce in their writing are often multi-perspectival, and 
songs do the same. The employing of song to inspect authors’ topics works within a multiplicity 
paradigm and affords students the possibility to operate in the real world in effective and 
productive ways.  
From Yu’s contention, even if a student is not able to use a song to help him or her 
interpret a difficult book, it is still possible for him or her to recognize there exists reciprocal 
interpretations between both a song and a book when they are paired together. While some may 
also be able to exploit the intertextual linkage of songs and novels to aid the interpretation of the 
latter, others can use them to aid their perspectives of the real world, and consequently develop 
critical perspectives as Yu was able to do. 
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An Emotional Connection to the Theme and Focusing on Aspects of the Theme 
Rupert from Class 2 related that the song helped to influence his interpretation of the 
book. He said: 
I saw the abuse some people suffer, coming from the song and the book. I felt an 
emotional connection to the song. The song helps me to interpret the book better because 
it shows how some people do not recognize how beautiful they are on the inside, and they 
end up becoming emotionally scared. 
 
For Rupert, making an emotional connection to the same theme in the song and the book was 
how he used the song to enable him to interpret the book. He recognized that an emotional 
connection to both the song and the book was possible because he focused on the theme of 
suffering that both texts demonstrated.  
Karol of Class 2 also concentrated on theme in both the song and the book. He noted that 
“the song shows how the big umbrella of hegemony is and how diverse it is. After connecting the 
song to the book, I saw how hegemony takes different forms and well as counter hegemony.” 
Karol approached interpretation of the book by zooming in on the class’s theme of hegemony in 
the song and connecting it to the book; in that way, he was able to employ the song to aid his 
interpretation of the book. He was able to focus on how the theme of hegemony operates and 
realized it has a converse side (counter hegemony); his thought process allowed her to observe 
the elusiveness of hegemony.  
Karol’s scrutiny of both texts not only made him aware of the subtleties of hegemony but 
also the need for counter hegemony as an alternative. To him, counter hegemony could have 
been an option for people displayed in the song and the book to exercise, when they were beset 
by hegemony. Karol’s cognitive response to both texts demonstrated that he was able to extract 
meta-messages from both texts. His interpretation delved into in-depth textual analysis, which 
we teachers hope to foster in our students. Hence, it might be possible that if English educators 
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use the examination of theme in a song to aid interpretation of difficult books, their students can 
be helped to become deeper thinkers and more critical readers and writers.  
The examination of theme to foster intertextual interpretation was apparent in Karol’s 
response. According to Aquil (2012), “Songs are conducive to a precision focus on discrete 
forms or morphology” (p. 78). In linguistics, morphology refers to the study of the form of 
words. Since songs, as argued by Aquil, are fastened to morphology, then using them to help us 
ascertain interpretation from books would mean that we can concentrate on form and structure in 
the song as related to the book or vice versa. In examining form and structure in a song and 
novel, there would be elements that trace and retrace themselves throughout, making theme 
formation possible. Yang (2001) informed us that “The human mind is viewed as a ‘pattern 
recognizer’ rather than ‘rule following logic-like calculator,’ and it works primarily to recognize 
patterns related closely to the experiences from which they are extracted” (p. 647). Since our 
minds are more inclined to recognize patterns, theme recognition is something our minds can 
formulate. These pattern recognitions might be possible because a theme is associated with 
reoccurrence in that it can be said to be an idea that pervades a text. It can deal with a subject 
matter, but it is also itself a subject matter. While we can talk about the theme of a text, the 
theme itself is a text, thus constituting intertwinement of text within a text and subsets and 
intersections of texts. Theme is discourse-specific too because it allows for articulations beyond 
the spoken and the written, whereby messages are received and translated to fit the cultural 
designs in which we live.  
Foucault (1972) made it known that “a single work of literature can give rise, 
simultaneously, to several distinct types of discourse” (p. 221). Themes lend themselves to 
categories but cannot be confined to them since themes exist in context frameworks that 
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simultaneously occupy and do not occupy the same space. Their presence and absence require a 
fixation of meaning that is societally prescribed, so they cannot be the embodiment of 
authenticity since their meaning fluctuates according to the historicity in which they find 
themselves; their interpretations are not only content-specific, but they are also culturally 
contrived and subjective as they shift themselves through our interpretive processes.  
Themes are relevant and foster understanding, but they need help to aid us in ascribing 
interpretation to a text because they do not fit everyone the same way; even in their conformity, 
they cannot conform to any singularity. They are like doorways into texts, but not absolutely the 
text’s foundation. Moreover, theme can function within an intertextual environment, where it 
promotes intersectionality. Themes cannot be restricted nor are they restrictive. They reach near 
and far and they are wrapped up in cultural artifacts that produce and reproduce society’s 
sensibilities. 
According to Gee and Green (1998): 
We can examine a text or interaction in terms of the social practices and discourse 
practices used. Furthermore, we can examine the text for traces of previous (and 
future/implicated) practices (e.g., for intertextual and inter-contextualities). (p. 148)  
 
Songs and books have themes and cross-delegating meanings and interpretations are possible. 
The traces that Gee and Green (1998) referred to indicate thematic traces that can be used 
intertextually across more than one context. Thus, Rupert’s idea of making an emotional 
connection to theme, and Karol’s idea of focusing on aspects of the theme, are possible to help 
students use a song to aid the interpretation of the book because of the morphologic elements of 
themes. Theme can cause the students to read closely and look critically at a difficult text, and 
pairing it with a song offers the possibility of entering the text and deducing interpretations that 
way. Hence, using theme would allow us to break down a song and book and constitute a form of 
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morphology where deeper scrutiny of the both texts can be activated, wherein interpretation can 
be assessed.  
Songs Bring Clarity to the Author’s Message 
Can songs make the author’s message from a book clearer? Tian from Class 2 seemed to 
think so. In terms of a song’s ability to bring clarity of meaning to a book, she claimed that “the 
song made me understand more clearly the message from the book that a whole society or group 
of people can be victims of hegemony. I thought about it before, but it did not jump out at me, 
until when I listened to the song and thought about the book.” Here, a dormant awareness 
surfaced and activated itself in Tian’s consciousness. The song influenced her interpretation of 
the book by bringing clarity to a message from the book that previously crossed her mind but did 
establish itself in her consciousness. From Tian’s suggestion, songs cause former fleeting and 
forgotten ideas to emerge. The song triggered Tian’s previous notions of the book to resurface. 
Tian’s idea suggested that songs are very powerful educational tools for they possess the ability 
to aid memory recall, and even those memories that are latent can resurface.   
DeNora (1999) noted that music can be used as “a device of artefactual memory” (p. 45). 
From DeNora’s idea, one can see that music has such powerful cultural influence that it 
establishes artefactual memory. As a cultural artifact, music can store memories, but it can, as 
Tian suggested, activate memory of ideas formulated about a book that has been forgotten. In 
this way, pairing music with a novel helps to clear up our thought process, and that is something 
to consider in English education in terms of the benefits of memory activation.  
Sometimes we struggle to interpret different literary texts, like some difficult novels, and 
are at a loss for what approach to consider in garnering interpretations from them. On these 
occasions, applying intertextual connections might prove helpful. If we are able to understand a 
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song that shares analogous characteristics with the book, or is contrary to the book, we may 
choose to bridge them intertextually to help us discover an understanding of the book than when 
we previously tried to enter the novel without pairing it with a song. Interpretation might be tied 
to our unconscious awareness—that is, the ideas that briefly crossed our minds about a text, like 
a book, and became dormant. Thibault (1997) claimed that “Consciousness, awareness, and 
experience depend on and are constituted in and through social acts of meaning-making” (p. 40). 
The process of meaning making as a direct outcome of a social act can be obtained through 
music. Tian was able to uncover meaning and its subsequent interpretation of a novel by bridging 
the book with a song. The song not only reminded Tian of her past thoughts about the novel, but 
it also paved the way for her to derive clarity of the author’s message.  
To me, the similarities and differences that a song exposes regarding a novel open a 
passageway to engage the book that might not have been noticed before. I am talking about 
songs possessing the ability to bring to light ways of entering a text that might have eluded us in 
the past. 
Since songs are a significant constant in our lives, they must be speaking to us on 
different levels. We live with songs and identify with them as well. Therefore, songs are 
meaningful to us, which indicates that they have a value we accept as important to us. A song as 
a cultural artifact that engages us often acts as a mirror or a measuring instrument of self-
examination. Subsequently, songs bring clarity to our lives, and it may well be that pairing songs 
with books can enable our clarity of books. This is exactly what Tian of Class 2 proposed.  
Ghasemi, Taghinejad, and Imani (2011) argued that “Interpretation moves from immature 
understanding to deeper understanding” (p. 1627). Following this reasoning, it appears that 
people can read a book and can have an unconscious dismissal of the thoughts they deduced, in 
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that the ideas were not allowed to gain momentum and quickly disappeared. In that way, the 
thought could be said to be one that temporarily holds an immature understanding and thus not 
clarity ratified. After the book is paired with a song, the previous immature understanding not 
only would come to the fore, but the song would help to usher in clarity of thought about the 
author’s message and, consequently, its interpretation.  
Multiple Perspectives, Author’s Perspectives 
Ghasemi et al. (2011) declared that “Interpreting a text means moving beyond 
understanding what it says to understand what it talks about” (p. 1626). Here, Ghasemi et al. 
indicated that interpretation of a text is so much more than the ascription of literal meaning.  
They also reasoned that “Interpretation fills the gap between what a speaker meant in saying 
something and what her statement means outside her intentions” (p. 1625). For them, 
interpretation merges or links more than one thing to produce meaning. Hence, interpretation  
can be obtained by examining multiple perspectives in a song or a book for it opens our 
understanding through new ways of thinking.  
Millicent from Class 2 pointed out that examining perspectives is a way to use songs to 
aid interpretation of texts. As she stated:  
I think so because the singer’s message is about beauty and it helped me to realize that 
the book talks about beauty as being not only the way someone looks, but also if they are 
accepted in society, so beauty could be about skin color and poverty too.  
 
For Millicent, the song influenced her interpretation of the book by helping her to realize that an 
author can have multiple perspectives on a theme, topic, or idea. For example, Toni Morrison’s 
idea of beauty is depicted as much more than the physical; it has multiplicity. Beauty in The 
Bluest Eye, as emphasized by Millicent, is also about acceptance in society that relates to the 
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color of one’s skin and poverty. Readers of The Bluest Eye other than Millicent would be able to 
identify a multiplicity of themes, topics, or ideas in the text as well.  
Songs fall into a plethora of genres and are often deciphered according to the genre in 
which they operate. However, the same song can fit into multiple genres, so it is possible that the 
ascertainment of interpretation of that song can occur on multiple levels in multiple genres. The 
various genres that a single song can be a part of indicate that multiple perspectives can infiltrate 
a given song, so applying interpretations to that song offers myriad possibilities. Thus, songs are 
rich resources that educators should take advantage of. Their multiplicity lends itself to 
innumerable modes of entry into literary texts. As songs are multi-perspectival, so too are books. 
García Landa (1993) proposed that “Interpretation is required for textual elements which resist 
understanding: difficult or unusual expressions, hidden allusions, texts whose previous 
interpretations we find unsatisfactory in one way or other” (p. 2). Some books do not easily lend 
themselves to interpretation. Those complicated books require the kind of engagement that opens 
interpretation, and pairing books with songs might offer well needed assistance to extract 
interpretation from the book. 
Furthermore, songs might be easier for us to relate to because of their habitual attachment 
to us. We can scrutinize the multiple perspectives of song and, in so doing, find one or more 
perspectives that relate to the difficult book we are engaged with, and we can grasp meaning and 
consequently interpretation from the book that way.  
In terms of perspective, Gary from Class 2 also reported that “The song influenced my 
interpretation of the book because it made it easy for me to compare them as they talk about 
racial matters and interpret their perspectives.” Gary believed that the song helped him to gain 
interpretation of the book by allowing him to make a comparison of the author’s and the 
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songwriter’s perspectives. The merging of the singer/songwriter’s perspective and the book 
author’s perspective gave Gary the leverage to deduce interpretation by applying comparison.  
For Gary, an effective way for him to obtain interpretation from the book was to probe 
the singer’s perspectives to find one or more ways that allowed him entry into the novel, 
whereby interpretation can be grasped. While grappling with the interpretation of a book, the 
intertextual linkage of the singer’s perspective in a song with the author’s perspective in a book 
is a way to derive meaning that renders interpretations of the book. 
When trying to understand a difficult book, employing techniques that can aid us in this 
endeavor is to be considered. The composer’s and author’s perspectives are both sustained in a 
social environment and bridging them together can produce meanings that the students can take 
to aid their interpretations of texts that once were problematic or elusive for them to decipher. 
The application of comparison of the singer/songwriter’s perspective and the author’s 
perspective is another way for English educators to cogitate enhancing their students’ 
interpretive skills of literary texts.  
5. How did the songs that other people played influence your interpretation of the book? 
Table 5.11. Class 1-Questionnaire II-Question 5 
 
Students’ Responses Content Analysis Type and Breakdown 
Elijah: 
“The songs other people played influenced my 
interpretation of the book because through their 
songs, I understood what they believed was 
important in the book.” 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
The song others play influenced the student’s 
interpretation of the book by making it possible 
for the student to understand what other perceived 
to be important in the book. 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose (Understanding-interpretation) 
Mavis: 
“The other songs that other people played 
influenced my interpretation of the book, because 
I related some of the themes of the book in the 
same way. Some of these themes I didn’t realize 
before were mentioned.” 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
The song others play influenced the student’s 
interpretation of the book because they dealt with 
different themes in the book, some of which the 
student did not realize before, and others she had 
related to the book analogously.  





“The songs that other people played made me 
understand more aspects within the book that I did 
not think about, and I understood how other 
people felt about the characters of the book and 
the way they personally connected to them.” 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
The song others play influenced the student’s 
interpretation of the book because the student was 
able to understand more aspects of the book that 
she did not contemplate before and getting an idea 
of other felt about the characters, and that caused 
her to be able to see that they made a personal 
connection to the book.  
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose (Understanding-interpretation) 
Toni: 
“All the different ways of connecting the song to 
the book help me to develop a greater 
appreciation for “The Bluest Eye” and I believe 
that I understood it better and better.” 
 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
The song others play influenced the student’s 
interpretation of the book because she was able to 
develop a greater appreciation for the book and a 
deeper understanding.  
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose (Understanding-interpretation) 
Jim: 
“The other songs did not influence my 
interpretation of the book. However, others 
brought up good points that connected well to the 
book that I agreed with.” 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
The song others play did not influence the 
student’s interpretation of the book.  




Table 5.12. Class 2-Questionnaire II-Question 5 
 
Students’ Responses Content Analysis Type and Breakdown 
Rupert: 
“They made me think deeper about hegemony in 
the book and in our society in general, and how 
they are not so different.” 
 
 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
The song others play influenced the student’s 
interpretation of the book because he was able to 
think deeper about the hegemony in the novel and 
our society and how in many ways, they mirror 
each other. Deeper thought-critical thinking 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose (Understanding-interpretation) 
Tian: 
“Some students had the same ideas about the book 
that I had, but they showed it in a way that was 
different from mine. Those presented a good 
argument why they saw it that way, and I got a 
better understanding.”  
Theme: Issues, Values and Beliefs 
The song others play influenced the student’s 
interpretation of the book, by demonstrating ideas 
like hers in different ways, and this help to 
increase her understanding.  






“My classmates chose different types of music 
and they connect to different themes, such as 
beauty, hegemony and how society mocks darker 
skin people. I was able to realize that although 
there were different song and themes played, the 
songs and book were connected in way that meant 
something to each student. I can honestly say, I 
felt their passion and their personal beliefs were 
clear, and powerful. Race hegemony in the song 
matches the book and is still happening in our 
society.” 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
The song others play influenced the student’s 
interpretation of the book, because the various 
themes brought up by the other students were all 
connected to the book, and students’ passion and 
beliefs were impactful. Racial hegemony 
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose (Understanding-interpretation) 
Gary:  
“The songs made me see that hegemony is 
everywhere. Some students played songs that 
suggests counter hegemony is the best way to deal 
with the negative aspects of hegemony.”  
 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
The song others play influenced the student’s 
interpretation of the book by making it possible 
for him to realize that the society is bombarded 
with hegemony, and counter hegemony can be 
used to offset the effects of hegemony. The class 
theme was made more apparent not just in the 
song and the book but in society as well.  
Categories: Touches on the research design and 
purpose (Understanding-interpretation) 
Millicent: 
“I understand the book even more because I 
started to see that there was so much happening in 
the book that is much deeper than what is written. 
It made me think of the hegemony in the society 
of the book and how it was always the 
background but was always the cause of all the 
misfortune that took place to Pecola and the other 
black characters in the book.” 
Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs 
The song others play influenced the student’s 
understanding of the book because they enable her 
to realize that although hegemony seems to be 
subtle, it is very powerful and is the root cause 
behind the misfortune of the black characters in 
the novel. 




Theme: Issues, Values, and Beliefs/ 
Categories: Touches on the Research Design and Purpose 
 
Understanding and Interpretation 
Developing Understanding 
When responding to the question if the songs others played in class influenced the 
students’ interpretation of the book, Elijah, Yu, and Toni of Class 1 and Tian and Millicent of 
Class 2 claimed that the songs helped to foster their understanding of the book. Elijah said, “The 
songs other people played influenced my interpretation of the book because through their songs, 
I understood what they believed was important in the book.”  
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Yu put it this way: “The songs that other people played made me understand more 
aspects within the book that I did not think about, and I understood how other people felt about 
the characters of the book and the way they personally connected to them.” 
However, Toni noted that “All the different ways of connecting the song to the book help 
me to develop a greater appreciation for The Bluest Eye and I believe that I understood it better 
and better.” 
In her retort, Tian stated that “Some students had the same ideas about the book that I 
had, but they showed it in a way that was different from mine. Those presented a good argument 
why they saw it that way, and I got a better understanding.” 
On the other hand, Millicent reported:  
I understand the book even more because I started to see that there was so much 
happening in the book that is much deeper than what is written. It made me think of the 
hegemony in the society of the book and how it was always the background but was 
always the cause of all the misfortune that took place to Pecola and the other black 
characters in the book.  
 
For Elijah, the songs other students played in class influenced his interpretation in that 
those songs caused him to understand what the students deemed important in the book. The 
perceptions of other can reveal other ways of entering the novel that can help students build up a 
more extensive way of approaching said novel. 
However, the songs others played in class influenced Yu’s interpretation of the book 
because she was able to understand more aspects of the book than she had not contemplated 
before, and she got an idea of how others felt about the characters which caused her to realize 
that they made a personal connection to the book. The other students’ methods of engaging the 
text influenced Yu’s interpretation of the book because they revealed to her other elements of the 
book that she might have not noticed before or even overlooked. The students making a personal 
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connection to the book especially resonated with her, which might have caused her to be pulled 
more deeply into the book. Thus, it seems like making a personal connection to a song and 
subsequently to the book presents educators with an alternative way to take meaning from the 
book.  
Toni believed that the songs others played also influenced her interpretation of the book, 
because she was able to develop a greater appreciation for the book and a deeper understanding. 
Thus, students developing an appreciation for the book can initiate a deeper understanding of the 
book. 
All the same, Tian said that the songs others play influenced her interpretation of the 
book by demonstrating ideas like hers in different ways, and this helped to increase her 
understanding. Tian was able to realize that the ideas she had about the text were shared by 
others, but the same ideas were not envisioned in the same way by the other students. Becoming 
aware of the multiplicity of a single idea and ideas caused her understanding to strengthen.  
Millicent offered that the songs others played influenced her understanding of the book 
because they enabled her to realize that although hegemony seems subtle, it is very powerful and 
was the root cause behind the misfortune of the black characters in the novel. The students 
through the songs they played seemed to make a compelling case to Millicent about the 
subtleties of hegemony in society and the book. It seems like the plight of protagonist Pecola was 
made profound and the impact of hegemony on her can be related to how hegemony permeates 
our current society. 
Reflecting on the constitution of understanding, for something to be understood, it must 
exist either in its sole element or multiple elements. The existence can be abstract or non-
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abstract. Understanding has contextual elements and much of it has to do with reaction and 
response. Bakhtin and Holquist (1981) reasoned that: 
The fact is that when the listener perceives and understands the meaning (the language 
meaning) of speech, he simultaneously takes an active, responsive attitude toward it. He 
either agrees or disagrees with it (completely or partially), augments it, applies it, 
prepares for its execution, and so on. And the listener adopts this responsive attitude for 
the entire duration of the process of listening and understanding, from the very 
beginning-sometimes literally from the speaker’s first word. Any understanding of live 
speech, a live utterance, is inherently responsive, although the degree of this activity 
varies extremely. Any understanding is imbued with response and necessarily elicits it in 
one form or another: the listener becomes the speaker. (p. 68)  
 
From Bakhtin and Holquist’s contention, understanding is a process. Meaning making starts with 
perception, wherein the listener develops a response to the speech or, in this case, the song. The 
listener decides his or her positionality with regard to the song. For Bakhtin, understanding is 
infused with response. As we read our surroundings, we try to make sense of them and respond 
to them. Part of gaining understanding is the ability of deciphering, categorizing, comparing, 
synthesizing, and assigning meaning. While we often place meanings on things, so many of the 
meanings we ascribe are societal and culturally contrived. Hence, we operate within a framework 
of understanding that owes its existence to meaning and interpretation. 
Bakhtin and Holquist (1981) also noted that “An utterance is oriented towards this 
apperceptive background of understanding which is not a linguistic background but rather one 
composed of specific objects and emotional expressions” (p. 281). Since an apperceptive 
background refers to the structure of our introspection or self-consciousness, then Bakhtin might 
be declaring that understanding is connected to perception and response. Hence, understanding 
requires transmission and utterance. However, it needs signs to initiate meaning; it is a cognitive 
process. Understanding is negotiable, alien, and reflexive; it is not necessarily a system of 
knowing, but a system of meaning alignment according to societal frameworks, yet it supersedes 
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that. Notwithstanding, understanding is a social framework to which consensus is not always 
applicable. 
Bakhtin and Holquist (1981) observed that “All of each individual’s words are divided 
into the categories of his own and others’, but the boundaries between them can change, and a 
tense dialogic struggle takes place on the boundaries” (p. 143). Bakhtin presented the contention 
between the words of the speaker and the responder and vice versa. This is a space where 
understanding can become clouded and identity can be misapprehended in the process, if the 
tussle between the speaker and responder is inhibited.  
Understanding is not independent of a reciprocal struggle that produces change and 
augmentation which are mutually beneficial. Thus, since understanding requires a dialectic 
space, then no one viewpoint should be exalted above any other without there being an intense 
scrimmage between varied points of views, where understanding is the result of the process. If 
understanding is not given the space to develop, then what is proposed as any agenda is 
subjective because it lacks the dialectical element.   
Understanding has multiplicity and varying forms of perception. The students have been 
able to learn about how the other students’ perceptions differed from or aligned with theirs. The 
idea that the songs other students played in class helped to influence the understanding of Elijah, 
Yu, Toni, Tian, and Millicent speaks volumes for how songs can aid understanding of a novel. 
While the students chose a song of their own to pair with the book, they were influenced by the 
songs chosen by others to pair with the same book. They were able to gain understanding from 
the intertextuality of their song choice and the book, but the song choice of others helped them to 
expand their way of examining the novel. The perspectives of others, in some cases, offered 
them other ways of scrutinizing the book that they did not envision before, and that helped to 
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increase the students’ understanding as well. This reiterates the question: Does the song matter? 
More research might have to be done on this idea. 
Different Themes Mentioned by Other Students and Interpretation 
In contemplating the influence of theme in teaching literature, Miletich (1966) observed: 
We run head on into the problem of where to begin, with young people, in understanding 
“theme.”… Students like to feel that they are working toward something, even as they go. 
We do not want to risk an oversimplification of any literary work, but it is sometimes 
helpful to simplify and thus encourage and reassure the student by showing him at least 
one systematic tool with which he can begin to unlock more profound meanings running, 
like golden but unseen threads, under the dramatic fabric of literature. (p. 324)  
 
Muletich suggested using theme to help students interpret literature because students need to 
know that there is some purpose to the work they are asked to do. I believe that the same premise 
still applies today. When students bounce up against difficult texts, the application of theme to 
help uncomplicate the text can be of use. Miletich asserted that theme can unlock deep meaning, 
so from his perception, it is possible to apply the usage of themes to unravel profound meanings. 
With the aim of deducing meaning, theme works to solidify understanding and, consequently, 
interpretation. As Carlson (2010) noted: 
Guiding students through a unit of study in any discipline can be a challenging endeavor. 
Answers to possible questions that may be raised about historical events and literary texts 
cannot be confined to just one text, one author’s point of view, or even one genre. (p. 69) 
 
Carlson made the case for intertextual linkage to combine various perspectives and genres. Both 
Miletich’s (1966) and Carlson’s (2010) ideas made it possible to propose that usage of theme is 
worthwhile in the classroom and lends itself to intertextual assessment. Hence, pairing a song 
with a novel creates possibilities of intertextual meaning making and subsequently interpretation 
through the avenue of theme assessment.  
In terms of theme assessment, Mavis of Class 1 and Karol and Gary from Class 2 
believed that the songs other students played influenced their interpretation of the book through 
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the other students’ focus on the themes that the book presented. As Mavis said, “The other songs 
that other people played influenced my interpretation of the book, because I related some of the 
themes of the book in the same way. Some of these themes I didn’t realize before were 
mentioned.” Mavis shared the same views about some of the different themes brought up by the 
other students, and for some of the other themes the students named that she had not previously 
considered. 
Similarly, Karol claimed:  
My classmates chose different types of music and they connect to different themes, such 
as beauty, hegemony and how society mocks darker skin people. I was able to realize that 
although there were different song and themes played, the songs and book were 
connected in way that meant something to each student. I can honestly say, I felt their 
passion and their personal beliefs were clear, and powerful. Race hegemony in the song 
matches the book and is still happening in our society.  
 
Karol observed that the themes some of the students chose relating to the song highlighted the 
devastating impact of racial hegemony on African Americans in society. As racial hegemony 
was demonstrated in the song, it was also reflective in the book, which in turn is reflective of our 
society in some ways. 
The songs other students played influenced Karol’s interpretation of the book because the 
various themes brought up by the other students connected to the book, and the students’ passion 
and beliefs were impactful. More than just the assortment of themes the students mentioned, 
Karol realized that the students were passionate about the themes they had chosen. Taking 
Karol’s observation in mind, it seems as if the students also made a passionate connection to the 
theme, and the songs they chose helped to make this possible. Thus, both the students’ passion 
for their selected theme and their song choice embodied the theme and helped to influence the 
students’ interpretation of a book. I wonder if the class theme had been different or lacking 
altogether, would the students’ song choices have been equally affected?  
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Circling back to the class theme, Gary contended that “The songs made me see that 
hegemony is everywhere. Some students played songs that suggests counter hegemony is the 
best way to deal with the negative aspects of hegemony.” Gary’s interpretation of the book was 
influenced by the songs other students played because they made it possible for him to realize 
that society is bombarded with hegemony, and counter hegemony can be used to offset the 
effects of hegemony. The class theme, hegemony, was made more apparent not just in the song 
and the book, but in society as well. This made me contemplate the structure of pedagogy and 
what we as teachers can do to teach our students how to negotiate the effects of hegemony in and 
out of school and beyond.  
No Influence on Interpretation But See Other Connections 
Ghasemi et al. (2011) claimed that “Understanding is not the understanding of others but, 
instead, becomes a structure of being-in-the-world” (p. 1625). While we might understand others 
and even their perspectives of things, what might elude us is their structure of being-in-the-world 
because this might take some time, and even so, they might mask their identity and project a way 
of being-in-the-world that is contrary to who they are. Thus, while I might agree with my 
contemporaries’ opinions and recognize the locale of their interpretations, I might not hold the 
same interpretations for I might have been influenced differently or not influenced at all.  
While all the research subjects thought that the songs other students played influenced 
their interpretation of the book, this did not happen for Jim. He said, “The other songs did not 
influence my interpretation of the book. However, others brought up good points that connected 
well to the book that I agreed with.” Although Jim felt that his interpretation of the book was not 
affected by the songs played, he acknowledged that he was able to recognize the other students’ 
points had substance and connected to the book.  
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As Livingstone (2007) proposed, “Insofar as interpretations depend on the contingent 
contribution of the reader, they cannot be judged as either correct or mistaken but rather must be 
seen as a product of the reader’s experience which generated them” (p. 3). Livingstone purported 
that interpretation is dependent on the reader and is not so much right or wrong but rather is an 
outcome that stems from the reader’s experiences. Here, culture and background are pivotal in 
the way the individual’s interpretive system has been fashioned. It seems to me that Jim brought 
his own system of interpretation to the table, and making use of song to discover interpretation in 
novels might not have been a part of  his archive of meaning making.  
Jim is an example of the possibility that some students might not use songs to help them 
interpret texts. Perhaps he was able to engage the book without the aid of songs, or he has not 
tried to use songs to engage books, or he has his own interpretive method of entering difficult 
literary texts. In a situation where a teacher is pairing songs with books, the teacher should have 
a contingency plan in place for the students like Jim who do not or will not use songs to help 
them extract interpretation from a book. Perhaps other cultural artifacts as texts could be used 
instead, such as poems, art, graffiti, and the like. Also, a student like Jim might be able to excel 
or not excel without the use of songs. As educators, we must be prepared for all possibilities and 
act accordingly.  
Developed Deeper Thinking/Critical Thinking 
In the quest for interpretation of books, especially difficult ones, developing methods to 
engage our thought process in a deeper way should be encouraged. Critical thinking is an idea 
that many educators hope to foster and/or strengthen in the students they teach. Deeper thinking 




Additionally, Glaser (1941) described critical thinking as 
the ability to think critically, as conceived in this volume, involves three things: (1) an 
attitude of being disposed to consider in a thoughtful way the problems and subjects that 
come within the range of one’s experiences, (2) knowledge of the methods of logical 
inquiry and reasoning, and (3) some skill in applying those methods. (p. 5)  
 
Glaser’s notion of critical thinking embodies the idea of critical thinking as intrinsic. One can 
only operate one’s critical thinking according to the depth of one’s experiences. Thus, in order to 
think critically, one must be disposed to an apparatus that initiates it. From Glaser’s idea, it is 
conceivable to deduce that knowledge of the modes of logical inquiry and reasoning must be 
taught and developed. This depiction shows critical thinking as a process that requires time and 
patience to acquire the skill. 
I too conceive of critical thinking as a process, but not necessarily something performed 
by scholars only. All humans can become critical thinkers. I propose that some of it is inherent, 
and other parts of it can be learned. Thus, critical thinking is comprised of both nurture and 
natural components. We all have life experiences and we respond to stimuli according to our 
natural way of thinking, in conjunction with the ways of thinking we acquired from life 
experience. On one hand, we are not born critical thinkers, yet we are all born to think. Even if 
we are not born critical thinkers, we are born with the capacity to think critically. This makes the 
idea of critical thinking being a pure intellectual process problematic. Critical thinking to me 
describes more than just an academic representation of the term. Critical thinking involves the 
thought process or the cognitive process, but not just what is called metacognition, or thinking 
about thinking. It must incorporate meditation about the information, forming a cognitive link, 
interpreting the link, and creating meaning. Critical thinking must be more than hearing or seeing 
or reading a medium or words on a page. It involves using prior experience, context evaluation 
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based on past experience, and envisioning and translating the information into something that 
makes sense to the individual involved. 
With regard to critical thinking about song and book texts, Rupert from Class 2 believed 
that a song can aid deeper thinking that can be translated to a book. He noted, “They made me 
think deeper about hegemony in the book and in our society in general, and how they are not so 
different.” Rupert opined that the songs others played influenced his interpretation of the book 
because he was able to think more deeply about the hegemony in the novel and our society, and 
how in many ways they mirror each other. The deeper thoughts Rupert mentioned were affixed 
to interpretation in that they caused him to open his eyes to the fact that the effects of hegemony 
permeating the book are still penetrating our society today.  
Rupert was able to view the song and the book as mere images of each other and they 
disseminated the same message. The intertextuality of the song and the book seems to have 
become more apparent through the students’ representations of the songs they paired with the 
book. From Rupert’s perception, the songs the other students played helped him to deduce 
understanding and its subsequent interpretation.  
The idea of the song and the book mirroring each other highlighted the idea of the 
reciprocity of critical thinking between a song and a book and our perceptions of society. I term 
this “Interpretive Reciprocity” because both song and literary text can be used to interpret each 
other, producing an unlimited continuum of reciprocal interpretation. This is an idea that English 





Chapter 6: Opus Analysis—Students’ Writing 
 
Artifact 3: Power, Discourse, Theme, and Identity 
As previously mentioned, I worked with five samples of students’ writing from each class 
involved in the study. To apply interpretation to the students’ responses and to be adherent to my 
research design and Kassarjian’s (1977) framework of content analysis, I employed pattern 
coding (Saldaña, 2009, pp. 5-7) to make sense of the data. From Kassarjian’s (1977) ideas of 
content analysis, I made use of Categories, which refer to data that capture the research design, 
and Theme, which is about data that reveal issues, values, and beliefs (p. 12). Since the word 
“Categories” is one of the ways my data were being classified, in my coding process I used the 
words classification and subclassification to avoid any misunderstandings.  
In defining the code schema for content analysis, Saldaña (2009) recommended 
developing a “code book-code description.” For this research, any data that reflected “Category” 
and “Theme” were extracted from the raw data of the students’ writing, then placed into a group 
known as preliminary coding information. Then I went over the preliminary coding information 
and condensed it into smaller groupings. This was done for the five writing samples of students 
from Class 1 and Class 2. After I established the groupings, I further compartmentalized them 
into classification and subclassification. There were two classifications for the students’ writing 
data: (a) Category, i.e., the research design; and (b) Theme, i.e., issues, values, and beliefs. A 
subclassification of “Category” was power, which had several codes. Another subclassification 
of “Category” was discourse, which had three codes. With regard to “Theme,” there was only 
one subclassification, identity, and it had several codes. What got coded was any information 
that reflected on power, discourse, and identity. Hegemony was coded as power; discourse was 
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acknowledged as the messages that songs send to us; and identity was about the things that 
impact identity, such as psychological effects on characters and people in society. What was not 
coded was what did not fit my criteria for coding. I tried not to include such in my preliminary 
coding information because what went into the preliminary coding information applied to ideas 
of “Category” and “Theme” that were being examined in this research. For power, discourse, and 
identity, one example from each class was given for each of them, which amounted to two 
examples of students’ writing in each of the three areas. The students’ writing was explored for 
how they obtained the interpretation they produced in their writing.  
The data from Classes 1 and 2 were coded as indicated below in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. 
Table 6.1. Class 1-Students’ Writing 
 
Raw Data-Student’s Writing Classifications Preliminary Coding Info Codes 
Oscar 
The song “Mad World” by Gary 
Jules is sort of a depressing song of 
a person that feels invisible within a 
society striving for attention and 
contemplating what a mad world we 
live in how people act and how that 
can affect another’s feelings. The 
lyrics says, “All around me are 
familiar faces. Worn out places, 
worn out faces. Bright and early for 
their daily races, going nowhere, 
going nowhere. Their tears are 
filling up their glasses. No 
expression, no expression Hide my 
head, I want to drown my sorrow. 
No tomorrow, no tomorrow.” These 
lyrics symbolize the loneliness this 
person feels within society as he 
analyzes those around him who are 
going about their life and the he is 
feeling unappreciated within the 
society. This can also be an 
existential question of the meaning 
of life and what the daily life of a 
depressed person is. Depression is a 
serious issue of a constant state of 
sadness which Pecola shows signs 
of in Morrison’s The Bluest Eye. 
Pecola goes on in her life but she is 




- “Mad World” is a depressing 
song, people are feeling invisible 
in society—they strive for 
attention and realize the world is 
mad and it impacts people’s 
feelings. 
-The lyrics are symbolic of a 
person’s feelings of loneliness as 
he analyzes others around him 
who might be feeling society 
does not appreciate them 
-The song poses the existential 
question of the meaning of life, 
and what the daily life of a 
depressed person is about. 
-The depression is an issue that 
is tied to The Bluest Eye. 
-Pecola is depressed. She is 
always unhappy—the lyrics also 
symbolize sadness and grief and 
they connect to Pecola whose 
unhappiness has led to desire to 
have blue eyes.  
-The lyrics symbolizes insanity. 
-Everything in a person’s life is 
indoctrinated, from school to 
work to house, car, marriage, 
children, and to focus on oneself 
and not care of others. We are 
indoctrinated to follow an order 















Pecola is feeling. It says, “And I 
find it kinda funny, I find it kinda 
sad. The dreams in which I’m dying 
are the best I’ve ever had. I find it 
hard to tell you, I find it hard to 
take. When people run in circles it’s 
a very, very, mad world, mad 
world.” These lyrics symbolize the 
grief of sadness which can relate to 
what Pecola feels with dreams of 
blue eyes that she cannot attain. The 
lyrics also symbolize the insanity of 
life of people in a way being 
programed to do everything in their 
life from go to school, get a degree, 
go to work, buy a house, buy a car, 
get married, have kids, be focused 
on yourself, not care about others 
and so on. In a way with the order 
of life that we are programmed to 
follow, we lose the meaning of our 
life because if our life is only to do 
what everyone else does, then what 
makes us different than others. 
What is our purpose, goals what 
makes us happy? 
meaning in our lives, because if 
life means to do what other do, 
then we are no different from 
others. Do we have a purpose, 
goals and are we happy? 
 
Thompson 
The song that I have chosen to plug 
in with my theme is called 
“Changes” by Tupac Shakur. In the 
song Tupac sings “I see no changes, 
wake up in the morning and I ask 
myself Is life worth living? Should I 
blast myself? I’m tired of being 
poor and even worse is I’m black.” 
This line perfectly relates to the 
Bluest Eye, because Claudia and the 
girls haven’t seen any changes in 
the society, where they are still 
racist towards black people. They 
live in an area where they don’t 
really have enough money and they 
are poor, because this takes time 
during segregation times. They 
must work hard for what they want 
in life and it isn’t easy on them, 
especially within a society where 
they are forced to be inferior and 
take on negative stereotypes. Tupac 
explains life is horrible for him 
because he is black. Being black for 
Tupac during the time he was alive 
was tough for him, because there 
were many racist cops that looked at 
Pac as a target. Not only Tupac 




-The song “Changes” by Tupac 
Shakur can be matched with the 
book—Tupac doesn’t see 
changes daily and asks if life is 
worth living, and should he 
commit suicide.  
-He is tired of being poor and 
even worse being treated badly 
because of his black skin. 
-Tupac explains that his 
blackness contributes to the 
horrible life that her lives—this 
relates to The Bluest Eye. It 
reflects Claudia and the other 
young girls who do not see any 
changes in society. 
-Racism continues to pervade—
their neighborhood is 
impoverished in the time of 
segregation. 
-They are forced to be inferior in 
the society, and face negative 
stereotypes— 
-Claudia and the other girls are 
condescended by whites because 
of their skin color. 
-Tupac—blackness—racist cops 
made him a target—Black 

















and that was because of the 
Hegemony that the police force had. 
The same way is for Claudia and 
the girls because they always get 
put down by the white people 
around the area that they live in, just 
because of their skin color is black. 
hegemony and the police 
intimidation. 
Judicia 
I connected the hegemony from the 
book and the Ukrainian song “Who 
If Not You” by Khrystyna Soloviy 
who is a new Ukrainian singer. In 
her song he sings about the story of 
man and woman, and about the 
power that the man has over that 
woman. They live together and the 
woman is dependent from her 
husband. He keeps her at home as in 
a cage. This song has the words, “I 
will be yours forever, and you 
would never let me go.” She could 
not go anywhere from him, and 
because of him, she had a hard luck. 
This song also is about people who 
have difficulty in their families and 
with their relatives. In our time the 
families which are created in young 
age are more likely to have difficult 
life, and even more likely to be 
divorced in the short period of time 
of living together. The young 
people do not understand how it is, 
to have your own family and to be 
responsible for it. Since you live 
together with somebody and you are 
confident in your other half, you 
should be as one whole. All 
decisions have to be taken together 
and there should not be any 
disagreements. For me, it looks 
similar to Pecola’s family, where 
her father comes home drunk, and 
when he exercises the power over 
her mom, they start to beat each 
other and there no understanding. 
Where there is no understanding, 
there always would be some 
disagreement and, also, there could 




-Hegemony connects to the 
Ukrainian song “Who If Not 
You” by Khrystyna Soloviy—
it’s a story about a man and 
woman’s relationship, they live 
together, the woman is 
dependent on the man and the 
man has power over the woman 
-It’s like the man keeps the 
woman in a cage, she can’t 
escape, and he brings her bad 
luck. 
-When we live with someone, all 
decisions should be made as a 
team. 
-Pecola family is dysfunctional, 
the drunken father exercises 
power over the mom; they 
physically fight each other, and 
don’t understand each other. 
-When there is no 
understanding, there would be 




-Power and control 
-Psychological 
effects (of feeling 
ugly) 
-Beauty standard 







The song that I chose that links with 
the novel and hegemony is by the 
artist “NF” and is called “Let You 
Down.” In the song NF explains his 
views on his relationship with his 




-The song “Let You Down” by 
NF links with the novel.  
-NF explains his views and 
relationship and family.  
-In spite of trying his hardest, his 










feel gets the artists point across is 
“Yeah, I guess I’m a 
disappointment Doing everything I 
can, I don’t wanna make you 
disappointed. It’s annoying I just 
wanna make you feel like 
everything I ever do wasn’t ever 
tryna make an issue for you, But I 
guess the more you. Thought about 
everything, you were never even 
wrong in the first place, right?” This 
excerpt explains that although the 
artist is doing all he can for his 
parents, he is still looked at as a 
disappointment and that although 
his intentions are good his parents 
are mistreating him, and they are 
not thinking that they are wrong for 
it. This is hegemonic because his 
parents are displaying their own 
form of “power” by acting as if they 
aren’t wrong for how they’re 
treating their son. The relationship 
between the child and the parent is 
hegemonic in itself, because the 
parents will most of the time feel as 
though they’re right just because 
they’re the parent.  
     The idea of children lacking any 
type of power is prominent in the 
novel The Bluest Eye. The main 
character of the novel is a girl 
named Pecola Breedlove and Pecola 
is generally mistreated by everyone. 
In the novel Morrison writes, “The 
Breedlove’s did not live in a 
storefront because they were having 
temporary difficulty adjusting to the 
cutbacks at the plant. They lived 
there because they were poor and 
black, and they stayed there because 
they believed they were ugly.” This 
is showing that due to how they 
looked physically that they believed 
they were lesser than those around 
them. Morrison then says, “And 
they took the ugliness in their 
hands, threw it as a mantle over 
them, and went about the world 
with it.” This quote from the book is 
showing that Pecola has just 
accepted the thought that she is ugly 
and is completely powerless and 
cannot do anything about it. This 
thought of being ugly and using it 
as a type of cloak links to a line 
-His intentions are good, but his 
parents are mistreating him, and 
they don’t think that they are 
wrong. This is hegemony that 
his family is exerting over him. 
-It is power a dynamic by them, 
when they act like they are right, 
and their son is always wrong. 
-The book shows children being 
powerless.  
-Pecola is mostly mistreated by 
everyone. 
-Because of the Breedloves’ 
physical appearance, they 
believed that they were less than 
the other blacks,  
-Because of their poverty and 
their looks, they lived where 
they lived and stayed in the same 
condition. 
-Pecola accepted that she was 
ugly and was completely 
powerless and could not do 
anything about her condition. 
-The thought of being ugly and 
wearing it like a cloak is linked 
to the song. 
-The song links to the book 
because everywhere Pecola 
ventures she is condescended—
she walks without looking at 
people and this could be because 
of the psychological impact of 
her feeling she is ugly—it is like 





because of skin 
color) 
- Psychological 
effects (Feeling ugly 
and the acceptance 







directly from the song where the 
artist says “Yeah, I’ma just ignore 
you Walking towards you, with my 
head down lookin’ at the ground, 
I’m embarrassed for you Paranoia, 
what did I do wrong this time?” 
This links to the book because 
everywhere Pecola goes she is 
looked down upon and walks 
without looking at others is hidden 
behind this thought of her being 
ugly. 
Degrassea 
Beauty is beyond what you look 
like on the outside. It’s also what’s 
in the inside that matters. Beauty is 
a form of hegemony because of its 
crippling hold on many people in 
society. The song “Scars to Your 
Beautiful” by Alessia Cara is an 
example of such a concept. Cara 
wants to tell girls that we are all 
unique and beautiful no matter 
what. The songs can be interpreted 
as sending a message for young 
girls to love themselves regardless 
of what society sees as flaws. Cara 
says, ‘We’re stars and we’re 
beautiful.’ Cara is comparing us to 
stars. Every star is unique in its own 
way. Therefore, we are all beautiful 
and we carry our own light. Cara’s 
song does something similar to Toni 
Morrison’s novel The Bluest Eye 
where beauty is beauty is seen as a 
form of hegemony. In Morrison’s 
The Bluest Eye the American 
standard of beauty is about being 
white and having blue eyes is a 
bonus. Pecola does not meet that 
standard and even among African 
Americans, she lacks physical 
attraction. One example of this in 
the novel is Pecola Breedlove. She 
is a black girl from a poor family, 
who has dreamt of being beautiful.  
Her and her entire family are what 
is known as ugly in their physical 
appearance. Pecola wants to be 
beautiful so she can fit into the 
American standard of beauty, where 
having white skin and blue eyes are 
treasured. Cara’s song, “Scars to 
Your Beautiful” disagree with this 
idea. She believes that everyone is 




-Beauty is more than how one’s 
outside appearance, what’s on 
the inside that’s most important. 
-Beauty is a type of hegemony 
and it has a crippling hold on 
society.  
-The song “Scars to Your 
Beautiful” by Alessia Cara is an 
example of the impact of 
hegemony. Cara sends the 
message to young women that 
they are beautiful regardless of 
the pressures of society—though 
society might see flaws, they are 
stars and are precious—they 
carry a light that is powerful and 
unique. 
-The song mirrors the novel in 
that beauty is seen as hegemonic 
in both. 
-In The Bluest Eye, beauty is 
perceived as whiteness, where 
there is standard, and having 
blue eyes is a bonus. 
-Pecola does not meet the 
standard; she is black, and ugly. 
-She comes from an ugly family, 
is poor, and she dreams to be 
beautiful. 
-Pecola desires to be beautiful to 
fit into societal beauty standard. 
-Cara believes everyone is 
beautiful no matter what society 
says—a person doesn’t have to 
change anything, and it’s not the 
person who has to change, but 
it’s the person who does not 









sending messages of 
accepting oneself) 
-Conformity (A 





-Beauty standard  










says. The phrase, ‘You don’t have 
to change a thing the world can 
change its heart” literally means 
that a person doesn’t have to change 
anything, and if someone thinks that 
someone is not beautiful, it’s not the 
person who has to change, it’s the 
people who do not think the person 
is beautiful have to change.  
 
Table 6.2. Class 2-Students’ Writing 
 
Raw Data-Student’s Writing Classifications Preliminary Coding Info Codes 
Rawl 
“In Morrison’s novel The Bluest 
Eye we see how Pecola suffers from 
the colorism imposed by society and 
also in Kanye West’s song “Heard 
‘Em Say” we hear about how 
someone who is very dark skinned 
may be legible for getting fired. In 
these both we see a victim who is 
“attacked” by their own people for 
the sole fact that they are darker 
than the rest. On paper it wouldn’t 
make sense why groups of people 
turned on a part of the community 
just for being a shade darker but 
because of the romanticized view of 
lighter skin it happens far too easy. 
With Pecola she is shunned by 
Maureen and her neighbors while 
West’s cousin is looked down upon 
by his boss. Alongside these 
victims, societies themselves are 
being hurt by racism, either 
knowingly or unknowingly. In 
West’s song, the communities are in 
pain from low income jobs and 
constant harassment from law 
enforcement. The people there are 
trapped in corners with no way to 
escape but to look to alternative 
ways of surviving which is illegal 
which makes them prone to being 
put in jail. On the other hand, in 
Pecola’s neighborhood the people 
don’t really understand quite what is 
happening. Their coloristic view of 
people hurts the people themselves 
but also the people who are 
degrading the others. Rather than 
coming together as a whole 




-Colorism (superiority of color) 
-Victimization-Racism 
subtleties 
-Low income jobs-People 
trapped in their condition where 
there is no escape—turn to 
alternative way to survive-
illegal activities-drugs—end up 
in jail 
- [Pecola’s neighborhood 
people unaware of their 
conditions—subtleties of 
racism— 
-Blacks turn on black because 
of colorism—degrading their 
own 
-A divided society based on 
skin color 
-Pecola-shunned by society—
compared to West’s cousin—
condescended by his boss 
 
-Power (shown 
through the theme in 
song and book) 
-Racial hegemony 
(subtleties, trapped, 
no way to escape) 
-Power and control 
(blacks unaware of 
their conditions) 
-Powerlessness 
(being and feeling) 
-Colorism (cause 








because of skin 
color) 









which are dependent on your shade 
of black.” 
Rudiyia 
In The Bluest Eye, whiteness is seen 
as beautiful and African Americans 
were to accept this as a norm 
without doubting it. The song, 
“War” by Bob Marley argues 
against this and say’s that all skin 
colors should be accept as equal. In 
the novel, Morrison shows 
hegemony penetrated the society so 
much that even between the blacks 
there was demarcation. Morrison 
states, “She had explained to him 
the difference between colored 
people and nigger. Colored people 
were neat and quite; niggers were 
dirty and loud” (Morrison, p. 87). 
Even though the character 
Geraldine who is speaking to her 
son, was black, she felt that she was 
superior just because her skin was 
lighter than the others and felt the 
need to separate herself from them. 
Later, she found Pecola at her house 
talking with her son, and she went 
crazy and she made Pecola felt like 
she was nothing. According to 
Morrison, “Get out; she said, ‘You 
nasty little black bitch’ get out my 
house” (Morrison, p. 92). The 
lighter you are the more chance you 
have to be love and being treated 
differently by others, even by your 
peers. This is the society in The 
Bluest Eye. Because the society 
taught them that there is something 
wrong with being black, and whites 
are superior and has the right to 
dominate. The fact that Pecola was 
not even welcomed by her peers, 
increased her desperation for having 
blue eyes. The racial system of 
segregation in the novel caused 
Pecola to be desperate to have blue 
eyes, that she started to think that 
she has blue eyes and created an 
imaginary friend to love her. This 
racial imbalance that affects the 
minds of people, is something that 
would always cause conflict unless 
it is changed. Bob Marley’s song, 
“War” states, “Until the philosophy 
which holds one race superior and 




-Whiteness as beauty—blacks 
accept as normal, without 
doubting it. Bob Marley’s song 
“war” argues against this kind 
of thinking-for it says all skin 
colors are equal. 
-Hegemony penetrated society 
so much that it affected the 
blacks where they demarcated 
their own too. 
-Toni Morrison shows 
superiority of skin 
color/colorism—lighter skin 
feelings of superiority. 
-Skin color equated to how 
people were treated. The darker 
the skin, the worse treatment 
blacks receive. 
-Many blacks were buying in to 
the system that dominated 
them-that whites had the right 
to dominate. 
-Racial imbalance left 
psychological effect on 
characters; this will continue to 
cause conflict unless its change. 
-Like Morrison, Marley wanted 
to make people aware of the 
inequality between blacks and 
whites. Everyone should be 
treated equality regardless of 
where they come from—we are 
all the same (a need for social 
justice). 
-Racial system of segregation—
Pecola’s desperation for with 
blue eyes—she wanted the blue 
eyes to be loved and treated 
like a human being. 
-Pecola called ugly because of 
her black skin. She created an 
imaginary friend, searching for 
love. 
-Racial in-equality—If Pecola 
was treated better, she would 
not want blue eyes—the system 




desperation for blue 
eyes—blacks’ 





blacks to turn 
against blacks—a 
feeling that white is 
better) 














continued effects of 
racial imbalance) 
-Societal influence 
(Pecola might not 
have become 
obsessed with 
having blue eyes, if 
she was treated 
better in the society) 
-Racial 
pervasiveness 
-Inequality (a need 






permanently discredited and 
abandoned. Everywhere is war.” 
Marley wanted people to be aware 
of the inequality between black and 
white, everybody should be treated 
fairly no matter their racial 
background. After all we are all 
human being. Pecola should not 
want to have blue eyes in order to 
be love and treated like a human 
being, she should not be called ugly 
just because her skin was dark. Bob 
Marley said, “that until the basic 
human rights are equally guaranteed 
to all, without regard to race, is a 
war.” Marley wants people to be 
aware of the inequality between 
black and white. Everybody should 
be treated fairly no matter their 
racial background. Pecola should 
not have to want to have blue eyes 
in order to be loved and treated like 
a human being.  
Sue 
In The Bluest Eye, what is meant by 
beauty is shown. Pecola has been 
praying all her nights for blue eyes, 
so the community around her can 
treat her better. Morrison shows 
how society sees beauty as being 
white, with blonde hair and blue 
eyes, like the Shirley temple doll. In 
the song “Road Less Traveled” by 
Lauren Alaina, it says “Why do you 
keep staring? That mirror, mirror it 
ain’t fair at al dress, size can’t 
define, don’t let the world decide 
what’s beautiful, no.” These lyrics 
are telling the reader or listener to 
stop justifying your beauty; don’t be 
how they want you to be. The size 
or dress you wear will not define 
your beauty. This relates to Pecola 
because Morrison says, “Long hours 
she sat looking in the mirror, trying 
to discover the secret of her 
ugliness, the ugliness that made her 
ignored or despised at school, by 
teacher and classmates alike” 
(Morrison, p. 46). Pecola used to 
look at the mirror trying to find out 
what makes her ugly and she 
wished to have blue eyes like 
Shirley Temple, which was what 
society saw as beautiful. Both the 




-In The Bluest Eye, what is 
meant by beauty is presented. 
-Pecola praying for blue eyes so 
she can be treated better in her 
community. 
-Morrison depicting beauty as 
whiteness, such as blond hair, 
blue eyes, like the Shirley 
Temple doll. 
-The song “Road Less 
Traveled” by Lauren Alaina, 
her lyrics are telling the reader 
or listener, don’t try to live up 
to beauty ideal in society. For 
example: your dress size 
doesn’t define your beauty.  
-The song relates to Pecola who 
according to Morrison, spends 
long hours looking in the 
mirror, trying to discover the 
secret behind her ugliness. 
-Her ugliness is what accounts 
for her being ignored and 
despised in school by teachers 
and students alike.  
-Both the song and the book 
talks about looking into the 
mirror and trying to try to find 
why the person does not fit 
societal standard of beauty; 
beauty can’t be defined by 










desire to conform to 
societal standard of 
beauty by praying 





hegemony and it has 
a psychological 
impact on them) 
-Beauty standard 
(Pecola is spending 
long hours in the 
mirror trying to 
discover the reason 










the mirror and being disappointed 
with how you look. Beauty can’t be 





The hegemony built by the society 
is too powerful, and destructive. 
Many African Americans are being 
psychologically destroyed by the 
hegemonic conditions of the 
society. History shows about the 
hegemony of one group of people 
over another, but also the religion 
also applied that idea, too. In her 
book, Toni Morrison, also mentions 
that “God was a nice old man with 
long hair, flowing white beards, and 
little blue eyes” (Morrison, 134). 
Whenever we see God, we see him 
as the way she mentions Him. We 
never thought of Him as a black 
person. That’s already built up in all 
of our minds, the way that the 
society has molded us. Moreover, a 
lot of movies back in the early days 
gave more faces to whites, such as 
white superheroes, white actors, etc. 
In the song “Black Spiderman,” 
Logic says, “Spiderman should be 
black.” With one sentence, he 
proved that we have already seen a 
lot of powerful people—the one 
who are honor—as a white person. 
We never think of Spiderman being 
black or Superman should be black. 
Throughout the whole song, he 
gives many examples of 
discrimination based on races and 
he talked about that we should not 
care about what the stereotypes 
society says. We should never be 
influenced by the hegemony of the 
society and we need to keep what 
we believe in, and keep being who 
we want to be, or who we used to 
be. Because of the hegemony or 





-The social construction of 
hegemony is powerful and 
destructive. 
-African American are 
psychologically destroyed by 
hegemonic conditions in 
society. 
-There is a history of hegemony 
where one group exerts power 
over another—religion could be 
hegemonic too. 
-Morrison mention God as 
white, with blue eyes, but it 
might be sarcastic. God is never 
seen as being black—societal 
ideology has gripped our mind 
and molded us the way it 
wanted.  
-The media, movies especially 
in the past depicted white 
superheroes, white actors, etc., 
but the song “Black 
Spiderman,” by Logic, tells us 
that Spiderman should be black. 
-The song gives examples of 
racial discrimination, but he 
advices us to not to buy into the 
racial stereotypes of society. 
-We must hold on to our beliefs 
and not be swayed by 
hegemony of society. 
-We must believe in who we 
want to be and use to be. 
-We should not change our 












being white, why 
can’t Spiderman or 
Superman be black) 
-Indoctrination 
(molded to see God 
as white) 
-Identity (believe in 
yourself, don’t let 
hegemony change 
who you, don’t let 
society change you) 
-Ideology 
(whiteness promoted 
by media as the 
norm) 
-Beliefs about life 
(we should hold on 
to our beliefs are not 
let hegemony affect 
our identity) 
Patrice 
The song, “Somewhere I Belong” 
by Linkin Park matches with the 
book The Bluest Eye, since the song 
alludes to the narrator and singer 
being out of place and feeling 
“unworthy.” The song makes 
references to being outcasted, with 




-The book The Bluest Eye and 
the song by Linkin Park 
matched each other in that they 
allude to the narrator/singer 
feeling out of place and 
unworthy. 
-The song references being 
outcast, and this relates to light-
skinned hegemony in the 
-Powerlessness 
(Cholly held at 
gunpoint by two 
white men and 
forced to perform 
sex acts with 




negativity? // ‘Cause I can’t justify 
the way everyone is looking at me”. 
This relates to light-skinned 
hegemony in the book. If someone 
didn’t have the “ideal” skin tone, 
she would be looked down upon. 
This leads to feelings of isolation, of 
being “misplaced”, and even 
feelings of not being “correct” 
enough to exist. Furthermore, the 
song reflects the impact of this 
hegemony by describing the pain of 
not “belonging,” caused by such 
hegemony. The hegemony that 
exists creates a “standard,” and 
when people don’t meet that 
standard, they feel a pain. This is 
true in both the book and the song.  
     In the book, Cholly’s experience 
with light-skinned hegemony had 
lasting effects on him as well. 
Cholly’s first sexual experience 
with a girl was interrupted and 
ruined by a pair of old white men, 
who forced him to continue his 
sexual acts with his black female 
partner. They hurried to get dressed 
and flee, but they were caught and 
forced to continue for the white 
men’s entertainment. As a result, 
Cholly began to hate his partner, 
and utterly loathe her, even though 
logically speaking she did not do 
anything wrong to him. This is due 
to the hegemony instilling a mindset 
that values light-skinned people 
over dark-skinned people. In 
Cholly’s mind, the white people 
have very light skin, meaning they 
are untouchable and have immense 
value, so they can never be “wrong” 
and are not at fault for bad 
experiences, even if logically 
speaking they are. Therefore, 
Cholly never blamed the white men. 
Instead, he blamed a fellow Black 
person, since Black people are 
“flawed” and in this society, the 
people (including Cholly) are 
trained to hate darker skinned 
people easier than lighter skinned 
people, so Cholly mentally can’t 
hate people who are more “valued” 
than him, so he projects that hate 
onto someone of his “value.” 
book—those who did not have 
the ideal skin tone were 
condescended, which led to 
feelings of isolation, being 
misplaced, and not good 
enough to exist. 
-The song shows the impact of 
hegemony by describing the 
pain of feeling like one does 
not belong. 
-Cholly’s experience with the 
hegemony of light skin left an 
emotional/psychological scar 
on the inside of him.  
-He was made an exhibitionist 
when caught having sex with a 
girl by two white men—at gun 
point they forced him to have 
sex again with Darlene for their 
entertainment. 
-Hegemony instilled the idea 
that light-skin is more valuable 
than dark skin—Cholly thought 
that the white men were 
untouchable, and they could 
never be wrong, so he blamed 
the girl for what happened. 
-The idea in society that blacks 
are flawed was behind Cholly’s 
decision. 
-Blacks like Cholly are trained 
to hate darker skin people than 
themselves, much easier than 
they would do with a lighter-
skinned person. 
-Mentally Cholly can’t hate 
people who he feels are more 
valuable than him, and that is 
why he projected his hate on to 
the black female. 
 
-Colorism (cause 






buying into the idea 
of white superiority) 
-Discourse 
-Indoctrination 
(Cholly can’t blame 
the white men for 
their actions towards 
him, because he is 
indoctrinated to 
belief that their 
actions are justified, 




incapable of hating 
and blaming whites 
no matter what they 
do) 
- Psychological 
effects (feeling out 






-Inequality (a need 





Tables 6.1 and 6.2 capture the data set for the students’ writing and the classifications and 
coding applied to them. Saldaña (2009) informed us that “Coding is just one way of analyzing 
qualitative data” (p. 2). Saldaña cautioned that coding is not the only way to analyze qualitative 
data. In explaining what is defined as a code, Saldaña suggested:  
A code in qualitative inquiry is most often a word or short phrase that symbolically 
assigns a summative, salient, essence-capturing, and/or evocative attribute for a portion 
of language-based or visual data. The data can consist of interview transcripts, participant 
observation field notes, journals, documents, drawings, artifacts, photographs, video, 
Internet sites, e-mail correspondence, literature, and so on. (p. 3)  
 
In the case of my research, pattern coding lent itself to my gauging of the students’ way 
of interpreting Morrison’s The Bluest Eye. According to Saldaña (2009), “Coding approaches the 
analytic act as one that assigns rich symbolic meanings through essence-capturing and/or 
evocative attributes to data” (p. 38). As I explored the potentialities of meanings and 
interpretations, my coding schema reflected Kassarjian’s (1977) framework of content analysis 
of “Category” and “Theme.” Thus, my classifications were coded under (a) category and (b) 
theme. However, there was some overlap of “Category” and “Theme.” Below, the coding for 
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 are summed up and laid out accordingly. 
Class 1 
Classification: Category, i.e., The Research Design 
Subclassification 1: Power 
Code: Beauty as hegemonic 
Code: Ideology 
Code: Racial hegemony and its pervasiveness 
Code: Beauty as whiteness 
Code: Exercising power or control over others 
Code: Powerlessness-being or feeling powerless 
Code: Psychological effects (overlaps with discourse and identity) 
Code: Invisibility 





Subclassification 2: Discourse 
Code: Songs sending messages dealing with societal and personal issues 
Code: Indoctrination of negative stereotypes and racial intimidation 
Code: Conformity-Desire to conform to meet societal racial standards 
 
Classification: Theme, i.e., Issues, Values, Beliefs 
Subclassification 1: Identity 
Code: Dysfunctional family/family issues 
Code: Psychological effects (overlaps with power and discourse) 
Code: Beauty standards (overlaps with power, i.e., beauty as hegemonic) 
Code: Societal influence of beauty (overlaps with power, i.e., beauty as 
hegemonic) 
Code: Meaning of life/beliefs about life (overlaps with power) 
Code: Poverty 




Classification: Category, i.e., The Research Design 
Subclassification 1: Power 
Code: Beauty as hegemonic 
Code: Ideology 
Code: Racial hegemony and its pervasiveness 
Code: Division 
Code: Racial discrimination 
Code: Colorism 
Code: Beauty as whiteness 
Code: Exercising power or control over others 
Code: Powerlessness-being or feeling powerless 
Code: Invisibility 
Code: Counter hegemony 
Code: Power and conflict/division 
Code: Symbolism (overlaps with theme) 
 
Subclassification 2: Discourse 
Code: Songs sending messages dealing with societal and personal issues 
Code: Indoctrination of negative stereotypes and racial intimidation 
Code: Conformity-desire to conform to meet societal racial standards 
 
Classification: Theme, i.e., Issues, Values, Beliefs 
Subclassification 1: Identity 
Code: Dysfunctional family/family issues 
Code: Psychological effects (overlaps with power and discourse) 
Code: Beauty standards (overlaps with power, i.e., beauty as hegemonic) 




Code: Meaning of life/beliefs about life 
Code: Poverty/Inequality 
Code: symbolism (overlaps with power and discourse) 
 
Category 
The songs that the Class 1 students chose to pair with Morrison’s novel The Bluest Eye 
were “Mad World” by Gary Jules, “Changes” by Tupac Shakur, a Ukrainian song “Who If Not 
You” by Khrystyna Soloviy, “Let You Down” by NF, and “Scars to Your Beautiful” by Alessia 
Cara. In Class 2, the songs chosen by the students were “Heard ‘Em Say” by Kanye West, “War” 
by Bob Marley, “Road Less Traveled” by Lauren Alaina, “Black Spiderman” by Logic, and 
“Somewhere I Belong” by Linkin Park.  
The songs covered a wide range of genres; the excerpt from the Ukrainian song “Who If 
Not You” by Khrystyna Soloviy (from the student Judicia’s writing) has lyrics translated from 
Ukrainian to English. I recognized that the students were aware of effective meaningful 
intertextual connection between the songs they chose to pair with the novel. By meaningful 
connection, I mean that the students were able to combine both the song and the book to help 
them access understanding and ascertain meaning. As purported by García Landa (1993), “Both 
activities, interpretation and understanding, have to do with the construction of meaning” (p. 2). 
It seems like the students were able to gain some understanding via bridging the song with the 
book and extrapolating meaning and interpretation that way.  
Some of the students seemed to be aware of intertextual connection that aided them in 
producing interpretation. Some patterns of interpretation emerged as I coded the students’ retorts. 
In terms of “Category,” i.e., the research design, under the heading of power, some of the 
interpretations the students extracted from the intertextual connection between the song and the 
book were “beauty as hegemonic,” “racial hegemony,” “whiteness as beauty,” “exercising power 
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and control over others,” “powerlessness,” “religion as hegemony,” “colorism,” “counter 
hegemony,” and “power and conflict.” 
Power 
These students’ answers demonstrated the product of their interpretation from making an 
intertextual connection between both the song and the book. Power is a factor in The Bluest Eye 
and since the theme for the class was hegemony, I expected some of the students to recognize it 
in the book and choose a song that reflected it as well. Although some of them did that, what 
came as a pleasant surprise to me was how some of the students were able to move beyond the 
surface level of interpretation of the book to in-depth analysis and interpretation. Ghasemi et al. 
(2011) indicated:  
Interpretation begins in a naive way when the interpreter (student) grasps the meaning of 
the text as a whole, after which the interpreter proceeds to a deeper understanding 
through recognition of the relationship of the parts to the whole. (p. 1625)  
 
From Ghasemi et al.’s perception, interpretation has its humble beginning in a naïve way, where 
students grapple with meaning, but from there, they can develop a deeper understanding as they 
recognize patterns of parts that relate to the whole. For example, in discussing the song “Mad 
World” by Gary Jules, the student Oscar from Class 1 stated: 
The song “Mad World” by Gary Jules is sort of a depressing song of a person that feels 
invisible within a society striving for attention and contemplating what a mad world we 
live in how people act and how that can affect another’s feelings. The lyrics says, “All 
around me are familiar faces. Worn out places, worn out faces. Bright and early for their 
daily races, going nowhere, going nowhere. Their tears are filling up their glasses. No 
expression, no expression Hide my head, I want to drown my sorrow. No tomorrow, no 
tomorrow.” These lyrics symbolize the loneliness this person feels within society as he 
analyzes those around him who are going about their life and the he is feeling 
unappreciated within the society. This can also be an existential question of the meaning 
of life and what the daily life of a depressed person is. Depression is a serious issue of a 




Here, Oscar went in depth to ascertain meaning and interpretation. He touched on issues of 
power, indoctrination, psychology, and identity, the meaning of life, symbolism, and invisibility. 
While all the other students’ responses incorporated multiple themes and aspects, Oscar was one 
of the students who deeply contemplated the song and the book as an intertextual pairing and 
was able to amass an in-depth interpretation of the book. His idea about how the lyrics 
symbolized loneliness and under-appreciation was further extended to examine the “existential 
question of the meaning of life, and the effects of depression.” He proposed that indoctrination 
pervades society. We are indoctrinated to follow an order of life, which is making us lose 
meaning in our lives, because we are trying to follow what others do and outline for us rather 
than what is best for us. Ghasemi et al. (2011) made it known that “Any naïve understanding 
means the interpreter has already constructed some schema or expectation of meaning, which 
may or may not be confirmed as interpretation proceeds” (p. 1625). As testament to this, Oscar’s 
interpretation showed an extrapolation of interpretation increasing in depth as he progressed 
through his analysis.  
Analogously, in Class 2, another student who attempted to probe more deeply in the book 
with the aid of song was Rawl. He made good use of intertextuality to help him arrive at 
meaning. As Rawl stated: 
In Morrison’s novel, The Bluest Eye we see how Pecola suffers from the colorism 
imposed by society and also in Kanye West’s song “Heard ‘Em Say” we hear about how 
someone who is very dark skinned may be legible for getting fired. In these both we see a 
victim who is “attacked” by their own people for the sole fact that they are darker than 
the rest. On paper it wouldn’t make sense why groups of people turned on a part of the 
community just for being a shade darker but because of the romanticized view of lighter 
skin it happens far too easy. With Pecola she is shunned by Maureen and her neighbors 
while West’s cousin is looked down upon by his boss. Alongside these victims, societies 
themselves are being hurt by racism, either knowingly or unknowingly. In West’s song, 
the communities are in pain from low income jobs and constant harassment from law 
enforcement. The people there are trapped in corners with no way to escape but to look to 
alternative ways of surviving which is illegal which makes them prone to being put in 
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jail. On the other hand, in Pecola’s neighborhood the people don’t really understand quite 
what is happening. Their coloristic view of people hurts the people themselves but also 
the people who are degrading the others. Rather than coming together as a whole 
community it is divide by tiers which are dependent on your shade of black.  
 
Rawl was in the process of going beyond surface analysis to deeper analysis. He revealed ideas 
of power that he recognized were initiated by the themes in the books. Some other aspects he 
revealed were racial hegemony and its pervasiveness, wherein subtleties of racism are embedded. 
Also, Rawl recognized how racial hegemony has trapped African Americans, to the point they 
have no means of escape. Many blacks have been under the influence of power and control and 
have been unaware of their conditions in terms of the scope of power and control in their lives. 
In the novel, people felt and were powerlessness. Colorism caused blacks to turn against each 
other, and African Americans have faced psychological effects because of their skin color. Rawl 
also introduced the idea of counter hegemony. His idea was that counter hegemony might have 
been an option to consider as an alternative way to survive. This idea came from deeply 
examining the text and envisioning options that were not mentioned in the book or the song, but 
the intertextual bridging of both helped Rawl get a deeper understanding of the book.  
According to Witter-Merithew, Taylor, and Johnson (2002), “Ideally, students of 
interpretation…engage in practice of each stage in the cognitive process in order to develop the 
requisite mental skills for interpreting” (p. 5). Witter-Merithew et al. presented interpretation as a 
process that has stages and involves the cognitive process, whereby students develop the 
necessary perceptual skills to produce interpretation. All the students in Classes 1 and 2 deduced 
issues of power from the intertextual connection, but Oscar’s and Rawl’s responses were 
examples of the cognitive process, whereby perceptual skills were developed to enable the 





Regarding the assessment of “Category” in the intertextual bridging of a song with the 
book, under the heading of the subclassification of discourse, some of the interpretations the 
students deduced from the intertextual connection between the song and the book were reported 
by Degrassea of Class 1. She said that songs “[send] messages dealing with societal and personal 
issues”; Patrice added that songs reveal an “indoctrination of negative stereotypes and racial 
intimidation,” and also claimed that songs send messages of “conformity, a desire to conform to 
meet societal racial standards.” As for me, I chose to locate discourse via the messages 
transported to the reader and/or listener by texts from both songs and books.  
To reiterate, discourse in this study was accessed according to Foucault (1972), who 
argued that discourse is a form of contradiction. He claimed, “Discourse is the path from one 
contradiction to another” (p. 151). Also, Foucault put forth discourse as a discontinuous activity: 
“Discourse must be treated as a discontinuous activity, its different manifestations sometimes 
coming together, but just as easily unaware of, or excluding each other” (p. 229). On the other 
hand, according to Gee (1989) a discourse is “A sort of ‘identity kit’ which comes complete with 
the appropriate costume and instructions on how to act, talk, and often write, so as to take on a 
particular role that others will recognize” (Gee, 1989, p. 7). Both Foucault and Gee is indicating 
that the social element is required for discourse to operate. As Fairclough (2012) outlined, 
discourse is being socially dependent:  
Discourse is commonly used in various senses including (a) meaning-making as an 
element of the social process, (b) the language associated with a particular social field or 
practice (e.g. ‘political discourse’), (c) a way of construing aspects of the world 
associated with a particular social perspective. (p. 2) 
 
Since discourses can be considered a form of contradiction, can constitute discontinuity, and can 
be equated with identity and be socially dependent, examining the messages that songs send not 
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only reflects all of these points, but can also demonstrate the meanings the students were forming 
and the interpretations they produced. As Gee and Green (1998) purported:  
This view of learning, then, suggests that an analyst must examine the collective as an 
entity that has a “material reality” and consider individuals and their actions in 
relationship to the opportunities for learning they are afforded while simultaneously 
examining how members, through their interactions, are shaping and being shaped by the 
texts they are jointly constructing. Thus, the analysis must include the moment-by-
moment, bit-by-bit construction of texts (oral and written), the chains of concerted 
actions among members, the role of prior and future texts in connecting these “bits of 
life,” and what members take from one context to use in another. In this way, the analyst 
can build a grounded view of the cultural models, social practices, and discourse 
practices that members draw on “to learn.” (pp. 148-149)  
 
As analysts, Gee and Green pointed out to me the importance of examining the collective, in this 
case, my students, and how they respond to the learning opportunities with which they are 
presented, while concurrently viewing how their interaction aided in the process of meaning 
making as they explored the texts they were constructing together. Their lives, their social 
practices, and their cultures make up the discourse practices that influence their learning. Thus, it 
seems as if the students’ lives are intertextually aligned, in that the students are themselves texts 
and what they interact with are texts. Bloome and Egan-Robertson (1993) contended that, 
“Educational studies of intertextuality is mainly located in students as readers and writers; but it 
is also viewed as fostered by the conditions in which students read and write (e.g., the 
instructional task, the classroom)” (p. 306). Since intertextuality resides within the students, it 
might be possible for them to learn to make an intertextual connection between a book and a 
song. The discourse deciphered from messages contained within songs and books might help the 
students bridge the familiar (a song they know) with the unfamiliar (a difficult book). The 
moment-by-moment, bit-by-bit construction of texts indicates that a process is involved in 
meaning making and interpreting texts. Krippendorff (2004) pointed out: 
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Texts have meanings relative to particular contexts, discourses, or purposes.… Messages 
always occur in particular situations, texts are read with particular intents, and data are 
informative relative to particular problems. (p. 23)  
 
From Krippendorff’s contention, messages occur in texts and meaning relates to discourses. 
According to Foucault (1972), “A single work of literature can give rise, simultaneously, to 
several distinct types of discourse” (p. 221). The messages that carry meaning in songs can have 
multiplicity.  
Circulating back to discourses that are sent through messages, the patterns of 
interpretations that are reflected in the students’ responses are “Songs sending messages dealing 
with societal and personal issues,” “Indoctrination of negative stereotypes and racial 
intimidation,” and “Conformity, a desire to conform to meet societal racial standards.”  
A song carrying a message that deals with societal and personal issues can be viewed in 
Degrassea’s response. In response to Alessa Cara’s song “Scars to Your Beautiful,” she claimed: 
Cara wants to tell girls that we are all unique and beautiful no matter what. The songs can 
be interpreted as sending a message for young girls to love themselves regardless of what 
society sees as flaws. Cara says, “We’re stars and we’re beautiful.” Cara is comparing us 
to stars. Every star is unique in its own way. Therefore, we are all beautiful and we carry 
our own light. Cara’s song does something similar to Toni Morrison’s novel, The Bluest 
Eye where beauty is beauty is seen as a form of hegemony.  
 
Degrassea broke down the discourse in Cara’s song as delivering a message to young women 
that they are precious, regardless of the pressures of society; society might see flaws, but they 
and all women possess a light that makes them powerful and unique. The song mirrors the novel 
in that beauty is seen as hegemonic in both. Degrassea made an intertextual link between the 
book and the song. The message that she received from the song was applied to the text as she 
focused on the character, Pecola, a young girl who is struggling with identity issues and societal 
pressure about ideal beauty.  
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Sue of Class 2 took messages from the song “Road Less Traveled” by Lauren Alaina. She 
stated that the lyrics 
are telling the reader or listener, don’t try to live up to beauty ideal in society. For 
example: your dress size doesn’t define your beauty. The song relates to Pecola who 
according to Morrison, spends long hours looking in the mirror, trying to discover the 
secret behind her ugliness.  
 
Sue believed that the song was sending the message that we should not try to live up to the 
beauty ideal in society. Also, Sue was able to decipher the message that “Beauty can’t be defined 
by a mirror and looks.” Here, the message is that beauty is subjective. Like Degrassea, Sue was 
able to intertextually bridge the book with the song. The linkage was created through her 
applying the message she obtained from the song to the book. She also used Pecola’s experience 
with her perception of beauty through the motif of the mirror that appears in both the book and 
the song. Both the song and the book present the idea of looking in the mirror and not being 
satisfied with one’s appearance. The ideas of beauty, ugliness, and acceptance of oneself are 
common to both the book and the song and are viable ways to attain an understanding and 
interpretation of the book.  
Theme 
As it relates to the classification of “Theme,” I was able to shift through the students’ 
writing to examine their way of applying intertextual linkage to arrive at meaning and, 
consequently, interpretation. The intertextual connection of song with Morrison’s novel The 
Bluest Eye produced patterns of interpretation that fit into the overall classification of “Theme” 
under the subclassification of identity. Some of the interpretations the students extracted from the 
intertextual linkage between the song and the novel were identity, psychological effects, 
condescension, beauty standards, societal influence, beliefs about life, racism and its 
pervasiveness, inequality and poverty, dysfunctional families, and invisibility.  
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Psychological Effects: Identity 
The students’ writing revealed the outcome of their interpretation via their intertextual 
linkage of both the song and the novel. As the students demonstrated the way they interpreted the 
novel via the intertextual linkage with a song, the most common interpretation was the 
psychological effect of beauty and racism on characters in the novel and on us in our present 
society. In some cases, the psychological effects incorporated myriad overlapping elements that 
touched on several of the subclassification areas. DeNora (1999) purported that music “was part 
of the past and so becomes an emblem of a larger interactional, emotional complex” (p. 48). The 
social affinity of music has been and still is emotive. Music therefore exemplifies our 
psychological stance. Intertextually pairing a song with the book regarding the psychological 
effects on characters in the book seems a feasible way to deduce interpretation from the book. 
With regard to the psychological effect of beauty and racism that reflects other 
subclassifications, an example was provided by Josh from Class 1. He linked the song “Let You 
Down” by NF with the novel. According to Josh: 
The main character of the novel is a girl named Pecola Breedlove and Pecola is generally 
mistreated by everyone. In the novel Morrison writes, “The Breedloves did not live in a 
storefront because they were having temporary difficulty adjusting to the cutbacks at the 
plant. They lived there because they were poor and black, and they stayed there because 
they believed they were ugly.” This is showing that due to how they looked physically 
that they believed they were lesser than those around them. Morrison then says, “And 
they took the ugliness in their hands, threw it as a mantle over them, and went about the 
world with it.” This quote from the book is showing that Pecola has just accepted the 
thought that she is ugly and is completely powerless and cannot do anything about it. 
This thought of being ugly and using it as a type of cloak links to a line directly from the 
song where the artist says “Yeah, I’ma just ignore you Walking towards you, with my 
head down lookin’ at the ground, I’m embarrassed for you Paranoia, what did I do wrong 
this time?” This links to the book because everywhere Pecola goes she is looked down 
upon and walks without looking at others is hidden behind this thought of her being ugly.  
 
Josh’s idea of the psychological effects on the characters in the novel stemmed from a plethora 
of issues such as beauty, poverty, societal influence, and invisibility. In highlighting how the 
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main character Pecola has been treated, Josh addressed not only the poverty of the Breedlove 
family, but attributed it to their physical appearance which was compounded by the fact that 
were black. Josh felts that the Breedloves, especially Pecola, have been psychologically affected 
by not only their ugly appearance, but also by their race. For Josh, they have internalized the 
perceptions others in society have had about them and they believe they are insignificant and 
unworthy. Josh felt Pecola is powerless to do anything about her condition and also invisible to 
many in society. Josh explained it seeming as if “Pecola is trying to hide from others.” Her 
mindset has her walking with her eyes planted to the ground and her feeling of being ugly causes 
her to lack confidence and self-assurance. Also, Josh matched a line from the song “Let You 
Down” by NF, where someone walks with his/her head looking down to the ground. The singer 
is perplexed by the person who looks down on the ground and does not understand why he/she 
does this. He calls the character “Paranoia,” which seems to suggest a condition and 
symbolism—the way “Paranoia” might suggest the name he/she is given in the song. The name 
in this case is symbolic of the behavior and the reality of the character’s condition.  
Josh employed his intertextual linkage of the song and the novel to help him pull 
interpretation from the text. He examined the intertextual connection of people treated 
condescendingly and being psychologically affected by it. Pecola’s internalization of others’ 
perceptions of her is linked to the character “Paranoia” in the song. They both walk with their 
eyes peeled to the ground. For Pecola, the psychological impact of her feelings that she is ugly is 
coupled with “Paranoia’s” apparent lack of confidence. Josh’s interpretations of the book 
through the aid of a song were grounded in the psychological effects on the characters. Feelings 
of powerlessness, trying to be invisible, and lack of confidence and self-assurance are all 
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psychological effects that stemmed from the impact of beauty and racism on the characters’ self-
perception, which equates with their identities.  
Another student in Class 2 who also used the psychological effect on characters to 
incorporate myriad overlapping elements that touch on several subclassification areas was 
Patrice. He claimed: 
The song “Somewhere I Belong” by Linkin Park matches with the book The Bluest Eye, 
since the song alludes to the main character and the singer being out of place and feeling 
“unworthy.” The song makes references to being outcasted, with lyrics such as “What do 
I have but negativity? // ‘Cause I can’t justify the way everyone is looking at me.” This 
relates to light-skinned hegemony in the book. If someone didn’t have the “ideal” skin 
tone, she would be looked down upon. This leads to feelings of isolation, of being 
“misplaced”, and even feelings of not being “correct” enough to exist. Furthermore, the 
song reflects the impact of this hegemony by describing the pain of not “belonging,” 
caused by such hegemony. The hegemony that exists creates a “standard,” and when 
people don’t meet that standard, they feel a pain. This is true in both the book and the 
song. In the book, Cholly’s experience with light-skinned hegemony had lasting effects 
on him as well. Cholly’s first sexual experience with a girl was interrupted and ruined by 
a pair of old white men, who forced him to continue his sexual acts with his black female 
partner. They hurried to get dressed and flee, but they were caught and forced to continue 
for the white men’s entertainment. As a result, Cholly began to hate his partner, and 
utterly loathe her, even though logically speaking she did not do anything wrong to him. 
This is due to the hegemony instilling a mindset that values light-skinned people over 
dark-skinned people. In Cholly’s mind, the white people have very light skin, meaning 
they are untouchable and have immense value, so they can never be “wrong” and are not 
at fault for bad experiences, even if logically speaking they are. Therefore, Cholly never 
blamed the white men. Instead, he blamed a fellow Black person, since Black people are 
“flawed” and in this society, the people (including Cholly) are trained to hate darker 
skinned people easier than lighter skinned people, so Cholly mentally can’t hate people 
who are more “valued” than him, so he projects that hate onto someone of his “value. If 
he was aware of the power of the light-skinned hegemony, he would not have hated the 
girl and may have hated the white men for what they did to him.  
 
Patrice’s writing demonstrated that the psychological effects on the characters can be equated 
with those of the singer of “Somewhere I Belong” (Linkin Park). Patrice’s response reflected the 
impact of hegemony and not meeting the standard, feelings of unworthiness, the influence of 
racism and colorism, condescension, isolation, societal influence, indoctrination, and in-equality. 
For Patrice, the intertextual pairing of the song and the book illustrated the characters’ 
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psychological condition in both the song and the book. The main character Pecola, and the singer 
of the song “Somewhere I Belong,” according to Patrice, are overwhelmed by feelings of being 
out of place and unworthy. Patrice believed that the song’s references of being an outcast can be 
linked with the book in terms of what he calls light-skinned hegemony. The psychological 
effects of racism and colorism lead to the main character developing feelings of isolation, being 
misplaced, and not belonging. They cause the main character to question her self-worth and her 
existence. The main character suffers emotionally and carries the pain of not being able to meet 
the hegemonic standard of society, which includes race and beauty.  
On the other hand, the psychological effect on the character Cholly can be attributed to 
racism, colorism, and indoctrination. Patrice believed that the impact of the hegemony of light 
skin left an emotional/psychological scar inside Cholly. He has been made to be an exhibitionist 
when he was caught by two white men having sex with a girl. At gun point, they force him to 
have sex again with the girl, Darlene, for their entertainment. For Patrice, Cholly became 
psychologically damaged after that incident, but much of it has to do with the racial hegemony 
that indoctrinated Cholly to believe that the white men were untouchable. Their skin color has 
given them authority over him. Since Cholly feels they cannot be wrong, he projects his hatred 
on Darlene instead. Patrice argued that racial hegemony has been responsible for instilling in 
African Americans, like Cholly, the idea that in society, blacks are flawed, so it is acceptable to 
hate people of the same skin color rather than the whites. Psychologically, Cholly feels he cannot 
hate the white men because they are more valuable than he is, so he diverts his hatred to Darlene. 
For Patrice, the song and the book mirror each other in terms of their depiction of 
psychological effects on people. They both highlight people who are condescended by others. 
For example, Pecola is condescended by the society in which she lives, and the singer implies 
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people being condescended on in our present society. However, Cholly is also indoctrinated by 
the racial hegemony that is in place. Patrice seemed to be indicating that awareness of the 
indoctrination of racism would have caused Cholly to behave differently towards Darlene and he 
might not have hated her for what the white men did to him and her. He might have hated those 
men and not be indoctrinated to believe he is inferior to the white men. Patrice’s interpretation of 
the book involved the aid of the song by examining it through a psychological lens in terms of 
the psychological influence of characters in the book and people in society. By examining the 
intertextual connection between the song and the book—especially regarding the feeling of being 
an outcast, not belonging, being unworthy and misplaced, not meeting societal hegemonic 
standards of beauty and race, and the indoctrination of racial hegemony, Patrice was able to 
ascertain her interpretation of the book.  
As Nicolae (2015) claimed, “Explanation stems from the translators’ effort to be as 
clearly understood as possible” (p. 220). The students’ explanations of the meanings they grasp 
through pairing a song with the book are revelations of their interpretations. Explanations are 





Chapter 7: Tonalities of Interviews  
 
Song Resolution—Themes, Categories, Connections, and Recommendations 
 
Artifact 4: Students’ Interviews 
Interviews were conducted with three students from each class. Selections from the 
students’ responses to four targeted questions and relevant follow-up questions were included in 
this study. The students’ responses have been broken down for each question, while Class 1 and 
Class 2 retorts are analyzed together. Letters A, B, and C correspond to the first, second, and 
third student in each class. For example, in Classes 1 and 2, the letter A represents the first 
student, B the second student, and C the third student in each class. The students’ interviews 
were read and broken down into “information extracted from the interview,” classifications, and 
codes, which were then placed into a table for each question, namely Questions 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
Following the table, the analysis of the students’ responses ensues.  
Kassarjian’s (1977) framework of content analysis remains at the center of this research, 
and for this section, I applied simultaneous coding. According to Saldaña (2009), simultaneous 
coding refers to “two or more codes applied to the same passage or sequential passages of text” 
(p. 80). The same line, sentence, or groups of sentences can reflect different codes. My research 
design still acknowledged “Theme” as issues, values, and beliefs, and “Category” as information 
that reflects the research design (Kassarjian, 1977, p. 12). 





Table 7.1. Class 1-Interviews-Question 1 
 
Info extracted from Interview Data Classifications Codes 
Jaquez 
-Connecting through one’s family’s love of music-
Music might be inherent, but it’s certainly nurtured, 
i.e., passed down through generations—relates to 
what’s going on in our lives. 
-A personal connection an appreciation for music—
there is a song for every situation in life—Songs bring 
comfort. 
-Music can relate to painful experiences and that can 




-Connecting through one’s 
family’s love of music. [Music 
might be inherent, but it is 
certainly nurtured, i.e., passed 
down through generations].  
-Music relates to our lives and 
experiences. (Painful experiences 
can connect to a book) 
-There is a song for everything. 
[Multiple Perspectives-Songs 
connect to everything] 
Shirley 
-A personal connection and appreciation for music, and 
the student believes that it helps her with educational 
and life experiences. 
-Music aids in the development of skills to enhance 
academic success.  
-Music helps to put things in context to enable better 
understanding and it can aid academics that way.  
-Songs help to tie writing to aspects by providing 
context. 
-If we can understand the music, it can help us apply 




-A personal connection and 
appreciation for music. 
-Music can help with education 
and life experience. [Music and 
Education] 
-Music puts things into context that 
enhances understanding and aids 
academics that way. [Helps 
academic success] [Context] 
-Songs can provide context to a 
book to enable better essay writing. 
[Context] 
Gayle 
-Connecting through one’s family’s love of music-
music might be inherent, but it’s certainly nurtured, 
i.e., passed down through generations. 
-Connecting through relating to characters, for many 




-Connecting through one’s 
family’s love of music. [Music 
might be inherent, but it is 
certainly nurtured, i.e., passed 
down through generations] 
-Relating to characters and 
connecting to a book [Through 
making a personal connection]. 
[Characterization, i.e., connect 
characters to self and connect to a 






Table 7.2. Class 2-Interviews-Question 1 
 
Info Extracted from Interview Data Classifications Codes 
Jules 
- A personal connection to song. 
-Use songs for multiple purposes. 






-A personal connection to a song. 
-Songs gives people a voice (so 
that they can be heard. 




-Songs relates to people’s lives and their experiences. 
-Music is a coping mechanism for individuals.  





- Music relates to our lives and 
experiences. 
-Music as a coping mechanism. 
-Songs activates memories and 
thoughts. [Memory and Cognition] 
Debbi 
-A personal connection and appreciation for music. 
-Music helps to organize one’s thought and helps to 
overcome writer’s block.  
-The student believes that there is absolute truth in 
coordinating music to learning, because music brain 






-A personal connection and 
appreciation for music. 
-Music organizes thoughts to 
enhance writing. [Music, 
Cognition and writing] 
-Music enhancing learning (It 
initiates brain activities that 
provide clarity and helps us to 




2. Do you think it’s helpful to use songs to connect with other texts? For example, a 
book like The Bluest Eye or other texts that are difficult. And what 
recommendations would you make?  
Table 7.3. Class 1-Interviews-Question 2 
 
Info Extracted from Interview Data Classifications Codes 
Jaquez 
-Yes, it is helpful to use songs to connect to other 
texts—because music can aid the understanding of 
other texts—because there is a song for every book and 
every situation.  
-Everything we read has been experienced by someone 






Helpful to connect songs to texts 
-Yes!  
-Because music can aid the 
understanding of other texts. 
-Because there is a song for every 




-The student did not answer the question, if it is helpful 
to use songs to connect to other texts. 
-Songs are poetry with music in the background.  
 
Recommendations: I. One should connect one’s 
favorite song to an aspect of the book. II. One can 
write an essay by connecting a song with an aspect of a 




Helpful to connect songs to texts 
-No Response!  




-One should connect one’s favorite 
song to an aspect of the book. 
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personal struggles in Morrison’s The Bluest Eye” A 
student can first identity the character’s struggle and 
think about how he or she can understand it, then find a 
song that help him or her empathize with the character. 
III. To help one to write about a book, once should 
connect with a character and find a song that is similar.  
-One can write an essay by 
connecting a song with an aspect 
of the book. 
-To help one to write a book, one 
should connect with a character, 
then find a song that is similar. 
[Connection-Aspect of a book-
Characterization] 
Gayle 
-Yes, it is helpful to use songs to connect to other texts-
because one doesn’t need a written text to understand a 
song, but songs can help one to understand a written 
text, especially when it is difficult to understand, so 
analyzing a song can help one understand a difficult 
text.  
-It is possible to connect a song to a book through 
similar emotions found in both of them.  
 
Recommendations: To help interpret a difficult book, 
find a song that show character’s emotions and connect 





Helpful to connect songs to texts 
-Yes! 
-Because analyzing a song can aid 
the understanding of a text. 
-Because it is possible to connect a 
song to a book through similar 
emotions found in both. 
 
Recommendations: To help 
interpret a difficult book, find a 
song that shows characters’ 




Table 7.4. Class 2-Interviews-Question 2 
 
Info Extracted from Interview Data Classifications Codes 
Jules 
-Yes, it is helpful to use songs to connect to other 
texts—because music helps us to associate feelings, 
emotions, and moods. 
-Song can both subconsciously and not subconsciously 
evoke emotions. 
 
Recommendations: We can connect the emotions we 
obtain from songs with the same emotions in a difficult 





Helpful to connect songs to texts 
-Yes! 
-Because music helps us to 
associate feeling, emotions and 
moods.  
-Because songs both consciously 
and subconsciously evoke 
emotions. 
 
Recommendations: We can 
connect the emotions we obtain 
from songs with the same emotions 
in a difficult book to help promote 




-Yes, it is helpful to use songs to connect to other 
texts—because it gives a different perspective. For 
example, the song can make one more aware of an 
issue, because of the different perspective it brings. 
-There is something about hearing the singer and his or 
her emotion that gives life to an issue in the song—just 
hearing helps us to connect to the book easier.  
-Different perspectives that we get from songs can aid 
in interpretation. 
-The emotions the singer puts into a song can change 




Helpful to connect songs to texts 
-Yes! 
-Because songs give a different 
perspective to another text. (One 
can be made more aware of an 
issue through the different 
perspectives of a song.) 
-Because emotions give live to an 
issue in a song and hearing it 




A song can bring to life the experiences of a character 
in a book. 
 
Recommendations: Read the book but listen to the 
lyrics, because the emotions of the singer can influence 
our perspective and help us to connect a difficult book 
to a song to aid our interpretation of the book. 
-Because different perspectives we 
get from songs can enhance 
interpretation. 
-Because the singer’s emotions can 
cause us to change our previous 
perspective of a song. 
- Because a song to bring to life the 
experiences of characters in a 
book. 
 
Recommendations: One should 
read the book and listen to song 
lyrics, because the singer’s 
emotions connected to a difficult 
book can aid interpretation. 
[Emotions and Interpretation] 
Debbi 
-Yes, it is helpful to use songs to connect to other texts-
because if a student can identify parts of a text that he 
or she personally connects to, then he or she can find a 
song that is similar to help him or her interpret the 
book. 
-Texts are about life in literary form. 
-There is a song for everything. 
 
Recommendations: Whether you are musically or 
poetically inclined, just write what you desire and feel 




Helpful to connect songs to texts 
-Yes! 
- Because identifying parts of a 
text one can connect to and finding 
a similar song can enhance 
interpretation. [Personal 
connection and Interpretation] 
-Because texts are life in literary 
form.  
-Because there is a song for every 
situation.  
 
Recommendations: Whether you 
are musically or poetically 
inclined, just write what you desire 
and feel when you connect the 
song to the book. (Trusting in 
one’s feelings and desire, 
connecting the song and book that 
way and write.) 
 
 
3. Were there any messages you got from the songs that could have helped with 
your essay writing? 
Table 7.5. Class 1-Interviews-Question 3 
 
Info Extracted from Interview Data Classifications Codes 
Jaquez 
Messages: The student did not answer the question but 
diverted to the idea of multiple messages in song and 
there are they share similarities with a book. 
 
Other:  
-Some students incorporated songs from other cultures, 







Comment about Messages 
-There are multiple messages in 
a song, and they share 





the students even started listening to those songs on 
their own.   
-Some of the students developed an appreciation for 
music from other cultures that they did not have before. 
Other 
- [Not in my research design  
I. Some students incorporated 
songs from other cultures, 
because the songs were played in 
class, and some of the students 
even started listening to those 
songs on their own.  
II. Some of the students 
developed an appreciation for 
music from other cultures that 
they did not have before. Why? 
[Implications from future 
research] 
Shirley 
Messages: None but recognizes that music can produce 
generational trends in the way it is perceived. For 
example, music impact people of different generations 
differently and although both generations might have a 
similar interpretation of the same song, they would 
have different attitudes towards the song. Also, a 
similar theme or idea might be more passive for one 
generation and more confrontational for another. 
 
Other:   
The same message can be analyzed differently 







Comment about Messages 
-Music can produce generational 
trends in the way it is perceived. 
(A similar theme or idea might 
be more passive for one 
generation and more 
confrontational for another.) 
 
Other 
- The same message can be 
analyzed differently according to 
generation. Although an 
analogously message might be 
acknowledged, the implications 
of it be read differently 
according to the generation. [I 
wonder what accounts for this. 
(Future study)] 
Gayle 
Messages: The student did not answer the question.  
 
Other:  
Songs can reveal the singer’s perception or feelings 
and that can be linked with a character in a book, 












-A singer perspective 
(perception, or feelings) can be 
connected to a character and that 






Table 7.6. Class 2-Interviews-Question 3 
 
Info extracted from Interview Data Classifications Codes 
Jules 
Messages: The student did not exactly answer the 
question but provided deep insights. The student said, 
“The messages I got came from me picturing the song 
in my head, and then forming my thoughts to help me 
write the essay.” 
 
Other:  
Songs can help form a mental image in our minds, and 
we can visualize the class lessons, and life experiences, 
experiences that relate to the song, and that can help us 








Comment about Messages 
-Messages can help us picture 
the song in our head and 




-Song can form mental images, 
help with class lessons, and life 
experiences that relates to song 




Other:   
Although one might feel comfortable with what one 
writes, there are other ways to connect to a book than 
what one has chosen.  
If a student finds a song that he or she can relate to, he 











-There are other ways to connect 
to a book, which are different 
from what we write.  
-Connecting a song that one 
relates to, with a book through 

















-The student’s comments 
demonstrate that there are 
messages in songs that can clam 
us and help us to focus and that 
enhances essay writing. 
 
 
4. A) Let’s play the song right now. B) Is there anything that you hear that is 
different from what you thought? C) Is there anything you wish you would have 




Table 7.7. Class 1-Interviews-Question 4 
 
Info Extracted from Interview Data Classifications Codes 
Jaquez 
Different from previous thought:  
The song can also be connected to a broken or 
intimate relationship. [This is the student recognizing 
multiple perspectives in a song] 
 
Wish would have included in the essay:  
Nothing was mentioned. 
 
Other:  
One has to read deeper into the song to recognize 
other intertextual possibilities and interpretations. [In-




Different than previously thought  
-The song can be connected to a 
broken or intimate relationship. 
[Multiple perspectives] 
 
Wish included in the essay 
-Nothing was mentioned. 
 
Other Insights 
-Reading deeper into a song can 
help us recognize intertextual 
possibilities and interpretations.  
[Intertextuality-Interpretation] 
Shirley 
Different from previous thought:  
There can be other perspectives of the main character. 
For example, forgiveness is a different way to 
perceive the character. [This is evidence of deeper 
thought] 
 
Wish would have included in the essay:  
I could have included another perspective of the main 
character, Pecola’s, never ending lack of forgiveness, 







Different than previously thought  
-There are other perspectives to the 
main character. (Forgiveness as a 
different way to perceive the 
character) [Multiple perspectives] 
 
Wish included in the essay 
-Could have examined the main 







Different from previous thought:  
Nothing was mentioned. 
 
Wish would have included in the essay:  
Nothing. The student believes she said that she 








Different than previously thought  
-Nothing was mentioned. 
 
Wish included in the essay 
-Nothing! (Said what she wanted 








Table 7.8. Class 2-Interviews-Question 4 
 
Info Extracted from Interview Data Classifications Codes 
Jules 
Different from previous thought:  
Nothing was mentioned. 
 
Wish would have included in the essay:  
The student recognized that he could have 
connected different lines and different themes 
of the song with the book and still be able to 
understand the book.  
 
Other:  





Different than previously thought  
- Nothing was mentioned. 
 
Wish included in the essay 
-Could have connected different lines and 
different themes of the song with the book 




-Songs are open to multiple interpretations 
much like poetry. [Multiple Perspectives-
Interpretations] 
Azzam 
Different from previous thought:  
Although the song has simple lyrics, it is 
abstract and subtle. 
The song is very deep, and it challenges us to 
change the way we think. 
 
Wish would have included in the essay:   
The student wish he could have discussed the 
idea of what the blue eyes represented for 
Pecola and not just her obsession with them.  
The student recognized that he could have 
examined the main character, Pecola from a 
different perspective for the message of the 
song is more than just obtaining blue eyes.  
 
Other:  





Different than previously thought  
-Although the song has simple lyrics, it is 
abstract and subtle. 
-The song is very deep, and it challenges us 
to change the way we think. [Abstraction-
Subtle-in-depth-Cognition] 
 
Wish included in the essay 
-Could have discussed the idea of what blue 
eyes meant for Pecola and not just her 




-The message from the song brings the 
realization that Blue eyes in the book has 
symbolic value. [Symbolism] 
Debbi 
Different from previous thought:  
The student realizes that a part of the lyrics 
could have been interpreted differently. 
 
Wish would have included in the essay:  
The student would have liked to discuss what 




Songs can open up different perspectives and 
new meanings and interpretations.  
It is important that people understand the real 
meanings behind what a person/singer is trying 






Different than previously thought  
-A part of the lyrics could have been 
interpreted differently. [Interpretation] 
 
Wish included in the essay 
-Would have like to discuss what the singer 




-Songs can open different perspectives, 
which leads to new meanings and new 
interpretations. 
-It’s important to understand the real 
meaning behind the message a 
person/singer is trying to send, so he/she 
can connect it to a book to aid 
interpretation. [Multiple Perspectives-









Can you talk to me about music and song in your life? 
Jaquez: 
Sure, I’ll start. Music and song in my life has always played a significant role because when I 
was a child, my father was very into music and in the household, he played music all day, every 
day for many, many years and he had an entire audio file stereo system. So, he passed his love 
for music onto me. 
Interviewer: 
Okay. And you still love music? 
Jaquez: 
I do, I do. I feel like music, there’s always a song for any situation in your life and it’s 
comforting to hear a song that relates to something that’s happening to you closely. 
Interviewer: 
So, as you said, there’s a song for every situation in your life. Do you find that there’s a song for 
the situation the book The Bluest Eye that we did? Is there a song for different situations in that 
book? 
Jaquez: 
Absolutely. There’s many, many songs because the book focuses on racial differences in 
segregation and the relationship between parent and child and how it’s a broken relationship. So, 
a lot of music nowadays, the most expressive music, I feel, come from those who have 




Can you talk to me about music and song in your life? 
Shirley: 
Well I’m a musician so it’s already a big part of my life. 
Interviewer: 
What instrument or instruments do you play? 
Shirley: 
I play the clarinet and piano, but I also play a few flutes, like a few Japanese flutes as well. So I 
usually play, I actually wanted to try and become a musician professionally at one point but I’m 
also taking singing lessons so music is a huge part of my educational experience and my personal 
life music is kind of the thing that helped me through lots of situations in life. 
Interviewer: 









Since I began my musical education, I’ve developed a lot of skills that helped me greatly 
throughout both high school and college. 
Interviewer: 






Music in a sense also helps me put things into context. Like I remember once in high school we 
were reading civil war literature and my teacher played “When Johnny Comes Marching Home” 
and it kind of helped tied in writing to history with music by putting it into context creating the 
society that we were trying to put ourselves into to understand the literature better. 
Interviewer: 
That sounds good, so would you say that there is a possible connection between writing and 
music and song, and can it help your writing? 
Shirley: 
No doubt there is. It’s like music’s a very common form of entertainment present in almost any 
culture and if we can understand their music, we can put what they’re trying to say into context, 




Can you talk to me about music and song in your life? 
Gayle: 
When you grow up in a household you have like a lot of music throughout the whole house. Like 
your parents have certain music they listen to and they pass it on to you. So, you actually get into 
it and stuff. I mean, unless you don’t have music in your household, people will start to grow up 
with it. And The Bluest Eye, especially, has a lot of songs that can relate to the book, especially 





Can you talk to me about music and song in your life? 
Jules: 
Music and song are important in my life, because I see them as multiple purpose platforms I can 
use for many things. I can relate to them, and they give people like me a voice so our opinions 







Can you talk to me about music and song in your life? 
Azzam: 
For me music is always a good thing. I listen to music all the time and it helps me to cope with 
life pressures. Songs bring back memories or thoughts of someone who you may lost or are still 
in your life. Songs can relate to some people’s life. For example, songs can be depressing or 




Can you talk to me about music and song in your life? 
Debbi:  
I’m really very motivated by music in almost everything, I love to dance. I love to listen to music 
when I’m driving, mostly the classics and I love to listen to almost all type. I love the Indian, the 
Chinese, the African music, everything. I’m also a soloist, I sing a lot, part of the choir at church 
and there is, and I reiterate that, there is actually absolute truth to coordinating music with 
learning because I find that when music is playing it’s a certain type of electrical activity start 
happening in the brain and you know, when you might maybe facing a writing block or your 
thoughts may be jumbled, music tend to just streamline everything. 
 
Theme 
A Personal and Family Connection to Music and Life Experiences 
Of the six students who were interviewed, Jaquez, Shirley, and Gayle of Class 1 and Jules 
and Debbi of Class 2 admitted to having a personal connection with and appreciation of music. 
The students’ answers depicted that music might be inherent, but it was certainly nurtured, i.e., 
passed down through generations. For Gayle, songs move from generation to generation, but 
while Jaquez agreed with her, he added that music relates to our life experiences. Shirley also 
agreed with the generational trek of songs, but to her they related to life experiences. Having a 
personal connection with and appreciation of music seemed to initially come from the students’ 
family’s appreciation of music, but it does not stop there; it continues to be an integral part of 
their lives. Both Jaquez and Shirley recognized that music relates to life experiences, but Jaquez 
thought music can relate to painful life experiences. However, Shirley argued for music being a 
tool to help with education for it aids in the development of skills to enhance academic success. 
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This was especially true in Shirley’s case. Like Shirley, Debbi also acknowledged a personal 
connection with and appreciation for music, and she purported that music also helps with 
learning. Shirley and Debbi have been using music in their educational endeavors, and this 
means that there exists a possibility that other students can use music as a tool to enhance 
learning as well. On the other hand, Jules’ personal connection to music comes from his 
recognition of the importance of songs in his life, while Azzam of Class 2 argued that music 
relates to our life experiences.  
As Dorit (1997) claimed, “These songs tell stories and facts relating to people and places 
around the world” (p. 117), and Šipuš (1973) added, “There is no doubt that music is the 
reflection of the world (p. 298). Dorit’s (1997) and Šipuš’s (1973) perceptions echoed the 
students’ idea that song relates to our lives. Inside of songs are narratives and facts that inform 
the lives of people everywhere. The informative nature of songs means that making a personal 
connection to songs is possible because they speak to us in different ways, and in ways to which 
we can all individually relate on some level.  
An individual life experience or life experiences that mirror what one s going through can 
be depicted in song. Jaquez believed that the painful experiences in a song can relate to a book, 
while Gayle said that characterization is a good way to connect a song to a book. For Jaquez, 
song can bring comfort, so connecting a painful experience in a song might aid the reader to 
identify a painful experience in a book and, through this intertextuality, produce interpretation. 
On the other hand, Gayle insisted that personally relating to a character in a song and connecting 
it to a book is a way to connect them both. Both Jaquez and Gayle recognized that life 
experiences mentioned in a song can be linked to the life experiences of the characters in a book 
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through painful experiences and characterization, respectively. I add that it might be possible to 
connect both song and book through good or neutral experiences as well.  
The bottom line is that songs and life experiences are intertwined. Thus, since music 
correlates with our life experiences, it is possible for everyone to make a personal connection to 
music. No matter the culture, there is some form of music that is common. From machine-
manufactured instruments to hand-crafted instruments, to pounding our hands on a surface to 
produce sound, to singing or humming, music is a factual factor across the lives of human 
beings, regardless of cultures. Therefore, everyone can make a personal connection to music, 
whether it associates positive or negative feelings. Human beings usually cycle in and out of 
positive and negative moods, and music can match their mood and speak to their emotion state. 
While songs can encourage or discourage, all students and teachers can make an emotional 
connection one way or another. 
Like the students, music correlates with my life experience, and my personal connection 
with and appreciation of music have a familial beginning as well. I grew up in a musical family. 
My father and my uncles are musicians who all played in a band earlier in their lives. The house 
I grew up in used to be a bedrock for the community as a gathering place to listen to and critique 
music. One of my uncles, who has been a career musician, musical arranger, and band leader, 
made several albums of soca music. Thus, music was a constant staple in my life when I was 
growing up and it still is. I think about the times when I would play songs softly in the 
background while I studied my school work, and at times when I could not concentrate, I took a 
break, listened to music, then returned to study and was able to focus and concentrate.  
Music has accompanied me throughout my life and, as a teacher, this remains a verity. I 
play and use songs as texts in the classroom, and I pair them with literary texts. Although I did 
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not think about studying the interpretative value of songs to aid the interpretation of books until I 
undertook this research project, using music in the classroom has been a part of my pedagogical 
process. 
The idea that our family background or culture influences our connection to music is 
factual. Where we grew up and the music, we listen to can permeate us to the point that we are 
not cognizant that our musical preference or liking for music were initiated because of those 
family influences. While our preference may evolve to include other forms of music, our 
fundamental music inception owes its beginnings to our family’s connection to music. 
Songs Connect to Everything/Multiple Perceptions 
Jaquez argued that there is a song for every situation in life, and for Jules, songs can be 
used for multiple perspectives. Jaquez’s idea that a song can connect to any situation speaks to 
the existence of multiple perspectives in song, which Jules also pointed out.  
Could this be true that there is song for every situation? Throughout every epoch, songs 
have been composed by humans who often write and sing about their experiences. As issues 
arise, so do songs, but there are situations yet to come that songs have not addressed, although 
some songs are prophetic, so some of them speak to future situations. I would add that songs are 
situational and are created to match situations that arise—and even those that have not yet 
transpired. 
Why is this possible? Whatever we are experiencing, it is possible to associate a song 
with it or create a song to address it. Thus, since songs are aligned according to situations, they 
are by virtue tools that appeal to our humanity and our emic tangles with ourselves. 




García Landa (1993) contended that “the original reason for interpreting a text is that we 
do not know what it means. But as there can be many degrees of unknowing” (p. 6). According 
to García Landa, we need interpretation to deduce meaning. However, meaning is not singular, 
and there are many ways to interpret a text. Here, García Landa’s argument confirmed the 
existence of multiple perspectives. Thus, to say there is a song for every situation is to imply that 
there is more than one way to scrutinize a song, which means there is more than one way to 
listen to or perceive a song. While I am not questioning what we hear when we listen to songs, I 
am highlighting what we might have perceived to have heard. Even when we hear a song and 
apply perception to it, there is no singular way to do this. According to Šipuš (1973), 
“Everything that happens, is in music too” (p. 298). Because music infuses everything that 
occurs in life, everything in life that concerns us can be connected to music. Our regular routines, 
and sometime irregular occurrences, cannot escape the presence of songs. Songs move about our 
lives on different levels and from level to level in different modes.  
Krippendorff (2004) noted that “texts do not have single meanings that could be ‘found,’ 
‘identified,’ and ‘described’ for what they are” (p. 22). Texts such as songs operate on many 
levels. Hence, songs are multi-perspectival, which indicates that the meanings and interpretations 
that spring from them have multiplicity. Moreover, because a single text constitutes multiplicity, 
texts can be perceived from different perspectives. Thus, the understanding and subsequent 
interpretations we get from texts can not only be multiple but can also vary among readers, 
viewers, and listeners of a text. With songs in mind, texts are not only embroiled in multiplicity, 
but they offer myriad interpretative possibilities. Therefore, a song can help to initiate the 
interpretation of a literary text, like a book, by engaging one or more perspectives. Analogously, 
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a book is also multi-perspectival, which entails that an intertextual linkage through one or more 
perspectives can produce understanding and interpretation. 
Songs, Contexts, and Essay Writing 
Shirley pointed out that music puts things into a context that enhances understanding and 
aids academics. Songs can help to tie writing to aspects by providing contexts, and if we can 
understand the music, it can help us apply context to the book and we can write better essays. 
While one may question Shirley’s claim, how this can be measured? (Further research may be 
needed.) Shirley was speaking about her own experience when she said she found songs to be 
helpful in her process of essay writing.  
As Witter-Merithew et al. (2002) said: 
Context is the information that surrounds the message and comprehending the full intent 
of a message can only occur by considering the context in which the message was framed 
and expressed.  Context is comprised of the participants, setting and purpose. (p. 2)  
 
These authors contended that context describes the information that encompasses the message, 
and interpretation of the message requires studying the context wherein the message has been 
produced. Context, then, and message deduction are dependent on the individual’s positionality, 
according to how the individual is affected by the message he or she receives.  
As Yang (2001) pointed out:  
According to Gee, situated meanings are what we negotiate “on the spot” in and through 
communication in a given context. They, in turn, ‘construct experience as meaningful in 
certain ways and not others.’ It is social languages, situated meanings, and cultural 
models that enable people to enact and recognize different Discourses. Cultural models 
involve our “first thoughts,” or taken-for-granted assumptions about what is “typical” or 
“normal,” and they mediate between the micro level of interaction and the macro level of 




Yang purported that meaning is situated and context-specific. Meaning is constructed though 
context and cultural designs that are attached to discourses. The messages we get through 
communication are composed based on context from micro to macro dimensions.  
Contexts can be set and reset because they can shift according to the elements they 
circumscribe. With that said, all texts can be placed in contexts, which can denote singular and 
plural dimensions. Therefore, songs have contexts and grasping interpretations of them can be 
deduced that way. Since books also operate in contexts, bridging a song and a book through the 
mode of contexts can foster interpretations of each in terms of the other. However, since it seems 
as if songs are usually more accessible to us than written texts, especially the difficult ones, 
examining the contexts in songs offers a way for us to enter a difficult book and extract 
interpretations. For Shirley, grasping the context of a song and applying the same context to a 
book can aid not only in understanding the book, but also in fostering the kind of interpretation 
of the book that would help the students to write better essays.  
According to DeNora (1999), “Music’s specific meanings and its link to circumstances 
simply emerges from its association with the context in which it is heard” (p. 48). Meaning in 
songs is aligned with the circumstances and the context that surrounds them. Thus, Shirley’s idea 
might be possible, considering that meaning is structured through contexts. If the students grasp 
a workable meaning that can be applied to both the song and the book, they might be able to 
produce an essay demonstrating their understanding of the meaning communicated through the 
song and, consequently, the book.  
Songs Give People a Voice 
Jules claimed that songs give people a voice so their opinions can be heard. In the 
classroom, there are times when some students are quiet or do not participate as much as other 
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students. This could be for several reasons. A teacher is often not aware or does not even 
understand what affects students’ engagement in class. While it could be that some of the 
problems are school-related, so much more transpires outside of the school setting that impacts 
students’ engagement in the class and the lesson. Using songs in the classroom might help some 
students, whose coyness or other personal reason does not exercise or find their voices. In this 
way, songs create a space for students to exercise their voices.  
Heshmat (2018) noted that “People who have difficulty expressing their feelings in words 
sometimes feel more comfortable expressing these emotions through music” (p. 1), and Fenwick 
and Albergato-Muterspaw (2008) similarly wrote:  
The content of the songs themselves engage audiences in confronting conditions of 
inequity and injustice, envisioning alternate possibilities, and daring to consider their 
personal responsibility. (p. 48)  
 
Both Heshmat (2018) and Fenwick and Albergato-Muterspaw (2008) indicated that the 
atmosphere and mood set up by songs bring comfort and foster a safe space for students’ voices 
to be heard. Having a voice and knowing that if one has something to say, it will be treated with 
respect and value, promote a psychological wellness in students, which can positively influence 
academic performance.  
Additionally, Fenwick and Albergato-Muterspaw (2008) mentioned that teachers should 
“reclaim all voices to build inclusive communities and confront social concerns” (p. 48), while 
Carlson (2010) laid out one way for students’ voice to be encouraged. Carlson said that we 
should 
encourage students to interrogate each text using questions such as, whose viewpoints are 
presented? What are we to think? Whose voices are missing? Who is silenced or 
discounted in this piece? Are there alternate perspectives? As a critical-edge reader, how 




While Fenwick and Albergato-Muterspaw (2008) suggested that teachers should create inclusive 
communities to help students develop their voices, Carlson (2010) presented one way teachers 
can implement this. He noted that students develop their voice in and out the classroom if they 
are taught to examine the issue of voice in texts. To accomplish this, building a strong classroom 
community is needed, which involves building a Collective Third Space and Culturally 
Responsive Pedagogy to provide students with a space for self-expression and voice. Students 
can find or reclaim their voices in a classroom community that uses songs as texts in the 
classroom.  
Music as a Coping Mechanism 
Azzam argued that music is a coping mechanism for individuals. With regard to songs 
serving as coping mechanisms, Schäfer et al. (2013) emphasized that “Humans have used music 
to help cope with awareness of life’s transitoriness” (p. 1). Life can be unpredictable, and things 
can change to something we find unfavorable, but songs can help us to cope with the ephemeral 
nature of life. Azzam’s idea that music can be used as a coping mechanism for us shows that the 
transient nature of life can leave us vulnerable to unpleasant circumstances. People need a way to 
cope with the unexpected and whatever besets them, which they cannot currently subvert.  
There is a need for songs to help us not only endure but overcome. Songs can act as 
safety valves that help us withstand adverse conditions in which we might find ourselves. 
“Music,” as Hargreaves et al. (2002) pointed out, “can have short-term, transitory effects as well 
as a more deep-seated influence on our beliefs and behavior” (p. 11). The potential exists in 
songs to influence our psychological state of mind, both short-term and long-term. Often, it is 
more than what we hear, but also what we feel, because songs can transmit messages, both 
explicitly and subliminally, which helps us to cope with the ups and down of life.  
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Memory, Cognition, and Learning 
Azzam claimed that songs activate our memories and thought processes. Debbi took it 
one step further and said that songs organize our thoughts in ways that enhance our writing. Both 
Azzam and Debbi revealed the influence of songs on our cognition. While Azzam recognized 
that connection of songs, memories, and cognition, Debbi noticed that songs can have the 
potential to influence our cognition in ways to aid writing.  
In terms of memory, DeNora (1999) asserted that “music can be used as a device for the 
reflexive process of remembering” (p. 45). DeNora seemed to agree with Azzam’s idea that 
music initiates memory. According to Mohana (2018), “Music…is more rooted in the primitive 
brain structures” (p. 1). Correspondingly, Campbell (1983) stated, “The more connections that 
can be made in the brain, the more integrated an experience becomes within memory” (p. 6). 
Here, Debbi’s idea is supported by Campbell (1983), who insisted that the memorial process in 
the brain can be used to promote learning. DeNora (1999) talked about “more integrated 
experience,” which seems to refer to the fact that more cohesive input of information can lead to 
more vivid memory. If students are taught how to process literary texts in more integrated ways, 
they can boost their memory.  
Debbi believed that songs positively impact memory to the point where writing is 
enhanced, but this is tied to our cognitive abilities. The employment of our cognitive faculties 
can be observed through Jeffreys’ (1994) reasoning, who purported, “Both songs and inscriptions 
are extreme forms of ‘cognitive compression’” (p. 129). Jeffreys contended that the songs and 
messages we receive and send are aligned with our cognition. Because we act in accordance with 
our cognitive reception to songs, we produce a cognitive sensibility that obeys the dictates of our 
cognitive comprehension. As it relates to learning, the cognitive faculty is connected to songs 
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because ideas start in the mind. Chin and Rickard (2012) reminded us that “Music reception [is] 
associated with widespread activation of distribution cortical and subcortical brain systems”  
(p. 431). A thought must first be conceived before it can become a reality, and this conception or 
thought, once birthed, becomes a notion; then, once acted upon, it becomes a part of the 
individual’s thought production and memory activation.  
Essay writing requires thought and memories that have initially stemmed from the brain, 
and music can help enable them. Chin and Rickard (2012) also declared, “Individuals who often 
seek intellectually stimulating experiences with music, to develop an advanced level of auditory 
processing of music stimuli, despite not having any form of music training” (p. 431). Even 
without musical training, students who use music to aid them in their academics have cultivated 
a heightened way of processing music that aids their learning. Thus, it is possible, as Shirley 
claimed, that music can be coordinated with learning because music impacts brain activities that 
aid clarity to enhance one’s writing. 
2. Do you think it’s helpful to use songs to connect with other texts? For example, a 
book like The Bluest Eye or other texts that are difficult. And what 




Do you think it’s helpful to use songs to connect with other texts? For example, a book like The 
Bluest Eye or other texts that are difficult. And what recommendations would you make?  
Jaquez: 
Yeah, I would definitely say that music can help with any text at all because there’s always a 
song for it. Any situation. I think I firmly believe anything that you read, somebody has gone 
through and there’s a song out there to relate to it, but as far as recommendations go, nothing is 







Do you think it’s helpful to use songs to connect with other texts? For example, a book like The 
Bluest Eye or other texts that are difficult. And what recommendations would you make?  
Shirley:  
Connect one of their favorite songs to an aspect of the book, and although I understand they 
maybe struggle to or are unable to do this such as deaf students, which is unfortunate but there’s 
also poetry as well. So, songs are just poetry with music in the background, is what someone told 
me once.  
Interviewer: 
So that would be your recommendations. Okay. When you did that, did it work for you? When 
you connect it to aspects of the book? 
Shirley: 
I did. When I wrote my essays, I did. I had a different process, because I like a lot of songs, but a 
lot of them explore different aspects of struggle that I may be dealing with, so what I did was try 
to identify the struggle, try to identify the struggle that the character is facing, what they might 
feel and what that are feeling, what else would make me get it, and what song would help me 
feel whatever they may be feeling. 
Interviewer: 
Okay, that’s very good, so you connect with the character and you find a particular song and that 






Do you think it’s helpful to use songs to connect with other texts? For example, a book like The 
Bluest Eye or other texts that are difficult. And what recommendations would you make?  
Gayle: 
I believe it is useful. Okay, so for example, you don’t always need a text, like a written text to 
actually understand the song, but other way around works better for me. If you actually analyze 
it, a song can help you to understand a written text, especially when it’s hard to understand. The 
song, every song has a different meaning, and even if a song does not directly connect to the 
book, the song can have the same emotions that characters have in the book. I would recommend 
that when the book is hard to understand to find a song that show the characters emotions and 





Do you think it’s helpful to use songs to connect with other texts? For example, a book like The 
Bluest Eye or other texts that are difficult. And what recommendations would you make?  
Jules: 
Yeah, with music, we as human beings, we associate feelings and emotions and moods to things 
that were present at the time, and we have that feeling or emotion. That is why it’s helpful to 
connect songs with other texts. When you hear a song or a certain type of music, it can help you 
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feel happy, subconsciously, or it can evoke any emotion that you experienced while you were 
listening to that song once. We can connect the emotions we get from a song with the same 




Do you think it’s helpful to use songs to connect with other texts? For example, a book like The 
Bluest Eye or other texts that are difficult. And what recommendations would you make?  
Azzam: 
Very much so because it gives a different perspective. There was a song you played in class. The 
song was soca, which means it was from the Caribbean. And it brought a different viewpoint 
from the one that we had here being from New York. For us, poverty, has a very different look. 
If I can’t afford the newest iPhone, I’ll have to get the one before this. But the song connected to 
a different personal experience of a person of a different background than us. We could use that 
song as a representation of what he experienced in his home country.  
Interviewer: 
Okay, so I’m hearing is that culture came up, and maybe songs can be played in the classroom, 
to bring in cultural issues that are happening, maybe different parts of the world and in America. 
Azzam: 
Yeah. I want to add on to what he’s saying. 
Instructor: 
Go ahead.  
Azzam: 
So, when we actually like, let’s say, refer to the text, or we’re reading a book about poverty it’s 
not the same as hearing it in a song. When we read a book, and we’re hearing about poverty and 
all these things, like, people didn’t have money and stuff like that, we could imagine in our 
heads, but we can’t really put it into words. So really, just like the next day, or after that class, 
we just forget about it. But, when we actually heard a song and we actually heard how the guy 
actually felt, his emotions got to me and I understood what he was going through. Instead of 
reading the text, where it is not always easy to deeply understand what is going on, I was able 
connect to it, which was the difference when I heard the song.  
Instructor: 
So, are you saying that the song could have helped you in terms of analyzing or interpreting the 






So, when I read the paper, let’s say I read something of the paper talking about poverty. I read it 
and I understood it. I’m like, okay, people went through hard times, which happens all the time. 
But it really didn’t affect me, it didn’t have any meaning to me. I’m like okay that happened, that 
happened. Everything happens in the world. But when I heard when someone was singing about 
it, and he was explaining, he was putting emotion into what he was saying. That changed the 
view of how I thought about it.  I’m like, “Oh, this actually matters.” It’s like, when there’s a 
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problem, and someone brings it to your attention, you actually look at what’s going on. More 




With writing about a difficult book, if you try to elicit an emotion from someone through writing, 
it can be very difficult sometimes. Because most people will read a passage in a very monotone 
way. And for most emotional passages, such as poverty, let’s say or any human difficulties, one 
of the main ways to gain empathy is through emotion. When we read the passage, most people 
probably read it in a bored, monotone way in which there is no empathy elicited just from the 
way it was read. But in the song, because we got to hear that actual person singing, his own voice 
sort of added weight to what he was saying. And while this would be the same if someone just 
read a passage, but we know he wasn’t reading us the passage. If we just read the lyrics of the 
song, they would have a different effect. But because there was a voice to attach the meaning to, 
I think it amplified it and actually made a lot more personal level and made it so we could 
empathize well. That is why connecting the motions from a song to a difficult book can help you 





Do you think it’s helpful to use songs to connect with other texts? For example, a book like The 
Bluest Eye or other texts that are difficult. And what recommendations would you make?  
Debbi:  
Like I wish they would integrate music with much of the classics. For instance, I’m struggling 
with math. I think perhaps if they allow some sort of background music or relate some of the 
problems with math it might help. 
Interviewer: 
So, think about the difficulties, you said there’s sometimes you could have some difficulty in 
math, what about when it gets difficult in coming up with ideas in writing? Right? Would you 
make any recommendations how we can use music or song to help people who are having 
difficulty? Perhaps writing their essays or anything else in general. 
Debbi: 
Well if the student can identify parts of the text are connected with themselves, which most 
writing really is about life in literary form anyway, and usually there is a song for it, you know, 
that people usually say. 
Interviewer: 
So, there’s a song for everything? 
Debbi: 
Yes. There’s a song for it, find it. You know when I’m angry there is a song that goes along with 
the theme of my anger and I’m happy. 
Interviewer: 
Suppose they can’t find it a song, should they write it? 
Debbi: 







Of course they can write it, if you’re musically inclined, if you are well-versed, or you have any 
kind of skill in poetry or, in fact , even if you don’t, you can still write what exactly you desire, 
want or feel. 
 
Categories 
Helpful to Connect Songs to Other Texts 
Understanding and Interpretation 
In response to the question if it is useful to connect songs to other texts, Jaquez and Gayle 
from Class 1 responded yes, and Jules, Azzam, and Debbi from Class 2 responded yes. Only 
Shirley from Class 1 did not answer the question.  
Jaquez said it is important to connect songs with other texts because music can aid the 
understanding of other texts, and there is a song for every book and situation. However, Debbi 
believed that connecting songs to other texts is useful because identifying parts of a text one can 
connect to and finding a similar song can enhance interpretation. This reminded me of Ghasemi 
et al. (2011), who insisted that the “world of students is limited before interpreting text, but next 
interpreting text can expand their world” (p. 1628). Interpretation of a text can cause students to 
develop different ways of seeing the world. Therefore, the interpretation of songs can expand not 
only their vision of the world and aid them in their interpretation of texts, but also cause them to 
learn to read the world in which they live. 
While Jaquez thought there is a song for every situation and book, Debbi concurred and 
added that texts depict life in literary form. I contemplated what she meant by this and it seemed 
as if she was arguing that songs can aid academic aptitude because of their literary depiction of 
life. From Debbi’s perception, a song can make the literary elements in book more accessible 
and also help to simplify concepts in a book to make it easier to understand. Ghasemi et al. 
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(2011) noted, “Understanding is a grasping of an alien life expressing itself through writing”  
(p. 1625). Understanding, from Ghasemi et al.’s perception, is about making sense of the 
unknown. Because it is usually easier for us to grasp understanding of songs than of novels, they 
can help us grasp the alien or unfamiliar information in a novel by applying the understanding 
and interpretation we deduce from song and engaging the novel that way. 
For Jaquez, there is not a book that cannot be connected to a song, so songs lend 
themselves to aiding the interpretation of books. Everything we read has been experienced by 
someone and there is a song that relates to it. However, Debbi noted that a song can shed light on 
a text or parts of a text and help us to form interpretations. Both Jaquez and Debbie contended 
that songs foster understanding and interpretation, which is why it makes sense to connect them 
to literary texts.  
The Emotive Value in Songs 
Schäfer et al. (2013) informed us that music is a “means for social and emotional 
communication” (p. 1). From Schäfer et al.’s reasoning, songs transmit emotional content. Gayle 
and Azzam also believed that songs are soaked with emotional aspects. Gayle argued that it is 
important to connect songs to other texts because analyzing a song can aid the understanding of a 
text, and it is possible to connect a song to a book through similar emotions found in both. 
Notwithstanding, Jules felt that it is useful to connect songs to other texts because music helps us 
to associate feelings, emotions, and moods, and songs both consciously and subconsciously 
evoke emotions. Gayle suggested that the existence of the emotive factor in songs is a reason to 
connect them to other texts. Songs impact our emotions, whether we are aware of it, and other 
texts are entrenched in emotions as well.  
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While Azzam believed in the multiple perspectives of songs, he linked his reason for 
connecting songs to other texts through the emotive aspects of songs as well. From Azzam’s 
perspective, being cognizant of the multiple perspectives of songs means also being aware that 
songs can impact our emotions in myriad ways. Azzam noted that songs can bring life to the 
experiences of characters in a book. He argued that emotions give live to an issue in a song and 
hearing it makes it easier to connect to a book because the different perspectives we get from 
songs can enhance interpretation. He also believed that a singer’s emotions can cause us to 
change our previous perspective of a song. For both Gayle and Azzam, the emotional impact of 
songs on us is a valid reason why songs should be connected to literary texts.  
Songs Are Like Poetry 
Are songs and poetry encased in a one-dimensional definition, where they are separate 
entities that complement each other, or are they the same? Shirley remarked that songs are like 
poetry with music in the background. What does this mean? Hess (2019) said that music is 
poetry: 
Music and poetry are normally not mentioned in the same sentence together.… However, 
the similarities between music and poetry are far greater than observed by the general 
public and media. Songs themselves have to be rhythmic. As well, poetry flows just the 
same. Rhythm is what makes music as well as poetry. The flowing of words, the 
instruments smooth melody; all a part of the greater meaning, poetry. (p. 1)  
 
Focusing on songs, the sound that is produced is often melodic, which supplies rhythm to the 
words and the overall structure of the song. Poems too have rhythms which complement their 
overall structure. There is an analogous relationship between songs and poems. Apart from their 
compositions, they work similarly. They both employ our cognitive processes and bring into play 
our imaginations and desire to understand and interpret them. I am not saying that all songs and 
poems are easy to understand and interpret, but they engage us in ways that often force us to 
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think about them and what they communicate to us. If students can perceive songs as they 
perceive poems, they might be able to analyze songs even more effectively and vice versa. Songs 
might enable us to comprehend the sometimes-difficult interpretive challenges of books.  
Recommendations—Connecting Songs to Other texts 
The students were asked what recommendations they would make about connecting 







• One should connect one’s favorite song to an aspect of the book. 
• One can write an essay by connecting a song with an aspect of the book. 





• To help interpret a difficult book, find a song that shows characters’ emotions and 





• We can connect the emotions we obtain from songs with the same emotions in a difficult 




• One should read the book and listen to song lyrics, because the singer’s emotions 




• Whether you are musically or poetically inclined, just write what you desire and feel 
when you connect the song to the book. (Trusting in one’s feelings and desire, connecting 
the song and book that way and write). 
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Were there any messages you got from the songs that could have helped with your essay writing? 
Jaquez: 
Yeah. The book is a sad book and what was interesting to me was that everybody in the class had 
a song that could relate to that book, whether it was pop music, rap music, all these different 
songs all had something in common. And you can always pull other people’s ideas for future 
reference, whether it be anything, anything they said or spoke about, or even direct lyrics from 
the songs. I feel like that can really help. 
Interviewer: 
Do you think that could have helped or would have helped in your writing? 
Jaquez: 
Yeah, I believe it did. I think... Nothing comes to mind, but I’m sure I was thinking about some 
of the songs because some of the songs I do listen to now and have used as inspiration for some 
of the writing I did. 
Interviewer: 
Are you saying that some of the songs that were played in class by other students are also song 
you listen to? 
Jaquez: 
Yeah. Now I listened to some of the songs. 
Interviewer: 




That’s interesting. So now you have a different appreciation for some other music that they 






Were there any messages you got from the songs that could have helped with your essay writing? 
Shirley: 
Well it’s not really a song in particular, but just what I noticed about music trends. The songs 
that you and the older student played would express counter-hegemony, but by doing peaceful 
things, by showing love and stuff. But the songs that the younger generation played, like me and 
a few of my classmates, they were also songs about counter-hegemony, but they ones had more, 
it was less passive, but more like active in a way. 
Interviewer: 




Not aggressive because it’s not, some songs could be aggressive I guess, but other songs were 
just more or less about being more of an active defender than just taking hits and still not going 
to attack back. One of the songs was talking about stop being so controlling over me, which is a 
different message than “One Love” by Bob Marley that the older student mentioned. Although 




Were there any messages you got from the songs that could have helped with your essay writing? 
Gayle: 
The song “Beautiful” by Eminem that Jaquez played? It’s just like he talks about how he wants 
to switch lives with other people just so they can see how he’s like one of them. Just because 
he’s well known doesn’t mean he wants to have that life. He wants a regular life and everywhere 
he goes he gets attention. He doesn’t like it. And Pecola in the book gets attention all the time, 
just by getting picked on. Everywhere she goes, she gets picked on. So, that’s the attention that 
she gets. And when she looks up, everybody laughs at her. That’s why and usually, sometimes, 
she always doesn’t want to go to certain places.  
Interviewer: 
Could that have helped with your writing?  
Gayle: 





Were there any messages you got from the songs that could have helped with your essay writing? 
Jules: 
I think so. The message of poverty from the song you played and I the one I chose stood out to 
me and I wrote about poverty in my research essay. So, when I write an essay, or paper or 
whatever it will be, I try to picture something similar to what I’m writing about. When I was 
writing something about poverty, I would picture this song in my head. I’ll picture that class that 
we just went through, and I will think right exactly what I have to do to for the essay.  
Interviewer: 
Let me ask you this, when you said picture do you mean like a mental image in your mind?  
Jules: 
Yeah, a picture, a mental image in my mind of exactly what we did in class or what happened in 
my lifetime that would relate to this. So, on having a song I feel more comfortable in the 




Were there any messages you got from the songs that could have helped with your essay writing? 
Azzam: 
I don’t think so. I chose a song about isolation and I connected it to the book. I felt comfortable 
with what I wrote, but I realize that there were many ways to connect to the book. I believe if 
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students find a theme in a song that they can relate to and understand, they can search for the 
same theme in the book and connect the book and song. This can help their understanding and 
their writing to improve. So, any theme in a book a song is connected to, will work for you in 




Were there any messages you got from the songs that could have helped with your essay writing? 
Debbi: 
I don’t think so. However, I like to be relaxed and clam when I am writing, and music relaxes me 
and helps me to write my essays. 
 
Categories: Comment about Messages 
The students were asked whether they received any messages from songs, and of the six 
students involved from Class 1 and Class 2, three said no and three did not respond to the 
question. What surprised me was that three of the six students decided to make comments about 
messages in song.  
In Class 1, Jaquez and Shirley referred to messages contained in song. In Class 2, Jules 
did the same. For Jaquez, there are multiple messages in a song that share similarities with a 
book. The American composer Aaron Copland said that “The whole problem can be stated quite 
simply by asking, ‘Is there a meaning to music?’ My answer to that would be, ‘Yes.’ And ‘Can 
you state in so many words what the meaning is?’ My answer to that would be, ‘No.’” Here, the 
idea that multiple messages can be grasped from music is evoked. Songs are open to 
interpretations so they cannot be pinned down to any singularity of message. Since there are 
different ways of interpreting songs, different people might interpret text differently and that 
might be true of people from different generations as well.  
Shirley revealed that music can produce generational trends in the way it is perceived. 
According to Straw (2001): 
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While inter-generational music preferences undoubtedly still differ, the biggest gap is in 
relation not to music taste, but rather to the ways in which music is acquired, shared, 
consumed and displayed using new technologies; ‘intra-generational solidarity.’ (p. 66)  
 
Straw pointed out that generational gaps can occur in music among listeners, which may not 
necessarily be in their taste of music but rather in their perception. Here, Shirley’s idea was 
corroborated. Shirley gave an example noting that music impacts people of different generations 
differently, and although both generations might have a similar interpretation of the same song, 
they would have different attitudes towards the song. She invoked the idea of a similar theme or 
an idea in a song that might be more passive for one generation and more confrontational for 
another.  
Notwithstanding, Jules submitted that messages can help us picture the song in our head 
and formulate thoughts to write an essay. As Logie and Dennis (1991) suggested, “Mental 
images help students restructure the problem because they hint ay dynamic transformations of 
the material given” (p. 213). Logie and Dennis’s idea connects to Jules’s idea that students 
picturing a song in their minds can help them structure and restructure their thoughts and that can 




• Some students incorporated songs from other cultures, because the songs were played in 
class, and some of the students even started listening to those songs on their own.   
• Some of the students developed an appreciation for music from other cultures that they 
did not have before. This is an example of cultural sensitivity and appreciation that 
started in the classroom and have moved beyond it. This is more than just tolerance and 
respect, but personal acceptance of the music of other cultures as a new part of their 
culture. [This has caused me to question what the cause of this might be. I feel it’s a 
surprise I obtained from this research. This answer is not part of my research design but 





• The same message can be analyzed differently according to generation. Although an 
analogously message might be acknowledged, the ramifications of it can be read 
differently according to the generation. [I wonder what accounts for this; it is also not a 
part of my research design and has implications for future study)]. 
 
Gayle: 
• Songs can reveal the singer’s perception or feelings and that can be linked with a 
character in a book, which can help a student to do more in-depth writing.  From Gayle’s 
perception, a singer’s perception is something that can prove helpful in establishing an 
intertextual link with a book and can help us produce more analytical essays. Perhaps 
many people would link a song and a book from many perspectives, but Gayle feels that 
examining a book from the perspective of the singer of a song is an effective way, but it 




• Songs can help form a mental image in our minds, and we can visualize the class lessons, 
along with life experiences, and experiences that relate to the song, and this can enhance 
essay writing.  
 
Azzam: 
• There are other ways to connect to a book, which are different from what we write.  
• Although one might feel comfortable with what one writes, there are other ways to 
connect to a book than what one has chosen.  
• If a student finds a song that he or she can relate to, he or she can connect to a book by 
using the same theme and use that combination to write an essay. 
 
Debbi: 
• Music can relax us and help us to write essays. This demonstrates that messages in songs 
can calm us and help us to focus, and that enhances essay writing.  
 
5. A) Let’s play the song right now. B) Is there anything that you hear that is different 
from what you thought? C) Is there anything you wish you would have included in 





Different Than Previously Thought 
With some points, the more they remain the same, the fresher the perspective continues to 
be formed about them. Others might argue that nothing ever remains the same, even if the 
changes are invisible or intangible. Time is a factor that impacts the conditions that allow us to 
apply interpretation, and a different moment or even a different context might cause new insights 
to take shape.  
Krippendorff (2004) informed us, “Differences in interpretations do not preclude the 
possibility of agreements within particular contexts” (p. 23). Krippendorff argued that different 
interpretations do not necessarily equate with disagreement within other contexts. If given 
another chance to examine a text in a different context, like a song, for instance, how might the 
students view the song after they experience it in a different context? The students’ responses 
can potentially demonstrate the interpretive process they previously employed and whether it 
changes or remains unchanged.   
After hearing the song played again, Jaquez and Shirley of Class 1 and Azzam and Debbi 
of Class 2 mentioned that they heard something contrary to their previous thoughts. However, 
Gayle and Jules of Class 1 and Class 2, respectively, did not mention anything. Jaquez now 
realized that the song he chose could have also been connected to a broken or intimate 
relationship. His response was evidence of his recognition of multiple perspectives in a song. 
Similarly, Shirley recognized that the main character could have been examined from other 
perspectives. For example, forgiveness was an approach she could have taken to examine the 
main character.  
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On the other hand, Azzam acknowledged that listening to the song again made him 
realize that the song he chose was very deep and challenged us to change the way we think. 
Although the song has simple lyrics, it is abstract and subtle, which means that in-depth 
cognitive processes are at work. Azzam’s idea about abstraction and subtlety in song amounted 
to what can be perceived as the notion of song, as outlined by Walker (1972). However, Debbi 
believed that she could have interpreted some of the lyrics differently. She indicated that the 
lyrics could have split into sections and meanings, and interpretation could have been applied to 
different sections as well as holistically, as she previously did. 
Categories and Theme 
Wish Would Have Included in the Essay 
I wondered what the students might have thought about what they wrote after they heard 
the song again. The purpose of this was to examine their perspective of their own writing with 
the bridging of a song with a book; after hearing the song again, they might have had a change of 
heart about what they wrote, or they might acknowledge new discernments that have now 
surfaced. To this point, Farnan, Lapp, and Flood (1992) asserted:  
Students’ attitudes about themselves as writers provide one avenue for program 
evaluation. Writing is an affective as well as cognitive process. Therefore, the impact on 
students’ attitudes and behaviors of the ways writing is approached in classrooms is 
relevant when considering program effectiveness. (p. 555)  
 
The students’ attitudes about their own writing can help to shed light on their understanding and 
interpretive processes.  
After hearing the song again, Jaquez and Gayle of Class 1 did not comment on anything 
they wished to have mentioned in their essays. Gayle insisted that she said what she wanted to 
say, and she used characterization to interpret the song and, consequently, the book. To her, this 
was an effective way to analyze both the song and the book.  
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However, Shirley of Class 1 and Jules, Azzam, and Debbi of Class 2 rendered their 
responses to what they would have liked to include in the essay. According to Shirley, she could 
have examined the main character from a different perspective. She gave an example of the main 
character Pecola’s persistent lack of forgiveness, and she believed that the author, Toni 
Morrison, was deliberately sending her reader a message by doing this. Here, Shirley was 
demonstrating in-depth textual analysis.  
On the other hand, Jules believed that she could have connected different lines and 
different themes of the song with the book and still be able to understand the book. Jules’s point 
was an illustration of multiple perspective in songs and books, but Jules focused on lines or 
lyrics from the song and connected them to different themes in the book. What differed here was 
that instead of connecting a theme in the song to a theme in the book, Jules thought that some of 
the lyrics in a song can be linked with different themes in a book, and by doing this, he would 
still be able to comprehend the book.  
Notwithstanding, Azzam would have liked to discuss the idea of what blue eyes might 
mean for the main character Pecola, and not just her obsession with them. Again, this is another 
form of the examination of multiple perspectives that can be obtained by concentrating on the 
perspective of a character. Azzam recognized that examining the perspective of the main 
character of the book is a way to link it with a song, for the message is much more than obtaining 
blue eyes. I wonder, though, if he meant he should have started with an issue in the book and 
connect it to a song. He did not sufficiently clarify this.  
Discussing the idea of perspective, Debbi said she would have liked to discuss what the 
singer talked about from the singer’s perspective. Here, Debbi started with the perspective in the 
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song and then connected it with the book. She seemed to indicate that she could have produced 





Shirley and Gayle from Class 1 had no other insights to offer, but Jaquez from Class 1 
and Jules, Azzam, and Debbi from Class 2 offered their insights into listening to the song again. 
Jaquez indicated that reading more deeply into a song can help us recognize intertextual 
possibilities and interpretations, and Jules added that songs are open to multiple interpretations, 
just like poetry. Debbi also admitted that songs have different perspectives, but for her, these 
different perspectives lead to new meanings and interpretations. For this reason, she insisted that 
it is imperative we understand the real meaning behind the message a person/singer is trying to 
send, so he/she can connect it to a book to aid interpretation. The author’s perspective is 
important to Debbi because understanding it can aid our interpretation of the messages that are 
transmitted through the song, and we can then apply that to the book. For Azzam, songs are 
vehicles of symbolism. From his response, it is possible to deduce that songs are also entrenched 
in multiple perspectives because the symbols they transmit are pluralistic and often subjective. 
The responses from Jaquez, Jules, Debbi, and Azzam suggested that one has to read more deeply 
into the song to recognize other intertextual possibilities and interpretations. Not only did they 
grasp the idea that songs have multiple perspectives and interpretations, but they also 
demonstrated the kind of interpretation that is grounded in in-depth textual analysis.   
The students’ ripostes have their roots in the multi-perspectival nature of song, which 
reminded me of DelliCarpini (2011) who shared that “Adopting or considering multiple 
perspectives on difficult and controversial topics engenders cognitive dissonance, and through 
cognitive dissonance we become open to new ideas” (p. 114). Her idea of “cognitive dissonance” 
referred to diverse differences of opinions which are contrary to one another. DelliCarpini 
contended that “cognitive dissonance” makes us “open to new ideas,” indicating that it is good 
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for the classroom. Songs do not always offer a consensus of meaning, and that makes it 
vulnerable to the effects of cognitive dissonance. Here, meaning making and interpretations can 





Chapter 8: A Pulse of Post-Observation 
 
Artifact 5: Post-Observation/Post-Ex Facto Notes 
 
All the students were asked to play the song they chose to connect to the book and write 
about it for their midterm assignment. They were given 4-5 minutes each, depending on the 
length of the song, and they had 30-60 seconds to say why they chose the song and connect it to 
book as well as anything else they chose to say (some flexibility was allowed here). Two 
classroom sessions of 1 hour and a part of another 1-hour session were how long it took for all 
the students in each class to present their songs. Except for one student, all the students in each 
of the two classes participated. For this research study, I chose five students from each class to 
be included in this observation report.   
The midterm was a homework assignment as displayed below: 
Midterm Assignment: Choose any song and relate it to any aspect of hegemony in Toni 
Morrison’s The Bluest Eye. (At least 800 words) 
The observation for each student was broken down, where Class 1 and Class 2 
observations are analyzed together. Each student in each class, as with the other research 
artifacts, was assigned a pseudonym. The observation was examined and “information extracted 
from the interview” was assigned classifications and codes, which were placed into Tables 8.1 
and 8.2.  
Kassarjian’s (1977) framework of content analysis was still used here, and this section 
also adhered to simultaneous coding. Saldaña (2009) claimed that simultaneous coding refers to 
“two or more codes applied to the same passage or sequential passages of text” (p. 80). The same 
sentence or sentences can be coded together to obtain different codes. I still made use of 
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“Theme” as issues, values, and beliefs, and “Category” as information that reflects the research 




Cognitive Influence (Identities and Discourses, power)  
Emotional Influence-physical/psychological impact (Identities)   
Theme  
Self-concepts/perceptions (Though it sometime overlaps with identities and power, it is 
the students’ beliefs that I am capturing whether they mention power or identity 
dynamics.) 
 
Table 8.1. Class 1-Post-Observational/Ex-Post Facto Notes 
 
Info Extracted from Data Classification Codes 
Rock 
-Enjoyment—relaxation—swaying/dancing 
-Connected the song with the book through societal 
concept of beauty 













-Connected the song and the book through the theme of 
absenteeism/absent dad 
-Psychological impact of abandonment led to a vicious 












-Enjoyment— Emotions/eyes lighting up—smiling 








-Swaying/dancing—Impact on other students-chuckle-
interaction—lightened up the mood 
-Connected to the book through the class theme-
hegemony, and characterization of characters through 



















Can’t play the song because of religion-students’ 
agreement to this—respecting the religion of other 









Emotional Influence (No 
assessment possible) 
Cognitive Influence (No 
assessment possible) 
Self-Concepts (No assessment 
possible) 
 
Table 8.2. Class 2-Post-Observational/Ex-Post Facto Notes 
 
Info Extracted from Data Classification Codes 
Charlene 
-Singing/swaying/gesturing—possible removal of shyness 
or hang-ups 
-Connected self to the song and the book through a desire to 
break free by the aid of characterization 















-Connected the song and the book through the ghetto and 
life issues/societal issues like poverty and racism 
-The ghetto in the song mirrors the one in the book-















-Connecting the song with the book through the theme of 
love or hate 
-There is power in love—it can unite or separate—planting 














-Singing/dancing—Enjoyment-Windale and the other 
students too—students appear to like the beat of the song-
attentively followed along with the English subtitle lyrics 
on the screen 














-Serious look—swayed very slightly from side to side 
-two students couldn’t bear to hear the song and left the 
class—they came back when the song finished.  
-Certain songs can trigger unpleasant memories and 
emotions 
-Connected the song with the book by making a personal 
connection with the song and connected it to the book 
through characterization 
-It is possible to use songs to send messages to others. 
[People should be aware that help is available, if they are 




























Song: “Pretty Hurts” by Beyoncé 
Rock seemed to enjoy the song as he folded his arms and rocked back and forth to the 
beat. He looked calm and relaxed. When he spoke briefly about the song, he said that what stood 
out most to him was the lyrics: “Perfection is a disease of the nation. You can’t fix what you 
can’t see, it’s the soul that needs a surgery.” He connected this to the song through the message 
that perfection doesn’t exist, and beauty is a social construction. He claims that the same thing is 
happening in The Bluest Eye, because Pecola has to deal with trying to live up what her society 
says beauty is, but it’s unlikely that she ever will.  
I can recognize Rock’s way of connecting the song to the book through the concept of 
beauty being a social construction. He is also indicating that beauty is hegemonic, and people 
try to live up to its ideal, but that is impossible to attain. I think about beauty representing 
something more than just looks or a physical appearance. What is it that we hold dear or would 
like to achieve? To me beauty is always a standard that would demarcate people, and it has 
psychological implications.  
 
Classification: Category, i.e., The Research Design (Discourses, Identities, Power) 
Subclassification 1: Emotional Influence (Physical or psychological) 
• Enjoyment—relaxation—swaying/dancing 
Subclassification 2: Cognitive Influence (The way students connected the song and book) 
• Connected the song with the book through societal concept of beauty. 
 
Classification: Theme, i.e., Issues, Values, Beliefs 
Subclassification 1:  Self-Concepts/perceptions (Identity) 
• Perfection—beauty as a social construction 
 
Saturn 
Song: “Hey Dad” by Charlotte Good 
Saturn maintained a serious look throughout and remained mostly still as the song played. 
He had a pious look on her face. When the song was over, she said that she connected the song to 
the book through the theme of absenteeism. The song addresses the absent father, and the same 
thing happens in The Bluest Eye. Cholly’s dad was absent, and when Cholly sought him out and 
found him, his dad rejected him. In the future, Cholly would rape his eleven-year-old daughter 
who sought his guidance. Though Cholly was physically around, he was always drunk, and was 
not there for his children, so it was just like he was an absentee father. 
I found it interesting that student remained with a serious look throughout the song being 
played. It was as if she was delivering an important message to all through the song that she 
played. It made me think about my relationship with my dad. It is not perfect, but it’s not terrible. 
I would not categorize him as being an absentee dad, but I can sympathize with those who had to 
go through this ordeal. There can also be absentee mother and both parents can be absent in a 
person’s life as well. I do not know the reason why Saturn chose to play this song other than it 
connected with the book, but I can imagine that a song like this can bring song peace of mind to 
students who are currently dealing with this. Like Saturn suggested absenteeism can be a cyclic 
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from one generation to another, and although sexual violence is the extreme, the psychological 
impact on students who has to suffer from this can leave emotional scars.  
 
Classification: Category, i.e., The Research Design (Discourses, Identities, Power) 
Subclassification 1: Emotional Influence (Physical or psychological) 
• Serious, pious look 
Subclassification 2: Cognitive Influence (The way students connected the song and book) 
• Connected the song with the book through the theme of absenteeism/absent dad. 
 
Classification: Theme, i.e., Issues, Values, Beliefs (Students’ beliefs) 
Subclassification 1:  Self-Concepts/perceptions (Identity) 
• Psychological impact of abandonment led to a vicious cycle of absentee and sexual 
violence [Intertextual Analysis]. 
•  
Buztia 
Song: “Liubutu Platutu” (Translated as “To Love to Pay”) by Andriy Kuzmenko [Russian 
singer] 
I gave the students the option to play a song in whatever language they preferred. Buztia 
played a Russian song, and although she told the class what the title of the song meant in 
English, she did not provide any translations of the lyrics in English. However, this only served 
to create more intrigued in the song. What I mean is that as she played the song, she stopped the 
song at intervals and told the class in English, what the song was saying. The class seemed to 
enjoy the beat and the rhythm of the song and asked they asked Buztia questions about the song, 
after she finished playing the song. Buztia kept on smiling as the song played and at times her 
eyes light up as something about the song resonated with her.  
I wanted variety in the song selections and also the students being comfortable with each 
other to share a song from their culture with us. I was happy that Buztia chose a song from her 
culture and chose to express herself that way.  She was enjoying the song and expressed what it 
meant to the class with deep affection. The fact that she did not have the lyrics translated, 
worked in a way to bolster the students’ interest. First, they obviously liked the beat, and they 
enthusiastic asked her questions about the song, when it was over and in-between, as she 
intermittently stopped the song to explain. After the class she told me that she forgot the 
translated lyrics at home. Looking back, I feel that it worked out better without the translated 
lyrics because she was so passionate about the song and that came through throughout. Buztia 
did not say how and why she connected the song to the book. 
 
Classification: Category, i.e., The Research Design (Discourses, Identities, Power) 
Subclassification 1: Emotional Influence (Physical or psychological) 
• Enjoyment— Emotions/eyes lighting up—smiling 
Subclassification 2: Cognitive Influence (The way students connected the song and book) 
• Did not say how and why she connected the song to the book, but captured the students’ 





Classification: Theme, i.e., Issues, Values, Beliefs (Students’ beliefs) 
Subclassification 1:  Self-Concepts/perceptions (Identity) 
• None given. 
 
Jamax 
Song: “I Can’t Get No Justice” by Jimmy Cliff  
Jamax danced as she sang the lyrics of the song. This made the other students smile, and 
the atmosphere of the room was filled with chuckled and interaction. When the song was over, 
Jamax said that the lyrics that appeal to her mostly was, “The ones I work with act like they’re 
my master. I can’t get no justice under this system. I can’t get no justice in this society.” She 
went on to explain that, “This is a protest song—protesting the veil hegemony from slavery to 
now, and Toni Morrison was doing the same thing too. The song shows the inability to earn, 
grow and become as a black person in Jamaica, and this is connected to the Breedlove family in 
The Bluest Eye. 
As a man who is originally from St. Kitts in the Caribbean, not only do I know the song 
and the artiste, but I can identify with it. This is a song I used to sing as well. Jamaica and St. 
Kitts were former British Colonies who had to deal with the effects of slavery, and post 
colonialism, which left the former slaves and their descendants on the wrong side of the ledger in 
terms of power, equity and access. Jamax made me contemplate how the song truly depicted The 
Bluest Eye, where segregation left the African Americans with very little opportunities and how 
hegemony permeated the entire society.  Jamax connected the song with the book through the 
class theme of hegemony and its societal influence. She also examines the characters through the 
lens of hegemony as well. This a demonstration of intertextual analysis on behalf of Jamax.  
 
Classification: Category, i.e., the Research design (Discourses, Identities, Power) 
Subclassification 1: Emotional Influence (Physical or psychological) 
• Enjoyment—Swaying/dancing—Impact on other students-chuckle-interaction—lightened 
up the mood 
Subclassification 2: Cognitive Influence (The way students connected the song and book) 
• Connected to the book through the class theme-hegemony, and characterization of 
characters through hegemony in society. 
 
Classification: Theme, i.e., Issues, Values, Beliefs (Students’ beliefs) 
Subclassification 1:  Self-Concepts/perceptions (Identity) 
• A protest song. 
 
Misoya 
Song: “She Just Wants to Be Beautiful” by Melissa Karl 
Misoya previously advised me that she would not be able to play a song in class because 
of religious reasons and asked if another student can play the song she chose. The class and I 
agreed that not only would she not play the song she chose, but she would not talk about the 
song, like the other students were doing. Instead the other students would arbitrarily discuss the 
song briefly for the one to two-minute duration that has been allotted to all. The lyrics that stood 
out most to the class were, ““Beauty is pain—beauty ain’t everything. “Beauty goes deeper than 
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the surface. No better you than the you that you are.” The students’ retorts highlighted the 
hegemonic and psychological effects of beauty.  
I feel that the class agreed to this because of the classroom community that was set up 
from the first day of class. This result is evidence of a Collective Third Space environment 
(Gutiérrez, 2008) advocates for, and it also showcase the effectiveness of Culturally Responsive 
Education at work. The student’s religion was respected by the class and she was not left to feel 
out of place and underappreciated. [This student is one who usually participates in class 
discussion. She is not shy and is not afraid to speak in front of the class. She is always present 
and does her assignments] I was proud of my class and how they rallied around Misoya.  
 
Classification: Category, i.e., The Research Design (Discourses, Identities, Power) 
Subclassification 1: Emotional Influence (Physical or psychological) 
• No assessment possible (Because of religious reasons the student did not play and 
present the song she chose.) 
 
Subclassification 2: Cognitive Influence (The way students connected the song and book) 
• No assessment possible (Because of religious reasons the student did not play and 
present the song she chose.) 
 
Classification: Theme, i.e., Issues, Values, Beliefs (Students’ beliefs) 
Subclassification 1:  Self-Concepts/perceptions (Identity) 
• No assessment possible (Because of religious reasons the student did not play and 





Song: “Break Free” by Queen  
Charlene enjoyed and song and sang passionately, and she swayed and made hand 
gestures. After the song was over, she said that the lyrics, “God knows I want to break free,” 
resonated with her deeply because “There is so much I want to accomplish, and I have to stop 
holding myself back.” She also said that some of the characters in the book needs to break free of 
their condition, but segregation makes it so hard for them. “The society we live in can make in 
hard for us, but what if we created counter hegemony to deal with what we are going through,” 
said Charlene.  
Charlene surprised me. She was so much into the song and the passion she demonstrated 
was contagious. The song seemed to have awoken something inside of her. She is usually quiet 
and reserved, and although she participates, she does not speak that much in class. I wonder if it 
is the music that influenced her to speak to stand before the class and speak to us with ease and 
reassurance. Was her shyness or hang-ups removed as a result of the music played in the 
classroom? This might be something to consider for future research.  Charlene has been able to 
make a personal connection with the song and connected it to the book that way via the medium 
of a need to break free and a need for counter hegemony. She is demonstrating deep textual 
analysis and proficient intertextual scrutiny. Charlene is moving beyond the obvious and 




Classification: Category, i.e., The Research Design (Discourses, Identities, Power) 
Subclassification 1: Emotional Influence (Physical or psychological) 
• Enjoyment—Singing/swaying/gesturing—possible removal of shyness or hang-ups 
Subclassification 2: Cognitive Influence (The way students connected the song and book) 
• Connected self to the song and the book through a desire to break free by the aid of 
characterization 
 
Classification: Theme, i.e., Issues, Values, Beliefs (Students’ beliefs) 
Subclassification 1:  Self-Concepts/perceptions (Identity) 
• A need for counter hegemony 
 
Elkan 
Song: “Changes” by Tupac 
Elkan was singing and swaying from side to side as the song played. He said, “The ghetto 
in the song connects to the book. There is poverty in both, and racism then and now.” The lyrics 
that stood out to him was, ““That’s just the way it is.” “Is life worth living, should I blast 
myself.”  
Elkan connected the song with the book through societal issues, such as poverty and 
racism. He compared those issues and assessed them through their past and present dimensions. 
I like the idea that the ghetto in the book mirrors that in the song. I grew up in New Town, in St. 
Kitts, and for many people that used to be ghetto. I can identify with issues of poverty pervading 
a community and many of the people being powerless to change their condition. Hegemony is 
far-reaching and unforgiving. For Elkan, although the book is set during segregation time, it is 
sounding the alarm of the plight of African Americans and the song is doing the same thing. 
Poverty can cause one to question his or herself and his or place in the world. This too can 
negatively impact our psyche.  
 
Classification: Category, i.e., The Research Design (Discourses, Identities, Power) 
Subclassification 1: Emotional Influence (Physical or psychological) 
• Enjoyment—Singing/swaying 
Subclassification 2: Cognitive Influence (The way students connected the song and book) 
• Connected the song and the book through the ghetto and life issues/societal issues like 
poverty and racism. 
 
Classification: Theme, i.e., Issues, Values, Beliefs (Students’ beliefs) 
Subclassification 1:  Self-Concepts/perceptions (Identity) 
• The ghetto in the song mirrors the one in the book-poverty-racism then and now. 
 
Jackson 
Song: “The Folk Blues” by Sea Folks 
Jackson also chose a foreign song. The song is a Japanese folk song, and although he did 
not provide a copy of the translated lyrics, he played the song on YouTube with an English 
subtitle. As the song played, he tapped his feet and sang softly. When the song finished, the 
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Jackson told the class that, “There is so much power in love. It can bring us together or separate 
us. This happens in the book, for example, Freda and Claudia planted seeds. 
I wished Jackson could have delve more into the idea of planting seed for one or two 
sentences. I don’t know if he added a little more, just how far he would have taken it and how 
deep he would have analyzed it. However, it seemed to me that Jackson picked up on the idea 
that planting seeds are symbolic. The seed represents impregnation, but also growth, and more. 
The seeds can be analyzed with them being planted in the ground, so the ground and the seeds 
together is representative of a man’s sperm and a woman’s womb. Pecola was impregnated by 
her father, and that’s central to the plot of the “Bluest Eye,” as well. Jackson connected the song 
with the book through the theme of love and there is a hint of hate as well, since he argues that 
love can separate us as well. I think about the concept of love in “The Bluest Eye,” and for most 
of the characters, except the Macteer family, love is a tainted and elusive.  
 
Classification: Category, i.e., The Research Design (Discourses, Identities, Power) 
Subclassification 1: Emotional Influence (Physical or psychological) 
• Enjoyment—Singing/swaying 
Subclassification 2: Cognitive Influence (The way students connected the song and book) 
• Connected the song the book through the themes of love or hate. 
 
Classification: Theme, i.e., Issues, Values, Beliefs (Students’ beliefs) 
Subclassification 1:  Self-Concepts/perceptions (Identity) 
• Power in love-it can unite or separate—planting seeds is symbolic. 
 
Windale 
Song: “Formidable” by Stromae 
Windale told the class the title of the song means “Wonderful” in English. She chose a 
French song and although she did not provide a copy of the lyrics in English, she also played the 
song on YouTube with an English subtitle. The students seemed to have enjoyed the melody of 
the song as they shook their heads and tapped their feet. They intently followed along with the 
lyrics on the screen. Windale was so spritely and enthusiastic throughout the song. She 
constantly had a broad smile on her face, kept shaking her head, tapping her feet and she sang 
along as well. However, she did not mention how and why she connected the song with the book. 
Windale energy has been intriguing for me to behold. Her energy might have been 
contagious. This makes me think that perhaps using songs in the classroom can foster contagious 
positive energy. Such a question can be tackled on another research project.  She connected the 
song and the book through the desire to be appreciated. The idea of appreciation is reflected in 
the book through several characters. I am ruminating that if student find one thing in a song that 
he or she can understand, then that might be a way to try to link it with a book.  
 
Classification: Category, i.e., The Research Design (Discourses, Identities, Power) 
Subclassification 1: Emotional Influence (Physical or psychological) 
• Enjoyment—Singing/ dancing—Enjoyment-Windale and the other students too—
students appear to like the beat of the song-attentively followed along with the English 




Subclassification 2: Cognitive Influence (The way students connected the song and book) 
• Did not mention how and why she connected the song with the book. 
 
Classification: Theme, i.e., Issues, Values, Beliefs (Students’ beliefs) 
Subclassification 1:  Self-Concepts/perceptions (Identity) 
• The desire to be appreciated. 
 
Keithley 
Song: “1-800” by Logic 
Before Kiethley started the song, he asked if any of the student knew it was the song for 
the suicide hotline. Five students said yes, and the others were not aware of it. As the song 
started, two students left the class, and they came back in the class when the song finished. When 
they returned to the classroom, one of them came to me and said that, “The song is too much for 
her to hear right now. I had a friend who did that a few years ago.” After the song finished, 
Kiethley said that, “It is personal for me because I lost a friend that way, and I think people 
should be aware that help is available, if they are going through something though that is too 
much for them, so I am using this song to send a message.” He also said that in “The Bluest Eye, 
“Pecola is on a path to self-destruction and possibly suicide.” She does not have help, and no one 
really love or care about her. 
I was surprised as to Kiethley’s song choice (The Suicide hotline Song). Not only did I 
not expect him to play the song, but also for two students to leave as he started up the song. This 
makes me realize that songs can trigger memories that are not always pleasant. Some songs can 
conjure up traumatic memories. I thought about teachers who desire to use songs as part of their 
pedagogy must consider their song choices, but even so, a situation may arise where a song 
could trigger an unpleasant memory for a student. The teacher should have contingencies in 
place such a thing occurs. Also, the students should know that if a certain song is played that 
triggers unpleasant memories, they can immediately leave the classroom like my students did 
and come back when it is over. Another way to avoid this is when dealing with a sensitive topic is 
to have more than one choice available and if possible, brief the students of the song’s content 
before it is played, in case there are some students who would need to excuse themselves. 
Bearing in mind that this exercise has had the students bring the songs they chose in class, there 
can sometimes be surprises that would occur. I do not think that we should censor songs that 
students bring in, but we must set workable guidelines to ensure that insensitive materials are 
not used. How exactly do we strike the right balance? From my experience of playing songs as 
part of my lessons for the past ten years, this is the only time something like this has happened. 
Hence, the chances of it happening is small, but it is always a possibility, so as teachers, we have 
to make provision for such a possibility, if we are going to take advantage of the benefits of using 
songs in the classroom.  
 
Classification: Category, i.e., The Research Design (Discourses, Identities, Power) 
Subclassification 1: Emotional Influence (Physical or psychological) 
• Serious look—swayed very slightly from side to side. 
• Two students couldn’t bear to hear the song and left the class—they came back when the 
song finished.  
• Certain songs can trigger unpleasant memories and emotions 
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Subclassification 2: Cognitive Influence (The way students connected the song and book) 
• Connected the song with the book by making a personal connection with the song and 
connected it to the book through characterization. 
 
Classification: Theme, i.e., Issues, Values, Beliefs (Students’ beliefs) 
Subclassification 1:  Self-Concepts/perceptions (Identity) 
• It is possible to use songs to send messages to others. [People should be aware that help is 
available, if they are going through something though that is too much for them.] 
 
Emotions, Cognition, and Self-concepts/Perceptions 
Saldaña (2009) asserted that “Since emotions are a universal human experience, our 
acknowledgement of them in our research provides deep insight into the participants’ 
perspectives, worldviews, and life conditions. Virtually everything we do has an accompanying 
emotion(s)” (p. 106). Here, Saldaña advocated for research that does not discount the emotive 
factors of students. Since emotions are present in songs, it was important for me to examine my 
students from an emotional perspective as well.  
My students’ emotional responses to the songs and their corresponding thoughts revealed 
to me that we have an emotional and a cognitive inclination for songs. The emotional and 
connective linkage of song influences our self-concepts/perceptions. According to Bell and 
Wolfe (2004),  
Emotion and cognition, traditionally considered separate processes, are dynamically 
linked and work together to process information and execute action. In other words, 
regulatory aspects of development can best be understood by investigations that 
conceptualize relations between emotion and cognition. (p. 366) 
 
For Bell and Wolfe, the correlation of cognition with emotions is obvious, undervalued, and 
underused. They went on to purport that 
linking cognition and emotion would do more than simply enrich the child development 
field. Research integrating cognition and emotion is essential in any attempt to 
comprehend emotion regulation and to endorse it as a scientific construct because 




Bell and Wolfe believed that more research should be carried out to investigate the relationship 
between cognition and emotions. Cognition and emotions have educational value when paired 
together, and songs offer the opportunity to pair them in an educational setting to boost academic 
performance.  
Bell and Wolfe (2004) made me think that sometimes we miss the mark by exerting time 
and resources into other educational endeavors to obtain solid results, and we can sometimes 
overlook the obvious and not be open to new approaches in the classroom. As humans, we use 
our cognition for many purposes and we use it for music too, but somehow many of us do not 
recognize the dynamic relationship between cognition and emotion and the potentiality of songs 
to take advantage of that relationship. Moreover, our emotions are so powerful that we often 
have to find ways or implement strategies to keep them at bay. One tool that helps tamper our 
emotions is songs, but it is not always foolproof. Nevertheless, songs can influence emotions for 
the better, far more than for the worse.  
Who can divorce songs from one’s life? Songs occupy a space, whether welcome or 
unwelcome, in our lives because they encapsulate our emotions. We are emotional beings and I 
will add “song beings,” for we are beings whose lives are intertwined in, with, and through 
songs. Whether we claim to like or dislike music, music influences us either in our taste or 
distaste of it or through certain kinds or genres to which it gives rise. Songs are action-oriented, 
even passive in the fundamental listening of them. Songs and emotions are integrated on so many 
levels that we are often unaware of their encompassing ramifications. The emotional approach to 
coding that I applied took into consideration the emotional pull songs had on my students and on 
me, as well as its infiltration of our lives.  
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Saldaña (2009) advised us as researchers that “Emotion Coding is appropriate for 
virtually all qualitative studies, but particularly for those that explore intrapersonal and 
interpersonal participant experiences and actions” (p. 105). He also noted that “We should attend 
to the ‘non-rational’ and emotional lives of both participants and ourselves” (p. 106). For 
Saldaña, there is value in examining the emotional factors in our data and that is a concept I 
subscribe to. I recognized that examining the intrapersonal and interpersonal data of my students’ 
experiences, and accounting for the emotional element in my data analysis, were important 
because those actions can reveal deep insight and truths about my students’ experience with 
songs, the intertextual connection they made with the book The Bluest Eye, and their emotive 
reactions to both.  
Our surroundings are like an apparatus for songs, where our emotions can be shuffled, 
sifted, tangled, straightened, and more. The way we think has much to do with how we respond 
to our environment. The self is a thinking self that can be influenced by stimuli like music and 
song. DeNora (1999) declared that “Music’s “effects” come from the ways in which individuals 
orient to it, how they interpret it and how they place it within their personal musical maps, within 
the semiotic web of music and its extra-musical associations” (p. 44). From DeNora’s 
contention, music can influence us in accordance with the modes of interpretations we assign to 
it. Moreover, she claimed that we are affected by music according to our attachment to it, but 
since we all relate to music in our own ways, music falls within our individual paradigms, and 
our perceptions are shaped by it. DeNora also linked music to our process of meaning making 
and the subsequent connotations we deduce. As also proposed by DeNora: 
Thus, in turning to different musics and the meaningful particles that ‘reflect’ and register 
self-identity, that provide a template of self, individuals are also choosing musics that 




Here, music offers us a template for self-reflection and self-imagery. According to DeNora, the 
self-perceptions that music impose on us are attainable and habitual as well. With this in mind, I 
opine that the students I observed as part of this research project and recorded post-ex facto notes 
on for their self-concepts or perceptions about the song they played helped me to uncover some 




















A Medley of Deliberations and Implications 
As I reviewed my dissertation, I realized that although some of the results were glaring, 
some questions continue to rise to the surface and may require further scrutiny to be addressed.  
Songs and English Achievement 
First, my investigation of how songs might work as a bridge to literary texts, like 
novels—and if students use songs as texts, to what extent do they develop and hone their 
interpretative skills—revealed that songs appeal to students’ cognition and memories and this 
enables them to interpret novels and, consequently, write about them. The students’ responses 
and work provided me with ways songs can be included as texts in the English writing and/or 
English Literature curriculum to contribute to the enhancement of students’ writing. The idea 
that songs can contribute to English achievement, in that students produce better essays, speaks 
to the concept that songs help students interpret literary texts in ways that are advantageous to 
the construction of better essays. Perhaps the reason for this might reside, according to the 
students, in the fact that songs have cognitive processes and, as such, they help promote 
imagination and aid students to view the world in a more concise way. The dialogic dynamic that 
exists in songs can produce dialogic discourses, wherein classroom equity is promoted as are 
opportunities for creativity and innovation to thrive in the classroom. Thus, creativity and 
innovation are by-products of pairing songs with books, and such a combination ushers in the 
catalyst for better essays to be produced. However, my examination of why bridging songs and 
literary texts accounts for students’ production of better essays did not provide all the answers. 
Further research into this possibility might be required and other hypotheses of why pairing 
songs and literary text enables the students to write better essays can be examined as well.  
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One suggestion I have for educators is to think about new and invigorating pedagogical 
possibilities in allowing for songs to be accepted not only as research sources, but as primary 
texts, for this has the ability to enrich the essays that the students produce in ways that are yet to 
be discovered.  
In terms of the students’ production of better essays, meanings in songs are assigned 
according to the circumstances and the context that surrounds them. An analogous context of 
both a song and a literary text might aid in ascertaining meaning and assigning interpretation. 
Thus, learning about contexts can enable students to derive meaning through multiple lenses 
from multiple dimensions. Songs offer a way for educators to teach students how to develop the 
skill to learn to read literary texts in their respective contexts and subsequently apply meaning 
and interpretation.  
This research showed that comprehending the context of a song and applying the same 
context to a book can aid not only in understanding the book, but also fostering the kind of 
interpretation of the book that would help students write better essays. Additionally, music can 
be coordinated with learning because music impacts brain activities that aid clarity that, in turn, 
helps to enhance the students’ writing. 
Hence, it seems as if there is something to the idea that songs offer a gateway to break 
down text complexities and, consequently, assist students to produce better essays. The way my 
students handled The Bluest Eye, a complex text, by reflecting on songs in their lives and being 
able to move that into an essay challenged the notion of what “English” is and should be.  
From my perspective, as a teacher who has taught College English II classes for about 11 
years, on the whole, compared to classes of the past, students who used songs to aid their 
interpretation of the book produced essays that were more analytical, more reflective, more 
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descriptive, and more of an illuminist type. Most of the students did not fall short of the 
word/page limit requested for the essay, and their writing revealed they did not seem to find the 
writing assignments an arduous task. Those who used songs to aid their interpretation of the 
novel did so with confidence and creativity. An idea that the students proposed was that 
developing an appreciation for the novel can initiate a deeper understanding of the novel. This 
seemed to happen in my research. My students seemed to enjoy the essay-writing experience and 
so I wonder how this might challenge or expand our notion of what English education is or could 
be. As I teacher, I am not abandoning contemporary English education, but I am giving students 
the leverage to thrive in alternative ways to the traditional form of English education, while 
concurrently adapting contemporary tactics. For example, thematic approach to ascertaining 
meaning is a contemporary style to gather interpretation of a literary text.  
In introducing songs as text to pair with literary text to enhance interpretation of the 
literary text, I am not just speaking back to traditional English pedagogy, for what I am doing 
incorporates some of the traditional while bringing into play other methods of English pedagogy. 
To me, songs are communicative tools that aid interpretation of literary texts and can aid 
contemporary English education, while simultaneously incorporating new approaches to English 
education.  
Apart from examining thematic correlations, further advantages of pairing or matching 
songs with books to enhance interpretation of the book include deducing meta-messages, 
applying contexts, and making comparisons. Moreover, by bridging songs with literary texts, 
interpretation can also be ascertained by examining different perspectives, characterizations, 
personal connections, and life experiences. Exploring emotional connections and signs and 
symbolism can also enable interpretation. Moreover, interpretation can be deduced by locating a 
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reoccurring issue or thread in a song and transferring the analysis from the song to the novel. 
Albeit, a few students might not use songs to interpret literary texts, but they might still be able 
to recognize the possibility exists to determine meaning that way.  
Does the Song Matter? 
In examining the findings above, some points resonate with me as I leave this study, and 
here us what I think about whenever I intertextually bridge songs and literary texts again. Does 
the song matter? From the songs the students played, there seemed to be a literary hierarchy to 
songs with which the students are familiar. I noticed that a few of the songs the students chose in 
both classes were the same. An example of this was “Scars to Your Beautiful” by Alessia Cara.  
Apparently, my students were good choosers of songs from their repertoire of songs. I 
wonder if in selecting their song choice, the students contemplated choosing a song they liked 
and that I, the teacher, would find agreeable for them to talk about in class. Although the students 
were asked to choose a song at random, it is possible that many of them carefully selected a song 
that dealt with themes which were robust enough and acceptable enough to get by. The song they 
chose at times seemed ideal. Could they have chosen different songs from their iTunes playlist to 
talk about that would have still addressed the issues they had in mind?  
As I contemplated the question of if the song matters, I thought about the classes for 
which I made use of songs as texts in my pedagogy. Looking back at classes of the past that were 
not a part of this study, but where I allowed students to bring in songs, a few of those songs were 
the same as those chosen by a few of the current participants in this study. 
From time to time, a few of the songs repeated themselves. I usually have a class theme 
for those classes I have taught, and perhaps it could be that because I had a class theme, my 
students were limited in trying to find a song to fit that theme. Maybe that is the reason or part of 
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the reason, but I wonder what would have happened if I did not have a class theme. Would they 
have produced other songs? I am not sure.   
My class theme was “hegemony.” I figured that my students tried to find a song that fits 
the theme as well as the book. Some of the students took advantage of the concept of beauty in 
the songs they chose, since it was a predominant factor in the book. Many of the songs that the 
students found covered both hegemony and beauty, and I do not know if I restricted them in 
terms of the kind of songs they chose or if they would have chosen those songs even if we did 
not have a class theme. Thus, while I ask if the song matters, it seems more research might shed 
light on this, while also leaving the question: does a class theme affect the students’ choice of 
song, and does literary text matter? 
Does the Literary Text Matter? 
Lee (1993) posed the question if the literary text matters. My students were assigned Toni 
Morrison’s (2007) novel The Bluest Eye. We examined the hegemonic repercussions of The 
Bluest Eye, and I am left to wonder how might have the research finding differed if a different 
class text was assigned. In other words, does the text matter, and if so, how exactly? What if the 
text was any other text, like Beloved (1987) by Toni Morrison or Native Son (1998) by Richard 
Wright? How might those have influenced the students’ intertextual connection to a song and the 
interpretation they discovered?  
Morrison’s (1987) Beloved can be said to address the impact of hegemony also, but it 
does so much more than that. Unlike The Bluest Eye, there is no obsession of beauty anywhere in 
the text. Beloved seems to matter in a different way from The Bluest Eye, and although 
hegemony can be inspected, Beloved makes a strong case for the examination of memory. It 
would very difficult to explore Beloved without examining the importance of memory in the text, 
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for Morrison scrutinizes memory in a multiplicity of ways. In Beloved, Morrison counters 
memory with history; memory is, from Morrison’s perspective, a part of history. Fictionalized 
counter spaces not only provide context to the present, but these kinds of spaces trigger memory. 
Beloved is both healing and memory. From Morrison’s perception, memory brings healing in 
that one has to remember to forget. This is one way one can begin to heal, but there must be 
some kind of threshold for the memory to be healing or helpful. Memory can be transcending 
and hereditary. There is a lived memory and there is a memory that resides in one’s DNA, even 
if the memory does not belong to that person in the first place. Then there are the collective 
memories of the slaves as they relate to their experiences. Historicity can be defined as 
“rememory.” In addition, there seems to be no objective memory, so does that make some 
memories dishonest? I mean, can dishonest thoughts help to shape some memories? Is there 
reliable memory? Is unreal memory false and can memory be damaged? Although some 
memories can be constructed, does it matter about memories that are manufactured? The main 
character Sethe has memories of the incident of killing her baby that differ from others. Does 
that make her memory false, or is it realistic because her mind perceives it to be that way? Does 
one need someone else to substantiate one’s memories, or is the way one remembers all that 
matters? Who defines the memory? This begs the question: Can memory be safe, and if so, what 
makes it so, since memory is always shifting and changing? Perhaps Morrison is not advocating 
for an authentic memory, but it is important to negotiate the memories. Another question one can 
ask is: Can memory through dialogue develop shared understanding, as seemed to be the case 
with the characters Paul D and Sethe? However, this speaks to an external memory that one may 
share with another, and although the dialogue may bring about understanding, individuals may 
not necessarily remember the same thing in the same way. Another point to consider is external 
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memory and its impact on internal memory. This takes us into the metacognition of the memory, 
and how it is processed, synthesized, and reproduced. Here, in the scrutiny of memory as it 
pertains to Beloved, the text matters differently from The Bluest Eye, which does not examine 
and break down memory.  
Moving away from memory, Beloved also addresses other dominant themes about 
America and its affiliation with slavery. It features rebirth and a type or resurrection and 
redemption for those who seem incorrigible, but that too is a matter of perception, since 
Morrison does not induce her readers to think one way or the other. Ghosts, shadows, and 
darkness are interspersed throughout, and this is not something that The Bluest Eye presents. 
Beloved starts just after slavery in the post-bellum period, and Morrison causes her readers to 
contemplate other issues and structures that slavery not only caused but also continue to exist 
after emancipation—and may still possibly exist today. The issues she projects to the reader are 
those the reader forms in his/her mind, like the stories one chooses to remember and tell or retell. 
One decides what stories to pass down through generations and how they have shaped and are 
shaping our histories; these are the stories that delineate American history. On the other hand, 
The Bluest Eye is set during segregation time. The context for both stories is different and, so to 
reiterate, they matter in different ways. While The Bluest Eye presents some psychological 
trauma, the stories are not as gruesome, tragic, and traumatic like they are in Beloved.  
Oftentimes, the psychology of the slaves is not examined in American literature, and their 
presence is often aligned with animalistic or base behavior without any exploration of their 
psyche. Morrison theorizes the psychology of behavior that many people are often willing to 
write off. In The Bluest Eye, she displays the impact of segregation on African Americans, while 
in Beloved, she demonstrates the impact of slavery on the individual slave psyche, and how the 
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institution of slavery itself can drive slaves to psychological imbalance. Morrison in Beloved 
continues to demonstrate that the system of slavery is to blame for the negative actions and 
reactions of slaves. Being confined and not being able to live freely can cause one to develop 
one’s own system of survival, and although it may seem that one is deranged, one justifies it in 
one’s mind. One such character in the story is Sethe. She is detested by her African American 
community who has a hard time coming to terms with what she has done. She is a slave who 
runs away and escapes slavery, and sometime later her master has tracked her down and met her 
alone with her baby girl, Beloved. Rather than being recaptured by her master, Sethe murders her 
little girl because she has a deranged idea that she is saving her daughter from a fate worse than 
death. From Morrison’s perspective, the evil deed is a result of the traumatic effect of slavery on 
Sethe. Rather than having her daughter taken back into slavery, she prefers to kill her because, in 
Sethe’s mind, killing her baby girl will save her from slavery, which is a much worse fate. On 
the other hand, The Bluest Eye shows African Americans accepting their conditions and 
surviving according to the limits that segregation has put in place.  
While The Bluest Eye presents hegemony, there is no murder or killing in it. The reader is 
pulled into the psychological mindset of the characters and how their lives are shaped and 
confined by segregation and its hegemonic influences. While Beloved is a text where the reader 
is also pulled into the psychological mindset of the characters, the impact of slavery is far more 
dreadful. Thus, it seems that a literary text like Beloved creates a different challenge for the 
choice of song to intertextually connect to not only because of the gruesome depictions, but also 
because of the historicity, setting, context, and level of psychological trauma.  
I also feel that if the assigned text was Native Son by Richard Wright (1998), the text 
would matter in a different way as well. In his text, Wright is not merely interested in subtly 
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displaying stereotypes of blacks, but rather fully demonstrating the extremes of those 
stereotypes. The characters are complex. His protagonist, Bigger Thomas, is powerless yet 
defiant. He hates the segregated system perpetuated by white people and their treatment of 
blacks. Bigger believes that blacks are living in prison-like conditions. He has a feeling that the 
system is designed against him and his kind, and it is only a matter of time before he falls prey to 
the system. As Wright stated, “I don’t know. I just feel that way. Every time I get to thinking 
about me being black and they being white, me being here and they being there, I feel like 
something awful’s going to happen to me” (p. 20). From Wright’s perception, the system will 
eventually trap many young black men, like Bigger, if they are not willing to be confined to the 
system. Bigger has refused to conform and his prophecy about himself has been fulfilled. He 
becomes a criminal, but a defiant one. Even when he is incarcerated for the murder of Mary 
Dalton, a young white heiress, and he knows he will be executed for it, he remains obstinate and 
will not give in to the white societal system. Although Wright puts the system of segregation 
under the microscope, he presents hegemony as being countered by the protagonist, Bigger 
Thomas. Bigger feels the victimization of the system and pushes back in his own way. From 
Wright’s viewpoint, the monster that Bigger becomes is a result of the oppressive system of 
segregation that squeezes him so tightly until he has no choice but to rebel.  
Wright presents counter hegemony in Bigger Thomas, who knows that he is fighting a 
losing battle, but he chooses to defy the racial hegemony in place rather than conform and 
merely survive. In this way, Native Son differs from The Bluest Eye. The protagonist Bigger, 
feeling trapped like a rat in the hegemonic system of segregation, strikes out against it on his 
own terms. This makes me wonder what songs students might choose to intertextually connect 
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with a text like Native Son, because it does not seem to be a text that offers safe intertextual 
linkage as The Bluest Eye seems to do. 
To me, each literary text matters in a different way. Even if texts address similar issues 
and genres, and are more conducive to intertextual bridging, there is no such thing as a perfect 
text that would enable intertextual pairing with a song. Any literary text can be paired with a 
song to aid interpretation of the literary text. Hence, it seems like literary text matters and will 
always matter in a different way, if different literary texts are used. Interestingly, how might this 
be examined based on song choice, essay writing, and interpretation? There is room in the future 
for me or any researcher to work with different students over a course of time, with two or three 
different literary texts, to see how they shape the kinds of songs students choose, and how that 
might manifest in their essay writing.  
The Role Songs Play in Students’ Lives 
Songs are important to all of us and play an important role in our students’ lives. I have 
been impressed by the way my students displayed the role of songs in their lives, and how 
metacognitive and reflective they were about those roles. They did not view songs at the surface 
level, but they gave the visceral attributes of songs. This made me contemplate that if songs can 
cause students to be metacognitive about them, then songs belong in the classroom for 
metacognition is a skill that educators (like myself) crave to witness in our students’ writing. I 
also have realized that they observe songs as connected to their identities and laced with power. 
Apart from connecting to our identities, the students argued that songs helped them to understand 
messages, change their moods, and express feelings and emotions. Songs also help them to relax, 
to reflect on themselves, and to better understand themselves and others. Here, identity shaping 
was presented by the students. In terms of understanding, the students felt that songs create a 
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bridge that makes understanding easier; a song can make the literary elements in a novel more 
accessible, and it can help to simplify concepts in a novel to make them easier to understand. 
Not only that, but songs evoke and communicate feelings. They are powerful tools of 
expression, and at times act as coping mechanisms to help them cope with life and the power 
mechanisms that beset them. The students realized that songs have emotive ramifications and are 
closely aligned with who they are. They demonstrated that songs teach them valuable life lessons 
and songs are legitimate learning tools. Not only do songs relate to the students and teachers, but 
songs have a way of causing both students and teachers to relate to those songs. Songs also 
connect to real life and the world, and as the students negotiate the world they live in, songs can 
aid them in this endeavor. Songs also help students to learn to understand themselves and others.  
The students agreed that songs’ attachment to their identity enabled them to interpret the 
world. Since this seems to be a verity, it is incumbent on us as educators to act on that fact and 
use songs in our pedagogy. While we advocate for curriculum that enables students’ academic 
growth, it would make sense to examine cultural artifacts like songs that are consistent in our 
students’ lives and find ways to use them to help students improve their academic performance. 
My suggestion of pairing songs with literary texts to facilitate interpretation of the literary text is 
one way to do so. There might be other ways educators can use songs to aid pedagogy. As for 
me, I want to find ways to help my students not only understand more challenging literary texts, 
but also deduce solid interpretations that would lead to better essay writing. Songs seems to offer 
the opportunity for students to enter a difficult literary text, or any literary text for that matter, 
and as a result, they help students to take hold of the literary text in terms of meaning and 
interpretation. Although literary texts can also be used to help students interpret the world, if 
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interpreting a literary text is proving to be elusive, songs can work as an intertextual bridge that 
can promote interpretation of that literary text.  
The students regarded songs as also being reflective of ethnicities, religion, and culture, 
and they believed that songs can aid them in expressing things that literary texts cannot explain 
(the unexplainable). Songs are mechanisms that help them to convey and assign messages and 
enable them to decode messages. These are ways discourse and power are transmitted and are 
influenced by songs as well.  
The idea that song allows us to read ourselves and the world as texts was mentioned by 
the students, and this is something to investigate further. While we perceive the idea of text as 
several things, ourselves as texts is an idea that can have classroom implications. Reading 
ourselves as text can help in essay writing when we make self-to-text connections and text-to-
text connections. However, this would be a novel concept that we are both self and text—that is, 
we can make both a self-to-text connection and a text-to-text connection, if we honor the idea 
that we are simultaneously both “self” and “text.”  
How Songs Transform the Classroom 
En route to attaining some information about how my students interpreted songs and 
applied them to literary texts, what also stood out to me was how songs shaped and transformed 
the classroom. Songs change students’ identities and roles in the classroom. Thus, the 
incorporation of songs in the classroom changes classroom life.  
This study also showed that the nuances of language and cultural meaning could be 
deduced as nuances of meaning that are portrayed in a literary text or a song. Since meaning is 
usually assigned within cultural dimensions, songs from this point of view enable message 
deduction and, consequently, aid the comprehension of literary texts.  
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Songs cannot be separated from the emotive factor that is attached to them. Songs are 
often emotional artifacts that promote positive students’ interactions. Using songs in the 
classroom is also a way to keep emotions in check. Since songs can be used as emotional 
regulators, strategies can be put in place to bring about emotional parameters in the classroom 
that can foster positive academic performance.  
Songs ease the mood and lighten the classroom atmosphere, which makes it so much 
easier for students to engage in the lesson. This allows for students to relax and be less stressed 
in the classroom. Songs produce in us emotional stability, which is a feature that all classrooms 
need. Songs can reduce stress to the point where students would be more likely to participate and 
interact with each other. This echoes Gutiérrez’s (2008) argument that the Collective Third 
Space is where cultural exchange occurs. Cultural exchange allows for students to feel that they 
are accepted and like where they belong. When this occurs, value is added to the classroom 
community because students feel safe enough to showcase their culture, which will be respected 
and accepted by other students.  
Songs promote community unity and collective adhesiveness within groups, and this can 
prove useful in the classroom. Culturally Responsive Education is required in this case, and 
songs are powerful tools that contribute to Culturally Responsive Education. Songs in such a 
classroom environment help to create a space where students can feel vulnerable, or strong, 
without having to withhold or suppress their voices.  
Songs not only allow boost learning, but they bring inclusiveness in that they allow for 
the reclamation of voices. Songs can set the right atmosphere that encourages students who 




In a classroom discourse community, music crosses cultural demarcations and promotes 
appreciation, tolerance, and love. Music is also a tool to help us gather information about our 
surroundings, and the discourse of discontinuity that prevails after it stops still causes us to 
reflect on ourselves and our place in the world. Thus, songs should not be treated as insignificant 
and be left out of the curriculum.  
A strong classroom community operating in a Collective Third Space education and/or 
Culturally Responsive Education provides students with the freedom to express their voices 
because it promotes equality and respect for all. With regard to silence, if only a certain person 
or groups of people can learn and others cannot, then the other person or groups of people will be 
silenced in the process. It is not so much the outward silencing of people, but it is more about the 
silencing of people in subtle ways. In this way, silence is being politicized. On the contrary, 
songs used in the classroom act against the development of such a thing. The classroom allows 
for talking in a discursive space. Songs in the classroom have the potential to bring about 
students’ engagement with the lesson and productive discussion can ensue. Through literacy, one 
can manifest oneself, and the classroom provides an appropriate space in which to do so. Using 
songs as text provides the framework that enables classroom community bonding. 
Songs possess the ability to make a classroom more inclusive; however, the teacher 
should always keep in mind the possible impact of songs on culturally proficiency and proceed 
accordingly. As we incorporate songs into our pedagogy, we should make sure that diverse 
cultures are respected. Cultural ramifications are features of songs, and that fact should allow 
teachers to bridge the students’ home culture with other cultures in different contexts, where they 
can develop effective communication skills and thus enhance their academic performance.  
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A way for an educator to cater for cultural exchange is to bring in songs that represent 
various cultures, and they should encourage students to bring in songs from their cultures as 
well, regardless of the language. Exposing students to different cultures enables them to learn to 
understand the world in different ways. Thus, songs are necessary pedagogical tools that enable 
students to make sense of the world, not only from their perspective but from the perspectives of 
others.  
The building of sense-making communities that can occur because of songs has sparked 
my interest. What is it about songs that seems to cause them to transcend different sense-making 
communities? Songs are often culture-specific, but they can also spread out and penetrate 
different cultures. Songs produced in one culture reflect the sensibilities and worldviews of that 
culture, and that means that songs from different cultures offer outsiders to those cultures a 
glimpse into the pulse of those cultural groups, their sense-making attributes, and the realities 
they construct. This helps to promote appreciation between people of different cultures. Also, 
songs help to eliminate the possibility of one-dimensional thinking. Hence, using songs in the 
classroom helps to transform the thinking of students in multiple ways, for they equip the 
students with insider information of different cultural groups or sense-making communities; in 
that way, tolerance, respect, and better understanding of each other are facilitated. 
As the students’ appreciation of each other grows in the classroom as a result of songs, 
cultural sensitivity is boosted, causing the students’ cultures to co-mingle; consequently, they 
become more engaged with the lesson. Not only did my students agree that songs helped them to 
become more engaged, but they divulged that songs encouraged them to work hard. This was not 
a surprise, but it dawned on me that the benefits of using songs as texts in the classroom are still 
very much untapped, and there are so much more to learn and more research to conduct into 
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other avenues of pedagogical advantages that were not part of this research. Nevertheless, the 
positive mood enhancement of the classroom as a result of songs, and the work ethic that songs 
seem to develop in students, are two aspects I hope to duplicate in my pedagogy.  
Moreover, songs have a positive influence on the students’ concentration and cognitive 
proficiency. We want students to leave our classroom more informed, with a wider knowledge 
foundation and academic mastery. Songs can accomplish this for our students, but it depends on 
us and how much of a role we are willing to let music and song play in our classroom.  
Teachers should bear in mind that songs have the ability to evoke in our students a sense 
of self-responsibility that has educational benefits. They can cause the students to take 
responsibility for their academic outcomes, thus releasing them from institutional and self-
imposed restrictions.  
The analogous relationship of songs and poems is another aspect that educators can take 
into consideration as they contemplate intertextual bridging of songs and literary texts. Song 
lyrics can work in much the same way as poetry. In fact, song lyrics and poetry mirror each other 
and can take the place of each other. They are tools that promote students’ participation and 
engagement.  
Student engagement preoccupies the minds of many teachers who desire to help their 
students succeed academically. The way songs enable the classroom transformation suggests 
aspects of Ladson-Billings’ (1992) Culturally Relevant Pedagogy and Gutiérrez’s (2008) 
Collective Third Space Education. Students’ engagement strongly leads to students’ 
transformation because of the valuable students’ interactions that came about because of songs. 
Educators need to make their goals clear to students, both academically and culturally. Once this 
occurs, students will have the space and leverage to thrive in an atmosphere of acceptance.   
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Moreover, songs promote interaction in the classroom and, as a result, they help to 
promote identity construction because they cause students to employ self-examination and, 
hence, configure and reconfigure their identities, both singularly and collectively. Songs enable 
students to reimage themselves and offer a way for students to reflect on themselves and adjust. 
The classroom provides students with a safe space to construct and reconstruct their identities, 
and because music is connected to the students’ identities, it enables them to sort out their 
identities. Educators should be aware that identity configuration takes place in the classroom, 
and songs as part of their pedagogy can assist the students to do so, while concurrently pursuing 
their academic outcomes. 
Additionally, songs are important in the lives of the students because songs often echo 
their lives in several ways. Songs address the students’ life experiences and educators should be 
cognizant of that fact. I propose that teachers of writing or literature, or teachers of any other 
subject, account for this fact in their pedagogy and use it to their advantage.   
Also, songs help to initiate a sense of connectedness among students, and consequently 
help to shape personalities because of their close alignment with our identities. In the classroom, 
songs not only allow for connectedness, but also act as a mode of expression and release for the 
students. Since feelings can be encapsulated in songs, there is a distinct emotive value in songs 
that not only allows for the communication of feelings; songs also act as catalysts whereby 
understanding can be ascertained. This is what brings transformation to the classroom because 
songs are bridges that facilitate understanding among different students.   
The connection of songs and language is another way a classroom can be transformed. As 
an educator, I owe it to myself and my students to acknowledge this connection and produce 
pedagogy to account for this. Songs are drenched in language that can teach language skills as 
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well. The interrelation of language and music, as it applies to the classroom, provides a vital 
element that crosses the educators’ domain and is essential to academic success. Bearing in mind 
that language and song are associated, when a song is employed, language is employed as well. 
A song constitutes a multiplicity of facets where language is present. Moreover, a literary text 
has language features, and pairing it with a song can assist students in textual analysis while 
concurrently allowing for students’ empowerment.  
Many educators desire to incorporate social justice into their pedagogy. Our students are 
no strangers to wrestling with power issues. Teachers ought to recognize that whatever affects a 
student in school, he or she takes that with him to his home life and vice versa. Thus, the power 
systems in society extend to school as well. How might our pedagogy account for this and be of 
use to our students? Evidently, songs possess the capability of causing students to examine 
themselves and their role regarding social injustice and inequity. The self-reflection that songs 
produce in our students can help them negotiate the power systems they encounter. Song has the 
capacity to bring to the fore the macro and micro perspectives of issues of institutional or 
systemic power systems. Songs can act as catalysts, whereby students establish counter 
hegemonic reactions. Hence, although some songs have political and social implications, they 
can serve to assist students in understanding societal operations and deciding how they want to 
confront them. Educators can be instrumental in assisting students to reach this place. There is 
always room for educators to inspire students to become free thinkers and not be confined to any 
singular form of being. As teachers, we all have the option to make our students aware of the 
power systems at play, and teach our students ways to counter them. Thus, the classroom is place 
where this can occur.  
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Songs have the ability to create, change, and enhance the mood in the classroom. As a 
result, songs can spearhead a lesson because of their ability to influence the mood of the students 
and the teacher, and they possess the capacity to facilitate long-term memory retention. In the 
classroom, it is imperative that the right mood be set to aid the delivery of the lesson and foster 
learning.   
My students mentioned that song can aid memory, and this can prove advantageous in the 
classroom. Memory skills are beneficial to academic success and, for this reason, songs can 
prove useful in our pedagogy. Memory is often prompted by a song, and since a song is an 
apparatus that causes memory to surface, it means that songs can be useful to aid students’ 
memory. The idea that phonological memory and vocabulary are related provides an argument 
for songs to be a part of educators’ lessons. If memories can be enhanced via the correlation of 
song and written language, then songs can serve to help students retain required information that 
they need to aid their academic performance. Songs cultivate memory and give students the 
impetus to excel, so memory retrieval is pivotal for students’ success.  
Songs are very powerful educational tools for they possess the ability to aid memory 
recall, and even those memories that are latent can resurface. The way music is structured 
contributes to the embodiment of emotions, where memory and emotions are associated. Those 
of us who perceive songs as pedagogical devices are aware that the constructive channeling of 
emotions can yield positive academic results. Emotions and memory do intertwine, and songs 
capture them both, so educators ought to account for this in the curriculum.  
Music is an aspect of all cultures, and memory in all cultures is influenced by music. 
Memories are at the core of human living. Everyone accumulates memory as he or she goes 
through life. Everyone experiences and reflects on memories, and sometimes without warning 
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they pop up at importune times. They are a part of us and can propel us or reduce us. 
Nevertheless, our lives can be impacted by memories. Would it not be a good thing if the 
memory factor that is present in all of us can be harnessed to produce positive learning in the 
classroom?  
In addition, metamessages help to produce students’ success. The connotative aspects of 
the message are what I refer to as metamessages. Metamessages are in songs, just as they are in 
literary texts, so we can deduce meaning by contending with the messages in their multiplicity. 
Students’ learning to decipher connotations to extract meaning is a skill that songs enable. The 
metamessages that students obtain from songs enable them to construct meaning that is not 
lexicon-dependent. As an educator, assisting my students to become effective critical thinkers is 
something I strive for. An effective critical thinker is someone who can extrapolate interpretation 
from embedded messages in a text. I perceive songs as proxies of metamessage interpretation, 
and that can provide the framework to aid educators in scaffolding their lessons to produce solid 
interpretations. In the process of assigning meaning to connotations, students are in fact creating 
interpretations.  
Interpretive Reciprocity 
The idea of a song and a literary text mirroring each other highlights the idea of 
reciprocity of critical thinking between the song and the literary text and our perceptions of 
society. I dub this “Interpretive Reciprocity” because both song and literary text can be used to 
interpret each other, and can operate as subsets of each other, while concurrently producing an 





I have thought about what it might mean to truly hear our students. I wanted to hear from 
my students how they went about interpreting songs and to find out from their work the extent to 
which their interpretations of songs enhanced their interpretation of literary texts. I came to the 
research with an open mind, hoping to learn with and from my students. I found out that there is 
value in listening with my students and learning with my students. 
Often, teachers have the opinion that they understand their students and the way they 
learn. While there might be some truth to this, so many aspects of students’ thinking processes 
are still unknown to us. As educators, we cannot just continue to dare to assume that a global 
understanding governs students’ cognition. Regardless of what we read, it is unwise to impose 
our perspective on students and design theories and strategies from our perspective only, without 
accounting for the students’ individual and collective perspectives. Even if a teacher is an expert 
in his or her craft, he or she is certainly not an expert in the lives of the students; that is, there are 
some things that students bring to the table which cannot be fully ascertained by teachers.  
Being aware of that fact is crucial to designing pedagogy that is inclusive not just in name 
but in reality. Thus, it is imperative that we begin to look at our pedagogy not only from our 
disposition, but also from what our students think about our subject matter, and how the 
inclusion of their ideas might boost our pedagogy.  
Conclusion: Feel the Song and Capture the Rhythm 
There are many seas that we all must sail through, and each sea presents a journey of its 
own that can help to mold and shape our identities. There are many oceans of culture, race, and 
ethnicity that some groups have learned to navigate and one way they have done so is via songs. 
When the sea of songs merges with the oceans of culture and race, they help to construct the 
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identities of individuals. There is a kind of power in song that clings to the very soul of mankind 
and womankind, and not only does it contribute to culture, but it also is a vibrant part of culture. 
Thus, a song is an important cultural artifact that spans human existence, and no race or ethnicity 
is immune to its effects. Music is a universal experience, and although at times it can be 
culturally specific, it is not entirely so. Songs touch us all in dissimilar and sometimes analogous 
ways, and they can be educational tools in how they can aid pedagogy. With respect to learning, 
some people seem more disposed to excel than others for several reasons. Some of these reasons 
include songs being intertwined with culture, race, and ethnicity, in terms of insufficient 
opportunities and human compassion. These issues can influence education and be contributing 
factors that lead to students’ underperformance in education. Music and song in the curriculum 
offer a way to address some of the problems that alludes both teachers and policy makers alike.    
When we have reached that place where we find music in everything, and our ears have 
become attuned to all the rhythms and sounds around us, then the hidden sounds of the night 
come alive to us. As we thrive in the rhythms of the night, we reach a point where we are in 
touch with our inner selves and aware of the constitution of song within us and the notion of 




Feel Me-I Am Song (By Elroy A. Esdaille) 
 
I am song and I am Music 
Feel the magic 
In you 
Around you 
I am in the hidden notions of your mind 
I am in and out of time 
Powers swelled up in my bones  
I am the rotating soul 
Discourse plays rhythms 
And identity dances 
I am music in song perplexing 
I am song in music parading 
The notion of song looms 
Let’s write a tune 
Let’s sing and bond 
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